FREE..
Agfa cassette
(UK only)

Announce atotallg new
generation of cartridges

Now there's anew generation in sound generation. The totally
new Shure cartridge range. A series of cartridges so advanced,
they have to be heard, to be believed. Incorporating features
only made possible through Shure's years of experience and
the aid of the latest computer technology.
Like the extraordinary new Micro- Ridge Tip for flawless.
distortion-free, sound reproduction and remarkable tracing
ability. The patented MASAR tip polishing process, to reduce
groove and hence record wear even further Our exclusive
Dynamic Stabilizer, to eliminate groove skipping, `wow' and
wear And the unique low-mass MICROWALL/Be rm Stylus
Shank, for a super- flat frequency response and
incredibly accurate high frequency trackability.
In short, atotally new generation of cartridges
— 12 in all, designed, developed, and thoroughly
quality tested (as you'd expect from Shure) to
bring out the full sound in any record —
from yesterday's cherished albums to
HW International
today's sophisticated digitally mastered
recordings. Fitting is fast and easy, with
London N7 8EQ
lightweight, snap- on P-mount adaptors or
standard half inch fixing.
Shure has always been in front in the
field of cartridge design. But now, with our
latest computer technology, we're not just
in front — we're generations ahead.
Hear the new Shure range for
yourself at your nearest dealer today. Or
send for full colour literature.
TM

3-5 Eden Grove
Tel: 01-607 2717
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hough one of the more modcassettes, Agfa's
Ferrocolor, which comes free
with UK copies of the magazine
this month, still merits serious
attention, particularly where
recordings are likely to be subject
to rough handling, as in portable
or in- car applications. Agfa are
justly proud of the fact that their
tapes were chosen for the Navy's
duplication- broadcast service
during last year's Falklands campaign, primarily because of their
mechanical ruggedness and
reliability. So if you are the sort of
person who leaves your tapes
within the reach of infants or on
the back shelf of the car during
the summer of ' 83 ( pause for
nostalgic tear), Ferrocolor might
well be a useful low cost brand
for sonically less demanding
applications.
The formulation gives only
marginally inferior results compared with premium brands,
Agfa feel, and the oxide binding
and coating processes are
claimed to give superior results.
It has been suggested that a
tape's propensity to oxide- shedding may be crudely assessed by
sticking a piece of Sellotape onto
an ( unrecorded) section and then
removing it to check how much
oxide remains stuck to it: could
be an interesting tape comparison yardstick, but Agfa are confident of their tape's behaviour.
Like the more expensive Agfa
cassettes, it uses a precision
moulded polystyrol case with 5screw assembly. The most significant difference is the use of
silicone-coated paper foil instead
of ' bubble' foil: thie larger surface
area increases friction slightly,
but the risk of tape edge damage
is actually reduced, and the paper
foil is highly stable.
Agfa might be considered a
'sleeping giant' in the UK. They
were into magnetic tape from its
early days, though, and also have
an illustrious history in photographic film. With a new general
manager in the UK, the tape
division is starting to raise its
profile and increase availability.
This month's covermount gives
Agfa a chance to reintroduce
themselves to readers, who can
now make their own assessment
of whether indeed such a profile
is deserved!
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Mail to Unilet, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey.

Please send me your free 20 page price list.
_
1 Name
Address

L

. Jill.i. .

Je.:

HEN
Ye,/
..a.0.01..... . ...-1-.A. . —.W..... . ..1.1.A.... .01.A..... .

How can you compete with Unilet? For astart they've got more brands
than I've ever heard of, let alone listened to. Their staff actually know what
they're talking about
They've got single speaker dem. rooms,
comparators, full after sales service, aworkshop bigger
than my store and they seem to know everyone who's
anyone in the business. On top of all that, their prices
are so devilishly competitive.
Igive up. I
think I'll try computers!

UMILET

12/83

Major Credit Cards, personal finance, installation, full after sales service.
Help line: 01-942 9567.

SOUND ADVICE AT A BETTER PRICE

35 HIGH STREET NEW MALDEN, SURREY. 01-942 9567. 14 BUTE STREET, LONDON SW7. 01-589 2586. 270 HIGH STREET GUILDFORD, SURREY. (0483) 65508.
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Pure gold
from Goldring
To get the best from your hi-fi equipment
upgrade to aGoldring cartridge. There's one
specifically designed to match every system.
The versatile G920 IGC will give optimum
performance with medium to high mass pick up arms.
Its fine line stylus - avariation on the famous
van den Hul design - guarantees accurate, uncoloured
musical reproduction.
Judge for yourself - ask your hi-fi dealer for a
demonstration.

Goldring
... the audible improvement.

Rogers
BRITISH

HIGH FIDELITY

Swisstone Electronics Ltd.
310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey.
Tel: 01-640 2172.
For full details and list of stockists
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Goldring Products Limited
Anglian Lane Bury St Edmunds IP32 6SS
Tel: 0284 701101
5

It's nice to be part of asuccess story. From the
morren: our experts first auditioned NAD we knew
that here was awinner in every way. No frills, no
flashiness, just good, honest specification and
performance. Since then of course the R Fi press in
almost every Country have endorsed our opinion and
NAD has become abyword for all that's best in HiFi

design and value. But NAD do not rest on their
laurels. Top designers like Larry Schotz are
continually at work researching, improving and
developing new technology, so that NAD products
continue to lead the field. Visit your local HiFi
Markets and listen to NAD for yourself. You'l hear
what makes it the most acclaimed
the world!
cc

de &w

NAD 3020A Amplifier

These are the inclusion of an MC
input and amono button switch,

Mcst other manufacturers, had
they produced an amplifier
anywhere near as successful as
the NAD 3020, would be
content to sit back and let the
oraers roll in. But not NAD.
Even though the NAD 3020 is
the most acclaimed amplifier in
the world, NAD still paid much
attention to constructive
comments made in the reviews,
the two most often requested
functions having now been
incorporated in the NAD 3020A.

66 I
can
thoroughly
recommend
this tuner 99
HI -IR ANSWERS
Sepumlber 1983

making the unit more versatile
than ever. And of course all the
acclaimed NAD 3020 features
are there. Volume levels far in
excess of what would be
expected from its conservative
20 watt per channel power
rating. This remarkable
characteristic is made possible by
high-voltage, high- current output
stages which can deliver shortterm bursts of two to five times
the rated continuous power
output into loudspeakers of
widely varying impedances. And
exclusive NAD ' Soft Clipping'
enables the 3020A to be driven
substantially beyond its rated
power cleanly and safely. And

Designed by Erik
Edyerdsen to sound
good — above all other
requirements — they
achieve this aim by a
margin that borders on
embarrassing in comparison with most dkik
of the competition 77
STEREO THE MAGAZINE
s
October ",83

improvements in circuitry have
been implemented by Erik
Edvardsen with the result that,
unbelievable as it may seem, the
NAD 3020A actually sounds
even better. The NAD 3020A
now has many imitators but no
equals. Come to HiFi Markets
and judge for yourself!

I09.00

Matching Tuner NAD 4020A

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck

This superb AM/FM tuner
incorporates the finest in analogue
tuner circuitry including adual-gate
MOSFET front end system for an
excellent combination of sensrdviti
and resistance to overload. The
NAD 4020A is the best sounding
tuner in its class and it's at Hi- Fr
Markets now!

Compfementary cassette deck to the
3020A amplifier and 4020A tuner,
the 6050C incorporates ahost of
advanced features including Dolby C.
Dolby B, direct loading with clicklocked soft touch buttons and
review/cue. Your local Hi Fi Markets
will be pleased to give you a
demonstration.

66

Best
Buy

99

HI- Fl CHOICE
Auri 19E3

£109.00

£159.00

The place where people care about hi-fi
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NAD 7120 MI/FM
Stereo Receiver
The new NAD 7I20 is acompact
receiver with Low- profile design
which is elegant and modern yet
highly functional. Its advanced
engineering and sophisticated
circuitry mark it as anocompromise product, one whose
sonic performance is audibly
identical to that of separate
tuners and amplifiers costing
much more.
Wide- range Phono
Preamplifier. Records are the
prima yhigh- quality music source
for most listeners; consequently
the quality of the phono preamp
stage is critically important. The

44...it represents one
of the finest achievements in FM and r. f.
circuitry design that I
hove ever seen., the
most sensitive tuner t
have ever measured,/
AUDIO

March 1983

engineering criter ia which relate
to musically accurate sound in a
preamplifier are now wellknown, and the 7120 fulfills all of
them. It interfaces correctly with
the impedance of the pickup
cartridge, ensuring that the
cartridge's frequency response
will not be degraded by the
preamp.
Sensitive Digital Tuner.
Unlike many stereo receivers
which have conventional tuning
supplemented by ameaningless
digital display, the 7I20 employs
genuine digital frequencysynthesis tuning, ensuring that
each station is tuned with crystalcontrolled precision. Five FM and
five AM stations may be stored in
the memory circuits and recalled

NAD 4150 AM/FM Tuner
The NAD 4150 is the first stereo tuner featuring the
new Schotz Variable Bandwidth PLL Detector, a
patented phase- locked- loop FM detector circuit whose
frequency bandwidth automatically varies with signal
strength and signal quality in order to optimise
reception. It dramatically improves performance in key
areas.
£179.00

NAD114
2
1
0 Pre Amplifier
Continuing atradition of remarkable price/performance
value, the 1020 is an audiophile-quality pre amp.
£82.00

66 This preamp credits
the strongest
recommendation

foe

PRACTICAL HI-FI
December 1982

simply by pressing one of the five
pre-set tuning buttons.
Infrasonic Filter. The 7120
contains asharp infrasonic filter
which strips away interference so
that only clean musical
waveforms are amplified. This
filter is located ahead of the taperecording output of the 7120 in
order to prevent infrasonic
energy from causing distortion in
your tapes.
Acoustically correct loudness
compensation. For the 7120
NAD has developed apsychoacoustically correct loudness
compensation circuit that
preserves anatural sonic balance
at low listening levels without any
false muddying of the texture.
High- Voltage, High- Current
Output Stage. The NAD 7120
is conservatively rated at 20

cannot think
of any other
amplifier at the
price which ts an
all round
better bet le-10
HI-FI TODAY
December 1983

receiver was
the overall
winner 99
POPULAR HI-FI
Quest Test
October 1983
watts per channel, but like all
NAD amplifiers and receivers it
behaves as if it were more
powerful than its rating suggests.
One reason is that its highvoltage design yields an II-IF
dynamic headroom factor of 2.5
dB, meaning that during shortterm bursts it will deliver 75%
more than its rated power ( i.e.
35 watts per channel) into an
8- ohm impedance.
£189.00

66

NAD 3150 Amplifier
The 3 50 is twice as powerful as the 3020A
when operated in stereo, and six times as powerful when
switched to the bridged mode and used with acompanion
power amplifier for stereo.
£209.00

Powerful
NAD 2150 Power Amplifier
Delivers more than twice its rated power with musical
waveforms, i.e. over 250 watts in bridged configuration.
£159.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

partner to the
NAO 1020

The NAD 5120 Turntable
takes its IgaCe
amongst the/Greats`

66 Excellent

66

Sonically,
the 5120 is in
aclass of its
own 99

sound quality..
scores highly on
value for
money 99

POPULAR HI-FI
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September 1983

September 1983

66 Clearly

66 Rumble

superior...very
impressed by its
performance 99

was also
virtually
inaudible
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In aworld full of turntables
that tend to look alike,
operate alike, and suffer
from similar limitations,
HiFi Markets applaud the
fresh approach taken by
NAD. A searching re-examination
of the common problems in turntable performance has resulted in
an easy- to- use semi-automatic,
belt- drive turntable that provides
an exceptionally vibration- free
environment for the record, plus
aradically new tonearm design
that serves as aremarkably
stable, non- resonant carrier for
the phono pickup cartridge. The
NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record- playing
performance, and exceptional
freedom from resonant
colourations and feedback, at a
surprisingly modest price. The
unique thin, flat, lightweight, lowinertia tonearm has an effective
mass of only 6grams for optimum
performance of any phono

99

July 1983

cartridge. It is constructed
of non- resonant
phenolic

and cannot " ring" and
colour the sound like metal arms.
The tonearm is one inch in width,
providing ideal lateral stiffness.
It cannot flex like thin arm tubes.
Midrange resonances of tubular
arms are replaced with asinge,
optimally damped, low-frequency
vertical flexure mode. A springsuspended counterweight with
viscous damping acts as a
precision- tuned Dynamic
Vibration Absorber, cancelling
the infrasonic arm/cartridge
resonance. Another outstanding
feature is the floating subchassis
which isolates tonearm and
platter from external vibration.
The low 4Hz suspension
frequency provides exceptional
immunity from acoustic feedback.

And there's convenient one- knob
control for both platter rotation
and arm cueing. The motor
automatically switches on as the
tonearm is lowered, switching off
when the arm is raised.

Be sure to audition the exciting
NAD 51 20 at your local
HiFi Markets.

£99.50

Complete with tonearm.
Cartridge extra.
Additional Tonearm £24.50.
Cartridge extra.

NAD 9200 Cartridge
This highly acclaimed
cartridge has taken its
place amongst our
foremost budget
cartridges due to its
excellent performance
and value for money.
Come and inspect the
amazing NAD 9200
at HiFi Markets.

£22.50

66In sound quality
the NAD is along
way ahead of any
of the cartridges
discussed so far,'
WHAT HI-FI
October 1983
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66 One of the

66

Produces
asuperbly cris
clean, tight
attack 94,
POPULAR HI-FI

GRAMOPHONE

finest loudspeakers
produced
anywhere 199
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All speaker prices per pair.

KEF Carina II
Carina II is atwo-way, three
drive unit free standing
loudspeaker capable of
producing high quality sound
loud enough to satisfy the
needs of those who like to
listen at realistic live volume
levels. The unusual layout of
the three drive units was
originally employed by KEF
for professional high-level
monitoring loudspeakers.
Coda Ill
Cantor II
Carina II
Caprice Il
Carlton II

£99.00
£119.00
£139.00
£149.00
£239.00

Boston
Acoustics A40
HiFi Markets are pleased
to bring you the Boston
Acoustics A40, acompact
2-way bookshelf speaker
which has won much critical
acclaim. We can strongly
recommend this speaker as
one of the most cost-effective
designs available anywhere.
The A40 which features a
61
/ in acoustic- suspension
2
woofer and Vain dome
tweeter, delivers exceptional
performance at avery low
price.
A40

HiFi Markets recommend

£99.00

ARI8LS

Celestion SI-6

The AR I
8LS is an Jpdated
version of the AR I
8s. a
bookshelf type acoustic
suspension, 2- way speaker.
New grille cloth and cabinet
appearance have been added
to give acontemporary style
in keeping with the top- ofthe- line AR98LS. The sound is
still the same — the sound that
has received critical acclaim
worldwide.

The Celestion SL6 has been
designed with acomplete
understanding of the vibration
of all the drive units, which
operate with complementary
behaviour mounted in a
cabinet conceived as part
of acomplete system. The
resulting accuracy, transparency
and resolution is excellent
especially with better
recordings.

AR8LS
AR I
8LS
AR28LS
AR38s
AR48s
AR925

£79.90
£99 90
£129 90
£149.90
£199.90
£299.90

Ditton I
00
Ditton 110
Ditton I30
Ditton 250
Ditton 300
SL6

£79.90
£99.90
£ 139.90
£189.90
£239.90
£279.90

incnisT re..tacte_._ for the best performance from your speaker system

11FFI MARKETS
place where people care about hi-fi

Ortofon are now established as cne of the foremost
cartridge lines and the VMS range in particular has
proved very popular with our customers. One of the
reasons for this is their relatively ugh compliance
values which combined with the correct tracking
force, ensures excellent tracking ability at low

frequencies. Tracking at nigh frequencies is equally
outstanding, thanks to alow equivalent stylus tip mass.
Therefore the entire frequency range is tracked
optimally, and distortion is kelp: at an absolute
minimum. For the great Ortofon range of cartridges
come along to
Markets

Ortofon VMS 5E Mk11

Ortofon VMS 10E Mk11

Ortofon VMS 20E Mk11

Incorporates elliptical diamond stylus.
Dynamic compliance I
5µm. Equivalent
stylus tip mass 0.Bnig. Frequency
response 20Hz-20kHz. Channel
separation 20dB @ i
kHz.

Incorporates elliptical diamond stylus.
Dynamic compliance I5µm. Equivalent
stylus tip mass 0.65mg. Frequency
response 20Hz-20kHz. Channel
separation 25dB @ I
kHz.

Incorporates elliptical diamond stylus.
Dynamic compliance 25µm. Equivalent
stylus tip mass 0.50mg. Frequency
response 20Hz-20kHz. Channel
separation 25dB @ I
kHz.

Ortofon VMS 30 Mk11
Incorporates Fine Line stylus. Dynamic
compliance 221.4m. Equivalent stylus tip
mass 0.45mg. Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz. Channel separation
27dB @ IkHz.

£12.50

£19.50

£34.00

£44.00

Choice of Tirntables at HI-F1 Markets
You'll firkl ¡great teak on tu-ntab1es at Hi-P>i Markus
Top models include the radical new Ariston RD40 at £99.95;
Thorens TD I
66 II at £ 149.95 and the Dual CS505.
Phone for our latest price on this popular Dual turntable.

Compact Discs have
finally arrived, the
new record medium
which uses adigital
recording- replay
process. As the UK's
largest specialist HiFi

The place where people care about hi-fi

retailer, HiFi Markets invite you to
visit your local branch and hear for
yourself the near perfect sound
that this incredible new system
delivers. Illustrated here is the
Marantz CD 73 Compact Disc
Digital Audio Player.

Yamaha P200 gets maximum
points in What Hi-Fl value for
money chart

September 1983

Yes, another high rating for Yamaha from
the Hi Fi press confirms our opinion. Yamaha
offers truly outstanding quality and
performance at prices that we would never
have believed possible. The styling and
finish are absolutely first class too, so we
have no hesitation in recommending
Yamaha wholeheartedly . Make sure
that you audition Yamaha as soon
as possibLe—hearing is believing!
_
Yamaha -200
Turntable
A fantastic quality belt- drive
turntable with optimum mass,
minimum resonance straight tonearm. Features include DC servo
motor, automatic return and cut
and front panel operation.
Complete with cartridge.

66 As far as the
measurements
go, the Yamaha
amplifier gave an
excellent
performance 99

£79.00
Yamaha A-300
Amplifier
Basic reproduction excellence
without frills or fancy automated
features means you'll always be
sure of what every Hi Fi enthusiast
really wants most from his
equipment— natural sound
performance. The A-300 gives
30 watts per channel with
0.05%THD.

HI- Fl FOR PLEASURE
July 1983

66 Cannot be

£89.95

faulted. .

Yamaha T-300
AM/FM/LW Tuner

WHATI-P-Fl

The T-300 gives you performance
and features previously available
only in much more expensive
tuners including Pilot tone PLL
multiplex system, 3- segment LED
signal level meter, FM stereo
indicator.

/-+ugust 19n

66 The

Yamaha , sa
real gem 91

£89.95
Yamaha K-300
Cassette Deck

POPULAR HI- Fl
March 1983

Suggested
Starter System

HiFi Markets reckon there's no better way to start enjoying real Hi Fi than with
this low-price System. We've combined the Yamaha A-300 Amplifier with the
Yamaha P-200 Turntable and added apair of Boston A40 Speakers for good
measure. The result is luxury listening on abudget! £257.95 Complete

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

The K-300 gives you the choice of
Dolby Bor Dolby C noise
reduction. This is backed up by
superior Yamaha technology; a
two- motor transport system and a
newly developed Superhard
Permalloy head.

£139.00

IIFi Markets
Ileateone Selection

Yamaha
Yamaha headphones offer superb
quality for the discerning listener
at prices which represent truly
outstanding vafue for money. From
the lightweight and all- new comfort
of the HP-2, to che unparalleled
stereo imagery of the YH-1000,
there's aYamaha headphone which is
just right for you. Come and try
them at HiFi Markets.
Yamaha HP-2
£33.00

Yamaha HP-1 •

£39.50
£47.00
£68.00

Sennheiser H D410

NAD 830

KOSS have been one of the leading
names in headphones for many years
and their model K6X combines new
out of the ordinary styling with a
new KOSS sound sensation.
Audition KOSS at HiFi Markets.

NAD has become abyword for
all that's best in sound
reproduction and the NAD 830
certainly upholds this reputation.
These headphones are extremely
compact and lightweight without
sacrificing frequency response.
In fact they reach at least one
octave below standard
lightweight headphones.

The i
I
D410 is aprime example of
why Sennheiser headphones are
so popular with HiFi Markets
customers. They offer high quality
and balanced, natural sound and are
also very light and comfortable.
Like all Sennheiser headphones the
HD410 is fitted with well- proven.
extremely durable steel connecting
cable.

£18.90

£19.50

£20A5

Yamaha Y'H-100
Yamaha YH-1000

KOSS K6X

Fantastic Selection of Accessories at HiFi Markets
Monster Cable
With Monster Cable the problems
associated with conventional wires
are eliminated by using more copper,
finer strands, higher purity
materials, and aunique winding
configuration that directly couples
your amplifier to your speakers
without loss. Without distortion.
The result? Music that's dynamic and
powerful, open and clear. The way
real music should be. Choose
Monster Cable at HiFi Markets and
get more performance from your
HiFi system.

oscillator naving ahigh magnetic
permeability and asamarium cobalt
magnet. having ahigh magnetic
energy. These materials take
advantage of Nagaoka's advanced
cartridge technology to reproduce a
flat sound for all frequency ranges
from crystal clear high notes to super
deep low tones.

MP10£14.95
MPI I £ 16.95

MP15£31.00
MP20 £38.95

89p per foot

Fuji

e
Nagaoka
Rolling Cleaners
A speciai new grade of rubber is used
on this roller which retains its soft
and slightly sticky feel indefinitely. It
is soft enough to adapt itself to the
precise shape of the groove. As the
degree of ' tackiness' is always exactly
right, the finest particles right at the
bottom of the groove are picked up
as well as the surface dust.
From £7.90

FLC90 £0.65• FX1C90 £0.99'
FXIC60 £0.70• FXI1C60 £0.87•
DC60
DC90
DC120
ADC60
ADC90
ADC110
ODC60
ODC90
SAC60
SAC90
SAXC60

NAD Mat
Nagaoka
High Performance MP
Series Cartridges
These cartridges use the most up to
date materials including apermalloy

The NAD Mat is afull 5millimetres
thick, has asmooth lower surface
which makes uniform contact with
the entire platter area, and is made of
carefully selected soft-rubber
compound with optimum density and
pliancy for efficient absorption of
most audio-frequency vibrations.

£9.95

TDK

£0.65'
£0.82'
£ 1.25'
£0.95.
£ 1.13•
£ 1.79•
£ 1.19
£ 1.65
£ 1.25
£ 1.49.
£ 1.45•

SAXC90 £ 0.99"
MET MA60 £. 85•
METMA90 £ 2.75
Demag £8.75
Clean £0.89
DC90 triple
pack £2.46•
ADC90 double
Pack £2.26"
SAC90 double
pack £2.98'

UDC46 £0.79
UDC60 £0.89
UDC90 £ 1.09'
UDC I
20 £ 1.75
UDXLIC60 £ 1.29
UDXL1C90 £ 1.65
UDXLIIC60 £ 1.29

UDXLIIC90 0.49"
XLISC60 £ 1.39•
XLISC90 £ 1.79'
XLIISC60 £ 1.45•
XLIISC90 £ 1.95*
MetMXC60 £ 1.85•
MetMXC90 £2.75"

Maxell

Sony

The Tape Counter
•Promotion Price whilst stoc.ks last
Prices shown apply only when 10 or
more cassettes are purchased- cash
sales only.
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CHFC60
CHFC90
CHFC I
20
BHFC60
BHFC90
BHFC I
20

£0.56"
£0.75'
£0.99
£0.69'
£0.85'
£ 1.12

AHFC90
FeCrC60
FeCrC90
UCXSC60
UCXSC90
MC60(3Pk)

Some items may not be
available at all branches

£ 1.09
£ 1.03
£ 1.35
£ 1.56
£2.09
£2.95

HiFi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
LONDON
Manor Park E12
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London Eli
7Central Parade, Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-520 7277
London NI
88 Pentonville Road. Tel: 01-837 4416
London Ni
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
849 High Road. Tel: 01445 1443
London N13
359 Green Lanes. Tel: 01-882 5888
London NW6
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-3286666
190 West End Lane. Tel: 01-794 7848
London WI
2Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-637 2245
10 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 1017
17 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7731
25 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 3329
48 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 2179
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5979
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W2
376 Edgware Road.
Tel: 01-724 0454
London W3
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London SE1
No 1Cathedral Street London Bridge.
Tel: 01-403 2255/3088
London SEI3
248 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SE18
162 Powis Street, Woolwich.
Tel: 01-8558016
London SW7
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SWII
13 St. John's Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street Tel: 0252 20728
Amersham
56-58 Sycamore Road. Tel: 02403 3819
Andover
105 High Street. Tel: 0264 58251
Aylesbury
146 High Street. Tel: 0296 31020
Barking (Essex)
7Station Parade. Tel: 01-594 3626
Barnsley
40-42 Sheffield Road. Tel: 0226 5549
Barrow In Furness
223/225 Rawlinson Street. Tel: 0229 21233
Bath
11 Southgate. Tel: 022564120/64371
Bedford
76 Bedford Road, Kempston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Birkenhead
11 St. Werburgh Square, Grange Precinct.
Tel: 051-647 5626
Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323
Bishops Auckland
82 Newgate Street. Tel: 0388 602266
Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357
198 Church Street. Tel: 0253 27703
Bolton
156/158 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Boston (Lincs)
9Wide Bargate. Tel: 0205 62454
Bournemouth
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 25512
Bridlington (Yorks)
47 King Street. Tel: 0262 74775/72274
Brighton
69 St James' Street. Tel: 0273 682402
Brighton & Hove
136-138 Portland Road. Tel: 0273 723399
Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
52-54 Gloucester Road.
Tel: 0272 428248
Bromley
38 Widmore Road, Tel: 01-464 2260
Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Canterbury
21 The Burgate. Tel: 0227 65315
Castleford (Yorks)
64&85Beancroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066

Chandlers Ford (Hampshire)
8-12 Hursley Road. Tel: 04215 2827
Chatham (Kent)
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Chelmsford
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Cheltenham
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Chesham (Bucks)
117 High Street. Tel: 0494 786494
Chester
24 St. Michaels Square, Grosvenor Precinct.
Tel: 0244 21568
Chichester (Sussex)
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
Christchurch (Dorset)
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901
Cokhester
14-16 Culver Street West. Tel: 020648101
Coventry
8Marlborough Road, Ball Hill.
Tel: 0203 458946
Crewe
106 Victoria Street. Tel: 0270 211091
Croydon
89 London Road. Tel: 01-686 1343
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Derby
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
Tel: 0332 380385
Devizes (Wiltshire)
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 2268
Dorking (Surrey)
23 South Street. Tel: 0306 882897
Dunstable
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750
East Grinstead
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Egham (Surrey)
163 High Street. Tel: 0784 35036
Enfield (Middlesex)
191 Chase Side. Tel: 01-3637981
Exeter
32 South Street. Tel: 0392 37888
145 Sidwell Street. Tel: 0392 72814
Gateshead (Tyne & Wear)
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Gillingham (Dorset)
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel: 0452 23051/20518
Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472 43539
Harlow, Essex
57 Harvey Centre. Tel: 0279 26155
Harpenden
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Harrow (Middlesex)
340 Station Road. Tel: 01-863 8690
Hastings
3Marine Court, St Leonards on Sea.
Tel: 0424 442975
Haywards Heath (Sussex)
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333
High Wycombe
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Hitchin
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 4537
Huddersfield
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 44668
Hull
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240
Word
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-5180915
Ipswich
87 Norwich Road. Tel: 0473 217217
Kettering
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Kingston upon Thames
3Eden Walk Precinct. Tel: 01-546 8974
Lancaster
84 Penny Street. Tel: 0524 39657
Leeds
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532 449075
8St. Anne's Road, Headingley.
Tel: 0532 789374
Leicester
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Liverpool
401 Smithdown Road. Tel: 051-733 6859
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898
Loughborough
33 Cattle Market. Tel: 0509 230465
Loughton (Essex)
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Luton
49 Wellington Street. Tel: 0582 27758

Maidenhead (Bests)
18 King Street. Tel: 06E8 73420
Manchester
25-29 Station Road, Urmston.
Tel: 061 747 5181
62 King Street. Tel: 061-835 1156
Melton Mowbray
9-10 Cheapside. Tel: 0664 64741
Middlesbrough
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
Newbury
62 North Brook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
33 Handysides Arcade. Tel: 0632 327791
New Malden
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
Northampton
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871
Norwich
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833
Nottingham
120-122 Alfreton Road. Tel:0602 786919
15 Market Street. Tel: 0602 412137
Oxford
256 Banbury Road
Tel: 0865 53072/511767
19 Old High Street, Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Peterborough
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
27 Long Causeway. Tel: 0733 51007
Pymouth
90/92 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
Poole
55 North Road, Parkstone.
Tel: 0202 742706
Portsmouth
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Preston
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Reading
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734583730
Redcar
135/137 High Street. Tel 0642 477356
Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Rotherham
2Westgate. Tel: 0709 70666
Salisbury
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
•
Sevenoaks (Kent)
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Sheffield
172 Baslow Road, Totley.
Tel: 0742 360295
10 Nursery Street. Tel: 0742 77824
Shrewsbury
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
Southampton
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Southend
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150
Stafford
8Lichfield Road. Tel: 0785 51234
Stamford
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 2128
Stockport
58-62 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-480 4872
Stoke-on-Trent
51/53 Piccadilly, Hanley.
Tel: 0782 265010
Sunderland
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 657578
Swindon
60 Fleet Street. Tel: 0793 38222
Taunton
2Crown Want, High Street. Tel: 0823 51682

Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
NORTH WALES
Colwyn Bay
19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos on Sea.
Tel: 0492 48932
SOUTH WALES
Cardiff
/34 Crwys Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel: 06462 4078
rerrreoad. Tel: 0639 882068
Tredegar
88 Commercial Street.
Tel: 049525 2288/2218
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Ayr
6A Néwbridge Street. Tel: 0292 264124
Dundee
51-53 Overgate. Tel: 0382 28900
Edinburgh
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-5567901
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow
14 The Toll, Busby Road, Clarkston.
Tel: 041-638 8252
Glasgow Central
340 Argyle Street. Tel: 041-221 8958
Inverness
1Greig Street. Tel 0463 220440
Montrose
102 Murray Street. Tel: 0674 73765
Stirling
73-75 Murray Place. Tel:0786 5053

Tunbridge Wells
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
Uxbridge
278 High Street. Tel: 89 33474
Walsall
Tudor House, Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Warwick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
Watford
68 High Street. Tel:0923 26169
Wednesbury
1Upper High Street. Tel: 021-556 0473
Weston Super Mare
203 Milton Road. Tel:0934 414423
Wilmslow
4/8 St. Ann's Parade. Tel: 0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931
Woking (Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
39 Victoria Street. Tel: 0902 772901
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NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Unit 12 Fountain Centre, College Street.
Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
21 Railway Road. Tel: 0265 52843
EIRE
Dublin
184 Lower Rathmines Road.
Tel: 0001-979216
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vine. Tel: 0624 851437
54 Bucks Road, Douglas.
Tel: 0624 23090
CHANNEL ISLES
Guernsey
Rue de Marais, Vale. Tel: 0481 55573
Jersey
69 King Street, St. Helier.
Tel: 0534 21735
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Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road, Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 16/10/83) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%
Not all the products featured in HiFi
Markets advertisement are available at all
branches. Please check before travelling.

HiFi Markets offer you the option of
extending your Guarantee to 5years
covering parts and labour. Ask your local
HiFi Markets for full details..

"When Ireviewed the
previous Hafler preamplifier and power
amplifier, Ithought that
their performance and
mechanical design could

not be improved. But,
after some three years,
David Hafler and his
colleagues have proved
me wrong."
GIRAMOPHONIE

TOP: DH220 Power
Amplifier. Less than 0.02%
total harmonic distortion at any
power level up to 115 watts contiruous
average power per channel into 8ohms at any
frequency between 20Hz and 20khz with both channels driven.
BOTTCM: DH110 Pre Amplifier with total harmonic distortion less than
0.0006% at lkHz 3V rms. Both units available in easy to build kit or completely assembled form.

"The DH110 is asuperb preamp...You would have to
search hard to find something
which actually sounds better
regardless of its price.

Hafler

Given that Icouldn't get
enough of the 101/200
combination, I'm hardly likely
to tire of the 110."
HI-FI NEWS

To: Howland West Ltd.,
3-5 Eden Grove, London. N7 8EQ Tel: 01-607 2717
Please send full Test Reports and Literatu'e on Hafler Kits.
Name
Address
HFN 1233

There's nothing
behind our door
except perfection
in sound...

11040
'the best
esounding
loudspeaker
ever produced
at the
price '
The MS40 is atwo transducer,
resistively controlled reflex
loudspeaker system finished
in walnut with brown grille.
A braced composite
monocoque enclosure,
high technology drive
units, and musical
evaluation techniques
allied to skilful
engineer.ng all combine
to make the MS40 the
best sounding
loudspeakei ever
produced at the price.

because at Chew & Osborne you'll find we're
perfectionists. One of the reasons is that our
experience covers 20 years helping people
discover the pleasures of true musical enjoyment,
another is that our customers individual
requirements have always been our first
consideration. When you're looking for advice
and assistance in the confusing world of hi fi
equipment, you'll find us completely professional
— and totally unbiassed.

Lm_

only stock the best names...and the latest
c-e We
models, which means that whatever you choose

*£166.75 per pair

whether it's the completely new compact disc
digital audio unit or apick-up cartridge, you'll
know the equipment is right and the price is right.

CIO

With everything on display. ..which means you
can see and hear the ultimate in sound in the
privacy of our hi fi demonstration rooms

C-C

At competitive prices...backed up by our own
after-sales service department. You can
purchase all equipment by phone — on top of that
we deliver free on the U.K. mainland. However,
by calling personally you'll only really appreciate
just how much we have to offer.

CIO

0+0

And for browsing, try our classical record
selection...chosen with care from the latest
reviews, and of course we also stock compact
audio discs. Why not call in for the sheer pleasure
of hearing fine music as it should be heard.

Chew&Osborne

k

Optional Stands
£34.50 per pair

Morclaunt-Short Ltd
High- Fidelity Loudspeaker' Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ.
Telephone: Regate ( STO. 073 080) 721/2
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI
For colour brochure and full information on all
Mordaunt-Short products, please complete and return coupon
I

NAME

I

ADDRESS

EPPING, ESSEX. 148 High Street ( 0378) 74242
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX. 26 King St-eet (0799)23728
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The finest loudspeaker in the world?...

The NEW horn-loaded
loudspeaker system
from Tannoy

...the Japanese say so!
With the Westminster we set out to produce
the finest loudspeaker you can buy.
We took our.renowned 15" Dual Concentric
drive unit and around it we built the optimum
cabinet design—acompound horn enclosure.
The combination of straight front horn and
rear folded horn increases the radiating area
of the drive unit by 21
/ times, giving anew life
2
and 'presence' to recorded music. With the
Tannoy Westminster, the overwhelming
sensation is of actually being there.
The excellence of the Westminster has even
been recognised in Japan. The prestigious
Japanese audio magazine'Stereo Sound'
recently conferred their ' Golden Sound'
award for the best new audio component on
the Westminster.

Perspective drawing showing details of
Westminster folded horn construction.

Visit one of our specialist Westminster
dealers and hear the Westminster
difference for yourself.
The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow. Tel: 041 221 2527
Fanthorpes
Hepworths Arcade, Silver Street, Hull,
Humberside. Tel: 0482 223096
K.J. Leisuresound
48, Wigmore Street, London, WI
Tel: 01-486 8263
Midland HiFi
Royal London Buildings, Wulfrana
Street, Wolverhampton, West Midlands.
Tel: 0902 771774

Bringing Music Back to Life

OCRI
"C
Disc Preener®. Manual or
Hi Fi Parastat®. And the
Xstatic Gun.
Specially designed and
developed to remove
dust and dirt from your
records and reduce
static, the Watts Record
Cleaner range leaves no
visible trace — only an
audible improvement.
In fact, so effective are
they, we're still receiving
requests for replacement
parts for Watts Dust Bugs
made in the 50's!
Watts Record Cleaners
— You Can Hear The
Difference.

Just because you can't
see it, doesn't mean it isn't
there.
Dirt, that is. Microscopic
particles of dust and
grime, ready and waiting
to grind their way into the
innermost grooves of your
precious records. Unless
you take action, to clean
and protect your albums
before use, preserving the
faithful sound you bought
them for.
With one of the Watts
range of renowned
Record Cleaners — the
original world famous
Dust Bug The Parostatile'
Cecil EWatts Ltd., Darby House, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex.
Telephone: Sunbury-on-Thames 83252 or Chertsey 61465
Telex: 21879 or 25247 (Attention " WATTS")

All prices include 15% VAT. Available from all good hi-fi stores and record shops or in case of difficulty order direct adding 10%
to cover postage and packing (minimum P&P 35p) UK only.
Please send me

Dust Bug(s) @ £3.27 each
Disc Preener(s)@ £ 1.82 each

Name
Address

Hi Fi Parastat(s) @ £7.36 each
Manual Parastat(s) @ £9.20 each
Xstatic(s) @ £ 10.19 each
illustrated leaflet and full price list

Ienclose cheque/PO value £
( please do not send postage stamps).
HFN 12/28i
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Hear today.
Hear tomorrow.
The A60's design was awinner from the start.
Consistently
praised, it maintains its lead in sound quality and reliability,
o
ce
continuing to be the standard by which other amplifiers are judged.
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F THERE WAS ONE topic that raised the
blood pressure of HEN/RR's readers this
year, it was Ivor Tiefenbrun's statement
in ' Views' last February that hi-fi equipment
could affect the listener's sense of pitch,
making it ' impossible to follow tunes'. Iput
off joining in that debate at the time for a
number of reasons, the first being that a
'tune' is an abstract concept, perfectly capable of existing without the presence of hi-fi
equipment or even musical instruments or
voices. Its very lack of physical reality
implies an enviable immunity to the slings
and arrows of outrageous hardware.
Talking to the committed, however,
revealed that the robustness of the tune was
not actually being called into question.
Rather, it was the ' in-tuneness' of the reproduced music which seemed to be somehow
capable of being adversely affected by hi-fi
equipment. Many people, however, reject
this concept also as being beyond acceptance, pointing out that musicians work very
hard at playing out of tune — it's called
'practice' — so hearing recorded instruments
as off-key means no more than the fact the
musicians were merely human, or that the
record company had dispensed with the
services of the piano tuner, a habit which
appears to be getting more widespread.
This is undoubtedly true, but as the subject
of the debate is not actually something as
well-defined as a 'tune' but rather the
perception of ' pitch', atopic long- beloved by
psycho- acousticians, the situation might not
be as clear-cut as people would think.
It is a sad fact that many people confuse
'pitch' with ' frequency', regarding the two
terms as interchangeable. ' Frequency' is a
purely objective property; it is both
measurable and one-dimensional. Pitch,
however, is wholly subjective. Not only does
its perception differ from individual to individual — how many people do you know who
are either 'tone deaf' or who have ' perfect
pitch'? — it is multi- dimensional, frequency
being only one of the physical parameters
affecting its perceived value.
It is related non- linearly to loudness, for
example. Play a 440Hz sinewave through
your hi-fi system at a moderate level; you
will hear a note with the pitch accepted as
that of the note A above middle C. Increase
the volume, however, and once above a
certain threshold ( you may need headphones to get sufficient level), the pitch will
droop. The frequency of the note won't have
changed but its pitch will have gone appreciably flat! ( Before the advent of those
wonderful visual tuning machines, many
rock guitarists would play woefully out of
tune: standing in the strong soundfield given
out by their stack, they would hear themselves as flat and consequently tune sharp of

'concert pitch' until they sounded in tune to
themselves. Unfortunately, they would then
sound sharp to everyone else in a less
intense soundfield.)
More examples of the contrary nature of
pitch can be found in the September 1983
issue of the Journal of the AES, including a
.splendid aural equivalent of Escher's everflowing waterfall, where the pitch of a tone
endlessly rises but always ends up where it
started, and a tone which appears to rise in
pitch but then is clearly lower at the end than
at the beginning.
But if our perception of pitch is such an
unstable commodity, in what ways could it
be affected by a hi-fi system? Frequency
modulation of the audio signal will obviously
modify the pitch relationships within the
music. There is no mystery about this effect,
however; it is good old wow & flutter, which
should be imperceptible in modern equipment. Even when below accepted threshold
levels, however, it can still give rise to a
general feeling of unease — as anyone who
has heard the low frequency solidity of a
piano digital mastertape compared to an
analogue will testify. Iremember auditioning
an early sample of the cheap Grado FTE + 1
cartridge in a low- mass tonearm: records
took on a distinct, well, ' pitch instability' is
the best way to describe it. Upon examination, the LF resonance characteristic of the
pickup/arm combination was of high amplitude and was continually being excited, thus
throwing up 15Hz sidebands around the
sound of every instrument.
Resonances in hi-fi are the equivalent of
the crime story's butler; they should always
be picked up on ' sus' when something
untoward is going on. Last March the JAES
carried a paper that on the face of it looked
as dull as last week's Radio Times. Entitled
'Anomalies in the Frequency- Length Functions in Violin Strings', it didn't immediately
jump out as suitable reading matter for the
red-blooded audiophile. As it turned out,
however, the paper provided fascinating
back-up for IT's assertions on pitch- related
hi-fi problems.
All string players are familiar with the ' wolf
tones' which afflict their instruments. These
are due to the presence of anharmonic
narrow- band, high- Q mechanical resonances in the instrument's body; when the
player plays a note near in frequency to one
of these resonances, it is forced into excitation, sounding with the intended note.
The interesting thing to note in the paper is
the evidence that, despite being of high Q
and not centred on the note being sounded,
the resonance is nevertheless excited, and
that the resultant sound is heard as being
'out-of-tune' — a distortion of pitch even
though the string is vibrating at the correct
frequency! In performance, the player has to
adjust his fingering, actually moving the
measured frequency of the note away from
its ' correct' value until its pitch is perceived
as ' in-tune'.
The relevance to hi-fi must be obvious:
every item abounds in such high- Q resonances, loudspeakers, tonearms, pickups
and turntables in particular. The most
reported pitch- related subjective effect concerns loudspeakers, and there certainly
seems to be a correlation between statements such as '... this speaker doesn't play
tunes in the bass' and the Q of the woofer/
box resonance being too high, which ties in
with the current trends towards overdamped
tuning. The paradox is that such failings
seem to be more detectable subjectively
using rock music, but more on that thorny
subject in my Celestion SL600 review ( p.58).
John Atkinson
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. . . about minds like dustbins
From: A Davis, Lancaster
Dear Sir, Some time ago we were informed
that the presence of atelephone in one's
listening room made an audible difference to
hi-fi sound quality. Today Idiscover (
HFN/RR
October) that it may matter which way round
our bits of wire are connected. The credibility
gap widens...
Yes, let us have open minds. But let them
not be dustbins. There may, or there may
not, be an audible difference which some
future researcher might be able to explain.
But how relevant is it, if it exists?
Idon't know how many bits of wire there
are, altogether, in the average recording
chain — but we may reasonably suppose that
about half of them will be 'the wrong way
round' on average. The actual number will
vary considerably from record to record.
Given that the effect, if it exists, must be very
small, what hope do we have of effecting any
significant improvement by changing the
one or two cables under our control in the
reproducing chain? How likely are we to
succeed in persuading guitarists to plug in
their instruments correctly?
There are doubtless many obscure pools
which can be fished with profit. But this one
carries the faint aroma of red herring ...
Yours faithfully

.. . about price fixing & CD
From: John Owen, Sandbach, Cheshire
Dear Sir, Your correspondent ( R. Watson,
'Views', September) is right to be concerned
about the apparent price fixing on Compact
Discs.
A similar complaint can be aimed at the
manufacturers of CD hardware. May Iask
why aLaserVision reproducer, priced at £250
(Debenhams, Oxford Street, sale) should
cost so much less than the least expensive of
the Compact Disc players? After all, the
LaserVision disc stores both analogue colour
video and FM stereo sound signals. The CD
player is required to retrieve and decode a
digital signal with alower bandwidth using
similar technology but at aseemingly much
greater cost.
The inclusion of such ancillaries as search
and memory programming etc, cannot
account for the discrepancy, for the video
player has equivalent facilities. Of course the
LaserVision machine has to compete in price
with the more conventional video cassette
recorders and their increasing sales record;
the CD player has to contend only with the
more expensive turntable- arm-cartridge
combinations in terms of reproduced sound
quality and equivalent price.
Nevertheless, do Philips consider the
average audiophile to be financially better
off than his/her video counterpart and rig the
prices accordingly? Is the price of aCD
player likely to come down? Doesthe video
product have agreater sales potential? What
questions should be asked? Perhaps an
integritous Sales Manager can be persuaded
to give some honest answers!
Yours faithfully,
Note: The sudden slashing of CD player
prices in October ( see ' News' p27) could be
seen as asign that they were too expensive.
Or rather, that Philips et al were panicked by
the slowdown in sales during the summer
and by rumours of very cheap Japanese
machines to appear in the UK next month—
Ed.
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. . . about the best sound on CD
From: Thomas R Gillett, Wilton,
Connecticut, USA
Dear Sir, Some months ago, Itook pleasure
in writing to Mr. Ivor Tiefenbrun telling him
how delighted Iwas with the Compact Disc.
'So sorry,' Iwrote, ' it's simply better.' Mr.
Tiefenbrun had the courtesy to reply.
Obviously, he doesn't agree. ' Ican only say
that there is something wrong with your
judgement, or criteria, or your system,' he
concluded.
It seems many of your readers would side
with Mr. T.
Idon't— which is not to deny that the Linn
is probably the finest record deck in the
world. Iremain convinced that there is
nothing wrong with the Compact Disc per se
as arecording medium. What is wrong is the
way most recordings are made— close-up
and multi-miked. This results in recordings
with an abnormally high percentage of
instrumental overtones. To make matters
worse, the multi-miking can produce a
tangle of phase relationships. The result:
ragged sound.
So what to do about it? Iknow of two
approaches that seem to work. The first is to
use avalve preamp and possibly avalve
power amp. The second is to use good
solid-state equipment with adequate tone
controls. Iam using aQuad 34/405-2
combination. Ifind myself using f1 with
slope or f2 without slope for most CD
recordings, often with the tilt control
set to + 1/-1. It's interesting that Quad
feature the Compact Disc in their ads.
Perhaps Quad are planning to surprise the
world with the first British- made CD player?
(This is how rumours get started.)
Incidentally, the best sound on Compact
Discs by far seems to be coming from Decca.
Perhaps it will be the British after all who
make the most out of the medium. You
didn't invent the LP either. Or the
phonograph, for that matter.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the continuing
digital debate
From: Adrian Orlowski, Brighton, East
Sussex
Dear Sir, '
Views' in October touched on
some interesting points concerning CD and
digital, in particular David Landau cited a
CD's ' ability to remain warp free' as another

reason in its favour aside from ' silent
surfaces' and 'freedom from static'. Ihave
never seen this reason mentioned, not even
in Sony press releases, but it seems to me an
interesting one to follow up in more depth.
It's afact both that 12in. vinyl records and
CDs are made of plastic, and that vinyl
records may be warped in ways invisible to
the naked eye. Jean Hiraga has quoted in
HFN/RR from JVC research which indicates
that the vertical movement of record vinyl in
the vicinity of aplaying stylus can be as
much as two microns. The tracks on aCD are
1.6um apart, and the tracks themselves are a
bit less than half as narrow— or so the
picture from Sony shows. Ihave no figures
for the actual wavelength of light used in the
CD optics, but half amicron would seem to
be of the right order. ( 0.68 j.im is the
wavelength of Sony's laser— Ed). We could
be in for atight fit, said the actress to the
bishop.
A further consideration could be highly
relevant ( my thanks to Charles Trayhorn of
Cambrasound for this suggestion). The LP
record spins at 33 1/
3 rpm; Compact Disc at
between 200 and 500 rpm.ls it beyond the
realms of possibility that the high rotational
speed of CD induces structural resonances,
and hence local surface movements, of the
discs while they are being played?
If this were the case, the optical system's
focusing servos would have to be pretty
damn smart not to lose bits of information.
Martin Colloms' reviews of Compact Disc
players have mentioned in passing that the
error-correction circuits in the players are
being worked far harder than the theory of
error correction predicts. Could there be a
connection?
So considering such ' rude mechanicals',
and the ends and ways of the two types of
disc replay, it is not clear to me that Compact
Disc has the ' ability to remain warp free'
(more strictly: adynamic condition
validating that description in practice). Nor
that in the imperfect worlds of analogue and
digital disc reproduction the advantage in
this respect necessarily lies with the
Compact Disc.
Ifeel some close investigation of this
aspect of CD would not go amiss. But Iam
tickled pink by the thought that this might
most obviously start by cutting aV-shaped
groove onto aCD and searching for possible
warps or resonances— using something so
allegedly abominable as ahi-fi cartridge and
tonearm.
Then William Sommerwerck mentions
comparing original analogue and digital
recordings. Ihope this topic will merit more
than ' anecdotal' treatment by HFN/RR. It is a
serious matter, and it is of considerable
general hi-fi interest.
It is plain that the present two- pronged
thrust of digital audio into the domestic and
professional spheres will tolerate ( and I
would think purposely allows for) acomplete
decoupling of these efforts should adire
commercial emergency require this— highly
undesirable and crippling to the digital cause
though this might be. It is still conceivable to
those aware of the current market situation
of digital, that the domestic Compact Discs
may crash commercially, but that digital
audio recorders completely supplant
existing reel-to-reel machines in studios.
In the light of this possibility Ithink hi-fi
magazines should be more concerned for
their readers about the consequences of this
for music reproduction as awhole. How
does professional digital equipment
compare for sound quality with the studio
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analogue tape recorders now in use? Can the
professional digital hardware demonstrate,
aside from Compact Disc, that its ousting
analogue from the studios would result in
higher quality music for everyone? In other
words, forgetting for the moment about CD,
can studio digital justify its own claimed
superiority?
Itherefore welcome Mr Sommerwerck's
comments. As mainstream hi-fi is now a
world apart from the studio/professional end
of making records, with so little lateral
communication going on ( why?), perhaps I
might be allowed to add my own
impressions. I
too have had the chance to
compare original studio quality recordings. I
was extremely disappointed that the digital
recording was so clearly, to my ears,
musically impoverished. Ambient
information was missing, the pitch of notes
played on backing instruments was harder
or impossible to hear, dynamic contrasts
were reduced, and differences in the attack
of separate notes were less clear, making the
rhythm less incisive. That, Ifeel sure, is what
Alvin Gold is refering to when he describes
digital sound as 'threadbare'.
Now Mr Sommerwerck and Ihave
different ways of listening ( and Isuspect
different attitudes towards our readers); a
careful reading of our comments will bear
that out. I
think our descriptions of the
sounds as we found them are not
incompatible, although our evaluations of
them are. But will HFN/RRcontinue to label
politically non-conformist opinions as
'anecdotal', meaning they are not to be taken
seriously or given credence? Iam consoled
by the knowledge that privately many studio/
professional people extend the same
compliment to hi-fi magazines. Which, in the
circumstances, is no consolation at all.
But let me make clear, by reference to 'fair
dems', my journalistic attitudes. A paradigm
case occured recently at the HFN/RR Penta
Show. Members of the public were asked to
choose between two recordings of the same
musical performance, one recorded on a
studio analogue machine, the other on a
PCM-F1 system, both played from avinyl
disc. Isaw two instances of this, and on
neither occasion were the audience told
which version was which, or prompted, or
clued beforehand what to expect, or told
how to listen or what to listen for. Neither
were they awed, cowed, or otherwise
influenced by the presence of Mr Ivor
Tiefenbrun, who took no part in either of the
proceedings, and who Ican categorically
confirm did not act in any way that might be
interpreted as hypnotising the audience,
casting spells, invoking spirits, possessing
anyone's mind etc. (The most rational of
people, it seems to me, sometimes have the
most irrational of beliefs).
On both occasions aroomful of people
expressed preference for the version which
was subsequently revealed as the analogue
tape recording. There were no votes for the
digital recording. That is one point. The other
is that earlier Mr John Borwick, Gramophone
reviewer, had heard the same comparison
and commented along that lines that Mr
Sommerwerck did, that the analogue version
was ' more coloured'.
Yes Ido hear the distant clamour of the old
argument that this is not fair— that there is
something about vinyl records that shows
digital recordings in apoor light, and that
makes analogue recordings irresistibly and
praetornaturally seductive to large numbers
of people. On the other hand, the Lipshitz
suggestion that we all line up to compare a
'straight wire' bypass with adirect
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microphone feed going through the ADCs
and DACs only is typical of the ivory tower
academic with no concept of reality. Neither
my readers nor I
will be buying converter
chips— we will be buying acomplete CD
player and the digital record processing
technology involved, or not, according to our
free choice.
The Penta Show demonstrations I've
mentioned are therefore not fair in one
important respect. To be complete, they
should have also offered the same analogue
and digital original recordings in Compact
Disc versions. Six months after the launch of
Compact Disc, and more than ayear after the
release of digitally recorded music, no hi-fi
magazine has yet demanded that such a
comparison be made available to their
readers. Nor has any digital hi-fi or record
manufacturer offered such afacility. May it
be apoint of record that that demand is now
standing. Or will the magazines and the
manufacturers continue to serve the public
in the way that is best for mushrooms—
keeping them in the dark and feeding them
bullshit.
Yours in sorrow

. . . about the Earth being flat!
From: Peter Turner, Stroud, Gloucestershire
Dear Sir, Contemporary controversy seems
to consist largely in attaching what is
regarded as aself-evidently damning epithet
to the opposition. One recent example of this
logical technique is your use of the
expression'flat-earther.
Just what you mean by that is not entirely
clear to me; but Isuspect that Ishould be
included within the fraternity. If it means
what I
think it means, Iam unrepentant. For
example, Mr. David Landau ('Views'
October) quotes acritic in the early days of
stereo as referring to it as 'agimmick that
detracts from the musical content'. He,
presumably, belonged to that generation of
flat-earthers, as did I.
At that time Iagreed with the critic; but
much has happened since to modify the
view. It was not, however, wholly false or
obtusely conservative: there is areal sense
in which amono reproducer avoids that fatal
tendency to listen to sounds rather than to
music. If Iattend aconcert, Iam not in the
slightest degree concerned with where the
second clarinet is sitting; Ido not make
judgements about ' inner clarity' or 'seductive midrange openness'. Iavoid, so far as
possible, being distracted by the often
gauche antics of many conductors, and
listen to the music. In mono days, as I
remember them so very well, it was easier to
adopt that attitude than it is in these days of
universal stereo, when it is far too easy to
find oneself listening, not to music, but to
equipment. Audiophilia tends dangerously
to become an end in itself.
The earth is flat, isn't it?
Yours faithfully

... about hidden charges
From: M. Ihnatenko, Stockport, Cheshire
Dear Sir, Iam writing to warn your readers of
pitfalls when selling equipment through a
dealer on acommission basis. Irecently sold
aRevox tape recorder through aCheshire
dealer for £275, less their commission of
15% which would leave me with
approximately £233. When payment was
made, Ireceived acheque for £213, the
difference being VAT on their commission,
and afurther reduction because their '
customer paid by credit card and they stood

to lose the commission the credit card
company charge. None of these reductions
were mentioned at any time prior to the
machine being sold.
So beware when selling equipment
through supposedly ' reputable' companies,
as an initially attractive deal can leave you
somewhat short on your expected return.
After all, somebody has to pay for the
dealer's overheads.
Yours faithfully

... about tubes & mystic
experiences
From: Harvey Rosenberg, New York Audio
Laboratories Inc, 33 North Riverside Ave,
Croton-on-Hudson, NY10520, USA
Dear Sir, Just yesterday Iwas walking in
Central Park and behold, there was aburning
bush, and as the smoke reached for the sky,
avery aged audiophile in awhite sheet and
white beard rose out of the flames and
spake: ' Fear not, though the makers of
solid-state electronics are legion, and they
multiply like flies on acamel, Iam not with
them; for he who dwelleth in the light of the
tube shall be mighty like aherd of horny
Jewish elephants, crushing them asunder as
if they were Dynavector styli. Amen.'
You can imagine my surprise at
experiencing such an event and what else
could Ido but go home, eat peanuts, and
jump up and down on my Dynavector
cartridge.
The article Ken Kessler wrote on tubes has
been responsible for some of the most
interesting mail — did you know that there
are tube lovers in the Hebrides, India,
Czechoslovakia, and Transylvania?
Yours faithfully

... about JR manuals
From: J. MacMenigall, Ashford, Kent
Dear Sir, Ihave recently acquired asecondhand pair of JR149 loudspeakers together
with the JR LPA unit and subwoofer.
However, no user literature, circuit diagrams
etc, were available and as the manufacturer
is no longer in business, Iwonder if any
readers who possess similar equipment
would be willing to lend me any literature
they may have. A circuit diagram of the LPA
unit would be particularly welcome.
Yours faithfully

.about high frequency
hearing limits
•

From: A.G. Woolridge, Keynsham, Bristol
Dear Sir, Most of my working life has been
spent with an audio frequency generator not
far away, so I
was surprised recently to
notice the following effect.
Using headphones fed from the generator,
Iincreased frequency until my awareness of
it was very low. This was at about 13.5kHz —
my ears have been around for 64 years! I
moved the phones across my ears, to check I
was 'on the beam' and noticed an increase
whilst moving, but this soon reduced to the
previous steady level. I
tried switching the
signal on and off, and the intermittent sound
was easily heard. If left ' on', the perceived
level reduced in 1or 2seconds, as if afatigue
mechanism was operating. It seems that my
response to intermittent HF sounds is a
couple of kHz better than my steady state
one.
Iremember that Ralph West wrote that
although his 'top' frequency response was
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failing, owing to the passage of the years, he
could still appreciate fast wavefronts. Inow
believe him!
Yours faithfully

. . about expectations
exceeding results
From: R.J. Smith, Goring- on- Sea, Worthing,
West Sussex.
Dear Sir, Having purchased your October
issue with the free musicassette and read all
about it on page 36, Iexpected great things.
But no, ' poor' is the word Iwould use. Ihave
heard Donald Aldous speaking live, his voice
on the tape is lifeless. As for the music, ' hard'
sums it up, brittle in parts. The original
cassette of the Ashkenazy Mozart was fine,
your copy was poor, to say the least. Iplayed
your tape in three different machines ( not at
the same time), aNakamichi 582Z, Sony
TCK-75, and aSony TC-D5M, and although
there were slight tonal differences, the same
brittle hardness came through. Gentlemen,
we have along time/way to go yet. To me all
musicassettes are at the bottom of the ladder
of reproduction, Ihave not heard agood one
yet.
Yours faithfully
Note: Well, you can't win them all. The
bright balance, however, was that chosen by
Decca and not afunction of the transfer, and
probably would have been 'tamed' somewhat on the commercial release— Ed.

. . about the Telarc CDs
From: Russell Crombie, London NW11
Dear Sir, Please tell Mr. Burrell (' Views'
September) not to give up on CD, but instead
to listen to any of the Telarc issues. If ever
recordings proved the basic goodness of the

2ystem, these are they. Ihave long felt that

THE NEW OXFORD COMPANION TO MUSIC,
General Editor Denis Arnold. Hard Covers. 2
volumes, 2048 pp. Price until 31 January 1984
£37.50, thereafter £50.00. Published by Oxford
University Press.
The arrival of the New Oxford Companion to
Music is awelcome one and not before time.
Scholes' 1938 original was aremarkable feat
and has held aplace in many music lovers'
hearts since, but despite subsequent
revisions had become extremely dated, both
in perspective and in breadth of coverage.
The New Companion, now in two
volumes, has been entirely rewritten by a
team of some 90 writers — including Peter
Gammond, Paul Griffiths, John Borwick, to
name but three. It contains 6600 articles on
all aspects of music, of which over 2000
cover musical terms, forms, and theory, and
while the easy-to- read style aimed at the
general reader has been preserved, the
encyclopedia has been considerably
reconceived: gone is the Protestant,
Anglocentric, ' serious music' outlook, and
instead the Companion now aims to reflect a
modern view of the world of music, with an
awareness for current scholarship and
thinking, tastes and interests.
Naturally, since the NOCM is nearly twice
the length of its predecessor, most musical
categories have been greatly expanded and
many new ones added. Entries on individual
composers are generally longer and more
thorough, with achange in format such that
musical works are discussed alongside
biographical details instead of listed at the
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any dissatisfaction with the system was
more to do with the recording process than
the playback and these Telarcs prove this to
me beyond any doubt— especially The
Carmina Burana. This is quite staggering
with orchestra and choir 15ft behind the
speakers and soloists standing in the room.
They may be expensive at £ 16.95, but those I
have so far heard are worth every penny.
Pressed in Japan too.
Yours faithfully

Output power 80 load

20 Hz
30 Hz
100 Hz
1kHz
5kHz
10 kHz
15 kHz
20 kHz

E134
28.1 W
38.2 W
38.3W
38.3 W
38.3 W
38.3 W
38.3W
38.3W

KT77
28.1 W
38.3 W
383W
38.3W
38 W
37 W
36.5 W
36.1 W

THD @ 25 watts 0/P

20Hz
40Hz
100 Hz
1kHz
5kHz
10 kHz
20 kHz

1%
0.2%
0.08%
0.06%
0.2%
0.5%
1%

2%
0.4%
0.25%
0.2%
0.6%
0.8%
2%

20
40
60
80
100
120
140

24.5W
33W
37.5 W
38.3 W
40W
35W
31.5W

24W
36W
42W
38.3W
40W
36W
33 W

Note: Telarc CDs can be obtained by mail
order from Trim Records, 47 Armstrong
Close, Wilstead, Bedford. Tel: 0234 741152—
Ed.

. . . about the KT77 vs. the
EL34
From: J.H. Widgery, Sondex Ltd, Unit 11A,
Marsh Lane Trading Estate,
Earston-in-Gordano, Bristol BS20 OTB
Dear Sir, As we are the official service agents
for Radford Equipment we have recently
received requests regarding the viability of
using KT77 valves in place of the original
EL34 types specified in the Radford 15 and 25
watt valve amplifier range. These requests
were indubitably started by Ken Kessler's
'Classical Glass' writings for HFN/RR.
As Iwas involved with the design of the
Series 3range of Radford amplifiers, Iwas
rather intrigued by this article, because I
remembered testing the KT77 over 15 years
ago with aview to using it in production. At
the time no significant improvement was
found and as the KT77 was much more
expensive than the EL34 it was decided not
to use it.
Idiscussed ' Classical Glass' with Mr
Radford and it seems that he had also had
requests for his opinion on this matter. We
therefore decided to carry out aseries of
tests, on the STA 25, the results of which are
tabulated here:

BOO
end of articles. Modern composers get a
better hearing, though you will not find
some of the more obscure contemporary
ones, and certain 19th century composers
whose importance for posterity has now
been assessed have either been omitted or
their entries pared down.
General articles on forms and styles have
been completely updated and extended —
Paul Griffith's piece on ' Opera' is 40 pages
long, nearly four times longer than Scholes'
— and other categories such as ' eras'

Output power 80 tap @ 1kHz

We also tested an STA15 amplifier with
similar results.
The EL34s used were Mullard valves of
unknown vintage. The KT77s were new, a
matched pair were selected out of 6valves
after they had been run in for two hours.
Time did not permit any subjective listening
tests but Ihope to have the opportunity to do
this soon.
Iwould say that the measured difference
in performance is negligible but that the
KT77 would be agood alternative valve to
use in the Radford range of amplifiers as it is
now very difficult to obtain good quality
EL34s. Ihave tested some EL34s of Iron
Curtain origin, which not only produced far
inferior results but also failed in arelatively
short time.
Yours faithfully
('Medieval', ' Baroque'), ' Acoustics' and
'Analysis' reflect changes in musicological
and theoretical thinking. Similarly, some of
Scholes' lengthy entries on subjects such as
'Quality in Music' or ' Rubato' have been
excluded and we now find topics like
'Socialist Realism' and ' Popular Music'. It is
also very pleasing to find wide coverage of
non-Western music and instruments, with
substantial separate entries on, for example,
Indian, African, Chinese and Japanese
music.
The editorial policy of excluding living
performers unless they are associated with
some special category has resulted in a
rather limited coverage of pop music. You
will not find the Beatles listed, but Lennon
and McCartney, and Dylan have received
recognition as songwriters, along with
composers like Sondheim, Porter, Bart, et al,
and styles such as Reggae, Soul and
Rock'n'Roll have each been included.
More lists and charts for quick reference
would have been useful, but everything is
throughly cross-referenced and many
entries carry alist of recommended reading.
The whole encyclopedia is full of new
half-tone illustrations ( no more Batt
engravings), diagrams and plenty of music
examples, dispersed throughout the text. It
can be confidently recommended to all
music lovers whose purses won't quite
stretch to the New Grove, and represents
very good value, especially until 31 January
1984 when the price is only £37.50.
Felicity Mulgan
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SILK SOUND, NUMBER ONE INA SERIES
Silk Sound are one of London's top
radio and TV commercials sound studios,
producing up to fifty per cent ofall the
commercials heard on Capital Radio in
any one week, as well as ahigh percentage of commercials for the
complete independent network.
Robbie Weston, Senior Engineer
and Director of Silk Sound, explains
his feeling about what, in sound
recording terms, is arelatively new
development in Britain.
"Working in acommercials studio
is particularly interesting for most
recording engineers who, like myself,
have worked in broadcasting or the
more conventional sound studios.
"The first thing that strikes you is
the incredible attention to detail, and
that calls for a different kind of
professionalism.
"Take the simplest kind of twotrack recording of voice and
background music. Every word has to
be crystal clear. Every nuance is
studied by the advertising agency
producing the commercial. You have
to listen in adifferent way. Was there a
mike `pop' on that last syllable? Is the
music level down enough not to fight
the voice, but high enough to
enhance the message? Is there enough
compression on the voice? Will the
balance work on small radio speakers?
"Sometimes the voice track may
be recorded adozen times and the
dient will like one line from one take,
another from alater take - and so on.
It's like micro-surgery. Completely
unnatural in some ways, but
extremely challenging.
"Of course, to most HiFi buffs (and
I'm one too), radio commercials are
totally trite. Certainly not the kind of
thing that anyone outside the business
would listen to critically. But out of
work, I find myself listening to

commercials in the same way that I
listen the first time to, say, aDire Straits
recording.
I'm examining the
production values.
"In terms of equipment, we're
very much in the same boat as the HiFi enthusiast, except that we have to
upgrade as new developments take
place.
"We use KEF speakers in all four of
our studios. The Reference Series as
well as the smaller monitors. We did a
lot of comparison tests before we
decided to go KEF, but the engineers
here were unanimous.
"Sometimes we have musicians in
who seem surprised at first to see the
KEFs. Ithink KEF have a sort of
reputation of being rather 'serious'
HiFi speakers.
"It's interesting because rock and
pop engineers tend to listen to their
music at particularly loud levels. But
when you listen to the kind of
speakers they use, at the kind of levels
we work at, which is similar to most
HiFi levels, some interesting things
happen.
"For example, in our comparison
tests with other big speakers, when
we played ahuman voice at alevel not
much above normal speaking, the
KEFs were the only speakers that still
had discernible bass coming through.
The others had lost it by then.
"But the KEFs still kept this nice
balance from the highest volume, all
the way down. They also had amazing
stereo image, great depth, crispness
and darity. Really, they stood out so far
from the others there was just no
contest!
"The darity of the KEF sound is
particularly
important
to
us.
'Colouration' is more acceptable in
rock music speakers, simply because
there is no constant reference sound
.1ra,
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or tonality. Different 'sounds' are
fasionable at different times.
"Whereas, in my line, if someone
chooses Sir Michael Horden to read
their commercial, they want exactly
that, The slightest colouration is
heresy. It's hi-fidelity in the strictest
sense.
"That's why, although the end
product isn't usually heard on Hi-F:
speakers, when we're putting it
together, we need to listen to the
playbacks in their most accurate form,
"Like most HiFi enthusiasts, we
are constantly examining the 'state of
the art: We obviously get to listen to
more speakers than most people,
"We're always looking for better
and better, examining and reexamining. But Ican honestly say that
so far we've come across nothing to
touch the performance of the KEF
speakers which we have here:'
Footnote: KEF speakers have
been manufactured for 22 years. KEF
have the largest development and
design team of any loudspeaker
manufacturer and have been in the
forefront of every important speaker
development over the past two
decades.
KEF speakers are internationally
recognised as being the finest in the
world and many of the leading HiFi
manufacturers have studied the KEF
methods of testing and manufacturing at their Kent factory.
Any reader wishing to receive a
complete information pack on KEF
speakers should telephone, or write, to the
address below:
The Speaker Engineers
KEF Electronics Limited,Tovil, Maidstone,
Kent ME25 6QP. Tel: 0622 672261

SD ACOUSTICS
There never seems to be a shortage of new loudspeaker companies in the UK, and we have
just received details of another,
SD Acoustics. Founded in 1981,
the company markets two models, both using Son Audax driveunits. Top of the range is the £ 655
SD1, a three-way IB design combining a 10in. woofer with,
unusually, a 37mm dome midrange and a25mm dome tweeter.
The £455 SD2 is atwo-way, using

the dome midrange and woofer
from the larger model, but both
have an attractive styling feature
in the cabinet's rounded corners.
Both also feature 2nd order Butterworth crossovers, with correction to give a linear impedance
response. We will be taking a
more detailed look at the SD2 in
the near future, but in the meantime details can be obtained from
SD Acoustics, Unit 1, The Mill,
41-42 Cottage Grove, Surbiton,
Surrey KT64JH. Tel: 01-399 0778.

GETTING NEEDLED

Birmingham; JVC Hi Fi Video
Ortofon UK recently decided to Superstore, Warwick; Audio
install 19 of their TC3000 car- Aids, Edinburgh; The Music
Room, Glasgow; JG Windows,
tridge- testing computers with
Fi Studio,
dealers selected for what Ortofon Newcastle; Midland Hi term are their ' good and Wolverhampton; Telemech,
Fi, Hull;
responsible' attitudes towards Aberdeen; Simply Hi the retailing of hi-fi products. You Absolute Sound & Video, Oxford;
can go along to any of these JL Rutter, Devizes; Cleartone Hi retailers and have your cartridge Fi, Bolton; Eastern Audio,
(of any make) tested free of Ipswich; Newdawn Hi -Fi,
charge, either in situ in your Chester.
Also from Ortofon comes news
turntable or in the headshell
alone. There is no obligation to of stocks of the now-superceded
buy, although Ortofon wouldn't Concorde 10 cartridge which is
altogether object if you opted for now available at between £ 19 &
one of their models if a replace- £24 as opposed to its former
ment was deemed necessary! selling price of around £ 34. The
Obviously it would be tactful to 10 was widely considered agood
telephone first and to avoid busy cartridge in the reviews, but was
criticised for being rather highly
periods and Saturdays.
The dealers in question are: priced, this a necessary adjunct
Audio T, NW6; Berry's Radio, of the supplied alternative counHolborn; . Bartletts, Holloway terweight which was usually
Road; Analog Audio, Finchley ( all required to balance out the low
London); Photocraft Hi Fi Ash- overall mass of this ' universal'ford, Kent; Hamilton Electronics, type model. At the new price it
Southampton; Norman H Field, becomes something of abargain.

MARANTZ NEWS
Birdwatchers rejoice! The
Marantz organisation — formerly
the stars of the portable taperecorder set with the nowdefunct Superscope CD 330 —
have finally introduced its
replacements.
The new models should wreak
just as much havoc in the marketplace as did the Superscope, for
they've been designed with an
eye to detail. Does there lurk a
train- spotter in the halls of
Marantz? There are two- and
three- head versions available,
thus enabling the amateur recordist to tailor his purchase according to his required level of
sophistication. The two- head
machine is the CP 230 (£ 170),
which features Dolby-B&C noise
reduction, fine bias control, MPX
filter, 3 position mic attenuation,
and enough other facilities to
guarantee its suitability both out
in the wilds and as a stand-in for
a domestic machine. The three-

COMPACT DISC
TALKS
Tuesday December 6th is a date
of interest to digital audiophiles
wanting to know the technical
background to CD, as the IEE are
presenting two talks, one by
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

head CP 430 (£250), in addition to
the third head, offers dbx instead
of Dolby- C, for the company felt
that the serious hobbyist would
require the better dynamic range
of dbx when recording the
sounds of nature, steam engines,
racing cars, etc. Both machines
work off dry cells, NiCads, or
a mains adaptor.
They're beautifully constructed, intelligently designed,
and the ergonomics are even
better than the Superscope's,
which was simply wonderful.
Shame they're too big to smuggle into concerts ...
Ken Kessler

Sony's Michael Sykes on the history of reproduced sound, culminating in CD, and the other by
Bert Gall of Philips. The evening
will be chaired by Quad's Peter
Walker, and will be held at the IEE
in Savoy Place, London VVC2,
starting at 5.30pm.
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QED SEPARATES
Accessories manufacturers QED
have moved into the world of
'real' hi-fi with the launch this
month of an integrated amplifier,
the 30W A230. Attractively
finished with a charcoal grey
Nextel front panel and made in
the UK, it is priced at a competitive £99 inc. VAT, with a wooden
sleeve, available in a range of

BRIGHTON SHOW
Coincident with the publication of
this month's HFN/RR, South
Coast dealers Jeffries Hi Fi are
holding their second show.
Venue is the Royal Albion Hotel
on Brighton's seafront and opening times are 6-9pm, Friday 11th,
10am — 7pm, Saturday 12th, and

PASSIVE CD
PREAMP
It is widely held that one of the
problems with CD is its incompatibility with normal ' line level'
preamp inputs, giving rise to
overload, coupled with the generally inadequate performance of
such inputs. Many people therefore use a home- brewed passive
preamp between CD player and
power amp to squeeze the maximum performance from silver
disc, accepting the possibility of
slight HF loss that this might
incur. We received in October the
prototype of a commercial unit,
made by Midlands firm Alternative Audio Systems. Sondex were
showing a complete passive
preamp at our Heathrow Show in
August, which included inputs
and switching for all the usual
sources, but AAD's slope-fronted
'Link' is as basic as can be. Two
mono high quality 10k log poten-

veneers, costing an additiona
£20. A matching tuner, the T231,
will be launched in February at
£109 and QED's stated intention
is to compete directly with the
Japanese and Taiwanese on
price while at least matching Far
Eastern standards of finish and
performance. Details from QED
Audio Products Ltd, Unit 12,
Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield
Road, Ashford, Middlesex
TW15 1AU.
11am — 5.30;pm Sunday 13th
November — see you there'

BLUDNER
In November, Martin Colloms
mentioned the Linn Linnk as having an LF rolloff of — 3dB at 400Hz.
This should have read 40Hz, of
course.
tiometers are connected by flying
leads terminated with goldplated phono plugs to CD player
and power amp — and that's it.
Printed circuit construction and
phono sockets were all found by
the makers to be audible, leading
to the direct-connected construction. AAD ' sex' the cables used,
as they found this still to give a
small improvement compared
with the deletion of the socketry.
It certainly worked fine in our
system ( although the labelling of
the leads on the prototype was
wrong) and the only negative
point about the unit was its price.
£57.50 seems a little high for a
unit as simple as tnis, but is no
doubt a reflection of the economics of small-scale production of
any consumer item. Initially to be
sold via mail order, details on the
'Link' can be obtained from
Alternative Audio Systems, 104
Longwood Road, Aldridge, Walsall, West Midlands WS9 OTD.
Tel: 0922 52617.

mula of tape, the announcement
taking place far enough from
shore to guarantee a captive
audience. But they needn't have
In the best Mark Twain fashion, worried: the new SA is as much
TDK took a bunch of industry better than the old SA as the
honchos down the Thames on a blurb would have us believe. The
Mississippi- styled riverboat to maximum output level is 1.5dB
celebrate adecade of Avilyn tape higher at the upper frequencies,
manufacture. Though there was and saturation at 15kHz has been
no Paul Robeson aboard to improved by a whopping 3dB
induce us to tote bales and testify over the former SA tape. Best of
and gwine and praise de Lawd, all, overall noise is down by
we appreciated the gesture, espe- 1.5dB, and comparisons against
cially when the TDK people the old and the new — even on a
informed us that there's a new, big standard cassette deck lackimproved SA about to be laun- ing Nakamichi-calibre tweakability — showed adramatic improveched.
That's right. We were invited ment.
Ken Kessler
along to learn about a new for-

SUPER AVILYN AT
TEN
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/
2"Mounting Bracket makes the new MMC
generation auniversal fit. The MMC
cartridge weighs only 3.3g with the
mounting bracket. Extra weight can be
added depending on mounting screws,
angles, weight etc.

Symmetrical Permalloyhe Shell closes the
magnetic circuit of the cartridge, acting as a
shield against the effect of external hum
fields and makes it possible to design such a
small cartridge.

Powerful Samarium Cobalt Ringt,4agi
forms one of the poles in the air gap,
allowing for total symmetry in the magnetic
system and no loss of magnetic current
giving high output.

High Output Low Impedance Coils make for
easy matching and less critical choice of
tonearm cables arid preamplifier input
characteristics.
Multi- radial, Contact Line Diamond
(MMC 1&2) is ensuring you precise high
frequency sound reproduction, low ETM and
thereby low record wear and perfect
tracking.

Hollow Tube. Crystal Sapphire Cantilever
(MMC 1&2). The Sapphire is 5times stiffer
than aluminium and 40% stiffer than
beryllium. The sapphire tube cantilever
ensures linear transfer of signals since
longitudinal vibrations are eliminated.

Patented Computer designed Moving Micro
Cross Armure ( MMC) which is x-shaped,
ensures excellent channel separation over
the entire frequency range. It is miniaturized
to ensure low ETM and thereby minimal
record wear and internal resonance control.

Specially Formulated Elastamer Suspension
together with the precise, symmetrically
mounted cantilever, ensures that the stylus
has asingle, accurate pivot point ta obtain
better stereo imaging.

The MMC Pick-up Series.
Cartridges for the digital age.
Every music lover knows the excitement which comes
from discovering anew hi-fi component that has suddenly
made his music sound decisively better.
You will make that discovery, and experience that
excitement, with Bang & Olufsen's MMC Series
Cartridges.
No longer will you have awareness that acartridge has
interposed itself between the music as it was recorded, and
the music you are hearing. On the contrary, you will
delight in finding new depth, detail and spatial perspective
in even your most familiar recordings.
The cartridge as an electronic component.
The phono cartridge, of course, is by nature an electromechanical component. However, Bang & Olufsen has
succeeded in virtually removing the performance
The use of Samarium Cobalt for
the MMC's ring magnet has
allowed asignificant reduction in
the pickup's overall size. Its
extreme smallness and rightness
(only 3.3g including 1
/"mounting)
2
means that the advantages
of the MMC technique
can now be
enjoyed by users
of heavier arms
too!

limitations placed on the cartridge by its mechanical
design. The result is achange in cartridge performance so
astounding, you might conclude that these new cartridges
have become electronic components for the new age of
improved software.
You already have the right turntable for an
MMC cartridge.
The MMC Series contains acartridge that will
match or-exceed the abilities of the turntable you own.
In fact, you may well find that your turntable has more
potential than you imagined. A correctly matched MMC
cartridge simply makes high performance possible where it
wasn't before. And at prices starting from around £20,
the improvement will be far from expensive!
MMC 1
Unframed
contact line

tè1MC 2
Unframed
contact line

MMC 3
Unframed
elliptical

Cantilever

Sapphire
tube

Sapphire
tube

Effective
tipmass

0.25 mg

0.3 mg

Compliance

30;mine :it) pm/aN

Stylus
diamond

Tapered
aluminium
tube
0.35 mg

MMC 4
Titanium
bonded
elliptical
Tapered
aluminium
tube
0.4 mg

MMC 5
Titanium
bonded
elliptical
Straight
aluminium
tube
0.5 mg

25 pmliriN

• 25 pm/mN

20 pmimN

Frequency
20-20,000 Hz 20-20,000 Hz 20-20,000 It 20-20,000 Hz 20-20,000 Hz
response ± 1dB
± 1.5 dB ± 2dB
± 2.5 bEl ± 3 dB
Actual size
of cartridge

Channel > 30 dB/1KHz > 25 dB/1KHz > 25 dB/1KHz > 22 dB/1KHz > 20 dB/1KHz
separation

See and hear these amazing new cartridges at your local Bang & Olufsen dealer or send for the free Design Story to us,
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept HN3,Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. Telephone (0452) 21591

Bang & Olufsen

INTEGRATED MYST
UK amplifier company MYST first
appeared with a hybrid valve/
transistor design but have since
made their name with a £440
70W pre/power combination called the ' G- Ohm'. Last month saw
the introduction of their third
model, the 35W tma3 integrated
amplifier which, at £249.70 inc.
VAT, is intended to compete in
the ' A&R A60 upgrade' arena.
Only basic facilities are offered,
but the tma3 does offer some
flexibility in input matching — and
offers atrue 775mV sensitivity CD
input which bypasses the preamp
circuitry, being fed first to the
high quality volume control and
then to the power amp section.
The latter is basically identical to
that in the G- Ohm, using MOS-

FETs but with lower voltage rails
to give half the power. Construction and finish are good, and
good quality components are
used, including 1% tolerance
resistors, 1% polystyrene caps
for the RIAA, expensive ultra- low
noise OP27 op- amps for the m-c
stage, and some nice self-wiping
phono sockets for the disc input.
The sound quality was excellent
for the price, with good stereo
depth and alightish balance, with
the only apparent clue to the
reasonable price being a loss of
LF extension and a ' soft' definition to the upper bass when compared to JA's Krell. Provisionally
recommended, as we have yet to
obtain a sample for review, and
MYST can be contacted at The
Old Surveyor's Office, Weobley,
Hereford. Tel: 05445 8811.

softer option to achieve volume
sales at this stage' with their £ 550
CDP 101.
However, announced at the
Well, it had to happen. Despite
beginning of October was an
confident statements from the entirely coincidental promotional
companies involved that Com- campaign whereby Sony will
pact Disc player sales in the UK give a £90 Walkman to anyone
are on target, we had consider- buying a CDP 101 before Christable feedback in the summer mas. OK, the Walkman in quesfrom dealers that sales, as pre- tion is their high quality DD
dicted by the more dispassionate model, which has apparently
observers, had in fact slowed been sticking in the shops and
down. The natural reduction in the warehouses like nobody's
the initial public euphoria for the business, but Sony UK are not
format coincided with the tradi- doing so well financially — they
tional warm weather slump in have just had to sell their video
sales of hi-fi equipment — and the rental subsidiary, for instance —
summer of 1983 was as warm as to indulge in such philanthropy
they come! — meaning that the out of the goodness of their
players were sticking on dealers' hearts.
shelves.
This is all good news for the
This in itself wasn't areason for consumer, of course, as no-one
panic, but it did mean that people likes paying more than they need,
watched the situation in Japan, especially for anew concept such
where the CD market is some 6 as CD which may or may not
months ahead of that in Europe, (delete whichever doesn't fit in
even more closely. And, true to with your politics) still have techform, the Japanese introduced nical shortcomings. But how
budget CD players, stripped to much hardware can a manufacthe minimum of facilities in an turer leave out to get the price
effort to pump up sales. Although down to a possibly unrealistic
there was no doubt that CD level, considering the potential
player sales in the UK would have sales volume, without affecting
increased in the Autumn without the audio performance? And if
any price reduction, it appears they don't leave anything out, but
that the threatened appearance still put the price down, will the
of under-£400 models from, say, extra increase in sales compenTechnics or Sanyo or Fisher or sate for the lower unit profit?
Marantz say that their price
Sony, put Philips under sufficient
pressure to bring their prices reduction ' does not signify a
down by £ 100 at the beginning of move " down market" in quality
October. Philips actually say that terms, only a logical move to
an increased production rate increase the overall Compact
'reflecting the increasing accept- Disc market now that the availaancé of the CD system as a bility of software can support it'.
whole ... in conjunction with Those who unreservedly wel[their] policy of competitive pric- come CD as the replacement for
ing and broadening the appeal of both LP and musicassette, thereCompact Disc to the widest possi- fore, should hope for the longble market, has enabled [them] to term viability of the format that
price the players at an even more the manufacturers involved have
got their financial sums right — or
attractive level.'
The Philips CD100/Marantz sell their shares in the companies
CD63 model will now cost around concerned.
Are we being over- pessimistic?
£399, which is something of a
bargain considering that it is Guessing at mass- market trends
widely'considered to be the best is an impossible task, although
sounding of the players at pre- their financial results suggest
sent available. The front- loading that Amstrad's Alan Sugar is very
Marantz CD73, which is assem- good at it! And it was strongly
bled in Japan, now costs £429, rumoured in October that
approximately the same price as Amstrad will be bringing out aCD
Philips' CD200, while the top Phi- player next year, and Amstrad
lips CD300, soon to be replaced are probably the only British hi-fi
by the similar, apart from an manufacturer to compete on
elapsed time counter, CD303, something like an equal financial
costs £450. Meanwhile, Sony UK footing with the Far East. But do
say that they are ' resisting the Amstrad still make hi-fi?

COMPACT DISC
PRICES DROP
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THE MAGGIES
REACH THE UK

sion and impedance problems.
1982 saw the invention by Magnepan founder Jim Winey of the
It has apparently taken a long ribbon tweeter, shown in the
time but importers of esoterica photo, which can be direct-couAbsolute Sounds will at last be pled, thus doing away with the
distributing the American Ma9- problems due to the transformer
nepan Magneplanar speakers in usually used to match the 0.5ohm
the UK. These are based on a or less impedance of a convenlarge flat drive- unit, where athin tional ribbon to the amp. This
(2.5µm) mylar sheet carrying an ribbon tweeter is used in the two
aluminium wire grid is supported speakers shown behind the girl,
by an array of permanent mag- the £3500 Tympani IV ( r) and the
nets. When the wire carries a more affordable MGM ( I, £2450),
current, the whole diaphragm which was being demonstrated
will move, giving rise to adipole with great success at the HFN/RR
radiator with much of the charac- Show back in August. Details
teristics of an electrostatic from Absolute Sounds Ltd,
speaker, but without the latter's 42 Parkside, London SW19.
power handling, voltage conver- Tel: 01-947 5047.

If Monster Cable's locking collet
'X- Terminator' is the ultimate
4mm banana plug, it must be
admitted that its price — £35 per
pair — is slightly OTT. John
Michell, long respected for the
quality of his machining, has
introduced a British high quality
4mm plug which will cost amore
reasonable £9.75 for a pack of
four. The ' Terminator' is
machined from solid brass and

then gold-plated. A large through
hole accepts even the thickest
cable and awide diameter screw
clamp fixes the cable securely.
The splines don't expand and
lock, but their end is dimpled so
that they can be forced apart to
the required degree by inserting
a screwdriver. If your dealer
doesn't stock them, the Michell
Terminators are being marketed
by Sound Marketing, Halldore
Hill, Cookham, Berkshire. Tel:
Bourne End ( 06285) 22726.

PINK TRIANGLE AT
AES

CROSSWORD
SOLUTION

GOLD BANANAS

This month's AES lecture, on
Monday 12th December, should
prove especially interesting to
those still sceptical of the importance of the turntable in influencing a system's sound quality.
Pink Triangle's designer Arthur
Khoubessarian will be otscussing
modern turntable design, with
the aid of Fourier analysis techniques, bringing in the effects of
delayed resonances, mechanical
impedance matching, and levels
of coloration. The lecture starts at
7pm, non-members are wel›
come, and venue, as usual, is the
IEE, Savoy Place, London WC2.
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You've either got it
Amazingly there are still people who do not
have aJVC hi-fi. Some people never learn. But
for the rest, who must be itching for achance to
buy back some self-respect, there is good news.
JVC instant interest free credit* is now
available on any hi-fi purchase between £175
and £900.
All you have to do is choose the equipment
you want from any participating JVC dealer,
put down 10% and pay off the difference over
9months by bankers order.

Example:- Cash price of hi-fi e.g. £500
You pay 10% deposit £ 50
9monthly payments of £50 £450 (9x £50)
Total credit price

£500

Simply show abank or credit card and proof
of address. If you're over 18 and in full time
employment the credit is yours instantly. Music
to your ears? Do something aboutit between
1st November 1983 and 31st J
anuary1984 while
the offer lasts.

reds LS2 8DY.
*Credit facility operated by Club 24 Ltd, Selectapost 24, Claypit Lane, L

j
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Martin Colloms reports from the Zurich show

ELD AT OERLIKON, an outlying district of Zurich, Fera 83, the Zurich
hi-fi show, comprised some 9exhibition halls devoted to a mix of video, TV,
home computers and electronic games, plus
music centres and rack systems, with last,
but by no means least, hi-fi equipment.
However, some searching was necessary to
locate the quality audio among the total of
some 600 brands that were on show, these
represented by some 139 exhibitors.
The halls were all of modest size, with the
exception of '4/5', which doubles as the
Zurich cyclodrome on appropriate sporting
occasions. In fact, the size and very existence
of this show was all the more surprising,
considering its close proximity to the late
August Funkausstellung International Show
at Berlin, the two barely separated by a
couple of weeks.
A substantial presence was evidenced by
the major European and Japanese concerns,
notably Philips, Grundig, ITT and Sony.
Many video sets were on show, but on the
TV side two main aspects were of interest.
First, there was the clear lead shown by ITT
and Sony as regards the digitisation of much
of the audio and video processing circuits of
a TV chassis, the promised benefits including less complex assembly and production
adjustment, with greater reliability, and performance consistency. The second was a
fine demonstration by Sony of their Beta
hi-fi, the video cassette system where in
addition to the video channel, two high
quality frequency modulated audio channels
provide nominally FM broadcast quality.
Dual language or high quality stereo use is
suggested, but it required some probing to
ascertain that the impressive demonstration
was not to the European PAL format but to
the NTSC ( US), where aconvenient space in
the recorder bandwidth exists for coding the
audio. Use with PAL is more difficult and it
still remains to be seen whether crosstalk
problems can be sufficiently resolved for
Beta hi-fi to be produced to UK television
standards.* If it can be made to work, the
video recorder channel quality can move up
from achild's mono cassette player level to
that of hi-fi open-reel quality — quite a leap
forward. ,
However, the audio demonstrations available at Zurich were not always to a very
good standard even in the ' hi-fi' rooms
(Abba's ' Money Money Money' was much in
evidence), but B&W's agent was doing afine
job with well presented demonstrations of
the range including the already popular 110
and 220 models, ( see 110 review last month)
as well as two brand new floor- mounted
systems. Small acoustic area boxes, the 2000
and the 3000 are priced at £330 and £500
respectively a pair, but have yet to be
launched in the UK.
Arrangements for foreign agents can make
for strange bedfellows, and it was odd to
see, for example, Thorens acting as agents
for such a mixture as SME, Meridian, AKG,
AR, Wharfedale, Stanton, Cambrasound,
Michaelson and Austin (tubed amps), Klein
*Sony have in fact just demonstrated a PAL version
prototype in London but supplies are not expected for about
a year.
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and Hummel, as well as Epicure. Presumably
it reflects the fact that Switzerland is a
relatively small market and hence a handful
of agents need to cover a wide range of
brands.
Seeking out smaller manufacturers, I
found some reward at a pitch consisting of
no more than one angled cardboard wall
along a corridor, where despite severe surrounding noise, hints of areal tonal balance,
delicacy and transparency were audible. The
equipment — aRega Planar III with aNytech
amplifier and Rogers LS7 speakers. Iwas
also able to examine Roy Gandy's astonishing new tonearm — a comparatively
realistically priced component, at present
only supplied on the Planar Ill. On its own, it
would be estimated to cost around £90. It
comprises asingle alloy casing right through
from the sturdy cartridge platform to the
strong gimbal bearing and employs a fully

tapered profile with apretty closely coupled
high mass counterweight. Iwould guess the
effective mass to be around 12gm with
hardware, and the example Isaw showed
fine ballrace bearings with no play, and yet
decently low friction. Rumour has it that this
arm can outrun models costing up to three
times its price, and that people may even
buy the Planar III just to get it; Isee this
promising design in the same high performance, high value category as the Naim NAIT.
Naim were not represented at the main
show (they and Linn exhibited concurrently
at the airport Hilton), though Swiss critics are
aware of this company's reputation. In
Europe a rough equivalent has emerged in
the shape of an Italian company called
Cabre, whose range of pre-and power amps
are doing well in audiophile circles, the
manufacturer finding it hard at times to keep
up with demand. It has kept alow profile but
deserves to be better known in the UK. I
heard impressive sounds from Cabre electronics driving an Infinity IRS system ( polypropylene bass plus magnetic film mid and

treble), despite the competing presence of
audio heavyweight units such as Threshold.
The American company Acoustat was represented with Cabre and Infinity, their
impressive '2+2' electrostatic (£2000) showing fine off-axis dispersion and a great
sound. The German three-way box system
by AEC was also on show at asimilar price,
this using a sweet sounding treble horn
driven by a plasma energiser, a pulsating
near point source of ionised hot gas.
Siare were in decorative mood with a
rectangular enclosure styled as a New York
office block and called ( somewhat predictably) the Manhattan 400. A three-way model,
it sells at around £250 and also comes with a
plain non-decorated grille. Another French
speaker company, Cabasse, exhibited some
models employing a shallow concave
diaphragm fabricated from afibre- reinforced
honeycomb laminate of great stiffness. If

E

their claims are to be believed, many of the
Cabasse speakers possess remarkably flat
frequency responses, comparable to the best
UK standards, but the quality of the dems
prevented any judgement of this with regard
to coloration. Single speaker demonstration
is a rare occurrence at shows and even at
dealers in Switzerland.
Revox, who are clear leaders on the Swiss
hi-fi market, put up amassive stand rivalling
that of Sony, and displayed a non-working
prototype of their CD player. Fortunately, I
had tried aworking sample earlier, and can
report that its designer has taken a very
complete view of the required facilities, and
has found effective solutions to most problems. Nothing appeared to be omitted and
yet this remote-controlled player was simple
and logical to operate. Drawer- loading like
the Sony, some Philips sub-assemblies are
incorporated at present, but are eventually to
be supplanted by Revox parts. The price is
estimated at around the £600 level and
availability in the UK should come in 1984.
Rumours persisted concerning an impend- >30
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ing European price war on CD players.
Apparently following the initial ' honeymoon'
sales period in Japan, the inevitable fall- off
in sales has forced some strong price cuts
there, with up to 30% knocked off some
models. Many European agents fear that
from January of next year, price cutting will
occur here as well, with basic players in the
£250 category and more elaborate ones
some hundred pounds dearer. It was even
suggested that on bulk orders some
Japanese suppliers might reduce the retail
price of certain models to the £200 level!
Kyocera models were on show, together
with brand- labelled versions from Akai,
Cybernet, Tensai, Rotel and Micro Seiki.
These otherwise identical models exhibited
a somewhat alarming £ 130 price difference
between the cheapest and the most expensive, with the Tensai the lowest at around
£500 ( Zurich price).
Zanussi even showed a CD, but a closer
look revealed it to be made by Sony with a
stuck- on label. Lux, Trio, Mitsubishi, NEC
(rumoured to be one of the better ones),
Hitachi, Sony, Grundig ( a Philips unit), Dual
and Saba ( both Hitachi), Schneider ( Aiwa?),
plus Pioneer, Alpine and Siemens, all had CD
players on show. Sanyo, for example,
showed no less than four models, while
Technics had three with their SLP-7, a neat
and compact unit having simple fuss-free
controls. It might sell in the UK at the £350
level by early 1984.
The honours for CD elegance, however,
must go to B&O with their unit clearly styled
to integrate with their 5000 series. An attractive design, it comes with a comprehensive
remote control.
The increasing proliferation of CD players
raises an interesting point. If, as is rumoured,

present CD player production is of questionable profit, then when can the manufacturers
expect to make an economic return on their
investment? This explains the cautious attitude taken by many smaller hi-fi companies,
for until CD has settled down with a good
and widely available disc catalogue, the

smaller audiophile companies will stay their
hand,
However, it would seem that long term,
there is scope for a better finished, better
sounding CD player, for even with CD the
specifications appear to matter less than the

skilled design of the analogue output circuitry.
Moving off the subject of CD for a while,
Fostex showed a remarkable semi-professional tape deck called the 816, which is
competitively priced and which provides no
less than 16 audio tracks on standard 1
/ in.
2
tape. With Dolby- C and atidy LED bargraph
display, the UK price will be around £4000.
Exotica were also in evidence, for example
awhole range of Kisekis; Blue, Purple, Agate
and Lapis Lazuli, the latter nine times the
price of the standard Blue! The Swedish
company Rauna, an associate of the Opus 3
record producers, showed a compact floor
mounted concrete speaker ( see photo),
using relatively inexpensive Peerless drivers.
Pin- point stereo, satisfactory bass and low
coloration were in evidence from these slim
and moderately priced systems.
In addition to Thorens' new reference
turntable, the Prestige belt- drive model, the
company also showed a new model based
on an EMT studio design. This is a direct
drive design, with an EMT tonearm, designated TD524, suitable for the most arduous
conditions. Thorens also showed some
interesting headamp electronics including
an m-c headamp/equaliser with variable
output and headphone socket. The latter is a
potential candidate for passive control
applications and is called the VPA 970 — it
could sell for under £ 130 in the UK.
A welcome respite from the Show could
be obtained by visiting an adjacent and
comprehensive display of antique audio
equipment ranging from wind up gramophones to early tubed hi-fi. One's ears were
refreshed by hearing a ' 30s dance band on a
78rpm player, direct-coupled, as they say,
with not a connecting wire in sight!+
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In the world of Game arms you could pay in excess of £25 , 000,
for which you would get abeautifully hand built, hand engraved
gun, but it would not improve your shooting performance in
anyway, just your image.
In the world of Hi Fi arms you only need pay £399.00, for which
you would get abeautifully hand built, hand engraved tone arm
that would give you the best possible sonic performance irrespective ofprice and it will also improve your images.

LELA
Designed, marketed and distributed by:

caterio Marktini
49, Leys Road, Pattishall,
Northants. 0327 830670.
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HE VIDEO WORLD is the spawning
ground for new audio technology.
Much of what happens in hi-fi has
come, or is coming, from video. The obvious
example is Compact Disc, adirect spin-off
from the optical videodisc. Much less
obvious, is alikely trend towards helical scan
recording for audio.
At first sight helical scan seems aclumsy
approach. Video heads are mounted on a
drum that rotates at 1500 rpm to lay down
tracks as little as 20 microns in width. That is
half the width of ahuman hair. The
mechanical precision and tolerances are
enough to give aSwiss watchmaker
nightmares, but the Japanese are now
borrowing from their cultural heritage of
microscopically-fine art design, and outSwissing the Swiss with miniaturised
mechanical technology. The new breed of
portable video camcorders ( which integrate
avideo recorder and camera in asingle unit)
use asmall size head drum with clever
mechanics and electronics to maintain
compatibility with standard drum size
players. This points the way to avery small
audio recorder with helical scan. But why
use helical scan?
Any high density audio recording system,
whether it is FM or digital, needs avery high
packing density. Small wavelengths must be
squeezed tightly together in the tape coating,
otherwise the tape must be run fast, which
means playing time is short. It is possible to
cram information more densely on to tape
by aligning the magnetic particles vertically,
rather than horizontally. This is the new
technology of vertical recording: compare it
with the space taken up by acrowd of people
laying down, and the space taken up by the
same crowd standing up. But vertical
recording is in its infancy and so far needs a
double head, with poles on either side of the
tape. Another approach, using conventional
horizontal recording, is to divide up the tape
into alarge number of parallel tracks. This is
done by using arecording head with astring
of tiny head gaps across the tape width. This
is how professional computer data recorders
work and how the 3M professional studio
digital recorder functions. The prototype
machines built by EMI also worked in this
way. So do several Japanese studio
recorders. Bits of the digital words are strung
out across the tape as well as along it. But
the technique is expensive, because the
heads are hard to make. Also alignment is a
problem because each head must read only
its own track. The narrower the tracks, and
the closer they are together, the more risk
there is of crosstalk corrupting the signal
coming off the tape.
With ahelical scan recorder, the heads
rotate to lay aclosely packed series of
narrow track stripes obliquely across the
tape width. By using the technique called
slant azimuth, it is possible to do without
guard bands between individual tracks. For
slant azimuth there are two heads on the
drum, with their gaps at slightly different
angles. In this way each head can read only
its own track, with matching azimuth. Slant
azimuth is much harder to use on a
stationary head recorder. Imagine the
problems of building astack of 10, or even
20, separate heads across the tape width,
each with different azimuth angles. Imagine
the compatibility problems, too! But thanks
to the ground-breaking work done in video it
is now possible, using helical scan
techniques, to pack information on to tape
far more tightly than with conventional
stationary head technology. So although the
major electronics firms are hedging their
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Barry Fox
bets with stationary head digital audio
cassette recorders, they are actually far more
interested in the idea of helical scan for the
long term future. Of course, because there
will be no video use for the system, it can
rely on acompletely new and non-standard
head drum size, scanning speed and tape
speed. As far as the user is concerned, it will
just be anew kind of audio recorder that
happens to have rotating heads.
The digital code used may or may not
match that used for Compact Disc — 44.1kHz
sampling with 16-bit linear words. Whereas
this standard is hard to achieve with
stationary head recorders, it is relatively
easy with helical scan. So the arguments
here will be on policy rather than
technology. The big unknown factor is
whether manufacturers will offer an FM
option instead of, or as well as, digital audio.
Here again, all the pioneering work has been
done for video.
Everyone knows that domestic video
recorders offer very poor audio quality. It is
one reason why hi-fi enthusiasts have
resided video. On all currently available
domestic video machines the sound is
recorded by an ordinary stationary head,
quite separately from the video. As the linear
tape speed is only around 2cm/s ( depending
on format) it is not surprising that the sound
quality is poor. Remember that an audio
cassette runs at 4.75cm/s. Things get worse
with stereo because the mono audio track of
around 1mm width has to be split into two
with aguard band down the middle. On the
VHS format the right-hand channel track is
right on the edge of the tape. So any
irregularity in the tape due, for instance, to
faulty slitting or furling at the edge, causes
the right-hand channel to come and go. This
is why some tape brands are markedly better
than others for VHS stereo. Over the last year
Ihave had arun of terrible trouble with Agfa
tapes, whereas most Japanese brands are
consistently good. The Sony Beta format
pre-empts this problem with aguard band at
the tape edge. But foolishly Beta stereo
creates another problem by using apowerful
noise reduction system called BNR which
huffs and puffs like early dbx at its worst.
Wisely VHS sticks with Dolby-B. But there is
no escaping the strictures of low tape speed:
all video so far sounds duff.
This is why the two Japanese formats
have each come up with ahi-fi sound
system, based on FM encoding inside the
video waveform. ( Needless to say, nothing is

promised from Philips.) The first proposal
came from Sony. At the Chicago Consumer
Electronics, Show in 1982, Sony secretly
demonstrated Beta HiFi to afew software
firms. That system is now on sale in Japan
and the USA. Stereo audio is recorded on FM
carriers slotted into the video waveform
between the colour and black and white
information. The FM signal is handled by the
video heads, along with the video. This is
possible because in the USA and Japan,
where the TV standard is 30 pictures a
second, the video heads rotate at 1800 rpm.
This gives ahigh writing speed and sufficient
bandwidth to accommodate the extra FM
carriers. But in Europe where the TV
standard is 25 pictures asecond, the head
drum on avideo recorder rotates at 1500
rpm. This means that Beta Hi Fi, as
developed for the USA and Japan, will not
'
work in Europe.
In the meantime the VHS manufacturers
came up with their own system, VHS Hi Fi.
Right from the word go this took count of the
European problem. So VHS Hi Fi uses two
extra heads on the video drum. These lead
the video heads by afew degrees so that the
audio FM carriers ( at 1.3MHz and 1.7MHz,
with adeviation of ± 150kHz) are recorded a
split second ahead of the video. Because
these carriers are at arelatively low frequency, they record well down into the tape
surface. The higher frequency video signal
then records nearer the surface of the tape
coating. The top layer of audio is erased and
replaced by video to give adouble-decker
sandwich in the tape coating, of video over
audio. To prevent crosstalk the azimuth
angle of the audio and video heads are quite
different. So audio cannot read video and
vice-versa. The new technique is called
depth multiplex recording.
Sony has now had to eat crow and adopt
an almost identical technique to VHS Hi Fi
for Beta Hi Fi in Europe.
In the US and Japan, software
manufacturers are already releasing video
cassettes that contain high quality FM
sound, and no pictures. Some firms,
including Nakamichi, are talking about
selling FM video recorders that don't have
any picture circuits. There seems no reason
why aVHS or Beta Hi Fi recorder should not
be used to record stereo sound,
simultaneously, in digital code as video (with
aPCM processor like Sony F1) and as FM
sound using the extra heads. For
compatibility with existing equipment, the
Beta and VHS HiFi machines also record
linear audio on conventional stationary
heads. So before long we could have a
domestic recorder that, at one and the same
time, tapes stereo sound in three different
ways. Just think of the possibilities for NB
comparison between digital, direct analogue
and FM recording!
There is ahidden bonus in FM recording.
Many of the current generation of domestic
video recorders can run the tape at half
speed to double playing time per cassette—
that is up to eight hours from VHS. But not
surprisingly the quality of sound recorded
longitudinally at only just over 1cm/s, is
appalling. However, the FM carriers seem to
survive the speed drop to offer hi-fi sound at
low speed. This points the way to anew
standard for audio recordings, with helical
scan techniques used to squeeze several
hours of continuous digital audio or FM ( or
both) out of asmall cassette. Don't laugh at
the idea of adigital or FM audio Walkman
that relies on helical scan. You have only to
see one of the new video camcorders, to get
aglimpse of where the future lies for hi-fi. -4t31
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tremendous gap
between Meridian
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competitor

Between the power and pre-amp section can be
plugged aseries of modules to meet your specific
needs. These modules are technically the very best
and can extend to include up to 12 units selecting
from FM tuner, headphone amplifier, tone controls,
tape inputs, magnetic or moving coil cartridge and
compact disc. As new technology is developed it will
be incorporated into amodule which you will be able
to add to your system.
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. . . about an auspicious
Audiolab
1984 has been an astonishing year for new
products, or to be more precise an
astonishing year judged by the high quality
of many new products. It is rare enough to
find one really outstanding introduction in
atwelve month period; development more
commonly spreads gradually, by means of
refinement of existing products and the
competition of similar new products within
predetermined market slots.
This year, in no less than three different
product categories, we are finding these
traditional ' price breaks' undermined by
rashes of highly competitive introductions,
redefining the level of quality available for a
set amount of money, and causing acertain
amount of embarrassment amongst higher
priced products. Such asituation has
occurred amongst pickup arms,
loudspeakers and amplifiers in aremarkably
short space of time.
Ihave probably spent too much time
already this year marvelling at the quality of
cheap loudspeakers, and have dipped atoe
into the new pickup arm pool ( see
'Reganomics' p53). Meanwhile, Martin
Colloms has been heavily immersed in a
flood of amplification on behalf of this
magazine, turning up asimilar pattern.
This preamble is not intended as a
vindication of the virility of Government
economic policies ( NB Ed), but is an
introduction to yet another superb new
product, in the amplification category on this
occasion, which rivals maybe half adozen
others in meriting a ' Component of the Year
Award'. If asked to shortlist this year's best
integrated amplifier introductions, Iwould
have picked the Harman Kardon HK250, the
Naim NAIT, and the Mission Cambridge ( I
haven't sampled the Cambridge Audio P35
or Meridian MCA1 yet). Now, on the basis of
abrief listen to aprototype, Imust add the
Audiolab 8000A, from Cambridge Systems
Technology Ltd. ( who else?).
Audiolab is abrand new operation
launched by two designers, Philip Swift and
Derek Scotland, who have worked together
in the hi-fi business for adecade. Their roots
were the early days of Audio T, but more
recently they have been associated with the
Tek Group, responsible for much of the
design of Lentek products. In asense one
could draw parallels with the BoothroydStuart partnership, who are also
Huntingdon- based and who produced a
number of designs for others before
deciding to ' go it alone'.
Audiolab first surfaced nearly two years
ago at the Swiss Cottage Show, where they
showed mock-ups of the amplifier designs.
There was then adeafening silence until
Autumn ' 83, when they emerged from selfimposed exile with anearly ready product
that showed every sign of being well worth
the wait. Creditably, they have managed to
hold the original price target of £250, on a
product which could prove adouble-edged
sword in the marketplace.
Not only does the 8000A have asound
quality which is comparable with avery
small handful of exceptional components
irrespective of price, but it also has
construction quality and appearance of the
highest standards— one is reminded of those
splendidly built Sony and Trio preamplifiers.
In asense Isee Audiolab paralleling Hafler in
the US, offering audiophile sound quality in
apackage that does not alienate the less
committed enthusiast with outré styling or
hair- shirt philosophies.
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Ican really do no more than recommend—
as Idid for the Rega RB300 arm — that
readers track down their nearest stockist ( not
an easy task this early in the game), and give
the product alisten, preparing themselves
for apleasant surprise. My own impression,
in someone else's system and room, was
that this amplifier has exceptionally low
distortion and lively dynamics, and showed
an unusually good separation and
independence of individual instruments,
giving little, if anything, away to highly
regarded and priced alternatives.

I'm not going to rabbit on about the fine
details, leaving that to the formal review
which should appear next month, deo
volente. Isimply seek to whet the appetite
for checking out aproduct which doesn't
cost the earth, does deliver the goods
sonicalfy, and has more or less all the
features and facilities one is likely to require,
careful engineering having avoided the
expected clash between the latter objectives

Filtermill (?!)
Toshiba are not acompany whose products
often appear in this column. Their
contribution to audio products per se
(excluding their semiconductor operations)
have been somewhat disappointing for a
company of their resources, albeit
noteworthy for the Aurex Minicomponents,
and for aCD player which some regard as
the state-of-the digital art. Ido not propose
to shatier any preconceptions now,
however, so unashamedly confess that their
HCD800EB has nothing whatever to do with
Audio. It just happens to be the best
domestic coffee machine that Ihave
encountered. And this being the run up to
the Festive Season, more money is about to
be wasted on useless devices, which falsely
purport to extract the coffee from the bean
automatically and more effectively, than at
any other time of the year.

However, there's also asentimental
reason for writing about this splendid
device, giving me amarvellous excuse to
change the subject entirely, wandering right
off the point to explain about my recent
change in role on the magazine. The
masthead shows me no longer listed as
Publisher, but instead under that enigmatic
catch-all, and appropriate soubriquet ' Editor
at Large'. After two years in the Publisher
role, Ihad to choose between continuing to
write or continuing to ' publish'; which,
frankly, is no contest. So Iam now freelance,
but will in fact play agreater role in HFN/RR
than before ( whilst also removing JA from
the potentially embarrassing situation of his
immediate boss also being aregular
contributor).
The link between this tortured tale and
Toshiba's coffee machine is simply that the
latter was a ( carefully prompted) leaving
present from abunch of people who Iam
going to miss working alongside very much,
even though Ishall be returning, like the
Werewolf with fangs and hair, to haunt them
on amonthly basis.
The Toshiba, moreover, makes the besttasting machine coffee Ihave found outside
afiendishly expensive dispenser at aSwiss
Motorway Cafe ( Leisure Complex is amore
appropriate term). And coffee- making, to my
sensibilities at least, is just as much the art of
the amalgamation of taste and technology as
music reproduction. Indeed, some years
ago, in the wake of the successful ( if
degenerate) CAMRA pressure group for Real
Beer, Iconsidered initiating CAMR ( 0)C, to
draw attention to the abuse of the word
coffee in labelling products which are
entirely soluble in water and which bear little
if any resemblance to the real thing. ( A nice
analogy here for the anti- digital lobby
perhaps?)
Despite my irritation at this abuse of the
language, Iwould not consider myself an
extremist coffee snob— Idon't, after all, even
own aSpong, and Iam too damn lazy ( and
drink too much coffee) to consider using
one. Making decent coffee is merely amatter
of taking pains over anumber of details,
coffee- making machines being merely an
attempt to smooth the processes. Most do
little more than separate liquid from grouts,
which is only asmall part of the operation,
and most also endemically manage to foul
up some essential part of the operation.
The Toshiba Filtermill, in contrast, gets it
very nearly right, yet manages to be asimple
labour-saving device at the same time. The
fundamental reason is that it accepts that
coffee is made from water and beans, and
turns these two ingredients directly into the
liquid and grouts by cleverly combining a
grinder and filter in the same container. The
real fanatic will notice minor compromises
that may be unacceptable on special
occasions— the extraction is atrifle too
fierce, and the warmer plate much too hot.
Temperatures therefore do tend to be on the
hot side, but this is certainly preferable to the
too- cold results from many filter machines.
Overall the HCD800EB is ridiculously
superior to most coffee makers, able to
produce near- perfect hot coffee from a
single loading operation, and to do so
economically by means of are- usable builtin filter and the ability to handle fine- ground
beans. Moreover, the cleaning- out operation
is also quite painless, given anearby sink.
Definitely asuitable Christmas Gift for the
hi-fi nut who has everything, and for whom
one wouldn't dare actually purchase hi-fi
gear. -IL
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IS THERE AN ALTERNATIVE ROUTE

EXPENSIVE TUNER??

BETWEEN BIRMINGHAM AND COVENTRY?
eivq41/Zz.447

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.
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Alternative Audio Ltd.,
95 Hobs Moat Road,
Solihull,
West Midlands.
021 742 0254
Open 10-6pm Tues. to Sat.
A specialist Hi Fi shop offering friendly, helpful
advice, pleasant surroundings, single speaker
demonstration room, full service facilities on the
premises, easy parking, and, of course, fine equipment
from the best manufacturers.

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

KEEP THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND YOU CAN'T GET LOST!
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GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15.9dB. F. to B. 33.7dB. L.74"

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.

MARCLAYCNID

Day — Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday

ALTERDATIVE
AUDIO LTD.

5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11
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The Audio Revolution begins with ademo in
Charing Road
There will be a l demonstration
of the revolutionary new range of RE VOX equipment,
during the whole of November, at REW in Charing
Cross Road.
This is your chance to see, hear, and experience
the most advanced audio technology available.
And, if you already enjoy RE VOX audio products,
it's agreat opportunity to update your equipment.
REVOX Sales Consultants will be in attendance
throughout the demonstration period, to advise and
answer questions.
On the 17th and 18th of November there's a
special RE VOX 'CLINIC'— with RE VOX Engineers

at hand to provide advice on any ailing existing
equipment, and wherever possible provide an
immediate cure.
Remember, November is the month to get the
low-down on the latest Hi-fi. To catch-up with the
newest cassette decks, reel-to-reel, record decks, and
amplifiers. And to
discover ahost of
exciting innovations
in sound electronics.
Whatever you
do— don't miss the
Audio Revolution!
MAY THE SOUNDS BE WITH YOU

REW ProAudio, 114 Charing Cross Road, London Wl. Tel: 01 -836 2372
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MUST START THIS month by
apologising for making aslight error
recently when I
stated that the fibreoptics interconnections being installed in
some BBC areas carried audio. In fact they
only carry data and housekeeping
information. However, the BBC will shortly
be using fibre-optics for audio with their new
Neve all-digital control desk. This will be
installed very shortly in their latest outside
broadcast van which has expandable side
walls to give amuch larger inside area when
the van is not on the road. I
went to see this
remarkable desk at Neve's factory recently
and it has some astounding features.
Starting with the microphone preamps,
these can in fact be placed on the studio
floor, and remotely controlled from the desk.
20- bit ND conversion ( 16-bit word with 4- bit
exponent) at asampling rate of 48kHz is
achieved within the mic preamp unit, and up
to 16 mic channels, when digitised, can be
fed through from the desk installation on a
very thin fibre-optic lead. This lead also
incorporates areturn feed from the desk to
give foldback or talkback, cue light control,
and alpha numeric displays labelling each
mic socket. The mic amp gain is remotely
controllable in 2cIB steps, whilst the input is
electronically balanced. The control desk
itself can be in the next room from the noisy
main microprocessor rack bay which
contains all the digital and auxiliary
analogue inputs and outputs. Each effective
mic channel is also gain-controllable
digitally at almost any point, with very
complex digital equalisation and limiting,
and an amazing flexibility of available time
delay in 1ms steps up to anominal 100ms —
more if required for special purposes. A
fascinating feature is that whereas the
complete channel EQ/limiting/time delay,
etc, only exist as one single set in anormal
desk, here one can assign this set to any
channel, and virtually any point in the desk.
In this way, one can put afixed set of
modification parameters into achannel,
assign the chain to another point and again
apply EQ. etc. Furthermore, the assignment
can, if required, be directed to several
channels at once, so that tone control
modifications can be identically applied to a
given stereo pair, for example. 48 faders,
which are motorised but operate on the
signal in digital format, can be assigned
virtually anywhere, and can thus be chosen
to modify channel gains, mixed down
groups, or main groups as required.
A large VDU gives the operator an
immediate indication of the positidris of the
various modifications to the audio— ie,
delay, limiter, EQ, insert points, filters, etc.
Below the symbols for any equalisation or
filtering are shown simple computergenerated graphics allowing the operator to
see the chosen response modification. The
main PPMs are conventional stereo ones,
but additional level displays are being fitted
which are assignable. All control positions
can be continuously noted on aWinchester
disc drive which can run in synchronisation
with the sound being mixed down. Thus on a
subsequent playback, all control positions
are automatically altered as originally,
allowing the balancer to change them during
playback or mixdown, with the Winchester
noting the changes.
Facilities include
digital fading in and out of many different
auxiliary sources, and analogue equipment
can be used by assigning D/A and ND
converters to break points or outputs. The
main digital feed can be connected directly
to new digital recorders, or to digital
breakpoints in some already existing
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transmitter. Idon't think the time is very far
off when the BBC will be transmitting
experimental digital- audio-on UHF or
microwave, and, of course, via satellite. I
can
see, however, that the existing 13-bit links to
the FM transmitters will soon be hopelessly
out of date, and we may soon find that the
existing FM multiplex system is not really
good enough for today's digital age.

Amateur affairs

10
Angus McKenzie
equipment, but if the sampling rate
employed on the digital recordings is other
than 48kHz, ( eg the Sony PCM 1610 is
44.1kHz), then aStuder digital standards
converter is used to change the effective
sampling rate.
The digitised mic signals could
theoretically remain in digital form until they
are reproduced in the home, and some of the
facilities provided will surely have adramatic
effect on sound quality as soon as the BBC
begin to use the equipment on air. Imagine a
multi-mic balance at the Royal Albert Hall in
which the main sound is based on aproven
coincident pair, but with many filler mics
also in use to strengthen various orchestral
or choral sections. Each mic can have atime
delay built into its channel so that the sound
of atransient picked up by that mic coincides
within 1or 2ms of the equivalent sound
picked up by the main pair. Ipredict that
what we will hear soon is an improved clarity
from instruments at the back, for example,
but without their sounds being projected
forward as they do at the moment. Since the
ear tends to concentrate on the first arrival e
asound, if this can be delayed it should
improve perspectives enormously. Digital
reverberation becomes avery simple matter
to include, so eventually we will lose some of
the dreaded coloured echo plates and
springs! Signal/noise ratio should be
significantly improved, and clipping
problems should be virtually eliminated. If a
channel's main fader is brought down to a
point where the microprocessors detect that
early stages might be clipping, then the mic
preamp gain cuts back to asensible value.
The desk allows stunning new facilities,
but the main problem will be the studio
managers who will have to get used to
assigning the modification facility to each
channel or group of channels in turn. Some
balancers may have aslight problem in
coping with such adramatic change in
mixing philosophy. but it would be wrong to
hold up developments for this reason. Most
of the BBC balancers that Iknow can hardly
wait to get their hands on this new mixer,
and I
hope it will mean the dawning of an
age in which signaRs can remain in digital
form right up to the transmitter inputs, with
just asimple D/A converter at Wrotham, for
example, interfacing the digits to the FM

Ihave just been playing with aremarkable
new general coverage receiver, the AR 2001,
available from Lowe Electronics shops,
(headquarters at Chesterfield Road, Matlock,
Derbyshire, DE4 5LE, telephone 06229 2817).
It will cost just under £300, and offers
general coverage from 25MHz to 525MHz
with FM ( narrow band and wide band) and
AM. Not only can the receiver be stepped in
5, 12.5 or 25kHz steps, but it has 20
memories which can be immediately
accessed. All programming can be made
using atouch pad with a5x4matrix,
additional controls being audio gain,
squelch, display lights bright or dim, and
frequency lock. The RF input socket is a50
ohm BNC, and a3.5mm jack socket is fitted
for an external speaker (the internal one is
not too good). It is possible to scan with any
of the channel spacings as set, from any one
frequency to another continuously at either
of two speeds. When astation comes up, the
scan either stops until the station goes off, or
holds for ten seconds in case it comes on
again — very useful if you want to monitor
mobiles, etc. This receiver had asensitivity
of between 0.2-0.3e on NBFM, and around
1.61.tV on wideband FM and AM. The actual
sound quality on an external speaker was
extremely good on commercial PMR signals,
but Band 2radio signals were very slightly
distorted on peaks, as the wide- band FM
filter is not quite wide enough in the hi-fi
sense, although rather better on TV FM
sound ( max deviation 50kHz) within the
range of the set. What is outstanding about
this set is that the first IF is at 750MHz. This
means the almost total absence of image
problems which beset almost all other
general coverage VHF/UHF sets available.
Since there are no gaps in the frequency
coverage, you can well imagine that it is
great fun to listen in on many frequency
bands not normally availabWen•receiversBand 1TV sound, Band 2, including all it
contains, aircraft, amateur radio, Band 3TV
sound, and thousands of fun frequencies
which I
dare not mention, are of
considerable entertainment value. In the
subjective tests Idiscovered that the IBA
Band 3TV sound is around 15kHz off its
published frequency, with aquality that I
can
only describe as abysmal, compared with
Band 4. It was fascinating that the BBC Band
1TV sound was actually extremely good, but
the sooner this all goes the better, for it will
clear the way for amassive increase in PMR,
probably on Band 3, and many new
frequencies for services not yet even
envisaged. I
should remind readers that it is
apparently not an infringement of the
Wireless Telegraphy Act to listen in on any
frequency you like, but you are highly likely
to get into trouble if you try and make use of
information received, or even discuss it with
anyone else. People have been fined,
including insurance assessors, when they
have arrived at afire before the fire brigade! I
heartily recommend the AR 2001 as areal
fun box, with surprisingly few failings, its
RFIM performance being quite reasonable. It
operates off 13V DC.+,
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COMPACT DISC

Hi-Fi in Somerset and The West

TAKE SOME SOUND ADVICE
Conventional Pre Amps are not designed specifically for CD
The LINK is!
Conventional Pre Amps will colour the sound
from any CD player resulting in asometimes
fatiguring sound.
The LINK won't!
Conventional Pre Amps are costly items
The LINK isn't!
WHAT IS THE LINK?
A passive control system enabling direct connection from CD to Power Amp, eliminating the need
for aPre Amp.
THE RESULT
Reputedly the finest sound available from CD.
THE COST
£57.50 incl P + P
Available only by direct mail order from
Alternative Audio Systems
104 Longwood Road
Aldridge
West Midlands, WS90 TD

AVALON H141

STUDIO
The Old Nursery, Butleigh,
GLASTONBURY.
Tel: (0458) 50370
Studio and home demonstrations by appointment of
selected items from the following:
PINK TRIANGLE * LOGIC * HEYBROOK
SYSTEMDEK * OAK * NVA * MERIDIAN *
ALBARRY * MYST * SONDEX * CREEK *
HELIUS * SYRINX * ALPHASON * KISEKI *
OSAWA * DYNAVECTOR * SPENDOR *
KEF * DIESIS * CLEARWATER * SOLSTICE etc.
Large selection of Japanese, MFSL, Nautilus,
Sheffield Lab, & Telarc pressings. SAE or phone for
details.
Access & Visa facilities.
Mon. to Sat. 10am--6pm. Late nights Thurs. & Fri.
Close at 1pm on Wed.

You can't be serious
You can't be serious about hi fi if you haven't
listened to Stax Lambda earspeakers.
The earspeakers that Alvin Gold in Hi Fi
Answers described as. ' truly remarkable
headphones by any standard.'
He wrote. ' The Stax Lambda remains perhaps
the most satisfactory headphone known to me and stakes afair claim to the title of the Best
Headphones In The World.'

Enthusiastic words about the semi- panoramic
sound of the famous Stax electrostatic ear
speakers.
Yet the Lambda is not even the top model in
our range. That honour goes to the Sigma which
is afull ' panoramic' earspeaker. Truth to tell.
Alvin Gold prefered the sound of the Lambda
We can only comment by again quoting from
Alvin's article.

'And finally, the unique nature of
the Lambda and Sigmas means even more than is normally the case
-you should audition both carefully
for yourself.'
STAX EARSPEAKER CENTRES
Audio Aids 52 George Street. Edinburgh 031 226 3979
Audio T 190 West End Lane. London NW6 01-794 7848
Cosmic Radio 246-256Station Road. Addlestone.
Weybridge. Surey 0932 51753
Donnington Audio 16 Swan Street. Kingsclere, Hants
0635 297479
Eulipion Audio 81 Wilmslow Road. Rusholme.
Manchester 061 225 4448
The Gramophone Wireless & TV Company
The Pedestrian Precinct. 121 Rose Street. Edinburgh
031 225 9535
KJ Leisure Sound 48 Wigmore Street. London W1
01-4868263
Untone Audio 7-11 Park Lane. Gateshead
0632 774167
Midland Hi Fi Studio Royal London Buildings.
Wulfruna Street. Wolverhampton 0902 771774
Reading Hi Fi Centre 6Harris Arcade. Friar Street.
Reading. Bettis 0734 585463
The Music Room 221 St Vincent Street. Glasgow
041221 2527
Unilet 35 Hugh Street. New Malden. Surrey
01-942 9567
Unilet 270 High Street. Guildford. Surrey 0483 71534
Unilet 14 ButeStreed. London SW7 01-589 2586
WA. Brady 491 Sm thdown Road. Liverpool.
Lancs 051 733 6859

STAX
Sole U.K. distributors. Wilmex Ltd, Compton House, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. 01-949 2545
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'mechanical' in character.
E WAFFLE in each
and every issue about
Front-end of the system is
the virtues of high- end
based on the latest turntable
hi-fi equipment and could, with
from Canadian company
some justification, be accused
Oracle, the Alexandria (£ 750).
of forgetting that HFN/RR
Replacing their best-known
readers don't always have
model's skeletal Perspex plinth
pockets as deep as their aspirwith a more conventional
ations. Or even if they do, the
wooden one, it retains the tried
needs of music reproduction
and tested three- spring suspenmust often take second place to
sion, belt-d-iven configuration,
providing a roof over their
and: couples it with a new arm
heads, eating, clothing and
offering a VTA fine-tuning
HFAURR's three-part trial of enthusiast knoweducating their children, and
facility. We've coupled the
other such transitory responsiAlexandria with the Talisman S
ledge starts this month with a £ 5000 system as
bilities.
cartridge (£233), a moving- coil
We have therefore decided to
model David Prakel found last
the prize
give away acomplete disc- playSeptember to give stereo
ing system worth over £ 5000 to one of our readers. ( Those who
imagery with an exciting size, substance and stability.
would like to know why we are too cheapskate to include a
We've left the most unusual component of the system to last:
tuner, cassette deck and Compact Disc player in the package
the Magnepan Magneplanar MG2 loudspeakers ( around £ 1400),
should have seen the look on Editor Atkinson's. face when he
which are new to the UK. A flat diaphragm design resembling an
realised what a dent the LP- only combination was going to
electrostatic but using an ' isodynamic' drive principle, these
make in the magazine's 1984 budget!)
offer many of the virtues of an electrostatic without most of the
disadvantages.
So that's it. We feel it works together very well. What do you
The £5000 system
So what components have we chosen? We decided that one of
have to do to win this system?
the themes of the competition should be ' America', the ' land of
the free' being also the land of hi-fi with an automotive price tag.
The competition
We also decided that, as far as possible, we would choose
As this is our first competition, with probably the most valuable
equipment that had already been favourably reviewed in
single prize ever offered by a hi-fi magazine in the UK, we
HFN/RR Faced with those criteria, the heart of any system, the
decided to make it both the hardest and the longest!
amplification shown in the photo, virtually chose itself. Pro'The Audiophile Competition', therefore, will run in three
viding the muscle is the Krell KSA-50 class- A transistor power
consecutive issues of the magazine, starting this month, and
amp (£ 1452). The Krell has become the reference power amp for
entrants will have to send in their answers to all three parts with
many British audiophiles, combining true speaker- driving
the official entry form to be printed in our February 1984 issue.
power with an exceptional transparency. JA reviewed it back in
(Don't send in your entries until then, or we'll be buried under
August and liked it so much he bought one! Upstream of the
paper!)
Krell is the SP8, a valve preamp from Audio Research. When
The questions will get harder and harder! However, to entice
Martin Colloms reviewed the SP8 for HFN/PR last February, he
you, there are but five to challenge you this month, and if they
felt that it had the ability to provide musical detail without
appear a little obscure, a thoroLgh delve between our covers
aggression, revealing many other preamps to be
should prove not altogether unhelpful!

AUDIOPHILE

The ultimate challenge

audio research

.
ereion

for

power

n'iode! set the pattern
-

Id-famous classical
tmade his name as a
modern jazz musician?
.Two musical works mentioned in
this month's review section were

Far be it for us to take sides over the
merits of the world's top noise reduction
systems.
But why restrict yourself to one or
the other?
Dolby Band Care still essential for
making the most of your pre-recorded
tapes.
Conversely, dbx has adistinct edge
for live and digital recordings.
(Up to 10dB more noise reduction
and 20dB more headroom, to be exact).
Hence our effort to give you the
best of both worlds in our RS-M253X
cassette deck.
Not content with offering you three
noise reduction systems, we give you
three heads as well.
Which means you can hear what
you're recording at the precise moment
it goes onto the head.
And then make whatever fine
adjustments you think fit.
Talking of which, you've also got
3- colour FL meters with 2- second
peak- hold indication.
Not to mention the simplest system
for setting recording levels yet devised.
Add feather-touch logic controls
and auto tape selection and what more
could you ask for?
For the man who wants everything,
there's really only one cassette deck.

Technics

RS-M253X cassette deck with dbxiDolby Band C.
300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL1 6JB. Tel. Slough 34522

Breakthrough.
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M IINVOLVED in the music in a
pleasurable way?' is the most
important question we can ask
about the musicality of a piece of hi-fi,
according to a recent article in another
magazine. But what is meant by ' musicality'
in ahi-fi context? While the author's starting
point and destination on the subject were
correct, the reasoning which took him from
one to the other was not. The right answer
for the wrong reason! The data was properly
observed — certainly, there are big differences in the extent to which different systems remind us of music, or satisfy us
emotionally. The conclusion was sound ( I)
too — ' musicality' is not an absolute term, but
has apersonal component to it. The reasoning used was that ahi-fi system is amusical
instrument, and a musical instrument is a
transducer; since we won't agree on the
musical capability which different players
exhibit, or different forms of music call for,
then we won't agree on the musicality which
hi-fi systems display in reproducing that
music.
Idon't agree with this, but Iwish to draw
out aconstructive point or two, for musicality isn't just amatter of opinion. We can find
out something aleut what it means in hi-fi
terms — it may not be an absolute, but
neither is it completely subjective, relying
only on what one person thinks he or she
feels at any one time.
'Musicality' is in the Shorter Oxford Dictionary; it means ' musical quality or character'. Delving a little further, ' musical' means
'having the nature of music' (well, well),
'tuneful', ' harmonious'; of sounds, it means
'having the nature of tones, as distinct ftom
mere noises'. Now something doesn't have
to be, or be like, a musical instrument to
exhibit musicality— rather, it has to do things
in a musical way.
And a musical instrument, in my experience, isn't just a transducer, fed on energy
from the fingertips, arms and lips of players.
An instrument interacts with you, and can
produce music on its own. Sympathetic
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vibrations induced in the strings ot a topquality acoustic guitar will mean that in
some keys and in some tunings, all the
strings will sound all the time unless purposely deadened, however many are struck.
The vibrations set up in the woods of a
well- made stringed instrument — whether it
is a viola or a guitar — will complement its
tonal qualities, in a number of ways: by
responding quickly, by helping to sustain
fundamental notes, by maintaining integrity
in the packet of overtones, and by controlling
how notes decay and die. These are things
very much to do with something having 'a
musical quality'.
To take asecond example, the piano also
depends on these factors. If you buy apiano
for £30 in asecond-hand shop, rather than a
concert grand for £30,000, the difference is
as much in how musical an instrument you
get as in how efficient atransducer it is. And
since flutes have an input of warm, moist air,
and an output of slightly less warm, slightly
less moist air, the 'transducer' argument
doesn't help much. Not all instruments are
equally musical! In playing, you have to
contrbl the behaviour of an instrument, and
use its properties effectively. Exciting a
soundboard at low frequencies, muting a
horn or setting up beats between adjacent
notes are ways in which ' playing' soon
overtakes simple 'transducing'. This control
and use of instruments is surely what allows
music to communicate emotionally — the
self- playing musical instrument has yet to be
invented.
If all this seems far from using hi-fi — it
isn't. Here, we don't need to create music,
but to record and replay its effect. Whatever
we use, it is bound to be either musical or
amusical in going about its job. If it is at all
like an instrument, this is because acartridge
and amplifier, for example, try to control the
behaviour of speaker cones or diaphragms,
and get caught up in an interaction with both
them and the environment in which they are
used. But between ' being truly musical' and
'communicating emotional pleasure' we

don't need to interpose another instrument;
rather, we need something — a system —
which transmits music whole, which succeeds (and fails) in a musical way. If a
telephone system was said to be musical, it
would act to preserve or complement
musical qualities, rather than destroying or
disrupting them.
In what ways might ahi-fi system preserve
or destroy the music? What are ' musical
qualities'? Essentially, musical sounds are
tones, rather than noise. This difference
depends on two things. Imagine an irregular
lump of brass being struck. For atone to be
produced, successive vibrations should reinforce the same fundamental frequency,
rather than continually shifting in pitch.
Secondly, simultaneous vibrations should
be in a proper relationship with each other.
Disorderly vibrations we count as noise;
musical sounds require a stable fundamental, and harmonic integrity. A brass
plate will ring at a fixed pitch, with a
recognisable timbre. The irregular lump of
brass produces no stable fundamental, and
because the pattern of overtones arising
from the varying fundamentals will not be
fixed or in any way economical, there is no
recognisable timbre other than the dull thud
it shares with 107 other 'dull thudders'. (The
words ' sing', ' ring' and ' hum' even have
more orderly frequencies about them when
spoken than the onomatopoeic ' boom',
'thud' and ' clash'.)
However, the dictionary also says
'musical' may mean ' pleasing in sound', so
there is asubjective element in this. Pink or
white noise in Nature can be pleasing — the
sea, the wind — and random, gentle noises —
the ' music of the brook' — can satisfy us
deeply. We could probably obtain aconsensus view, though, that this is not what most
music is about. For most that is musical,
then, there are two main requirements,
whether the sound is being created or reproduced: stable fundamentals and harmonic
integrity.
If these are right we will perceive accurate
pitch and well-defined timbres. We also note
the following characteristics of live music:
detailed at pp and if; clean and powerful;
showing different musical lines or strands of
sound; having width, depth and height
dimensions, in a stable and sensible perspective; exciting an acoustic space, to create
ambience; set against aquiet or predictable
background; starting and stopping in acontrolled way, at both the ' note' and the
'ensemble' level; and showing accurately
controlled intensities, over time (pp — if) and
simultaneously ( internal balance and its fine
adjustment).
Now at last we can try answering that
question. What follows is not meant to be a
catalogue of hi-fi faults, but should help to
illustrate what is musical and what is not.
The two main requirements are always
important; the priority given to others in the
list above may vary from one person to
another and from one 'type' of music to
another.
The following effects are always amusical,
because they modify pitch perception: dynamic wow in turntables, whether caused by
transient drag, hunting of servo systems or
the resonance of platter mass and belt
compliance, with the 'stiffness' of the motor;
badly- matched cartridges and arms wobbling over warps and ripples, or ' scrubbing'
along the groove; eccentric discs, especially
with high compliance cartridges; the Doppler effect in long-throw speaker drive units,
and cabinets that rock to and fro.
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MUSICALITY
The effect of intermodulation distortion in
amplifiers and speakers is always amusical,
because it destroys timbre. Both of these
may make non-musical additions, altering
the packet of overtones and producing spurious tones, the effect of which we perceive
as ' beats'. How dissonant or consonant the
result sounds depends partly on the individual listener, though beats are perceived
as most harsh at frequencies in the low tens
of Hertz — up to about 30Hz. Try a record of
two recorders playing sprightly music, close
in pitch; use a cheap moving- coil cartridge
and budget amp, and see what IMD does for
musical quality. It's not a musical way of
failing, unless you are masochistic, or deaf.
(Avoid any hi-fi gear endorsed by an
L.v.Beethoven of Bonn.) Simple harmonic
distortion may be less destructive to music,
adding to or subtracting from what is already
there, rather than fouling things up or inventing them.
Equipment which clips off the start of a
note, or overshoots and rings, may interfere
with our understanding of musical intention
— the timbres of the violin and oboe are very
similar on sustained notes, so starting and
stopping would be very important here. It is
usually cartridges and amplifiers which are
the guilty ones in this respect, though
heavily- damped drive units in speakers may
do their bit. Most moving-coil loudspeakers
by their very nature ' hang on' to the end of
notes, in the mid and bass registers, at least,
slowly releasing stored energy through a
structure with finite mass.
The addition of extra ' richness' to mask a
dry or clinical sound, and the use of a
cartridge which shows no sudden onset of
distortion, but produces progressively more
second harmonic distortion as modulation
levels increase, may not be too serious,
musically. In this respect, valves also seem
to fail in amusical way — just ask any electric
guitarist ( over the age of 17!). The mechanical properties of loudspeakers will tend to
be superimposed on the music they try to
reproduce. Additions cail often be allowed
for, in long-term listening, while interactions
have a more insidious effect. The detail lost
by ' singing' tonearms, though, has well and
truly gone down the audio drain.
Echo and reverberation, arising from discrete or multiple and overlapping reflections
of sound, can destroy harmonic relationships to produce avague wash of sound
without tone. If you've ever been to a rock
concert in a large, echoey hall where the PA
didn't project the sound towards the audience but released it to float upwards and
cling to the ceiling for ten seconds, before
wafting down again to confuse the issue,
you'll know what Imean. The effect is very
disorienting, and if the sound is loud enough
you may lose the sense of definite pitch, too.
What may have started as music ends up as
noise, a disorganised and sometimes
oppressive effect, rather like the result of
perceptual deafness, as it was described to
me. ( That description stuck in my mind,
coming from a man who had played in a
string quartet in his younger days, and was
now reduced to watching cowboy films on
TV, as these were the only form of sonic
stimulus he could organise and understand —
simple and decisive actions, with obvious
sound effects and strong visual clues. Anything more subtle became as disorganised
as announcements from a dozen station
Tannoys, echoing round platforms and
bouncing from curved glass roofs.)
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Apparently, people pay £8atime for such an
experience, and are pleased if they only have
to queue for afew hours to glimpse aticket.
Though few people live in cathedrals ( the
photographer F. H. Evans did, when he
wanted to make sure he wouldn't miss the
right lighting conditions), this muddling
effect due to reverberation may occur in
domestic living-rooms at low frequencies.
More importantly, perhaps, the resonances
in mechanical structures may mimic this
effect before the signal gets anywhere near
the outside world, delaying it and distorting
its tonal characteristics in a non-linear way.
Parts of cartridges, arms, turntables and
speakers will act like little echo chambers,
but not usually in acoherent way. Turntable
feedback takes this process a stage further,
regenerating the whole signal, including the
original ' confusion-factor'. Like compound
interest ( apparently!), it soon mounts up.
This effect must be amusical, as it destroys
harmonic relationships, though it is
strangely reassuring to discover that a few
concert halls suffer the syndrome, too.
Priorities will vary with the demands of the
music; accurate starting and stopping may
be vitally important in The Rite of Spring,
while tracking and intermodulation are more
important in choral works, and transient
punch and power come to the fore in much
rock music. For stable and sensible perspectives, for the amount of detail and presence
of ambient information, for the quietness or
predictability of the background we are at
the mercy of the recording companies ( if that
isn't too extreme a metaphor to use) and the
medium itself. We can only foul up what's
there in the first place! We also have to
assume that what is on the 'firmware' hasn't
been rendered fundamentally amusical in
the first place. Now where have Iheard this
discussion in recent months?
There are some interesting exceptions to
the ' noise/tones' idea, by the way. The
orchestral bass drum and cymbals are technically noise; their sounds are disorderly in
quality, with no stable fundamental. Some
tuneful instruments have virtually no fundamental present — the flute, for example, in
its most often used register. It does have a
good deal of second harmonic, though ( like
being brought up by your Granny, Isuppose)
and a stable packet of other harmonics in
small quantities.
So musicality in hi-fi means succeeding or
failing to reproduce music in a musical way.
It is better in many ways that hi-fi equipment
isn't like a musical instrument — ringing
platters and resounding plinths, no thanks!
There is asubjective component, in deciding
what exactly is music in the first place, and
which faults other than the destruction of
pitch or timbre we can live with. Equally,
though, we do know some of the things
which always contribute to musicality in hi-fi
equipment, and other requirements for
musicality with different types of program
material may well differ in apredictable way.
The differences between Beethoven and
Schoenberg, and Beethoven and Dire Straits
are not just matters of taste; and we are not
simply stuck with the notion that if you like it,
it must be musical.
We therefore know some of the things to
strive for in hi-fi sound reproduction — 'tuneful' and 'transparent' do have afamiliar ring
to them, don't they? — and these things must
surely be the aim of individuals involved in
equipment design in a long-term way.
Now where did Iput my new ear-trumpet
the one with the prominent midrange
and phenomenal bass response?

our harman/kardon dealer
can furnish you with a
complete technical information bulletin on HX-Pro, as
well as apractical demonstration of harman/kardon sound
engineering in action.
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Cassette Recording: Dolby HX-Professional
Dolby HX-Professional circuit
Themanipulates
the bias of acassette
Hamount does not compensate for
the biasing effect of the music signal
owever, altering bias by a fixed

Bias
current

recorder to permit higher recording
levels at high frequencies without
distortion. Bias is the term for an
ultra high frequency current that is
mixed with the music signal before it
reaches the recording head. Determining the correct amount of bias is
of critical importance; too little, and
the recording will be harsh and
"bright"; too much, and the level of
high frequency saturation will be
reduced, limiting the high frequency
response.

Fig. 1

CONVENTIONAL RECORDING CIRCUITRY

Music
Signal

Effect of
music signal

itself. High frequency, high level
signals can momentarily "overbias"
the tape. Ironically, this reduces the
high frequency response at the very
time when it is most needed.
Dolby HX-Professional system
Themonitors
the music signal and

HX-Pro*

varies the amount of bias current
accordingly, by means of a variable
gain
amplifier.
HX-Pro
reacts
instantly to high frequency, high level
signals, reducing bias current and
thus
giving
the
signal
more
"headroom." The effect of HX-Pro is
to extend the onset of tape
saturation, thereby increasing usable
RECORD/PLAYBACK FREQUENCY
RESPONSE — CD401 TYPE 1TAPE

Bias Current

Fig. 3

_
i
CD401 RECORD/PLAYBACK
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
WITH LOW NOISE TAPE

To
Record
Head

types of tape formulaDifferent
tions require different amounts

Altering
bias

of bias current. For this reason, conventional cassette decks have the
facility for bias to be altered to suit
each cassette type.

Fig. 2

HX-PRO* RECORI5ING CIRCUITRY
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high frequency response. Figure 3
shows the frequency response of a
harman/kardon CD 401 cassette
deck, using type 1 tape, with and
without the Dolby HX-Pro circuit in
operation. The shaded area illustrates
the improved frequency response
performancé given by HX-Pro.
De-coding is not required, so a
iape made with Dolby HX-Pro is
compatible with all cassette decks.
Dolby HX-Pro circuitry is incorporated in harman/kardon cassette deck
models CD 401, CD 301 and CD 291.
*HX-Pro is aregistered trademark of
Dolby Laboratories Inc.

harman/kardon
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"Fred"
-more than.
just aspeaker!
Choosing anew speaker takes alittle more than
aglossy brochure — it takes time, patience and a
'good' listen. For instance take ' Fred', to appreciate
him you have to hear him — and where better to hear
him than in our demonstration rooms. There you
can have plenty of time, sound advice and more than
just asmattering of patience.
Also available Naim • Quad • Meridian • Rega
• Mordaunt Short • Musical Fidelity • A&R •
Linn • Nytech • Heybrook • Creek • Logic •
Monitor Audio • Kef • Dual

TONBRIDGE Fe/ CONSULTANT5
19-21 Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge,
Kent. ( 0732) 366767

The NEW BED
Interconnect
Cables.
An audible
improvement over
ALL other
interconnect cables

Available in ready made
leads from £ 7-50 per
pack or "off the reerat
£1.00 per metre.
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enclose a iehp stamp.
NAME
ADDRESS

QED

OLD SCHOOL, SCHOOL ROAD RRACON,l S
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NR NORWICH
TELEPHONE (0508) 70829

AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD
Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx.TWIS IAU.
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Edward Tatnall Canb rooks at the
crucial relationship between medium and message

A

w
SUCCESSFUL

softgear-hardware i
elationship such as the LP's is like a
ell- matured marriage. It takes many
years to perfect this sort of dynamic
intimacy, and the result is therefore precious
and irreplaceable, because it works. True,
time passes and circumstances change, but
the relationship adapts - it is too strong to
break. Until at last death does it part. So with
the LP.
Why else do you think this much-outdated
disc still persists after 35 years, along with its
enormous mass of softgear? We believe in
our hearts that it cannot be replaced, that
special symbiosis between the artistic softgear and the engineering hardware for
which it remains the crucial link. What conies
next will be a different animal, and a different relationship.
Death comes to all and it will come to the
LP, if the rest of us last alittle longer. Most of
its special virtues remain but the flesh is
weak. On the hardware side, as we all know,
it is as far outpaced by the little CD, the
Compact Disc, as the buggy was by the auto
or, more accurately, the horse by the gas
engine and the electric motor. And there is
video, harassing from the side - the LP's
successors, in one or another format, are
easily picture- capable. Also surround- soundcapable in any old number of discrete channels in case we're interested - we may be.
The LP can never enter these leagues. Nor,
except by ingenious artifice, can it approach
the dynamic range, the soundlessness of
background, the absence of distortion - why
go' on? We know the story. But there it is,
even so, still an immense and stable force in
our entire business, a governing super-flywheel to hold us together and in some sort
of control of our destinies. That's what an
enduring softgear-hardware marriage is all
about.
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Indeed it is an agony to try to see the
future shapes that will prove symbiotically
successful! Some people have the gift: they
are mostly the artists as such, not the
engireers, but there is not really that much
difference remaining between these categories. Iwould only say that the engineers do
tend to be quirky in a big way ( having the
goods to do so), seeing some things with
true clairvoyance, intuition, genius, but missing others in the most obtuse fashion. And
in this the captains of industry have all too
big a hand. Ican never get far from Thomas
Edison in such thinking - he had the most
peculiar mental oscillations, comb-filter
style, seeing some things with absolute
brilliance yet incurably blind to others. Not a
very good softgear guide, this Tom. It was
his younger assistants, his rivals, who saw
the real means to put Edison's many syntheses (tnat's what they generally were) into
softgear situations that would work.
When Ilook at some of today's hi-fi and TV
Ithink of old Tom. With adifference. His was
the approach of simplicity - not today! But
simple or complex, any invention, any equipment, is only as good as the softgear that
goes with it - say that again. If we are
floundering today in a welter of marvellous
technology and practically nothing new in
the way of softgear except the video arcade,
it is because in spite of the ads we can all
sense the confusion, zany products all mixed
up with useful ones, instant opportunism,
overwhelming farsightedness, and nobody
real'y sure which is which.
Can Ibe more specific about the enduring
aspects of the LP symbiosis? Yes, but only by
looking back beyond, at the whole span of
the disc, which will soon be 100 years old.
The LP is only its final form, short of the
digital Compact Disc.
I'm not sure Ireally consider the CD adisc.

Alongside the acoustic 10-incher came the
elegant 12- inch disc as recording began to
go high- brow ( classical) - mostly in opera
excerpts. A different situation there, but it
too worked. The longer span, maximum five
minutes but much better four, combined
with the length of most arias and the special
qualities of the opera voice ( high acoustic
power and maximum intelligence at the
narrow frequency band available) drew
forth, one might say, a sub- symbiosis, the
bigger disc alongside the smaller and compatible with its machinery. The pairing was
immensely successful. The two aspects continue in essence to this very day, classical
and pop, though the original engineering is
all but vanished. Again, symbiosis.
When we come to a time of real change,
we tend to carry on with compatibility and all
the old pre-existing softgear, just as far as
we can. Necessary - at first - for business
continuity. But also very good for any coming symbiosis, if the old traditions can
persist into the new. When electricity hit the
soundfield and audio was born, we got the
electrical recording and then, a bit later, the
electric reproducer. ( No, they did not appear
together, as asystem! Compatibility allowed
old and new discs to be played on either type
of equipment.) And lo - once again there
were the old 10- and 12- inch discs, as though
nothing had happened. What else? We try
for continuity, and this time it was easy.
Yet almost immediately big changes cropped up. First a matter of hardware, new
equipment, the radio phonograph, the electric portable and, above all, the jukebox in
prototype. But the new engineering sound
parameters immediately began to change
things too. Pop music in the home became
45
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It is far more closely related - in operation to the audio cassette or, for that matter, the
videocassette. In softgear terms it is barely a
disc at all. The new CD is automated and can
never be otherwise. Its ' discness' is no more
important to us than the 'tapeness' of either
type of cassette, out of sight, out of mind,
most of the time. Yes, the LP is now
belatedly automated, perforce, but this is not
really its nature and it responds clumsily in
spite of the ingenious new mechanisms. The
LP began on a par with the earlier disc and it
is still, Ithink, a naturally hand- operated
music source. It is as though we had
belatedly automated the fork and the knife.
The LP didn't really need that.
Look, then, how quirky has been the disc's
success as it has evolved its symbiosis, the
softgear and the hardware, over acentury of
sales, how quickly it has responded to varied
changes, and how unpredictably. What size?
What speed? These, in the beginning, were
of course determined by the 19th century
engineers, not the public. Speed: Very
approximately 78 rpm or thereabouts. Size:
Erratic, but there were 8- inch discs to start
with, if Iam right. Then, as the symbiosis
began to take hold and the public to buy, in a
remarkably short time the 10- inch disc
became standard. It was the sellable, usable,
popular form. Why? Did it fit the music and
skits available for recording - or were these
written to fit the three- minute format?
Impossible to say; they happened together,
give and take, tit for tat. All we know is that
the 10- inch size and length worked so well
that the entire modern corpus of recorded
pop, from ragtime to jazz to rock and show
tunes, has adapted itself ever since to that
basic length - and even far beyond any
engineering necessity, right up to the present. Could you have foreseen it? There's
your symbiosis.

YMIESIOTIC
leOFTGEAR
mainly louder - a forecast of things to come - but the jukebox was

really new ( well, almost). It channelled the world of pop into new
areas of recorded listening and, hence, record sales. The jukebox has
never died. It evolved into our present disco, not to mention music
for banks, airports and supermarkets.
In the classics, electricity brought more extensive softgear
changes. Suddenly - albums! With the microphone and big orchestras in large halls, we could record anything, and we did in
multiple-disc sets. Straight through the bottomless Depression, that
early electrical recording spree was the most fertile and productive
we in audio have ever experienced. The entire concert repertory of
classical music and much beyond was put down on wax and onto
78s. Even the giant works, hours long with hundreds of performers,
found their unlikely place, all chopped into four- minute segments, a
dozen, 20 discs in enormous albums so heavy they could scarcely be
lifted, horribly breakable, clumsy, impracticable! Yet viable. Here
was one of the miracles of audio history and an example of what can
happen, even in a Depression, when the symbiosis turns out right.
Even into electricity, then, the disc carried on and developed there was no revolution. Albums, then art covers ( mainly after WW
II), in particular, program booklets, avital new addition for those who
listened. In the main the old standard worked again, the 10- inch for
pop and the 12-inch for classical elegance. Good continuity. People
went for it.
Twenty years - and again, revolution? Could have been. We had
the LP and, ayear later, the 45. But note how ingeniously, instead,
the LP adopted the best of the earlier practice from the 78, already a
half-century old. Immediately, LP took over the album aspect of 78
classical and applied it to the new single discs. We still call them
albums (even in pop). Good-looking covers (though the first
Columbias had no more than undifferentiated paper covers somebody soon caught that blooper). Extensive sleevenotes now
even more convenient, both on the album itself and in big, readable,
unfolded inserts. Thus the compatibility phase for the LP was
superbly handled on the softgear side to preserve all that was good.
Most important of all, the new disc was not even launched until it
was possible to build up an impressive catalogue of softgear via
dubbing, both the 78 and LP versions copied from acommon 16- inch
lacquer master disc, this being shortly before tape. The original
public demo of the LP ( Iwas there) displayed aconsiderable stack of
LP discs in the new form, alongside amountain of 78s containing the
identical music, enough to satisfy any doubter that the LP format
would lose us nothing in the way of music to play, our traditional
wide choice, atrue ' library' of availabilities right from LP's beginning.
Can we say as much about today's offerings of softgear in the new
formats?
The 45 disc, a year later, must surely have been aimed at the
jukebox, where it was a fantastic success. But at the beginning it
came out, flatly, literally, as successor to the 78 in all forms. There
were fancy classical albums (the first things introduced) and players
for the home. Too literal - for there were the same old four- minute
sides we'd always had, merely smaller. It was classical prestige, I
suppose; in any case, that particular classical symbiosis was adead
duck in fio time at all. Ihave afew left, as museum pieces. But ah the jukebox! The 45 took to pop like a duck to water. Thus do
software and hardware interact.
Note, finally, amore subtle disappearance, that of the 10-inch LP.
As Isay, the symbiotic balance is always delicate. This disc followed
very logically after the 10- inch 78, and the machinery to make it was
available. In the classics it lasted quite awhile. It did have points. But
the factors added up, or shall Isay, subtracted, and in the end it was
better to kill it - even in pop - and concentrate on the larger size disc.
What will be the equivalent subtleties that show up on future CD
offerings, the little laser disc? Obviously, nobody has the slightest
idea, at least in public, at this point.
Note, to end, that the LP disc and its forerunner the 78 have always
thrived on a very large backing of softgear. A lot more ( by maybe
10,000 to 1) than some of our present promoters think is really
necessary. They are wrong. This is an inherent aspect of the entire
disc history. Even 78 catalogues were very large. Schwann's LP
listings built into the many thousands in the earliest years. And the
30,000 or so titles of decades back have merely varied a bit, mostly
upwards, right through to the present. The audio cassette is nowhere
near catching up. You think this can be ignored? It's basic.
Next time you see the big ad announcing Fifty ( 50) titles now
available for so-and-so digital player, just relax. When we get to
10,000, we'll be out of the woods.+
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ADAMS & DACK,
6. Gulldhall
Norwich.
Norfolk.
0603-22129
ANALOG AUDIO,
849. High Road.
London N12
01-445 1443/3267
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LASKYS,
16 /20. Penn Street.
Bristol BSI 3AN
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LASKYS,
4. St. James' Centre.
Edinburgh EH1 3SR
031-556 2914
LASKYS,
33. Dale Street.
Liverpool L2 2HF
051-235 2828

ANGLIA AUDIO,
Hessett Hi Fi Centre.
Nr. Beyton.
Bury St. Edmunds.
Suffolk IP30 9AZ
035-970212
AUDIO TECH,
54. Cape Hill.
Smethwick,
Warley.
West Midlands.
021-558 4414
BARTLETTS HI-FI &
VIDEO CENTRE,
175/177. Holloway Road.
London N7 8EQ
01-607 2296

LLOYD PATON LPM LTD.,
34. Moorfield Walk Shopping Centre.
Urmston.
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061-747 9722

BUDGET SOUND SYSTEMS,
242. Tottenham Court Road.
London W1
01-636 5974

M. C. Q. ELECTRICAL,
21. Peckham High Street.
London SE15
01-703 9729

LASKYS,
12/14. St Mary's Gate.
Manchester 111 -1PX
061-832 6087
LASKYS,
6. Northumberland Street.
Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 7DE
0632 617727

CANTERBURY HI-FI,
21. The Burgate.
Canterbury Kent
0227-65315
H. C. & C. CO PPINS,
131.'137. Bellegrove Road.
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Kent DA16 3QS
01-303 5341
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2,4. Edward Street.
Grimsby.
Humberside.
0472 51391
MULTISOUND,
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0904 51712

DENMEAD HI-FI,
Hambledon Road.
Denmead. Hants.
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0786 5053
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315. Edgware Road.
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HOULDEN RETAILING,
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South Glamorgan.
0222-44011
HYPERFI,
28. Longtmdge Road
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Essex.
01-591 6961 ,2
JAMES KERR & CO. LTD.,
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98, Liverpool Road,
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Liverpool 23.
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J. W. PARKER,
187. Old Kent Road.
London SE1
01-237 7122
RADIO RENTALS,
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N. Ireland,
0232 244043

HOMESOUND,
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0823 73321
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0482 860303
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43. Tottenham Court Road.
London W1 9RD
01-636 0845, 6

MYERS AUDIO,
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Hoe Street.
London E17
01-520 7277

R. S. C.,
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Brigate.
Leeds 1
R. T. T. S.,
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SOUND SYSTEMS,
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A

DEDICATED

PURE
See the pure, white picture below?
Please empty adirty ashtray over it.
You'll have soiled it just as effectively as inferior
audio equipment soils the quality of the music it plays.
Now, please visit your nearest Luxman dealer.
Ask him to let you hear the latest range of
Luxman Hi Fi equipment.

TO

AUDIO
He won't be able to.
That's because with Luxman you hear the music,
and not the equipment.
And that's because Luxman Hi Fi is so free of the
impurities that mar the performance of ordinary HiFi.
So if you're dedicated to pure music, you now
know who's dedicated to pure audio.

Pictured above: from Luxman's new 200 Series, the L40 63 watts per channel Amplifier with matching
T230 Digitally Synthesized Tuner and K250 Three Head Cassette Deck featuring Dolby Band C Noise Reduction. •
For full details of the Luxman range write to HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717

No: 121/07

INVOICE

Rayleigh
'
THE Specialists'
44a High Street, Rayleigh, Essex. Tel: ( 0268) 779762
105 High Street,Neeci ham Market,Suffolk. Tel: (0449) 721398
Sold to: All! 4 14
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Agencies include: A & R, ARC, Asak, Akroyd, Creek, DNM, Elite, Grace, Heybrook, Linn Products, Meridian,
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• MORE SPIKES. .
Christopher Breunig considers the energising quest

it

EADERS WHO PERSEVERED
between the Scylla and Charibdis of
autobiography and DIY earnestness
in last month's piece on spiked feet, door
stops, and sandbags, will have rated it highly
on the Enid Lumley scale. Why, the Editor
asked, had I assumed that in the postNirvana-Valhalla era, spiked feet would bring
Shangri-La to speaker stands? In the theoretical loudspeaker, the cabinet does not
move, but the cone/diaphragm does. If you
ensure rigidity of coupling right through to
the floor support surface, the performance
must be approaching the ideal state. This
does not explain away the puzzling experience Ihad acouple of weeks ago, when Iwas
asked to try some new stands for the Quad
ESLs ( old type), based on a sand- damped
massive central steel column, with heavy
section spiked legs, and Medite platform.
Considerably heavier than my own stands, if
no more rigid, they managed to make a
lifeless and heavy sound — quite unacceptable in the specific context, yet well regarded
elsewhere...
Anyway, the spikes this month are electrical. It was Russ Andrews, about a year
ago, who suggested acheap way of getting
improvements by using a VDR ( voltage
dependent resistor) inside the mains plugs.
For some time Iused the small RS Components VDRs, about the size of a Smartie,
which you can cram into a 13 amp plug,
connecting live and negative sides. The VDR
acts as a transient suppressor, dissipating
energy from any spikes in the mains supply;
the subjective effect is a 'tightening' of the
sound, with improved stereo .separation and
perception of dynamic range. Some
exaggerated claims have been made by
euphoric reviewers — for instance, the VDR
will not suppress thumps from réfrigerator
thermostats, etc; indeed, the data sheet on
the RATA Clamp 1suggests that switching
interference may be worsened ie, sharper in
effect, when VDRs are used. ( See also p.83
Hi-Fi Answers, Sept '83, for further details.)
The Clamp 1is a modified MK Toughplug,
fitted with a substantial GEC metal oxide
VDR, available direct from Russ Andrews
Turntable Accessories, Edge Bank House,
RICHARD STRAUSS
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,

by Michael Kennedy. ( Master
Musicians series). Contents,
274 pages, 12 illustrations, 5
appendices, index. 28 musical
illustrations. Price £3.95
paperback edition. Published
by JM Dent & Sons Ltd, 33
Welbeck Street,
London W1M 8LX.

BOOKS

Michael Kennedy has
taken the opportunity
afforded by the reissue of his useful little
'Master Musicians' book on Richard Strauss,
and its publication in paperback, to make
small revisions to the text. He has, most
notably, made anumber of slight, but
significant, amendments to the assigned
dates of composition of anumber of pieces,
extended the bibliography, and replaced a
photograph of Strauss aged 39 with one that
the composer presented to Elgar. All the
photos are closer cropped and darker toned.
The paper used for the paperback edition is
of poorer quality than that selected for the
1976 hardback original but is less shiny,
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Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AS, at
£7.50 inclusive of despatch. If this seems a
lot to pay for just aplug, Ican only say it is a
worthwhile ( and forgettable) investment,
Apart from the VDR protection, you get the
optimum termination for wiring: the screwdown pattern, which engages far more efficiently, lastingly, than the grub-screw/insert
hole pin type.
These details do count. With probably a
range of hi-fi components to cater for, it is
easy to take the lazy way out, using the
domestic three-way adaptor, when it is
possible to get a much better sound. A
couple of hours' time, and afurther £ 10-£15
made a significant change with my own
arrangements, where power and preamp,
ESLs, turntable, and table lamp, could only
be supplied from atwin outlet point. It was a
simple matter to assemble an ancillary
'supply box', using a surface- mounting MK
plastic box, single non-switched 13 amp
outlet socket plate and, to energise the
Quads, a fused switched plate (this has a
cable outlet slot at the underside of the
face- plate), with a stout flying lead passing
through adrilled hole in the side of the box
to connect to the supply source. The two
components are spurred together with
screwed and soldered supply connections
internally. ( Incidentally, the skirting box for
two single face-plates differs in size from the
twin-type.) It was surprising to compare the
rendering of various piano recordings with
these well- made connections, as opposed to
using aconventional three-way adaptor. On
'difficult' digital material, such as the recent
DG Serkin/Rostropovich Brahms Sonata coupiing, 'faults' such as excessive prominence
of the cello, as the dynamic level increased,
or thinness in the piano-tone disappeared,
showing that demands made by the software could be better met by careful attention
to incidentals. However, dressing leads,
making tight electrical contacts, are to little
avail if, say, the Linn source is poorly set up:
P-clip not tight, or suspension inhibited by
pickup cable tensions. I understand that
Grahams' supply rebuilt 13 amp outlet
extensions, with soldered internal connections, and neon indicators removed. The
making the text easier to read in bright
li
ght i
ng.
Mr Kennedy has not the space to offer
detailed analyses of specific compositions,
but uses his discussion of the works to shed
fu rther light on the composer. He cannot
compete in depth of discussion with Norman
Del Mar's magnificent three-volume study of
Strauss and his music, but there the general
reader is in danger of being overwhelmed by
amass of detail and should find the succinct,
understanding approach of Michael
Kennedy, and the low price of this paperback
edition especially attractive,
Doug Hammond
MAKING MUSIC

edited by George Martin. 352 pages
including index. Soft covers. Price f5.95. Published by Pan
Books Ltd, Cavaye Place, London SW10 9PG.

The subtitle to this book describes it as the
guide to writing, performing and recording
and, within the limits of this sort of text, it
tackles admirably these areas of the
recording and music business. 66
contributors discuss topics such as ' Popular

standard model degrades system potential.
Recently, Isuccumbed to Archer cable, for
pre- to power-amp link. Again, this is rather
costly, but Iwould say that it is better to let
Elite make up the link, rather than try soldering together what you want. It is not that
Archer cable does not readily take solder: it
does, but the sheathing is exceptionally
tough, and thick. I'd hate to attempt the Naim
4- pin DIN! Before Archer, Iwas using RS
low- noise cable, and this too is very recommendable. Ipreferred to strip away both the
outer insulation and copper screening, keeping only the inner core — and preserving
directionality. Best results accrue from spacing out the 3or 4strands from pre- to power
amplifier, not letting them lie together.
Archer seems to make the imaging even
more lucid, bringing extra richness and body
to the timbres, without loss of delicacy.
So far, Ido draw the line at bypassing
fuses, but one final suggestion ( included in a
useful reference sheet from the Parabolic
Stylus Company) is to short out all preamplifier inputs, except the one in use, and to
remove all superfluous mains or signal leads
in the vicinity of the control unit. This
increases the solidity of the sound, makes it
more authoritative, clear, and enjoyable. A
phono plug can be shorted out with ablob of
solder, or wire link. All- metal un shorted
plugs should be fitted to output sockets.
The quantity of detail asystem can reproduce cannot, Ithink, be changed, although
awareness of those details, the ability to
identify and locate a random studio noise,
certainly can. Once you have heard something new on a well- loved disc, you will
always catch it again, even if you deliberately degrade fine balances wrought. One
does not necessarily • want the extreme
example of the old CBS Beethoven 3rd, with
Gould/Bernstein, where at one point loose
change spills across the studio floor, but
some incidentals — adoor shutting distantly,
the odd rostrum thump — make the experience of listening to records less ' remote'.
When you hear that sharp intake of breath on
certain Harnoncourt LPs that signals an
allegro attack, it excites involvement in what
is ultimately a sadly passive encounter.+
Music' 1950-80 ( Simon Frith), ' Song Writing'
(Paul McCartney), 'Theatre Lyrics' ( Stephen
Sondheim), ' Film Music' ( Carl Davis). Under
'Performing Music' we find features by Cleo
Laine on ' Singing', sections on electronic
music, synthesizers, playing guitars, drums,
strings (Julian Lloyd Webber), harmonica
(Tommy Reilly), and Tristan Fry on tuned
percussion.
John Borwick outlines afew basic facts on
sound reproduction, and later sketches- in
ways of trying to make acareer in recording.
Andy Berenza ( Bandive, Turnkey) illustrates
his ideas on setting up ahome studio, Dave
Harries (Air Studio, Montserrat) examines
some of today's audio technology, and Geoff
Emmerick ( EMI and AIR) enlarges on
recording techniques.
How the business side of music and
recording imposes its demands is covered in
another set of chapters. A stimulating book
commended to anyone seeking to enter the
professional world of sound.
Donald Aldous
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HE SHAPE OF European VHF radio
broadcasting into the nineties and
beyond is soon to be hammered out
at two meetings in Geneva, the first to be
held at the end of this year. Engineers in the
Home Office, together with representatives
of the BBC and the IBA, are currently working
out proposals to establish technical standards which will be used to plan the use of
frequencies between 87.5 and 108 MHz —
which all modern tuners can receive.
All countries want to extend their radio
services but, of course, the frequency spectrum available is finite. The outcome of these
international conferences, held under the
auspices of the International Telecommunications Union, may affect how many
radio stations you will eventually be able to
receive on your tuner. So perhaps this is a
timely opportunity to look back at how
VHF/FM radio broadcasting came into being,
at how the services which you can pick up on
your tuner were established, and at what the
future may hold.
To put the story into perspective, we'll go
back to just after the Second World War,
when VHF transmission — initially in the form
of television — was taking its first steps
towards becoming part of popular broadcasting.

Early days
Almost forty years ago, it had been recognised in the United States that VHF frequencies were ripe for exploitation in connection
with sound radio broadcasting. Writing in
1946, a prominent US writer and critic,
Charles Siepmann, described the possibilities offered by VHF broadcasting as ' Radio's
Second Chance'. He said that the new frequencies offered an opportunity for radio to
'escape from the grip of the advertisers' and
to become ' instructive and serious', provided that the FCC ( the US body in charge of
frequencies) was willing to set aside some of
the new channels for educational and public
service broadcasts.
Meanwhile, in the United Kingdom, broadcasting was in the hands of the BBC, and was
for the most part rather more instructive and
serious than its American counterpart.
Under Lord Beveridge the Government had
established ateam to enquire into the future
of broadcasting, but at the time when the
committee began to meet — late 1950 — VHF
broadcasting in this country was still in the
experimental stage. The reason for this slow
start was put down mainly to shortage of
capital funds, since most of the BBC's
engineering effort and expenditure at the
time was being directed towards extending
its television service.
The Beveridge committee noted that
exploitation of the new VHF radio frequencies could improve listeners' services in two
directions: firstly by providing more complete nationwide coverage of the current
BBC networks — the Light Programme, the
Home Service, and the Third Programme —
and secondly by ' increasing the diversity of
programmes'. Although the United Kingdom
had secured a generous allocation of
medium- wave frequencies in the
Copenhagen Plan of 1948, coverage of the
Home Service was split into many national
and regional variations, and was poor in
many areas. VHF transmission was seen as
an important way of improving radio coverage, and the future standards for VHF broadcasting were being determined by experiments carried out from Wrotham Hill, northwest Kent.
50

The Wrotham transmitting station was in
operation during the early fifties with two
simultaneous test transmissions of similar
power. One transmitter used AM — Amplitude Modulation — like TV sound and all
previous medium and long- wave broadcasting. The other was operating on FM —
Frequency Modulation — with a technical
specification very similar to that in use
today. Radio magazines at the time carried
constructional articles describing dual- standard receivers, so that enthusiasts could
compare AM and FM reception directly. This
created a lively correspondence in the columns of the technical press.
A prominent contributor to the debate was
a Mr J R Brinkley, who was working for Pye
in Cambridge and had already been
responsible for promoting AM mobile radio
transmissions for the police and fire services. He was convinced that AM was the
right system on economic grounds, and
demonstrated a converter which shifted the
VHF broadcasts down to the frequencies
used by conventional radio receivers. It was
said that this converter ( made by Pye, of
course) would sell for about £5, and also that
using AM would allow more channels to be
provided.
With remarkable prescience, Mr. Brinkley
also criticised the adoption of horizontal
polarisation for the VHF transmissions. The
Wrotham aerial was of a special design
which used vertical slots cut into the body of
the mast. A vertical slot aerial generates
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HISTORY
Norman McLeod traces
the develo ument of
40 ears of VHF broadcastin.

horizontally polarised signals, and these
were thought to travel better over certain
types of terrain, notably rows of ( vertical!)
trees. But, writing in the July 1951 issue of
Wireless World, Mr. Brinkley asked whether
or not the engineers had considered that
they might be ' closing the door on VHF car
radio'.
No doubt the BBC engineers were rather
pleased with their slot aerial at the time, and
it was not possible to construct a vertically
polarised one because the slots would cause
the mast to fall apart! But in the early
seventies it was finally acknowledged that
the polarisation ought to be changed. New
IBA- operated commercial radio stations
opened with mixed polarisation, having
equal vertical and horizontal components,
and the old mast at Wrotham has recently
been replaced with a new, mixed- polarisation aerial, to improve reception on car
radios and portable sets.

FM is chosen
A report in the Autumn 1951 issue of the BBC
Quarterly gave a clear pointer to the resolution of the VHF AM v. FM debate. Figures from
BBC research showed that a ' first class
service' on FM had been obtained at a range
of 45 miles from the Wrotham transmitter,

but that AM reception of comparable quality
extended only 25 miles around the transmitter, although reception could be improved
by the use of noise- limited techniques. The
report also concluded that 'to cover the
country using AM would require 3-4 times
the number of stations using FM'. The
decision was finally taken in 1952, when the
Second Report of the Television Advisory
Committee recommended the adoption of
FM for VHF sound broadcasting in the UK.
In the meantime, European broadcasters
had been working on VHF with rather more
determination. Italy already had over a
dozen high- power FM transmitters in 1952,
while the Germans ( who had come out of the
medium-wave bargaining rather badly) were
pressing ahead with great urgency. By the
end of 1952, there were over a hundred
German VHF transmitters providing a full
programme service, and 80% of the receivers in use there had aVHF band. But it wasn't
until May 1955 that the Wrotham test transmissions were finally replaced by a threechannel FM service of the type we know
today. The BBC handbook of 1955 proclaimed that VHF broadcasts were to be
established '... not as a substitute for the
present long and medium-wave transmissions, but as a powerful reinforcement of
them'.
Progress of the network of transmitters
was rapid, and first priority was given to
areas which suffered from poor reception on
medium- wave. Wenvoe ( covering South
Wales and the Bristol Channel area) and
Pontop Pike ( for north-east England around
Newcastle) came on the air just before
Christmas 1955. 1956 saw the opening of a
large number of powerful stations, bringing
83% of the UK population within range, and
two years later, in 1958, seventeen transmitters were bringing FM radio to 96% of
potential UK listeners.
Although no-one could complain of a lack
of enthusiasm on the part of the BBC for
opening transmissions, there was less willingness on the part of the audience actually
to tune in. In the summer of 1958 it was
estimated that fewer than 2 million VHF sets
were installed in British households, and
although the BBC was warning that ' the
development of VHF broadcasting has
afforded the only solution to the long-standing problem of interference caused by foreign stations ...', people seemed reluctant
to take it up.
Part of the reason for this, perhaps, was
that only one of the promises held out by the
Beveridge committee was actually being
fulfilled. Although better coverage was being
provided, an expansion of programme
choice was not. Another reason, no doubt,
was the competing distraction of the goggle
box; people were more likely to spend their
spare cash on atelevision receiver than on a
VHF radio set, especially when the improvement in reception was less than dramatic to
ordinary ears.

The start of stereo
Broadcasters were not slow to appreciate the
potential of stereo reproduction. Although
the 1957
Year Book contained only 21/
2
pages of stereo equipment amongst nearly
two hundred pages of listings, the first
stereo broadcasts began in the very next
year. These used the rather quaint process of
transmitting left channel information on the
Third Programme network of sound radio
transmitters, and sending out the right channel via BBC television sound. Needless to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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say, this system was never advocated as a
permanent service, but it did provide an
opportunity for listeners to hear this newfangled stereo thing after a fashion. It also
fuelled the debate, prevalent at the time,
over just how necessary it was for stereo
reproduction to use two identical loudspeakers!
In 1958, the first stereo outside broadcast
experiment took place on Christmas Eve,
with a recording of a carol service from
King's College, Cambridge. This was broadcast live ( in mono) in the afternoon, but the
stereo recording — originally made as an
experiment — was rushed to London to be
used in the evening repeat transmission
because the mono recording made in Broadcasting House was faulty. The experiment
was regarded as a success in stereo recording techniques, but regular stereo transmission was still some way off.
What was required was a system which
was compatible; that is to say, one which
could be introduced without impairing the
reception enjoyed by mono listeners. Splitting left and right channels to different
transmitters was clearly out of the question,
since mono listeners would only hear part of
the signal. In the United States, a system
developed by the Zenith and General Electric
Companies used a pilot- tone system to
transmit difference information ( left minus
right) supersonically, while retaining mono
information ( left plus right) in the usual way.
Experiments using this system were first
carried out from the Wrotham transmitter in
August 1962. Over in Europe, the CCIR ( a
standing committee set up by the ITU to
establish technical standards for broadcasting) deliberated on the choice of a common
stereo system for Europe in 1963 but came to
no firm conclusion. The BBC continued to
press ahead with the pilot-tone system,
however, and staged ademonstration at the
1964 Audio Festival and Fair. A permanent
service started on Radio 3 from Wrotham,
and associated relay stations, in July 1966.

In addition to the BBC networks whose
development we have just charted, most
listeners can pick up some local radio stations. Local radio came on the air at the end
of 1967 as a VHF- only service provided by
the BBC, but when the commercial stations
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This charts the approximate progress of
VHF radio broadcasting: the top chart
shows what was happening in the early
sixties, the next one down in the early
seventies, the third one from the top the
early eighties, about now, while the
bottom dial shows what could be
happening in the early nineties. There
could also be amultitude of
neighbourhood or community stations
filling the gaps between the network
transmissions.
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Extending the service

Originally, the use of a digital system to
convey programme signals up and down the
country was inspired to economise on sound
circuits for television. Engineers had
observed that there was a period during the
television signal ( 4.7 microseconds every
line) when the voltage sat at aconstant level,
to mark the time taken for the scanning spot
to hop from the right of the screen to the left
to begin a new line. As early as 1966, they
began experiments to fit a code of digital
pulses into this period, conveying thé results
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PCM: Hi-fi to the
provinces

The next few years will see a massive
re- engineering of the BBC's main VHF radio
transmitters, with the old horizontal- polarisation aerials being replaced with mixedpolarisation antennae. At the same time, the
transmitter powers are being doubled. Local
radio will expand, albeit rather halfheartedly, into areas it does not cover
already: the BBC will make its stations
larger, while the IBA will make increasing
use of ' twinned' stations, sharing resources
and saving money.
When the police and others have moved
out of the 97.6 to 102.1 MHz band, which
they are supposed to do by 1990 at the latest,
two national networks are waiting to pounce
on the vacated spectrum. The BBC wants to
put Radio 1 in stereo into part of the new
band, while the IBA has plans for a national
commercial radio service, and the advertisers are currently trying to work out ways of
making it pay. Yet even then, the choice of
listening on the British VI-IF dial will remain
restricted compared with many other Western countries. Theoretically, tuners could
easily separate 40 different broadcasts
across the VHF dial, and although in practice
frequency planning restraints might halve
this number, twenty stations is still many
more than is promised by the current BBC
and IBA plans.
My own hope is that people will be
allowed ( subject to reasonable but not
oppressive restrictions) to develop small-

Local radio

. . BBC 82/1

Extending stereo both to other programmes
and to more remote parts of the country took
a long time, much longer than it took to
expand the VHF system when it first came on
the air. At the studio end, it was an involved
business, requiring the replacement of all
equipment in the signal path with stereo
apparatus. But there were also vast difficulties in ensuring that the landlines between
the studio and transmitter site were accurately matched. It proved only just possible to
extend the stereo service to the Hol me Moss
transmitter near Manchester using analogue
links, but expansion of network stereo to
Scotland and other parts of the country had
to wait for the development of a digital,
Pulse Code Modulation, link.

The future

of one or two ' measurements' taken of the
audio signal level. Since television line scans
occur 15,625 times a second, two samples
every line would approach the sampling rate
required for wide- bandwidth digital sound.
Fitting the sound signal into the television
picture structure in this way also disposed of
the necessity to provide a separate sound
land- line to all television transmitters.
Pulse Code Modulation was announced by
the BBC in March 1971, as ' Sound-in-syncs',
firstly for TV sound, and ultimately — without
the picture — for programme distribution for
radio. Used for stereo radio, the PCM system
solved the problem of accurate matching of
the left and right channel links which carry
the signals to remote parts of the country. It
brought a much wider bandwidth and significantly better signal/noise ratios to provincial transmitters, but its progress — needing,
as it did, video- bandwidth links — was painfully slow for those living far from London.
Today, though, PCM stereo is available
nearly everywhere, the latest main transmitters to join the system being Rosemarkie ( for
north-west Scotland) in 1981, and North
Hessary Tor ( Devon) in 1982.
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were about to start up in 1973 it was thought
that confining them to VHF would prevent
them gaining a large enough audience. As a
result, both the new commercial stations,
controlled by the IBA, and the existing BBC
stations were assigned both medium- wave
and VHF frequencies for the same programme, a practice which continues. All the
IBA's local radio stations have to comply
with strict ( and wholly objective) technical
standards in their studios and technical
equipment; the tests carried out before a
station is allowed to go on the air are
exhaustive and pose many headaches for
the engineering staff. The transmitters are all
stereo- equipped, and use mixed polarisation
to assist reception with car radios and portable receivers.
The BBC's local radio stations, being more
speech- orientated, have mainly used mono
until quite recently. But the older generation
of studio equipment is now being replaced
with new stereo- capable control desks and
plans are afoot to convert all BBC local radio
stations to stereo eventually. Stereo feeds
from Broadcasting House will also be made
available to allow re- broadcasting in stereo
as well, when the stations join a network
service while local programmes are off the
air.

scale radio on low power for needs and
interests which are neglected at the moment.
The pirate stations in many cities continually
demonstrate the desire for a wider range of
programme styles, as well as reminding us
that the technology for transmission is
nowhere near as expensive as the £ 500,000
currently thought to be the minimum for a
local radio station.
The conference Imentioned at the beginning may decide to change the FM band
radically, though this seems unlikely since
most broadcasters will be anxious to avoid
expensive changes and re-shuffles within
their existing services. It seems likely that the
plans for two more national networks will go
ahead. At the local level, VHF transmissions
have a sufficiently short range for countries
to be able to operate low- power transmitters
much more freely, and it's in this area that
the most exciting possibilities may open up
for the future of FM radio.
So, don't despair of those blank expanses
on the dial — they may yet fill up with some
interesting alternatives! My thanks to John
Hawkins and the BBC Engineering Information Department for help in research for this
article. +
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PLUS ÇA CHANGE...
"Whatever may have been said or written about it, there can be no doubt
whatever that it marks the most important and far-reaching development the
phonograph has known for a quarter of a century."
As it happens. Iwrote these words in the summer of 1950 about the launching
in this country of LP records, but they are no less valid today if applied to the
Compact Disc. Once again we are face to face with amajor advance in recording
techniques and, if the forces opposed to progress are more muted in their
protests than their predecessors who dismissed LP as "the new toy" or who,
eights years later, declared stereo to be no more than a musically irrelevant
'gimmick', their reactionary postures must be exposed as the hollow sham they
really are by all who share my deep concern for musical values.
For my own part, Iam totally convinced that Compact Discs are here to stay
because they virtually eliminate all the ills records have suffered from since their
emergence, almost ninety years ago. To do away with background noise, wow,
flutter, rumble, pre-echo, the running battle between stylus and groove and, to all
intents and purposes, record wear can only be regarded as a blessing, for it
removes almost every barrier between the listener and the music.
Of the barriers which remain, the most significant by far is the quality of
loudspeakers. Even so, once you have listened to Compact Discs at our studio,
reproduced via a pair of QUAD ESL 63s or via the small BBC-designed LS3/5A
units, with or without the addition of a sub-woofer, you will most surely agree
that musical reproduction in the home has entered a new and exciting era.
If love of music plays amajor part in your life, Icordially invite you to visit our
attractive and comfortable studio, where you may listen at leisure and discover
for yourself what the Compact Disc has to offer. Here, too, you will obtain
informed, experienced and unbiased advice on every aspect of home listening
and subsequently reap the benefit of the kind of after-sales service of whose
continued existence you may not even have been aware.
Thomas Heinttz
STOP PitESS: For those who value superb sound allied to visual elegance, we
offer a beautiful new 3-way speaker assembly by Harmony Audio Systems,
whose central sub-woofer incorporates all three power amplifiers. Also new to
our range is the KEF Chorale Ill, probably the finest speaker yet produced at
below £100 per pair.

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 (Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

"YOU COULD AFFORD THAT NEW HI-FI IF
ONLY YOU COULD SELL YOUR OLD ONE"
To buy and sell or exchange your second
hand, ex-demo or new audio equipment

CONTACT AUDIO TEL

We can put you in touch with people BUYING
what you want to SELL and SELLING what
you want to BUY

01-431 3206
"CAN'T AFFORD THAT NEW HI-FI?
THEN THINK ABOUT BUYING
SECONDHAND

We have the highest quality secondhand
and ex-demo audio equipment on our
sales lists
We cover everything from esoteric hi-fi to amps
(pre/power), turntables, cassette decks, speakers,
tuners, rack systems, music centres, radio cassettes
to personal hi-fi
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 10am-7pm
SATURDAY 11 am-6pm

AU

TEL

CONCORDANT VALVE AMPLIFICATION
"Harmonious realism"

Fully demonstrative

All valve analogue disc replay pre-amplifier, with separate regulated power supply. £362.00
including VAT and regulated power supply.

m

conconcian
cUCIIC
34 NEW ST, EARL SHILTON,
LEICS. LE9 7FO TEL: (0455) 43752
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REGA NOMICS

Paul Messenger listens to the
new Rega tonearm

T

auditioned, including some quite unusual examples using materials
HE LAST TWELVE MONTHS have seen adramatic increase
such as glass and ceramics for the tube. As amanufacturer, Rega
in the number of different component arms available on the
have always been fundamentally adesign/assembly operation, and
market. Broadly speaking they break down into two price
one key to their success has been the choice and control of their
bands— £60-£100 and £250 plus— and seem evenly split
sources of supply; àsteady improvement in the quality of this
between UK manufacture, and Japanese manufacture to UK design.
Many of these were featured in Martin Colloms' August review,
i sourcing has been reflected in the product and is now evident in the
high engineering standards of the RB300.
which showed how fast the state-of-the-art has been advancing. But
barely amonth had gone by before we got our hands on asample of r The most obvious and unusual characteristic of the RB300 is that it
has no headshell as such — fixed or detachable— in the normal sense
the new Rega arm, which, for anumber of reasons, could prove to be
of the word. Most of the arm — tube, bearing housing and ' headshell'
amajor ' upsetter' in the arms race.
—has been cast as asingle piece in aluminium alloy. In terms of
Rega are an unusual company, shunning publicity and media
rigidity and the minimising of resonance, this technique would appear
attention and trying to keep alow profile. But they are extremely
to offer distinct benefits. Cast aluminium has much less apparent
successful, and ( BSR excepted) are probably larger than all the other
resonance than tubing, this assisted by variable wall thickness, and
UK turntable manufacturers put together in terms of production and
of course there is no materials change or join at the headshell. To
volume— if not necessarily turnover. They also follow an illustrious
help reduce mass and resonance, and to preserve rigidity and a
tradition in having brought out only five models in aten-year
smooth mechanical impedance, the tube is tapered in acomplex
history, four of which are still in production.
manner between the headshell and the bearing housing. The first
For many years their RB200 arm, sourced in Japan to Rega
materials specification, has been the standard fitment on the Planar 2 and only ' material break' is down at the bearing housing, where the
casting is fitted with astainless steel sleeve to provide the right
and 3turntables, whilst also enjoying ameasure of popularity as a
hardness and geometric accuracy for mounting the ballrace
separate component. However, it is pretty ' long in the tooth' now,
bearings.
being limited by high mass and compromised rigidity due to aheavy
To achieve successfully and consistently acasting of this size and
S-shaped tube and detachable headshell. The enormous shift in the
complexity requires some very elaborate engineering techniques. In
relative values of pound and yen over the last two years has affected
terms of tool design and the die-casting process, which includes the
its competitiveness. And Rega have been finding that improvements
need for high vacuum extraction, it is literally pushing the state-ofwhich they effected on the turntable are being masked by the
the-art to such an extent that the firm responsible for this work put on
limitations of the arm.
asmall exhibition to emphasise their achievement(
The decision was therefore made to go ahead with their own new
Much of the art of good pickup construction, particularly at the
product and, furthermore, to manufacture it in the UK. This
bearings, comes down to accurate tolerancing for correct
represents asomewhat daunting task— the number of arms required
consistency, though some potential problems can be eliminated at
for fitting to Planar 3s is very large compared with the quantities
the design stage. The 'cradle' bearing which Rega employ to allow
obtaining in the specialist component arm market— and in turn
vertical movement uses flanged ballraces, mounted against the
presents adifferent set of ground rules. Tooling, for example, is
outer tube. This tube has had both its end faces machined parallel
spread over alarge number of samples, yet it is important to
without removal from the machine, thus ensuring accurate bearing
'engineer out' as much as possible the need for individual quality
siting, and eliminating apossible source of inconsistent stress and
control checks and complex manual adjustment and alignment.
variation. Even the tightest tolerances still allow too much room for
Rega have atendency to adopt radical design solutions coiled
error in pickup arm bearings, so the various parts of each bearing are
with adeceptive essential simplicity, so it is not surprising that the
pre-sorted within their tolerance bands for precise interference fitting
RB300 is an important new arrival. It will upgrade the basic Rega
before assembly.
player, presumably opening the way for lower priced products in due
A variety of different bearing configurations may be adopted for a
course, and is also likely to cause something of astir amongst
pickup arm, but to get too heavily into adiscussion of the principles
under-£ 100 arms. Indeed, its performance threatens to be good
would tax my engineering knowledge, my ability to translate it all
enough to cause afew headaches to those who operate in the higher
into English, and the reader's patience, besides occupying two or
priced 'exotic' segment of the market.
three pages. Basically, the Rega shares some similarities with the
Though Rega have stuck with the RB200 for along time, the new
Linn Wok, with horizontal motion controlled by asingle-sided shaft
RB300 did not appear out of thin air. Over the years anumber of
going down into the plinth area (the length of the shaft controls the
experimental prototypes have been made, developed and
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high fidelity
equipment

excellence
in sound
um-

There's atremendous gap----uN
between Meridian and it's
closest competitor

Ael;
--0

Between the power and pre-amp section can be plugged aseries of modules
to meet your specific needs. These modules are technically the very best and
can extend to include up to 12 units selecting from FM tuner headphone
amplifier, tone controls, tape inputs, magnetic or moving coil cartridge and
compact disc. As new technology is developed it will be incorporated into a
module which you will be able to add to your system. No one else offers this
quality and flexibility.

SORRY . . .
SIMPLY
VALHALLA!

Give your system the front end it deserves.
LP12 Valhalla
LP12 Valhalla
Basik LVX Arm and
Ittok Arm, Asak
Cartridge, £448.
Cartridge, £ 833.
Deposit £45, 12
Deposit £ 84, 18
monthly payments of
monthly payments of
£39.12 or 18 monthly
£51.91 or 24 monthly
payments of £ 27.93.
payments of £41.50.

You've always wanted one, let's help you afford it.
(PX quotes and alternative repayments on
request).
*We also stock the LP12 in the following alternative Plinths: Walnut (£ 11.50) Black (£23)
Rosewood (£40).
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AUDIO SYSTEMS
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performance well beyond its price
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quality and consistency of the bearings). The shaft supports acradle
type bearing, which, unlike the Ittok, is supported on both sides of
the arm tube, the endplate casting having an unusual shape to offer
suitable stress resistance in appropriate planes.
Another superficial observation is that the counterweight looks
surprisingly small. It is made of ahigh density material ( sintered
Tungsten) which helps, but it doesn't in fact need to counterbalance
the whole mass of arm and cartridge. Rather than balance the arm
dynamically and then add tracing force by means of aspring, which
is apopular technique in high quality arms, Rega have opted to use
the calibrated spring to assist the counterweight, so reducing the
overall mass and ( by practical implication) the effective mass of the
arm. The end result is an arm which approaches the low mass class
with afigure around 8.5gm, yet which is structurally among the
strongest, most rigid and resonance-free.

there is acertain lack of 'weight', ' power' and 'energy' about the
bass, clean though it is, when compared, say, with the Wok.
The problems Ifaced when assessing this arm are common to any
arm assessments which have any usefulness. To fit and set up an
arm precisely for optimum performance is atime consuming and
somewhat unreliable operation, particularly when one is seeking to
establish the arm's ultimate potential by using ahigh quality but
set-up-sensitive subchassis model like the Linn, and a ' high energy'
cartridge like the Asak T.
Over the past two months Ihave been ringing the changes
between two RB300s (the first very much aprototype, the second
picked randomly from early stages of production), two Ittoks ( one
black and Scots-assembled, the other more recent, about 18 months
old, and silver), three Sondeks ( all Nirvana'd but of very different
vintages), and two Asaks ( one T-type). The results have been
unsatisfactorily inconsistent in anumber of important respects. This
could well be due to irregularities in turntable set-up, though there
are several other possible prognoses. ( Ihaven't, for these reasons,
yet attempted to get other arms like the LVX Basik into the act, for
fear of further muddying an already murky pool.) That which is not
due to set-up disparities could be explained by differences between
samples or changes in performance in either pair of arms, or even
conceivably by arm-transmitted vibration upsetting the stability of
the turntables. The circumstances do not yet permit reliable or
dogmatic value judgement.
Suffice it to say that at its best the RB300 was mildly revelatory; at
its worst it was still avery fine arm and very fine value at £90, if not
quite the challenger to the state-of-the-art which its engineering
promises. At its best it offers an outstanding degree of resolution at
high and low frequency extremes, plus anotably clean and
uncoloured sound: at its worst it showed some dynamic limitations
and amild treble coloration, plus the ' light', ' dry' bass character
referred to earlier. Perhaps Ihave concentrated overmuch on trying

All in all I
find it extremely hard to make any sensible criticism of
this model on engineering grounds. Very few compromises appear
to have been made in order to achieve the volume with consistency
which Rega require, which results in ahighly competitive product.
Having visited the plant, it was obvious to me that the company
should have the capability to meet both targets. For example the
quality of jigs used to ensure precise loading of the bearings was
very impressive, giving repeatable results. However, this brings us
neatly to The Ultimate Question: What does it sound like?

to examine the arm as aseparate component, when 90% of
production will wind up partnering Planar 3s. Imade abrief
comparison with the old RB200 using aSupex 900 cartridge, and the
result was amuch 'tidier', more detailed sound with the new arm.
Although Iheard one dissenter comment that the 300 over-exposed
the limitations of the Planar 3, Iam sure that the vast majority will
consider this aworthwhile upgrade, though the change in tonal
balance to a ' brighter' and less rich sound must be borne in mind.

Sound Quality

Conclusions

The glib answer, perhaps, is that it doesn't sound very much at all. It
is certainly very neutral, with little coloration of its own, and in this
respect Isuspect it may redefine the state-of-the-art. My first
impressions, using the RB300 mounted on aLinn, were that it was
the most detailed that Ihad heard: smooth if rather 'dry' in the bass,
with excellent tonal differentiation, sweet and detailed with lots of
dynamic range differentiation in the midband and treble, and
commendably lacking in the treble ' splash' effects which can obscure
detail.
My second impression, which has likewise been retained, is that
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This is an elegantly simple, deceptively well engineered arm of UK
manufacture, at aremarkably modest price. Finish, ease of use and
set-up are all to avery high standard, though my sample was
restricted to afixed arm height, amatter which is currently receiving
attention. It offers asignificant upgrade for Rega's Planar 3turntable,
and may easily be fitted by existing owners (though expect aglut of
secondhand RB200s). In engineering terms it appears to match, even
redefine, the state-of-the-art; barring some consistency difficulties
which Ihave not yet resolved it is also aprime subjective contender,
.albeit, as ever, one with its own particular character.+
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B&W DIGITAL MONITORS

LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE
The new DMII0 and DM220 are built to the same DM220. you now have aperfect excuse to upgrade
exacting standards as the monitors we supply zo your equipment to digital standard.
major digital recordingstudios throughoutthe world.
Ask to hear them soon.
They are, happily. much -more affordable.
Close your eyes and listen.
At around £ 100 for the DMI10, and £ 200 for the
Then you'll see.
AS USED BY DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIOS WORLDWIDE. AND SOON. WE HOPE. BY YOU

LISTEN HERE AND YOU'LL SEE
The proof of our two new Digital Mo nitors is in the listening. Pop into your
nearest B&W stockist and ask to hea r
them for yourself. You'll be convinced.
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BRAWN
John Atkinson listens to
Celestion's Ion • -awaited SL600

Martin Colloms reviewed the Celestion SL600 for HFN/RR last May,
and was mightily impressed. Celestion, however, were going
through some very heavy changes at that time, losing Yorkshireman
Graham Bank to his home team Wharfedale, losing their electronics
wizard Gordon Hadaway to British Telecom, losing their Managing
Director to the computer industry, and losing their marketing
mainstay Dave Inman, who had been very much involved in the
conception of the SLs, to KEF. As aresult, Celestion had to put the
SL600 project on the back burner while they sorted themselves out,
so it wasn't until October that the speaker reached dealers. It
seemed fair therefore to give them asecond listen in these pages.

The design
The SL6 has aconventional cabinet constructed from veneered, high
density chipboard. Subjectively, it has a ' dullish' balance, with
slightly over-damped low frequency tuning which gives a
surprisingly extended bass. High frequencies initially strike the
listener as absent, until it is realised that everything is in fact present
and what is missing is the customary soft- dome tweeter ' sizzle'.
Stereo imagery is exemplary, with excellent apparent depth.
On the debit side, however, is apropensity for lower midrange
congestion, the degree of annoyance of which dépends somewhat
upon the system and room in which the SL6 is used. There is no
mystery about this congestion; it is primarily due to the cabinet
panel resonances ' singing' along with the music in the 300Hz region,
and their apparent removal gives rise to the subjective superiority of
the ' 600.
Traditionally, there are two ways of dealing with such resonances.
The BBC influence has been to accept that panel resonances are
going to exist no matter what you do, so therefore choose materials
which will have the least harmful effect on program. The use of very
thin but heavily- damped plywood rather than chipboard for the
seminal BC1 moves panel colorations out of the midrange and down
to the bass. The alternative approach is to add mass, stiffness and
damping to chipboard panels primarily to reduce the amplitude of
the resonances, the effect on frequency mostly being disregarded.
Celestion rejected these approaches for the SL600, and

C

IVILISATION WAS DEFINED BY anthropologist Desmond
Morris as the measure of the distance man places between
himself and his excrement. As well- observed as this may
be, Iwould prefer to look at the development of civilisation
as the increasing reliance upon brain rather than brawn to solve
problems when forced to choose between the two. Certainly brawn
has its ptace — ihave yet to hear a ' clever' power amplifier which
sounds as good as awell- muscled class-A— but brain, or rather the
elegant use of it, is increasingly in evidence in the more mechanical
areas of hi-fi.
The belt- drive, suspended sub-chassis concept, for example, offers
afar more elegant solution to the problems of turntable design than
does the piling on of mass in avain attempt to dissipate spurious
vibrations. ( Those who remain unconvinced should reflect on the
fact that mass is equivalent to capacitance and that you cannot
dissipate energy in apurely capacitive load, you just get it back,
delayed some— compliance is the mechanical analogue of the
necessary resistance!)
This lesson was brought home just ayear ago when loudspeaker
designer Graham Bank, then with Celestion, brought round apair of
vinyl-covered speakers ostensibly identical to the SL6. The box was
the same size, the drive- unit complement was the same, comprising
the long-throw PVC- coned woofer with its narrow surround and the
copper alloy tweeter with the dome extended to form the voice-coil
former, both the fruits of aresearch programme using laser analysis
of cone motion to examine ways of controlling break-up so that it
assists rather than degrades performance. Crossover, too, was
identical The sound, however, was very different: far more articulate
in the midband, with adrier, apparently more extended bass; it was
obvious that the ' Turbo' was afar more ' musical' speaker than the ' 6.
The 'Turbo' became the SL600, shown to the public for the first
time at the 1983 Audio T Show. Istill feel the nickname to be more
appropriate, however, because, in the same way that the application
of brain power to Formula One Grand Prix racing has enabled cars
with Ford Escort- sized engines to blow away the 3- litre Ford
Cosworth-brawn-powered behemoths with consummate ease, the
improvement offered by the ' 600 over the ' 6is down to a
re-examination of the fundamentals.

attacked the problem in afar more radical way. By going along the
'brawn' path by adding mass to chipboard panels, you may be
moving the resonant frequencies down away from the midrange, but
they will still be excited and will instead start to affect the equally
critical upper bass, where many musical fundamentals lie.
Furthermore, by adding mass, you are increasing your energy
storage problems — you're increasing the size of your mechanical
'capacitor'— and the time performance of the cabinet, the delayed
'smearing' of musical transients, could well be worse. The ' 600,
therefore replaces the ' 6's chipboard with avery much lighter
substance. For the same stiffness, panel resonances are pushed up in
frequency, up to 1.2kHz in the SL600, almost two octaves above the
subjectively crucial midrange. Because there is less mass involved in
the ' flapping', the stored energy able to be released ' after the event'
is also much less.
The problem in using normal light materials for loudspeaker
cabinets, of course,is that they are not nearly stiff enough. For the
SL600, therefore, Celestion chose aversion of the aluminium foil
honeycomb material used for aircraft flooring. Incredibly light
despite its 12.5mm thickness, its cellular construction confers
immense rigidity and when used in the right manner to form a
loudspeaker cabinet,,it has avirtually insignificant subjective
'signature'. Tapping the cabinet of the ' 600 is like tapping ablock of
granite!
It does have two major disadvantages, however, both of which
manifest themselves in the price of the SL600, which, at £649, must
be the highest per litre of cabinet size in the world. Until recently, the
only customer for aluminium honeycomb has been the aerospace
industry, where considerations of the effect of raw materials costs
upon final price to the customer are effectively nil! If you don't
believe that competition keeps prices down, try buying asheet of
Aerolam from Ciba-Geigy! It is also more awkward to work than
chipboard, putting up the cabinet cost again, and because it cannot
cope too well with compression forces, additional strengthening has
to be used for drive- unit mounting etc. It also requires finishing — the
SL600 cabinet is ground smooth and then painted with an attractive
charcoal- grey Nextel finish.

The listening
Despite these problems, Celestion stuck to their guns, feeling that the
SL6 was already such a ' musical' design that the ' 600 would be a
winner even at its necessarily elevated price ( which incidentally now
includes apair of Celestion's sand-filled wooden stands).
The SL600s took the place of my usual SL6s, used away from rear
and side walls on Celestion stands, but with the plastic feet replaced
by Quadropod spikes, bought from Studio 99, to penetrate the pile of
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the carpet and provide, in the words of KEF's Raymond Cooke, a
'good mechanical earth'. Speaker cable was The Absolute Wire with
Michell gold bananas, power amp was mainly the Krell KSA-50,
preamps variously Exposure VINII and Audio Research SP7 with
Elite's Archer unshielded interlink, and front-end was Linn Sondek/
lttok and Koetsu Black.
As with that first experience of the prototypes, the sound was very
different to the SL6s. Imeasured the in- room third- octave response
of the ' 600s and my ' 6s and was astonished to find that old and new
speakers matched within ± 1dB over most of the audio band, the only
discrepancy coming at extreme HF, where the SL6s, admittedly adim
pair, were an additional dB or so down. That SL6 high frequency
sweetness— the Celestion dome tweeter is the only one Ihave heard
to approach the delicacy of an electrostatic — was still apparent, allied
to amidrange transparency lacking from the conventional box. The
effect on the subjective tonal balance was marked, the ' 600 sounding
lighter and slightly more forward, which gave aslight midrange
emphasis to recorded piano. There was an enviable firmness of
horizontal stereo information, but with less apparent overall depth of
image than the ' 6— how much of the older design's perceived depth
was an artefact of its lively cabinet? Discrimination of the layers
within that image, however, was an order of magnitude better, and
on apar with that offered by the Quad ESL-63. The knocked- over
music stand on Lowell George's solo album track ' 20 million things
to do', for example, took on afrighteningly physical reality — behind
the wall of my room! Cognitive dissonance, indeed.
The low frequencies were clean, subjectively extended, and were
'tuneful' in the extreme, if ' light' in balance. The term 'tuneful' will, I
know, stick in the throat of many an engineer, but let me expand on
what Ibelieve is meant by it. One music critic writing for HFN/RR has
aparticular hate for the electric bass guitar, and makes acase for its
ubiquitous replacement of the double- bass in popular music as
evidence for ageneral lowering of musical standards. Such matters
are, of course, down to personal taste, but it is true that the bass
guitar offers atone that is harmonically threadbare when compared
with its acoustic cousin. Its continuous spectrum effectively consists
of aweak fundamental in the 40-200Hz region with an exaggerated
2nd harmonic content — but the starting transient of every note offers
riches indeed.
It is the quality and dynamics of that starting transient which
distinguishes between different players, and it is the ineffectual way
it is reproduced which seems best to distinguish between items of
hi-fi equipment. A sharp leading edge, with its extended and
complex spectrum, will excite whatever resonances exist in a
loudspeaker, and if those resonances add spurious colorations to the
continuous sound in the midrange, where an instrument like the bass
guitar has its apparently complex but mathematically pure harmonic
content, is it facile to say that the ' tunefulness' of the sound will
suffer?
And it could almost be said that the differences between the SL6
and SL600 lie in the way they reproduce bass guitar. The
'conventional' speaker certainly allows the listener to appreciate
what is going on, but slight nuances of detail can easily be
overlooked. The ' 600 reveals more clearly the sudden plunges from
the baritone register to the flabby subterranean depths of the
E- string by The Grateful Dead's Phil Lesh on their 1982 live album;
the octave jumping on the previously mentioned Lowell George
track, where the bass plays in unison with asynthesizer, becomes
more easy to differentiate; Jaco Pastorius' magnificent detuned 32Hz
Cat the beginnin9 of ' Cotton Avenue' on Joni Mitchell's Don Juan
becomes acoherent note rather than an indeterminate roar; and the
ill-defined bass instrument on the Eagles' New kid in town' is
revealed as being an acoustic bass guitar of the kind beloved by
mariachi bands.
Obviously all this information can be heard on the SL6, but the
listener has to do extra work to extract the musical information from
the smearing; notes don't start or stop in as well- ordered away: the
'tuneful' presentation of the ' 600 allows amore relaxed appreciation
of what's on the record, and if you're not interested in the sound of
recorded bass guitars, you should hear how the ' 600 decodes opera,
or orchestral music, or solo voice and piano!

The Incident

Unfortunately, my listening had to be carried out in two separate
periods. A day or so after receiving the SL600s, Itried out a ( tactfully
anonymous) preamp which was not sounding as good ás it should.
The reason became apparent when Ihooked it up— the cones of the
'600s shot forward, the speakers emitted the s..,unds of frying bacon,
and in the short time it took me to lunge towards the plug the
voice- coils were nicely welded to the pole pieces. ( Ialso took out
both crossovers and one of the tweeters!) The preamp audio output
was floating on 15 volts of DC, the Krell dutifully tried to amplify this
by 40dB or so, and the ' 600s melted. ( Readers who remember my
review last June of QED's Protech, which is intended to prevent
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accidents of this kind, will be delighted to learn that during all this
trauma, it was sitting to one side of the amp without being
connected.)'
Celestion repaired the ' 600s for me— not without comment! — and I
was able to resume my listening, but of course Ihad no guarantee
that they were identical. Had Celestion got all the ash out, for
example? Fortunately, they did sound the same!

The conclusion
To sum up the SL600, with its apparently slight perceived value —
'you spent over £ 600 on those little things?!' — was not made any
easier by my slight contretemps. However, Ifeel it offers the nearest
to an electrostatic sound you can get from amoving-coil speaker, but
without the problems of size, power handling or ' beaming'. It
delivers everything the SL6 promised, but only you will be able to
decide whether it is worth its £649.
On the debit side, it is another of those awkward components that
are unforgiving to everything
else in the hi-fi chain. That
slightly forward midrange,
coupled with the ' light' bass,
pushes hardware imperfections
at you. ( Curiously, record faults
don't seem to be affected — this
may be afunction of the SL600's
ability to discriminate depth
information; record problems
are neatly separated in space
from the music.) If you have
doubts about your preamp,
cartridge,turntable, then don't
expect the SL600 to offer a
panacea. It is also fussy with
power amps. A good 35W will
make it sing, and it will work fine
with amplifiers rated above
100W. It doesn't have a
particularly kind impedance
characteristic, however, and
amplifiers with restricted power
delivery at high frequency will
not be happy driving it. The full
technical story was given in
Martin Colloms' review,
reprinted in the 1984 HFN/RR
Annual, so Iwill go no further
than advising anyone interested
in the SL600 to audition it with
their own amp. It may have the
same crossover and drive- units
(but closer toleranced) as the
'6 but that added transparency
makes it much less tolerant of
shortcomings. If you are impressed by the
SL600, then Ifeel it mandatory to use the Quadropod spikes witn the
Celestion stands if you have thick carpet on ahard concrete or
woodblock floor. Without them, you lose much of the midrange
transparency you will have paid for. You should also audition the
QED and Stand & Deliver stands to squeeze the ultimate
performance out of this little package.

A caution
The only conditional note to emerge while preparing this review came
when Italked to other writers also auditioning early samples and
when Ilistened to SL600 demonstrations at the Heathrow Perna
Show. My pair were similar in overall sound quality to that original
vinyl-covered pair that Graham Bank had brought round, although
the rear panel was more ' live' than Iremembered. From what Iheard,
however, it appeared that the sound quality of this first production
batch was not consistent when it came to playing 'tunes' in the bass.
Celestion investigated and came up with two potential reasons. The
first and probably inconsequential one was that the prototype had
used an aluminium sheet laminated to the honeycomb front panel to
take the drive- out mounting stress; the first production used a
diecast ring. Taking no chances, Celestion are changing production
so that SL600s reaching shops will be the same as the prototype.
The second reason, and probably the culprit for the inconsistency,
is due to the orientation of the honeycomb back panel. The stiffness
of the material is unexpectedly directional and if aback panel is cut
across the width of the raw material rather than along the length, it
will ' flap' to agreater degree. Again, this is aproblem Celestion are
ensuring won't affect production speakers, and if this is the case, my
recommendation for the SL600 stands.
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CLASSICAL
GLASS
Ken Kessler lends an ear to
the Concordant valve preamplifier
Y CALENDAR DOES SAY 1983, not 1978, so Iknow I'm
not suffering under the delusion of backwards time
travel. The valve renaissance seemed to have come and
gone. Yet no sooner do Iput the finishing touches on last
month's Beard review than Ifind myself in receipt of yet another
brand new valve component costing less than what we've come to
accept as thermionic market value.
Producing valve equipment nearly two decades after the industry
went solid-state is as difficult and costly abusiness as any other
dealing with the ' old ways'. A Rolls Royce costs twice as much as a
Mercedes-Benz because it's made primarily by hand rather than by a
money- saving machine. A Rolex costs 200 times more than aKorea
International digital watch for much the same reason. Valve
amplifiers, in addition to suffering inflation due to smaller production
numbers, are for the most part hand- built, and incorporate many
ingredients no longer readily available. Though we've not yet
reached the level of the Americans, who can offer a1980s calibre
valve preamp for £200, we're getting there. The Concordant Valve
Preamplifier I've been trying sells for £362 including an outboard
power supply and the dreaded VAT— that's £ 130 less than the Beard
and about £600 less than the median value of high- end valve models.
But Idon't want to enter into any odious comparisons, because I've
learned my lessons well: there are no absolutes in preamplifiers, no
matter what the gurus would have you believe. I'd love to come out
and say that Preamp Xis the finest on earth, or even that it's
'definitely better' than Preamp Y. Fortunately, or unfortunately, Ihad
over ahalf- dozen power amplifiers ( valve and transistor) to use with
the Concordant, and the only conclusion Icould draw was that no
single preamp works perfectly with all amplifiers.
The Concordant is manufactured by Audio Repair Services of
Leicester, known for their repairs and modifications to Quad valve
amplifiers. At first, Ithought that the Concordant's role— especially in
light of its near- affordability-- would be mainly that of pairing off
with classic valve amps in place of the Golden Age ( but noisy)
preamps with which the Quads and Radfords were originally
partnered.
With so many very fine, but aged valve power amplifiers
reappearing in otherwise contemporary systems, there's aneed for
affordable valve control units for those who don't wish to sacrifice
the 'valve magic' by resorting to solid-state. There are working
transistor preamps on the market for well under £ 100, but Ifeel they
add solid-state congestion. This defeats the whole purpose of
returning to valves in the first place, so you can see why something
like the Concordant will be welcomed by audiophiles whose systems
glow in the dark.
The Concordant is truly minimalist, its fascia bearing only an on/off
switch, aselector for phono or three auxiliary inputs, and avolume
control. The sole luxury is amono switch. The back reveals arow of
phono sockets for the various inputs ( gold-plated for disc), an
earthing post, and aflying lead to connect to the power supply. There
are two sets of output sockets, one left unwired in our sample;
Concordant will connect this as the user requires, for either 'Tape
Out' or for running asecond pair of amplifiers.
That's it. Looks are beyond austere, the only trace of gaiety being a
red power- on indicator, but the finish is far better than I'd expected
from such asmall company. Within, the preamplifier is nicely laid
out. Construction is simple, with just one printed circuit board
carrying the two disc amplifiers, based on E88CC twin triodes with
gold pins, and the two line level amplifiers, which use ECC83 twin
triodes. The remote power supply is fully regulated, using apower
transistor, for the valve heaters with an unregulated but wellsmoothed 350V DC for the circuitry. The on/off switch on the control
unit only affects the HT supply, the heaters being powered all the
time the psu is plugged into the mains, to prolong valve life. High
quality capacitors are used in the signal path, with 1% resistors in the
RIAA network.
The three ' Aux' inputs go direct to the input selector switch; the
moving- magnet disc input first goes to the RIAA stage. The chosen
signal passes from this switch to the 100k volume control via 0.47µF
plastic film capacitors, thus line- level inputs are nicely immune to
overload. The line amp has an output impedance just over 1k- ohm,
so longish interconnects shouldn't present too much of aproblem.
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Its gain is adjustable internally to give between 500mV and 1V
output; it came adjusted for full gain, which gives rather ahigh
sensitivity of 100mV for 1V out on the Aux inputs, and made use of
the volume control rather adicey affair ( see later).
Installation caused near apoplexy, as it didn't take long to discover
that the Concordant will threaten your loudspeakers and your sanity
if anything othèr than its oWn power supply is earthed within the
system — and the buzz makes cartridge- sourced hum loops sound
like ageriatric bumblebee with adose of the whispers.
One other adventure with the Concordant caused abit of ashock
(metaphorically speaking) and that was the vindication of Editor
Atkinson's love for Archer cable interconnects — thus ending for me
the Great Cable Debate, and offering proof of Stereo Review's
inadequacy in assessing sound reproducing equipment. In our
search for hum-free operation, besides detaching all but one of the
green- and-yellow leads, we tried three or four different sets of very
high quality interconnects. There was no doubt WHATSOEVER that —
in this installation at least — the Elite- sourced unscreened Archer
cables were the best sounding.

With the Beard P100, the Dynaco Stereo 70, acouple of sets of
Radfords, the Citation 12, and Denon's POA 8000 class-A transistor
units to play with, the possibilities were endless, but with all of them,
one thing was abundantly clear: the Concordant's volume control
leaves alot to be desired. For some reason, the Concordant's
designer has used alinear pot rather than the conventional
logarithmic for the volume control, and you just have to get used to
it. With the internal gain set to maximum, everything happens
almost instantaneously, 9o'clock on the control giving aridiculously
high level, and the difference between 12 and the maximum 5o'clock
was an almost insignificant 6dB! In the event, Iused the Concordant
in this condition, relying on my light-fingered touch to set replay
level without too many shocks. Ilent the unit to JA, however, who
delved around the inside and set the gain to around 5X. This put his
preferred level around 12 o'clock on the volume control, the linear
law then giving very fine discrimination around that level, making it
easier to use the volume control as a ' fine focus' knob for the image.
It still took some getting used to, however. My first 15 hours with the
Concordant were spent with the weaker prototype power supply.
When the production power supply arrived, Ifound it to be afair bit
better than the first sample Concordant provided, mainly in that it
gave amore open sound to the proceedings. Nothing drastic, mind
you, but decidedly noticeable. My comments relate to the use of the
production power supply.
An aspect of the Concordant that makes it worth every penny and
all of the tweaking is its wonderful soundstage. This is real 3-D stuff,
a 'tube y' sound, with exactly the kind of lush character that gets
Naim lovers all bent out of shape. Call it coloured or romantic or
whatever you like; it mated just beautifully with the Dynaco, and did
abetter job with the Denons than Denon's own PRA- 6000. It added a
sheen to the music, those colorations stripped mercilessly away by
the dry-cleaning effects of transistors. And some of you are bound to
find it too lush in certain applications, in which case you'd probably
prefer the leaner sounding Beard preamp if valves are the way you
want to go.
One thing kept nagging at me, and that was my initial feeling about
the Concordant's suitability with the old valve power amps. That's
not to suggest for amoment that it wasn't just dandy with the
amplifiers of recent vintage. It just seemed so much happier with the
Dynaco than it did with the Beard or Denon amps.
Iwas hoping to avoid the inevitable, but the question is bound to
arise as there is only one other valve preamp near the cost of the
Concordant, and that's the Beard at £ 100 more. And Iwill avoid it,
because the two units are incredibly dissimilar. The Concordant is
the perfect preamp for someone after the ' old' valve sound. It's
actually quieter than the Beard, but it's still dyed-in-the-wool tube.
The Beard, on the other hand, is the least expensive valve preamp of
the new school. It's leaner and more analytical, as well as more
comprehensively equipped — which easily justifies the extra expense
if you are happy with its noise performance. I'm glad, too, because I
found it impossible to choose one over the other in absolute terms.
If that sounds too indecisive for your liking, Ican assure you that
the choice of amplifier will easily determine which preamp is most
suitable. As will the cartridge, speakers, cables, tonearm...,(._
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NAD 3020A Amplifier
"This latter day classic takes another step forward"
HI-FI ANSWERS

NAD 3020A £ 109.00

And now the NAD 5120 Turntable
''Sonically, the 5120 is in aclass of its own''
POPULAR HI-FI
'Rumble was also virtually inaudible...good dynamic balance and control"
HI-FI NEWS
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The most acclaimed HiFi in the World
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NAD Sales, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737.
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Please send me literature on the full NAD range.
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The 901 Series V is the latest addition to the Bose
range of speakers.
By achieving asignal-to-noise ratio of 90 dB, its dynamic range has been dramatically extended to provide
an unrivalled 106 dB of available headroom.
Enabling it to reproduce the loudest and the softest
passages without any loss of definition.
The key to this improvement is the redesigned Active
Electronic Equalizer.
Every pair of 901 speakers comes with an equalizer
that allows you to adjust them to the particular acoustics
of your listening room.
The new equalizer has specifically been designed to
handle awider dynamic range in order to accommodate
the output capability of the new compact disc players.
The 901 system is also built to cope with any sudden
fluctuations in output level. The Helical Voice Coil in
each of the nine drive units, for example, can withstand
an instantaneous power pulse of 4000 watts.
The loudspeaker cones have been redesigned in
order to prevent the breakup that can be caused by high
volumes and rapid transients.
And the Acoustic Matrix Enclosure has been made
completely airtight to resist vibration and therefore to
provide bass response that rivals even the biggest loudspeakers.
The 901 Series V, in fact, represents the latest advances
in the Direct/Reflecting Sound concept pioneered by
Bose.
Eight cf the nine drive units are mounted at the back
of the enclosure, with just one in front

Which produces aremarkably natural ratio of directto-reflected sound and thus aspatial realism unmatched
by conventional speakers.
The 12" high cabinets are finished in walnut veneer
with anodized aluminium side panels.
Your nearest Bose dealer will be happy to arrange a
free demonstration of this impressive system.
Should you be tempted to buy the 901 Series V
speakers, however, it is only fair
to wam you that they will
set you back about £ 625.
Each.
WALL TO WALL SOUND

BOSE (UK) Ltd,'Ilinini Trading Estate, Unit G2,Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD.
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Martin Collorns talks to desi • ner Bob Stuart
and reviews the Merdian corn sonent am slifier

W

HEN FIRST ENCOUNTERING A NEW PRODUCT, it is
often as useful to discuss the philosophies, aims and
achievements with the designer as it is to carry out
independent lab and listening evaluation. This is
particularly true when the product is as radical and eagerly
anticipated as Meridian's Component Amplifier. Accordingly, as a
supplement to Martin Colloms' detailed assessment and analysis
which begins on page 69, we arranged for a 'conversational
interview' between Martin and Bob Stuart, Meridian's technical
design engineer. This was essentially awide-ranging conversation
rather than atightly focused interview, covering topics well beyond
amplification and the new product. Hopefully, it reveals the attitudes
and philosophies which find their expression within the product.
Editing athree-hour conversation into something readable and
informative is far from straightforward, so subheadings are used to
trace the main thread of the conversation.

Connecting cables

Currently afavourite topic in hi-fi circles, this discussion was sparked
off by the sight of some PWB lead connecting wire, which had given
rise to some initially interesting but so far inconclusive listening test
results for Martin. PWB consider that connecting cable effects may
be at least partly explained with recourse to the Heaviside theory of
electrical transmission. Bob commented that he was in broad
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agreement with this concept of the transmission of energy as awave,
with the conductor acting as guide rather than simply aphysical
carrying medium. With this model the dielectric ( insulator)
surrounding the wire carries the power, and may have more
influence on the signal than the wire itself.
Ohm's law happily holds for DC, very low frequencies, and very
short cables. Traditionally audio has been regarded as anear DC
phenomenon, but some of the subtle subjective effects now reported
suggest that the Heaviside approach may have some audio validity.
The conventional concept of current flow is fine where volts and
ampères in the raw state are transmitted to aload such as a
loudspeaker. But amore sophisticated model is needed to explain
the recently well publicised effects of audible cable directionality.
Bob noted that during extensive listening tests on numerous types
of cable, there were many instances in which one direction of
connection was preferred, the difference perceived as an enhanced
music-to-noise ratio. Martin commented that while his results had
been less conclusive, he had encountered aminor degradation in
stereo image when one of two cables was reversed, aphenomenon
corroborated by Naim Audio in connection with their cable, and
which Bob described as increased 'phasiness'.
Investigations into cables have shown that the manufacturers are
generally unable to determine the ' direction' of multi-strand wire
during the processes of winding and braiding. However, the
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MERIDIAN LINE...
application of the insulating sheath involves heating and stretching
as the hot PVC or similar extrusion is applied, adistinctly directional
process which is probably the main contributory factor. Bob
commented that annealed copper wire (
je, single strand enamelled)
should theoretically be non-directional, but that directional copper
conductors the ' right way round' in fact gave better results.
Interestingly, the braided flexible cable used in loudspeaker driveunits to connect the voice coil to the frame-mounted terminals has
been found to be particularly directional, suggesting problems which
only drive-unit manufacturers are in aposition to sort out.
Meridian are sufficiently certain of the significance of these audible
effects that they now incorporate aspecial cable in their electronics,
which is manufactured in Germany to aspecified draw rate and
extrusion temperature, with aselected grade of PVC sheath.
From the Heaviside perspective, Bob pointed out that passive
loudspeakers absorb the surges of electrical energy driven down a
pair of conductor guides by the amplifier, and this is in asense a
balanced drive, since no ground return is necessary. This
conceptualisation renders the idea of directionality rather more
credible, particularly the premise that it is important to maintain
common directionality for each conductor to the speakers. Bob felt
that deliberately randomising directionality, for example using
twisted paired cable of, say, RS or QED multi-strand type, was most
unwise practice. His experiments with PTFE-insulated copper wire
had suggested that any advantages were negated by the need to
silver-plate the copper.
Good cable sound seemed to rely upon acombination of exploited
directionality, high conductor purity, and careful manufacturing
techniques. Although attention has mainly been focused upon
loudspeaker cables, Bob feels that the benefits of good cable practice
should extend throughout the hi-fi chain. The difficulty in
transmitting energy in the audio range over more than two inches
without degradation or noise is one reason Meridian have pioneered
balanced wiring and circuitry.

Earthing and Grounding

This balanced technique, with which Meridian are identified, avoids
the concept of acommon return or ground, useful since they feel that
there is no such concept which is valid for hi fil Experience has
shown Bob that aclean zero reference ground is almost impossible
to achieve in an amplifier, because ground lines inevitably become
contaminated with power supply artefacts, crosstalk and other
spuriae, all of which prejudice musical transparency.
Surely one implication of the statement that it is well nigh
impossible to get earthing really right even for an amplifier, is that
the connection of other components with their own grounding
idiosyncrasies will compound the problems? Bob feels that this is a
significant factor which might well account for occasional unreliable
findings in listening tests. He added that the advances in sound
quality in recent years were more to do with this sort of engineering,
than the fancy circuit topology and devices which are often claimed
to reduce distortions.
Theoretically the 'star earth' should solve the internal problems of
unbalanced circuitry. However, it is difficult to execute effectively in
practice, and some commonality of current flow at the star is virtually
inevitable. Meridian's balanced circuitry, on the other hand, allows
the concept of multiple earths to be exploited. Comparatively 'dirty'
power supply decoupling signals, for example, have their own
ground return, separate from the reference ground.
Bob is firmly of the opinion that ahi-fi system always sounds
better when properly earthed, due to an almost subliminal yet
worthwhile reduction in interference and related power supply
effects. Countries with two-wire mains rarely offer atrue ground
return on the mains supply, and this usually results in some sonic
degradation.

The Component Amplifier
Getting on to the new amplifier itself, Martin questioned whether it
was not rather on the expensive side, bearing in mind that one pays
£350 for a35watt per channel, moving-magnet only, combination.
Alternatively, it was pointed out that one could regard the MCA1 as a
quite reasonably priced preamp of audiophile quality, with auseful
bonus power amp for headphone drive! Furthermore, the benefit of
the modular approach enables it to be 'stretched' of course (and paid
for) as need or funds allow, an amplifier— or of course receiver— on a
real instalment plan!
It is clearly difficult to make value judgements on such an unusual
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package as this, and it is hard to know whether comparisons should
be made with the more run-of-the-mill commercial integrated
models, or whether, as Meridian suggest, it should be regarded as a
comparatively modestly priced audiophile product, the preamp
having been compared favourably with much more expensive
models. If these claims are justified, there is obvious merit in a
system which allows one to begin from aminimal system of
uncompromised quality, working up in stages as more inputs and
facilities are desired and acquired.

Future plans

Bob mentioned the plans for amore powerful amplifier
arrangement, involving two mono power amp modules and rated
around 80 watts per channel. This should be available late Spring
1984 at around £400 the pair. This variation will further improve
isolation between pre- and power sections, and in the more distant
future these switching supply modules will be adapted for active
speaker applications, which are the main part of Meridian's business.

Output stage design

Martin drew attention to the very small heatsinks, which imply that
the amplifier must ' run cool' and therefore operate with low
quiescent current, risking undesirable crossover artefacts. In reply it
was pointed out that acircuit principle had been adopted after
Hawksford which prevented the output devices from being fully
turned off. Furthermore, the devices themselves are overrated, with
avery comfortable margin at 250W, and are capable of extended
high temperature thermal cycling, coping with heatsink
temperatures of 120°C.
Questioned on performance variations over such awide
temperature range, and whether pure class-A operation might be a
better solution from this point of view, Bob admitted he liked the
essential 'sweetness' of class-A designs, particularly at low volume
settings, but did not feel the over-engineering was justified, and felt
the MCA had much of this 'class-A' character, in any case.

Magnetic materials and component selection
The case of the new Component Amplifier is largely plastic, and has
alow content of steel or ferromagnetic material. Was Meridian
following Trio's example in minimising residual distortions due to
ferromagnetic material in proximity to sensitive circuits? Bob
explained that experiments with the case or chassis as specific items
had not been carried out, but that extensive tests on components,
including resistors, capacitors and even relays, had frequently
demonstrated the audible presence of steel. It is not commonly
known that many resistors and capacitors use steel lead-out wires,
and some relays place steel very close to the signal current carrying
parts. In these cases, distortion is audible and even measureable.
Components are now carefully selected to be free, as far as possible,
from these defects. Even the horizontal MCA1's module-linking bars
are made of non-magnetic brass.
In addition to resistor lead-out wire effects, Bob commented on
resistor nonlinearity, which is in fact part of the specification of better
types eg, Rhodensteins. The use of the smallest, one-sixteenth watt
resistor is audibly inferior, and where high signal currents are
concerned, choosing alarger resistor than strictly necessary on
power dissipation grounds can improve the sound. It is also worth
overrating the voltage specification for capacitors, working them in a
region of lower dielectric stress. The new solid aluminium capacitors
appear to provide agood sonic performance, and are often used with
polycarbonate and polystyrene bypasses. The days are now gone
when adesigner can freely use ordinary electrolytic capacitors,
particularly unpolarised examples, in the signal path; furthermore,
the performance of such capacitors deteriorates with age.
Meridian take equal care over the dielectric properties of the
insulators and supports within the units, the structure of the plugs
and sockets, the printed circuit board, and the cable supports, all
chosen for low dielectric absorption on the same basis as the
selected connecting cable. Where possible, signal lines which are not
within feedback loops are kept off the circuit track.
It has also been reported that printed circuit board can exhibit
directional properties, varying with the form and weave of glass-fibre
reinforcement, if used; so far, however, problems of time and
manpower have prevented further investigation. Recalling his past
work on oscilloscope design, Martin mentioned that the pulse
response of wideband ( 10MHz) amplifiers could be seriously
disturbed by dielectric absorption effects in circuit boards. At that
time phenolic paper material was quite superior to glass epoxy in
this application, and it was agreed that there was still much work to
be done in this area.
Bob laughingly said that he now found himself doing things to
amplifiers which we had all scoffed at afew years ago. We appeared
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Make it
aCompact
Christmas
Add aCompact Disc Player to your system, the most
convenient sound source available.
And where else would you expect to see all the latest
models, than Laskys? We'll advise you on compatability
with existing systems, invite you to test play, compare
and cross match equipment and then offer you achoice of

easy ways to pay, a2year Free Guarantee, anationwide
after-sales service, and commitment to exchange any
product.
Look around. We don't think you can buy Compact
Disc Players anywhere better than Laskys.

JVC XLVI

HITACHI DA 1000

Front Loading, Memory,
Location Indicator, Repeat.

TECHNICS SLP 10

Auto-Load, Auto- Search,
Programmed Playback, Timer.

SONY GDP 101
WITH FREE
SONY WALKMAN
(USUAL PRICE £79.90)

Y •

5e..:11/dez-z‘tA

Front Loading, Multi Function Display,
Intro Skip, 3Beam Tracking Servo.

MARANTZ CD 63
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4us.s222,2/ ,Nass24rusCr.
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Auto- Loading, Auto Sensor,
¡IR Remote Control, Timer.
ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

'
Top Loading,
Pause/Repeat Control,
Fast Search Facility,
Programmable.
LONDON BHOME COUNTIES
42 Tonenharn Court Road. WI
257 Tottenham Court Rout WI
7-9 Oueensway. W2
open Sunday 11051, . 7prn
471-473 Osiond Skeet. WI
Wes Green Roacl. NWI I

,

Front loading, Random
track selection, Quick
check play (scan) repeat.

_MORE COMPACT_
DISC PLAYERS
FROM LASKYS
FISHER AD 800
£479
MARANTZ CD 73 ___
PHILIPS CD 100
£398
PHILIPS CD 303
£449
SANSUI PCV 1000 £498

EASY WAYS TO PAY
Asx

IN STORE FOR DETAILS
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The Home Entertainment Specialists

BEXLEYHEATH 1516 The Broadway
BROMLEY 22 Markel Square
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SCOTLAND
EDIM3URGH 4.6 St James Centre
GLASGOW 66-70 Buchanan Street
WALES CARDIFF 122 Green Sneer

XMAS &
NEW YEAR

OPENING HOURS

(Mon 5th Dec - Mon 9th Jan)
ALL STORES
90m - 7pm (
Mon- Fri(
Rom - 6pm ( Sat)
Sat 24th Dec closes 4prn
Open Mon 2,4 Jan
OUEENSWAY& SOLDERS GREEN
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
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Watch out for new Laskys Stores opening soon in Ealing, Southampton, Brent Cross, Cambridge and Exeter.
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Nobody gives
you more sound
advice than Las
Rather than buy an off the shelf hi-fi package, we ask
you to listen.
Listen to our vast range of equipment. Test play and
compare the various components, audition our vast
range of loudspeakers. Then we'll help you to put
together the system that is right for you. Where else can

you find so much — low prices, afree 2year guarantee, a
commitment to exchange purchases that you are not
completely happy with, achoice ofeasy ways to pay and,
our nationwide after-sales service?
Look around, we don't think you can buy your hi-fi
anywhere better than Laskys.

You'll find all these manufacturers (and more!) at Laskys: A & R, Crimson, JVC, LUX,
Mission, Quad, Sansui, Akai, Dual, Fisher, Marantz, Pioneer, Sony, Technics, Ariston,
Thorens, Teac, B & W, Celestion, Goodmans, Kef, Wharfedale, Hitachi, Hafler, Aiwa,
Philips, Sanyo... . the list goes on, and on.

L MISSION SYSTEM 1

TECHNICS 315/10
e//eete

0./

/eye n
British turntable based hi-fi system comprising 778 amp,
775LCT with 773mm turntable and cartridge, 10 metres of
cable & 70 Mk 2speakers.

Cassette/receiver based mini system offering 22 watts per
channel, linear tracking fully automatic turntable, Dolby B
cassette deck and SBF5 speakers.
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AMPLIFIER

TUNERS

A&R C200/SA150:

Popular pre/power amp
combination offering high
output of 75 watts per
channel.
£269

& £279
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S

MARANTZ PM230:
Slimline, golden finish, 30
watts p.c. integrated amp.
with slider controls & low
total harmonic distortion.

£94.90

FISHER CA275:

100 watts p.c. integrated amp.
with soft-touch controls
3- way tone control: £189.90
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QUAD FM4:
BIBC recommended British
FM tuner with digital display,
preset facility & original fine
signal scale for precise
tuning.
£239.00

FISHER FM55:

3waveband tuner complete
with illuminated dial pointer,
FM muting, signal level
meter & distinctive flywheel
tuning control.
£.69.90

TURNTABLE

AR ART/T/MISS:

LUX PD284:

Semi-automatic, direct drive
turntable with straight
tonearm & integrated
headshell also anti-skate
adjustment & low wow &
flutter.
£119.90

CASSETTE
DECKS

PIONEER CT740:

Full logic, soft- touch
control, Dolby B & level
LED's.
£129.90

AIWA ADF770:

Re-released legend, the
original 3-point suspended
sub-chassis design complete
with popular Mission 774LC
tonearm.
£
198.90

Superb three-head cassette
deck with Dolby B/C
automatic tape bias microcomputer, feather touch
logic control, output level
& de-magnetizer.
£279.90

The Horn Entertainment Specialists
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to know less about amplifier sound and its relationship to technical
performance than we had imagined, and anumber of previously
dismissed techniques were now producing audible results, albeit
with little measurement- based verification.
Balanced/unbalanced operation and circuit
design
With the concept of avariable length ( perhaps more correctly
variable width) amplifier design, balanced or semi- balanced mode
(fig. 1) is used throughout for signal connection. ( In semi- balanced
mode one line is shorted to ground and merely carries the ground
error signal.)
The unbalanced option still runs at the same 600 ohms impedance

power amps themselves do not use acommon ground return, since
this is areference point for return current from the load and logically
should not be contaminated with current from the other channel.
By using ashunt feedback m-cinput, loading variations are largely
eliminated, and ultrasonic load capacitance effects side-stepped. The
preamp provides aresistive 12 ohm input impedance in series with a
700µF coupling capacitor of aselected tantalum type with good
characteristics, at the signal levels required, this, in any case,
bypassed by polycarbonate components. Signal/noise ratio is more
than satisfactory, defined by the 12 ohms + cartridge source
impedance. The m-cinput was designed as acomplete unit with
optimal equalisation, not, as is so often the case, as an afterthought
head-amplifier in cascade with the normal m- m input. Consequently
the m-cperformance may well be subjectively better than the m- m.

CD input
Asked for his views concerning CD, Bob replied that it was already a
fine music source of real merit, granted agood-sounding player. CD
units however, can demonstrate some grounding problems, and
those with superior error correction sound consistently better.
However, the present state of ' upfront' recording, together with
speaker systems currently in use with amid bias, favour analogue
disc tonal response and dynamics, and Meridian have felt it worthwhile to include aspecial CD input module with mild frequency
tailoring — agentle downtilt of — 2.5dB by 20kHz. This helps produce
amore compatible sound with analogue- based systems.

'Envelope distortion'

as the balanced line and thus similarly rejects interference. Bob
admitted that the adoption of balanced lines has made the amplifier
more complicated. Integrated circuits are used throughout except in
the moving-coil input which employs discrete parts in addition to the
5534, this asuperior quality low-noise 'chip'. Very few capacitors are
required for signal coupling. He commented that ICs can indeed be
inferior to discrete, but only when improperly used, which is borne
out by the observation that neither Musical Fidelity nor Burmester
designs appear to suffer subjectively. Furthermore, ICs have played
an essential role in the realisation of Meridian's new designs.
FCECOICR
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Shunt Feedback
Summing point Sis avirtual earth, the
input resistance defined by series
resistor R. Signals arising at ground
point G do not appear.

OP AMP
0111.1YOURCE SOURCE)

Series Feedback
The input resistance is defined by R. In
the equivalent circuit representation
the feedback appears in series mode.
Stray signals appearing at G are also
added to the feedback signal, a
common-mode effect.

Fig.2
SHUNT FL SERIES FEEDBACK

One of the primary design rules has been to employ shunt rather
than series feedback ( fig. 2) wherever possible, since there is no
common mode signal with this system. Only in the moving- magnet
input is series feedback used, the altornatiVe being apoor signal/
ratio, defined by the obligatory 47k-ohm series resistor at this input.
While op-amps can provide adifferential, or balanced, input, a
second inverting op-amp is required here for abalanced output.
These are alternated down the signal chain to ensure equal delay for
each half of the balanced line. The active volume control (fig. 3) is
unbalanced, and is referenced to the clean signal reference ground,
remaining independent of the power amp ground. Likewise, the
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Underlying the Meridian approach to designing aclean-sounding
amplifier is the belief that anumber of effects occur which may
loosely be described as ' envelope distortion'. This is akind of ' noise
modulation' that occurs in the presence of signal. On their own, as
demonstrated for example in the Quad subtraction test, these may
appear to be at alevel below reasonable audibility. However,
psycho-acoustic research suggests that the ear can hear very low
level sounds in the presence of higher level signals, particularly if
these are related in some way. Bob believes such low level
distortions do affect sonic quality, and he explored this subject in a
recent AES, London section, lecture on which we hope to give more
detail in the near future.
Some causes of envelope distortion include coupling between the
half cycle currents from the power supply rails to the low level
circuits, either by mutual electrostatic or electromagnetic coupling,
or common mode paths in the circuitry. The flux field from apower
transformer is also coupled to some degree into many circuits and
although it may be regarded as harmless in itself, its variation with
output power can produce another form of envelope or modulation
distortion. The dielectric absorption in cable insulation, mouldings,
round contacts, circuit boards and capacitors appear to give rise to
odd, almost subliminal, noises, which can be either slightly delayed,
tracking or even synchronous in relation to the signal. Modulation
noise on magnetic tape falls into this category, though at-30 to
—50dB It is hardly subliminal for those listeners accustomed to
recognising its presence!
Bob explained that the envelope of the signal — viewed simply as
the mean energy variation — can appear as asignal itself at several
points in an amplifier, and become added to the main path via a
common mode point, for example. The envelope signal is strongest
in the power supply, and may be introduced into low level circuitry
via apoor internal grounding system.

Other distortions
Despite sterling efforts, Meridian have found great difficulty in
convincingly establishing any correlation between measured high
frequency distortion and sound quality. Even the more 'difficult' tests
like those used to assess TIM have proved to be red herrings, merely
confirming the findings of the simpler two-tone CCIR
intermodulation test. If anything, more sonic improvement has been
achieved from changes outside the feedback loop, to cables,
capacitors, resistors; circuit topology may ultimately matter less
than component and system quality.
Frustrated by the lack of audible benefit obtained from reducing
high frequency distortion, Bob turned his attention to low frequency
effects, such as those caused by loudspeaker stands and power
supply changes. The earlier Meridian amplifiers should not have
been affected by supply changes, due to their high common mode
rejection of the order of 100dB, but auditioning indicated otherwise.
For example, VDR clamping on the mains supply does appear to
reduce background noise in some instances, even though this effect
seems to be unmeasureable.
Noise measurements are normally carried out with the amplifier
quiescent, and Bob suggested that the much more difficult task of
measuring noise in the presence of adynamic signal should be
attempted, as this is closer to the ear's synchronous detector action,
which works well into threshold levels and over adynamic range far
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larger than existing measurement systems. Considerable effort has
therefore been devoted to reducing noise, hum and crosstalk effects
in the new Meridian amplifier, and amajor contribution has been
made by adopting acarefully engineered switching power supply,
which throws away the mains transformer and its hum field as
starters!

Switching power supplies
This technique is an essential part of the MCA power amp sections,
though it is aprinciple which has been used for some years by other
manufacturers, notably Sony. Off-line rectified, the high frequency
convertor runs at 33kHz, above audibility; signal modulation
products should therefore also lie at 33kHz, and be inaudible.
The Meridian design recognises the need to provide ashort-term
current store, so still uses large reservoir electrolytics ( 2 x 10,000µF),
which is generous for the 35wpc rating. Whereas these would be
recharged at 100Hz in aconventional supply, the Meridian 'tops up'
at 300 times that rate, ensuring great stability. Other benefits are that
the supply is isolated from mains supply noise and interference,
while synchronous noise is blocked in the chain. Bob pointed out that
this configuration differed from others such as the Sony Esprit
design, which he described as 'through' converters, without
optimum line/secondary isolation. Simply speaking, the Meridian
uses the magnetic field in the 'flywheel' inductor core as an isolating
energy store.
Questioned on possible disadvantages of switching power
supplies, particularly in the area of RF radiation and interference, Bob
admitted that great care had been needed when designing for
two-wire mains, because grounding is preferred to reduce the
radiation of supply harmonics, which extend to higher frequencies.
Interference hadn't yet proved any problem, and the unit is currently
under test at the ERA laboratory to meet the DIN standard for EMI
(Electromagnetic Interference). No problems were found when a
normal transistor radio was brought to within afew inches, and
indications were that performance would better the more powerful
Sony in this respect.
Martin commented that he thought long-wave was likely to be the

The Meridian
Component
Amplifier

M

ERIDIAN HAVE BEEN WORKING hard for some time now
on anew range of electronics, expanding further on their
established approach using flexible modular systems.
The first such item to appear is the cumbersomely titled
'Meridian Component Amplifier'. A stylised zebra has been turning
up in Boothroyd Stuart's literature recently, so some dealers have
suggested that this logo could be used as apreferable title for the
amp, bearing in mind the ' banded' appearance!
Previous established 100 series Meridian amplifiers have been
visually modular, in terms of their common ' building block' case
construction. Coming in neat brown slab- like boxes, tuner, preamp
and three alternative power-amp combinations could be placed
together as atidy package. This modular concept was continued
particularly within the preamplifier, which was designed as apower
supply and control chassis, with plug-in modules used for m-m/m-c
disc sources and output. Although attractive to look at, the 100 series
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area where problems might arise, and questioned whether there
were any plans to produce an AM tuner module, Bob responding
with the observation that he would expect to use an outside aerial
rather than simple ferrite rod in such an application.
Bob regards both the Meridian's regulated nature and its noise
levels ( up to 40dB better than conventional designs) as influential
factors in the sound of the new electronics. He pointed out that a
conventional amplifier could be said to play off the reservoir
capacitors, which are momentarily recharged by atransformer
whose impedance ( and quality) could vary from almost zero to
significantly high values. With the switching design, the capacitors
recharge quickly, but with the conventional supply the recovery time
to full reservoir voltage could take some time. A balance must be
drawn between supply impedance or stiffness, and reservoir
capacitor size.
The alternative solution of designing the switching power supply
to be capable of delivering the full peak current likely to be met under
adverse load and possibly clip conditions is by implication
uneconomic. In theory the supply would need to be four or five times
larger than required for normal use, which is the kind of costly
overkill which can be seen in the power supplies used in the Krell
class—A models and the like.
The Meridian supply will produce typically up to 15A peak currents
on aduty cycle of 1:4 or less, with the power supply rated at 3.5 amps
continuous. Bob conceded that it was not a ' blood and thunder'
design, since his supply ratios indicate an output level below the
normal 8ohm load figure of 2-3dB for 4ohms and down by 8dB into
2ohms if measured on acontinuous basis.
He added that with sensible peak-to- mean ratios on good quality
program with anything better than the very worst speaker loads, the
designed sound quality of the Meridian should be properly
maintained.
Bob concluded by summarising his objectives: to obtain good
musical transparency and neutrality, with afreedom from spurious
noise, conventional and envelope distortions, plus high system
flexibility, and good appearance and user convenience. _IL
did have one drawback in the complex rear interconnections needed
to link the units and their various power supplies. Aside from the
inconvenience involved, these were also apotential source of
weakness, not just in terms of reliability but more importantly in
terms of system subjective sound quality.
The new Component Amplifier is also modular but with amajor
difference. Where 100 series connections were made and units
arranged as needed, the result often asort of stack, expansion takes
place laterally in the new Component Amp, with anumber of selfcontained boxes wired into the system automatically via integrated
multiway plugs and sockets built into the side of the units. These
literally clip together, and internal mechanical rails allow each
combination to be locked together to form asecure assembly.
In its simplest and least expensive form, the system would
comprise modules for power supply, an integral 35W ( 15dBW) per
channel stereo amplifier, amoving- magnet input and, as always, a
volume control/preamp output module. This will make up the basic
'Component amplifier' and will retail for around £350, or £370 if
moving-coil matching is chosen instead. A more comprehensive
combination comprising tape, aux, m- m and m-cinputs will set you
back close on £500.
However, this product should not be regarded as just aclassy,
integrated amplifier of modest power. It aims to set well-aboveaverage standards for sound quality, and contains the basis of a
range of preamp and tuner electronics for active speakers as well as
other products. The Component Amplifier may be upgraded to
receiver status by the addition of the tuner module (£ 170).
The system design is so flexible that with the appropriate power
supplies, over 20 modules may be fitted to provide control sections
offering unparalleled versatility. Units planned include an AM tuner
add-on to the FM tuner module; aheadphone monitor amp; atone
control unit with memorised settings for individual inputs; filter and
tape dubbing units. For configurations with excessive numbers of
modules, a 'fold over' unit will be provided to continue interfacing on
asecond layer!
As with earlier Meridian models, the amplifier electronics have
been designed by Bob Stuart, with external styling by Alan
Boothroyd, who has gone for alow profile' creation, devoid of all
spurious lights, knobs and displays. Its stark appearance is only
relieved by the neat volume control mounted on the right hand side.
The units are finished in charcoal grey Nextel, acoating chosen both
for its neutrality and for the important ability to maintain acolour
match for modules bought over aperiod of time.
Most of the module fronts consist of spring- loaded hinged doors.
Depressing them, logically, selects the function engraved on the
door. Further facilities are provided in the form of buttons concealed
69
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behind the doors, for example, mono selection and tone memory.
Connecting cables are concealed at the rear by a ' roof extension'
over the socket area, though this actually makes connection rather
difficult since the labels are then hard to read.

The single pair of speaker outlets are pcb-mounted 4mm sockets
set rather close together. ' Preamp-out' is on a5pin DIN, and may be
balanced or unbalanced, depending on the plug wiring. Signal inputs
on the modules so far available are via gold-plated phonos ( aux, disc
etc), but on our sample these had become detached from the board
due to alack of plating adhesion, and needed careful resoldering
before we could proceed with our tests; this is an aspect which
Meridian are looking into for future production. We also noticed a
further problem on particularly damp days, when the signal
switching logic failed due to board leakage ( see fig. 4FET switch
topology), so perhaps this amplifier is not ideally suited to high
humidity conditions:
Technical details
Running horizontally through the modules is the main information
bus bar. This 24-way system is capable of signal traffic flow in both
directions, for example to serve atape recording loop. The lines carry
avariety of signals, six for the control logic comprising muting,
mono mode, filter, tone and input socket etc. Lines go to and from
the active volume control to tape record out etc. In addition to several
regulated and unregulated power supplies, astorage cell powers the
memories even when the unit is switched off. Three ground wires
give signal reference zero, logic reference, and power supply ground
return.
Employing direct-coupled 5534 op-amp integrated circuits for
most sections, all stages bar the moving- magnet input are of shunt
feedback configuration to give high common mode rejection. Special
low noise transistors are used for the moving-coil input, whose input
reference is defined by the series 12 ohm resistor to the amplifier's
virtual earth signal point.
Rated for a3.5 ohm source/cartridge impedance, the moving-coil
module incorporates IEC rolloff set by a700µF series capacitor to
around 20Hz, — 3dB. However, both the gain and the rolloff point will
ultimately depend on the chosen cartridge. For example, aDenon or
r,”
(MN

nee
swopeac

Dynavector m-cwith 30 ohm resistance will appear to have lower
than usual (though still sufficient) sensitivity, and the IEC rolloff will
be inoperative, the — 3dB point moving to around 6Hz. The subsonic
rolloff, and to alesser degree the bass tonal balance, will therefore
vary from cartridge to cartridge. The low input resistance means that
the gain is to some extent self matching for different cartridges, and
any ultrasonic electrical resonances are well damped.
•On moving- magnet aseries feedback arrangement provides the
optimum signal/noise ratio, and input impedance is aconventional
47 k-ohms. Output lines from each module are in balanced 600 ohm
form, fed to the signal bus in the interconnect system.
A balanced volume control is difficult to engineer, so Meridian
revert to unbalanced mode here. The gain control is active, in theory
to place any control contact imperfections within acorrecting
feedback loop. Reverting to balanced mode the output is taken both
to the rear connector ( 600 ohm balanced or 300 ohm unbalanced
72

output impedance) and across the interconnect to the power amp.
This unit is unusual in several respects. In theory 80W-rated output
devices should be sufficient for acontinuous rated 35W power, but
taking into account safe operating area margins and temperature
considerations, Meridian have chosen to use 250W devices. These
are metal-cased complementary transistors with high thermal
tolerance, allowing the use of small high temperature heatsinks.
Run at alow quiescent current, aspecial circuit biasing
configuration prevents the output transistors from turning off — the
so-called non-switching quasi-class-A mode. Variants of this
principle have been used recently by anumber of Japanese designs,
although Threshold are generally credited with the first application.
The Meridian version is, in fact, based on the exposition due to
Malcolm Hawksford of the University of Essex.
Fitted with abalanced input (fig. 5), the converted unbalanced
signal is fed to the operational amplifier which has adummy load, Ra.
The current drawn by such an amplifier is an exact replica of its
output signal, and this is conveniently exploited via the supply
terminals to derive asymmetrical output appearing on the collectors
of the cascode transistors. Current mirrors feed the signal forward to
the output stage. The whole arrangement is symmetrical and
complementary, direct-coupled to the load via asmall air-cored
stabilising inductor.
The power supply also breaks new ground for Meridian, using the
switching regulator principle which has become increasingly popular
in industrial circles, though is less commonly encountered in audio
amplifiers. The mains supply is directly rectified to 300V or so and
stored. A switching transistor passes current pulses in acontrolled
manner to another isolating energy store, atransformer inductor.
Only when the current input has ceased does the magnetic field in
this inductor begin to collapse, inducing power in its secondary
windings; the amplifier supply lines are derived from these. Practical
design constraints restrict the maximum current capability on a
continuous basis, but not the instantaneous peak demand required
for adverse loads; this is satisfied by 2 x 10,0001.1F for the power amp
section. Subsidiary regulators provide clean DC to lower level signal
circuitry and ancillaries such as FM tuner if fitted.
The reinforced plastic mouldings are very strong, so aminimum of
metal chassiswork is used, mainly in the power supply. While alittle
tricky to disassemble at the first attempt, the individual circuit boards
actually come apart quite easily, although probably service will best
be done on an exchange module basis.
Soind quality
Th MCA- 1was tried under avariety of conditions, both as
preamplifier and as acomplete unit, using several speaker and
source combinations. Speakers included Quad ESL-63, Celestion
SL600 and Spendor SP1; used as apreamplifier, we tried both Krell
KSA-50 and Mission 777BU power amps with it; moving-coil sources
used included Van den Hul EMT and Koetsu Red; aShure V15V was
used for moving- magnet, while aPhilips CD200 digital player and
Sony PCM701 digital recorder were connected via aux. Subsidiary
details include the use of rigid floor-coupled speaker stands, Mission
speaker cable and aZeta tonearm on aconverted Lux PD300 player.
First impressions were encouraging. Bearing in mind the specified
35W per channel, the MCA- 1was initially used at sensible sound
levels. Before attempting to describe the sound in detail it is worth
giving an indication of the general effect which seemed valid for all
sources— awell balanced and tonally neutral character of
subjectively wide bandwidth. Transients seemed in firm control
throughout the frequency range, and the amplifier remained true to
character on both soft and loud passages. The overall impression
was of arelaxed musical performance, unfatiguing and easy on the
ears.
In stereo terms the sound stage was more distant than usual, the
amplifier lacking the slight ' upfront hardness' encountered in varying
degrees with other designs. The image was broad and well-focused,
with sharp central positioning for the soloists. The MCA- 1proved
highly capable of portraying depth, space and ambience in the more
distant sectors of the stereo image.
The bass achieved ahigh standard, sounding articulate and
tuneful. It also showed good 'weight' and extension, if slightly
lacking in ultimate 'slam' and 'attack'. The mid-range was tonally
pleasant, almost sweet-sounding in avalve amplifier sense. In the
treble, performance was still well above average, though not quite to
the high standard achieved elsewhere: difficult to describe, and less
noticeable with the sweeter sound sources such as the EMT VDH
cartridge, the highest frequencies appeared to show atrace of 'edge'
or ' brittleness', but thankfully more serious distortion effects such as
fizz or grain were absent.
The amplifier was considered good on detail rendition and
subjective transparency, though compared with more costly
references some mild loss of immediacy and detail could be
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detected, and, on occasion, the Meridian could sound too distant and
polite, in accord with its relaxed and slightly ' laid back' presentation.
Reasonably good sound levels were possible using Celestion
SL600s, but the MCA- 1was found to show audible distress when in
clip, so 35W is areal power limit. ( Some models are capable of rather
more relatively clean output than their continuous power rating
might suggest.) Driven hard into asimulated 4ohm ' difficult' load,
some curtailment of the maximum sound level was noted. Spendor
SPIs, some 4dB more sensitive than the Celestions, were also used,
and here the maximum sound level was sufficient for most purposes.
Used as apreamplifier only, for example with the Krell, some
improvement was noted, but not sufficient to impair our appreciation
of Meridian's own component power amp stages. The basic
character of the unit was maintained, with the difference coming
from improved dynamics, even better bass control, plus some mild
extra detail. There is little doubt that the MCA- 1is aworthy
performer as an upmarket preamplifier, representing asignificant
advance over Meridian's previous and quite well regarded 101B.

Lab results

The amplifier met its 35W ( 15dBW) specifications to very tight limits,
determined by the factory-set regulated supply. Not unexpectedly it
coped with single or dual channel drive very well, while the reduction
into 4ohms at around 1dB was quite low. Power bandwidth was
good. No increase was obtained for pulsed or peak-programequivalent conditions for 8ohms or 4ohms, but these signals
allowed its 2ohm performance to be assessed. Here the output level
held up remarkably well, falling only 0.8dB below the 8ohm figure;
however, on longer duty cycles (> 20ms) the output began to fall.
This means that the unit will drive full level into almost any
conceivable load on program if unclipped, but cannot be expected
to maintain this if driven too hard, ie, into clip or when fed heavy
continuous bass, as may happen with asmaller amplifier such as
this.
Total harmonic distortion was generally low at typically - 80dB,
though it deteriorated at full power towards 20kHz. Here an unusual
crossover-type distortion was noted, only just 50dB down on apeak
basis; with ldB or so reduction in power level it disappeared, so I
assume it is pretty harmless. ( See fig. 6.)
At medium power levels into both 4and 8ohm loads distortion fell
to very low levels, for example - 100dB at 20Hz, - 96dB at 1kHz. No
crossover effects were noted at low powers. High frequency
intermodulation distortion was equally good, bettering - 86dB under
all tested conditions save full power, where astill fine - 78dB was
recorded. The amplifier performed well in the high frequency noise
intermodulation test, producing essentially reference standard
results under the four test conditions. Reactive load handling was
judged to be very good in terms of peak current delivery capability.
Noise levels were very good, with mains- related hum almost
undetectable and power switching harmonics quite insignificant,
provided that the three-core mains cable was properly grounded.
The m-cinput ARM noise was - 76dB ref 1kHz, as were, interestingly
enough, both the m- m and aux inputs, all these being good CCIR
ARM weighted figures. Input overload levels were fine, referenced to
the IHF lkHz level, while channel separation at typically - 75dB was
particularly good via all inputs.
The output impedance was sufficiently low to be regarded as
neligible, though the DC offset at the output terminals was higher
than usual, measuring up to 60mV depending on warm-up time and
recent power delivery; Iregard 20mV as amaximum preferable
offset. Meridian have managed to dispense with presets in the power
amp section, but alqwer output offset would nonetheless be
beneficial.

Fig.8
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Step response, Bohm +
2uF load

The addition of 211F to the standard Bohm load provoked some
mild overshoot on the squarewave leading edge ( see fig. 7) shown
here with a5t.ts risetime. The response lifted by a
-mild 0.7dB at
20kHz, with 2te, and held to just 0.1dB at 10kHz.
Channel balances were very good except at the very lowest
volume settings, amild 0.85dB imbalance being noted at - 60dB.
Sensitivities and impedances were fine, though alower sensitivity
input module would be ahelp in expanding the volume control travel
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Conclusions

Overall this is awell designed and well engineered product. In the
laboratory it set comfortably high standards on all the tests and
demonstrated very low noise, very low distortion, and fine load
tolerance. It was also accurate in tonal balance terms as judged by
both measurement and audition.
In sound quality terms it was musical and relaxed with afine stereo
stage, well-defined in precision, focus, depth and ambience.
However, it does not play particularly loud; as some models can be
can be persuaded to do: rather it has more of an intellectual appeal,
quietly impressing by its refinement rather than by providing a
dynamic and forceful sound.
Viewed dispassionately, Imust comment that the Component
Amplifier is rather expensive for what is on the face of it amodestly
powered unit. But if the good sound quality is taken into
consideration, perhaps strict value judgments lose some of their
relevance. Of course, the unusual design and presentation of the
product are probably also reflected in the slightly high price.
Moving out of value-for- money territory, the preamplifier stands
up well when compared with some of the more costly audiophile
products, offering an interesting proposition. Hardly abargain, it is
nevertheless capable of respectably good sound quality, which is
potentially open to further improvement when used as designed,
feeding Meridian balanced interconnect cable to Meridian active
loudspeaker systems. Here the merits of the Component Amplifier
system will be seen at their best.
MERIDIAN RESULTS TABLE
Specified output power 2 x 35W,

an -

15d13W

Power Output

dBW
8i/ both
411 singly
81!+2pF

20Hz
14.4
14.0

2kHz
15
14.2

20kHz
14.0
13.6
12

Peak Power

2kHz
dBW

851
15.4

411
14.8

211
14.6

Total Harmonic Distortion
at rated power
at 10W
via disc 1W

-80dB
-100c1B
-80dB

-93dB
-97dB
-80dB

-70dB
-80dB
-75dB

High Frequency lntermodulation
m- m
m-c

19/20kHz ( at - 6dB ref WW(
-86dB
-88d8

m- m
m-c
Aux

Fi g .7

500
lk
MOW NIts

100

18kHz- 1/
3 octave noise input ( 1kHz dill, signal)
811 preelip
-70dB
81t+ 2F preclip
-35dB
811-10dB
-70dB
851+2uF - 10dB
-70dB

Input

Distortion characteristic,
full power, 20kHz

AU

for CD players. The preamp output impedance was fairly low, at 600
ohms balanced and 300 ohms unbalanced.
RIAA m- m equalisation ( fig. 8) was very uniform, + 0.03 - 0.5dB,
20Hz to 15kHz. Moving-coil was also good, though the IEC rolloff
(20Hz, - 3dB) with 3.5 ohm source impedances results in 0.5dB loss
at 601-1z. The high frequency range showed little rolloff, typically
measuring - 6dB at ahigh 90kHz. Via auxiliary the - 1dB points were
below 5Hz and above 25kHz; - 7.5dB at 100kHz is quite wideband.

Noise lntermodulation

Fig .6
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Noise ( 1kHz ref)
UNINTD
-68dB
-74c113
-75dB

CCIR ARM
-76dB
-76dB
-76dB

Output Impedance

Pre-output

Channel Separation

m- m

Sens IHF
Imp.
360a
50k/100pF
source dep. 120
25mv
50k

soon balanced, non unbalanced
20Hz
0.0611

2kHz
0.05551

20kHz
0.110

82dB

77dB

57dB

Channel Balance

± 0.3dB typically ( no balance control)

Output Offset

40/60mV, L/R

Frequency Response

See graph Ifig.8)
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GYRODEC

A common sense approach
to turntable design

It is now an accepted fact that turntables are more important to the creation of the successful sonic illusion
than their face value would suggest. Turntables do, in
fact, sound different from each other however important distinction must be drawn between "different" and
"better" especially when you consider just how far short
of reality even the best of current Hi Fi systems fall.
Logically then, each turntable is arepresentation of the
designer's solution to any given set of compromises and
thus is his statement regarding his approach to creating
the ultimate illusion — that of reality.
Michell Engineering produce aselection of turntables
and inevitably, the lower priced within the range must
have anumber of acceptable compromises built in, in
order to make them economically viable. With increasing expenditure, the compromises reduce in number
until we reach the GyroDec - a turntable without
compromise.
Regretfully, expense is not atrue indicator of quality
in the hi-fi world, however, the GyroDec can fully justify
its price if aclose examination of the principals underlying its design are considered. If you adopt the precept
that it is pointless to re-invent the wheel, then you'll appreciate that it is the application of tried and tested procedures that lifts aproduct above the mediocrity of its
competitors, rather than the fruitless pursuit of " new
technology" used to disguise an obvious lack of
expertise.
Each GyroDec is hand fabricated by one of ateam of
dedicated and proud craftsmen and represents asmall
proportion of our total production. Quality control,
packaging and instructional literature is of the highest
quality. When each individual unit has been tested and
found to exceed its minimum specification by a high
margin, it is despatched to one of ahand picked selection of Britain's finest retailers. Only about 15% of Michell
retailers are stockists of the GyroDec and you can be
rest assured that those who have been selected represent a level of expertise and integrity that is another
guarantee of your long term confidence. Each retailer
has stated his commitment to offering an unparalleled
service, both before and after the sale and as such,
there is little prospect of adiscount being offered as he
must be able to maintain his margin in order to fulfil our
stringent requirements of him, and thus his obligation
to you.
Finally, a sensible 5year guarantee is offered.

J.A. MICHELL ENGINEERING LTD.

2THEOBALD STREET, BOREHAMWOOD, HERTS, ENGLAND 01-953 0771
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List of officially appointed dealers:
London
Subjective Audio
Audio T

01-387 8281
01-794 7848

Aberdeen
Telemech Audio

0224-28817

Bristol
Absolute Sound & Video

0272-24975

Chandlers Ford
Hampshire Audio

04215-2827

Chester
New Dawn

0244-24179

Croydon
Spaldings
Edinburgh
HiFi Corner

031-556 7901

Glasgow
The Music Room

041-221 2527

01-654 1231

Ilford
A.T. Labs

01-518 0915

Leicester
Audition Hi Fi Studio

0533-393607

Manchester
Cleartone Hi Fi
Preston
Norman Audio

061-835 1156
0772-53057

Radlett (
Herts)
Radlett Audio Consultants

09276-6497

Reading
Reading Hi Fi Centre

0734-585463

Wolverhampton
Midland HiFi Studio

0902-771774

Any of the above specialist retailers will be delighted to
offer you acomparative demonstration against any other
turntables they stock. This demonstration will be comprehensive and professional.
We suggest that aprior booking be arranged as the majority of these retailers prefer to work by appointment.
The Michell GyroDec
complete with tone arm board of your choice
£595.00 inc VAT
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uRING THE LAST half-decade, the
turntable has replaced music as the
most important part of ahi-fi system.
If that sounds abit bitchy, well, I'm afraid
you have no-one but yourselves to blame for
allowing this state of affairs to occur.
Because this attitude of 'Turntable Uber
Alles' has— in an incredibly short time—
swept away all thought that went before it, it
appears that no lone voice stands achance
of opposing it, even though such opposition
might be crying for little more than areturn
to sanity, reason and logic. Ihave no desire
to play anything more than devil's advocate
in this, so Iwill limit myself to one major
criticism: Isubmit that this blind dedication
to one turntable has stifled the further
development of said items in the hi-fi
firmament.
What? Is he crazy? Hasn't the ascendancy
of The Turntable to its current status forced
every other turntable manufacturer to
reconsider previous méthods of spinning
discs? Hasn't this ( unfair?) competition
improved the breed?
Uh, no. Instead it's done little more than
create imitation after imitation, most of the
competition having adopted an attitude of ' if
you can't beat ' em, join ' em'. It's aforegone
conclusion that no new turntable stands a
chance against the current champion. Were
some brave manufacturer to come up with
some utterly radical new design ( anon- beltdrive, non-suspended-chassis unit), you can
be sure that it wouldn't survive beyond the
first round of reviews.
At this moment in audio's history, it's
worth looking back at one of the most radical
designs of its day, aunit that, with little
effort, can be called the first-ever audiophile
turntable. Today, 26 years after it first
appeared, Ifeel it can still hold its own with
the state-of-the-art, and-this cannot be said
of any other 1957 turntable design. Not until
the appearance of Villchur's masterpiece five
years after it first appeared, did this deck find
its supremacy threatened. It is ntit the
Garrard 301, aCollaro, aLenco, aRek-o-kut,
or aConnoisseur. It is the Thorens TD- 124,
truly the link between the idler wheel units of
the ' 50s and the belt-drive AR of 1962.
The TD- 124 literally appeared out of
nowhere, for the years before its birth were
tough for both Thorens and the world of
audio. Idler-drive accounted for almost all of
the decks on the market, and all suffered
audible (though not unbearable) rumble.
They were susceptible, too, to acoustic
feedback; alisten to any of the great decks of
the mid-' 50s will confirm this.
The TD- 124's ascendancy was almost an
accident, for prior to the development of
what was basically abroadcast turntable, the
company had little to offer the serious
audiophiles of the day. Mark Myers, one of
the founders of the company which is now
called Cambrasound, saw the unit, was
immediately taken by its design, and
promptly ordered alarge quantity for the UK
market. Almost overnight, this turned
Thorens into amost highly respected force
in post-war hi-fi.
The TD- 124 is laden with novel features,
mainly concerned with professional use, but
one fundamental design characteristic earns
its position as the link between the two
generations of turntables. That it is an idlerdrive turntable would seem on the surface to
be an indictment, so loathed is this form of
drive these days. What makes the TD- 124
different is that its idler wheel is not driven
by direct contact with the motor, but via a
belt that provides almost as much isolation
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Ken Kessler
from motor noise as would atrue belt-drive à
la Villchur. Hence we have ahybrid as far as
the drive method is concerned; all it needs is
an integral suspended subchassis to narrow
even further the gap between it and the
decks of today.
But it's not just this belt and its isolating
properties that place the TD- 124 above its
peers. The whole unit, from top to bottom, is
built with the kind of care and attention to
detail and material quality seen in only afew
turntables on the market today; Trio's LO7D,
certain Promethean Japanese thread-drive
oddities, and the Oracle spring to mind.
Recent conversations with aJapanese
design engineer of enviable reputation
elicited the comment that the TD- 124's main
bearing is the finest ever installed in any
turntable. He's so enthralled with the deck
that he uses it as the basis for athread-drive
version. And this is aknowledgeable
individual with access to just about every
worthwhile deck on the market.
A brief description of the TD- 124 will
reveal it to be more than just away of
turning discs around. Aside from the slipclutch upper platter, which is strictly adisc¡ockey feature, Thorens incorporated a
number of nice touches which most of us
add to current decks by shelling out extra at
the accessories stand in our local dealer.
Built into the top- plate is aspirit level, a
simple glass disc with abubble inside.
Sounds minor, but ifs there whenever
needed. This works in conjunction with four
adjustable legs, which enable you to level
the TD-124 from above. The underside of the
platter bears astrobe, illuminated at the
front of the chassis; the pitch control is built
into the speed selector. Oh, and it plays 78s
as well as the virtually non-existent 16 rpm
discs— probably its only useless feature.
The TD- 124 looks and feels like it should
last forever. It was available with two
different platters, the lighter of which
weighed 81b. ( The heavy, professional,
platter weighed 111b.) Finish is of the 'They
don't make them like that anymore' school of
manufacture, and there isn't arough edge to
be found anywhere.
Icouldn't discover the total number of
TD- 124s, in MkI and MkIlforms, ever made,
butl gather that around 5000 reached these
shores. And in case you've been hearing one
apocryphal tale too many, there's no truth
to the rumour that they're still being

produced for the Japanese: production
ended in 1967. It's worth pointing out that
the main difference between the MkI and
MkIlversions is confined to the well- bearing
of the step pulley, the improved version
offering less wear rather than better, or
different, sound. And for the Golden Turkey
watchers among you, the only difference
between a124 and the multi-play 224 is the
disc-changing facility. Should this article set
you on aquest for aTD- 124, treat the 224 as
its slightly aberrant brother, and just ignore
the aberration. There is athird member of
the family, adomesticated version called the
TD- 135, which offered an arm, but bore no
slip-clutch mechanism and had adifferent
bearing. ( If any of you wish to follow in the
footsteps of an HFN/RR staffer, note that Paul
Messenger lost his audio virginity to a
TO- 135.)
Life with aTD- 124 in the 1980s is far less
problematic than, say, owning a1950s valve
amp in need of an output transformer.
Cambrasound still maintains extensive
stocks of spares, right down to light bulbs for
the strobe, rubber grommets for the
suspension, and blank armboards, in case
you're not using an arm with aSME style
mounting arrangement. If you lack the sense
of adventure needed to do your own
refurbishing ( restoring oia hi-fi equipment is
not unlike playing with 1950s British
sportscars), the importer will rebuild aTD124 for £20 plus VAT, not counting any
necessary spares.
Icontacted Charles Trayhorn — the world's
foremost Thorens expert— and he provided
me with astep-by-step procedure for making
aTD- 124 serviceable. While there's nothing
superhuman involved, I'd say let
Cambrasound do it.lsent in my own TD- 124
—found in Exchange & Mart for agiveaway
£60 — and it came back looking and sounding
like new. The motor had been stripped,
cleaned, and reassembled, the belt and idler
had been adjusted to perfection, and the
underside looked like it had never seen
combat.
What does this voice from the past sound
like? I'd say it's as good as any £300-£400
deck currently available— but only if it's in
perfect condition, with an idler wheel, belt,
and bearing showing no uneven wear, and in
perfect tune. My initial fears of rumble due to
the design, and acoustic feedback because of
the primitive suspension, were
unfounded ... and Ididn't spend £50 on a
coffee table. The combination of mass and
four rubber mushroom mounts rendered it
as feedback-free as one would expect from a
deck lacking real suspension.
Its sonic character is fairly neutral, if abit
fat at the bottom, and as free of noise as
anyone would demand. Speed accuracy is
spot-on, and Idon't worry about ' pitch' and
'tempo' and humming along when 1use the
TD- 124. It simply plays records the way a
Clydesdale shleps wagonloads of beer.
The TD- 124 isn't the best turntable ever
made, any more than the Auntie Rover was
the best car. But it's reliable, solid, and
inspires some odd sort of confidence— the
kind that's genuine rather than bullshitinspired. I'd say it takes away any simian
connotations from the phrase ' missing link'.
The going price on aTD- 124 in excellent
condition is now around the £ 100 mark, with
the Japanese— naturally— paying alot more.
Add to that the £25 for atouch of the
Trayhorns and you've got ahigh-end frontend for the price of amid fi turntable.
And the spares availability is not
analogous to Healeys or Allards.
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FOUR
MID-PRIC
SPEAKERS
Trevor Attewell

B&W DM220
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION: 3-way sealed enclosure. Drivers: 2x200mm bass and
bass/mid, 26mm soft-domed tweeter. Crossover frequency (
mid/top) 3kHz. Frequency
response: 53Hz to 20kHz ± 3dB. Distortion: < 3% second harmonic and < 0.5% third
harmonic for 96dB at 1m. Sensitivity: 90dB/W at 1m. Amplifier requitement: 10W to 75W.
Size: 680mm high x290mm wide x320mm deep. Weight:15.1kg. Finish: synthetic veneer,
Walnut with brown grille or Black Ash with grey gr ill e.Pri
ce: £199 .
90 per pa i
r, i
nc. Stands
and VAT. Manufacturer: B&W Loudspeakers Limited, M ea dow roa d, W orth i
ng. BN11 2RX

free, neat and effective in use. On the review samples the threaded
inserts were not secure, and pulled partly out before the fixing
screws were properly tightened. No doubt this will be rectified in
production. Apart from this detail the construction is excellent
throughout, particularly that of the speakers themselves.
The stands were used for extended general listening, with the
speakers placèd at different distances ( not less than 0.75m) from the
side and end walls. I
was impressed by the response, which was very
smooth with negligible coloration. The top had aslightly 'feathery' or
'whispering' quality, and some upper bass notes were more
prominent than others, but these are minor criticisms. The bass
extension would be adequate for most listeners, and the midband
was airy and open ( making apleasant change from many of today's
loudspeakers), while the stereo definition was excellent, with plenty
of depth. It was possible to detect some lobing with vertical head
movements, due to the frequency overlap of the the two larger
drivers, but the effect was minimal, and one does not often listen
seriously while doing knees- bend exercises!
Comparison with our transfer standard ESLs revealed that the
DM220 sounded marginally darker on larger stringed instruments
and atrifle less sweet on violins. Brass generally was alittle heavier
in low notes, with avery slight fizz on top ones, the horn being abit
thinner towards the top of its range, as was the flute. Tympani were a
fraction less 'open' and solid, the snare drum alittle more tinny.
B&W DM220

It

HE LETTERS ' DM' refer to the ' Digital Monitor' ( domestic)
series, and this is the larger of two recent additions, the
smaller being the DM110, reviewed last month by Martin
Colloms. The DM220 is offered as ahigh-sensitivity, wide
dynamic range model with improved bass response, designed to
take better advantage of Compact Disc with amplifiers of fairly
modest output. B&W have come down firmly on the side of CD
which, as they say in apaper read at the Chicago Audio Show,
'. .. has brought studio master tape quality into our homes for the
first time'.
Another primary aim of the design is cost-effectiveness. Thus the
15mm chipboard cabinet has synthetic veneer on all four sides and
their visible edges, the front and rear panels being painted brown.
The tweeter is at the top of the panel, with the two identical bass/mid
drivers occupying most of the space below, all vertically aligned. The
bass/mid drivers have substantial chassis and pulp cones, their
inbuilt rolloff being complemented by avery simple 7-component
crossover on apcb fixed to the rear of the connector panel, which
offers the usual terminal/sockets. The crossover characteristic is 4th
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order Butterworth squared, plus asingle inductor to provide an extra
first-order rolloff for the lower of the bass/mid drivers, which
contributes fully to the lowest frequencies but less in midband.
Loose fibrous wadding fills the interior to provide damping. The
grille is aconventional wood frame covered in woven brown fabric.
The semi- DIY stand comprises awood base, fitted with plastic
'domes-of-silence', and aplastic cylindrical pillar with aslight
moulding taper, flanged at the top, with fixing holes through which it
is secured to the underside of the speaker by screws. On the bottom
of the pillar are four threaded inserts, engaged by screws passing
through holes in the wood base. The DIY bit involves drilling four
4mm holes right through the bottom of the cabinet ( yes, that's what I
said!), using apaper template for guidance. If you lack the brace, the
correct drill or the courage then perhaps your friendly dealer will do
it for you! Naturally, you need not use this particular stand, but it is
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Cymbals were also just ashade tinnier. The bass drum and organ
pedal notes had alittle less extension, the organ producing avery
small degree of enclosure in the 8ft. range, while 4ft. stops were a
little less loud and fractionally 'sharpened'. Voices were just abit
more hollow, with less ' presence', and plucked instruments were a
trifle warmer. In all cases the differences were unobtrusive.
The measured sinewave anechoic response is commendably flat,
and within specification. An average curve drawn through the
presence region does show aminor dip centred about 5kHz, followed
by a ( relatively) higher EHF, and this could account for some of the
slight 'fizz' noted above, while small peaks near the bottom of the
passband might also produce the occasional 'warming' or booming
effect. However, it is dangerous to attempt to fit the curve to the
audition in such detail! The distortion specification cannot be
checked, because our measurements were made at 6dB less than the
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quoted power output, distortion and power level in loudspeakers
being not necessarily related in the way we should expect from, say,
an amplifier. The impedance modulus is agreeably flat and shows
this to be avery easy amplifier load. Sensitivity by our in-room
method was 93dBA of pink noise at 1m for aterminal input of only
4.5V, which is high, and a100W amplifier was tolerated happily (the
specification is 75W), giving around 100dBA of pop music from apair
of DM220s in the 83rri listening room. Pop is always used for this
test because of its considerable compression.
To summarise, the DM220 is avery neutral, uncoloured
loudspeaker giving excellent imaging. There was just alittle fizziness
in the tweeter, and atendency to emphasise parts of the upper bass
slightly, but these did not worry me, or detract significantly from
some of the best sound Ihave yet heard from moving-coil systems at
the price— and from some far more expensive ones— which makes
this avery successful design that can confidently be recommended.

REF CARLTON III
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION: 2-way mechanical-reflex (ABR) enclosure. Crossover
frequency:3khz. Frequency response: 47Hz to 20kHz ± 2.5dB at 2m on reference axis.
Distortion: 2nd harmonic < 1%, 60Hz to 20kH z, 3rd harmonic < 1% 150Hz to 20kHz for 90dB
spi at tm (
anechoic). Sensitivity: 86dB/W. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Maximum amplifier
power: normal 100W, audiophile 150W. Maximum output:106dB peak ( normal listening).

slight surplus around middle C, making some well-known originals a
fraction warmer or heavier in balance. Bass extension was relatively
good, and the general impression was one of essentially realistic
reproduction. The stereo imaging was very precise, with good depth,
and you can ( if you must) damage your hearing without doing the
same to the speakers.
In detailed comparisons against our ESL standards, the sound of
the Carlton III was described as follows. Stringed instruments had a
trifle less top-frequency content, being very slightly duller, while •
brass was abit less ' breathy' in upper notes and alittle 'darker' or
mellower in lower ones. In both cases the bigger members of the
family were very similar. Snare drums were ashade muffled, while
tympani and cymbals, on the other hand, were marginally 'tinnier'.
Woodwinds were very similar, the flute slightly more woody. In
organ music the upper pedal notes were emphasised slightly, and
manual 8ft. stops were more forward, while 2ft. stops and the high
end of mixtures were less so, the cornet acquiring some added
richness of tone. Pedal extension ( 16ft.) was slightly less, and the
bass drum not so heavy. Voices in general had some added timbre
and trifle less edge. Guitars were similar, with perhaps slightly extra
'body', and the harpsichord was alittle muted, with less prominence
in upper strings and jack noise. Though such differences are always
easy to hear on instant A/B switching ( not uncommonly between two

Size: 700mm high x315mm wide x280mm deep. Weight: 12kg Finish: Simulated walnut,
brown grille. Price: £236 per pair inc. VAT. Manufacturer: KEF Electronics Limited ,Tovil ,
Maidstone, Kent. ME15 60P

T

ogether with the Chorale Ill, reviewed by Martin Colloms
last month, the Canton Ill completes KEF's ' C' series, which
apply the experience gained in producing the Reference
series to less expensive models. The Carlton II was
favourably reviewed in our June 1982 issue. Its successor is similar,
having the same drivers and crossover as the 103.2, with an ABR but
without the S-STOP protection, the changes involved being mainly a
matter of balance. The amplifier specification calls for brief
explanation — ' normal' refers to program of limited dynamic range,
such as VHF transmissions, prerecorded cassettes and most vinyl
records, including the use of significant low- or high-frequency boost
and an amplifier frequently driven into clipping ( so much for ' hi-fi'!).
'Audiophile' implies the use of direct-cut discs, CD and digital tapes,
with flat replay and rare amplifier overloading. Clearly the likelihood
of clipping is the key here.
Made from 15mm chipboard, with a19mm panel, the cabinet is
internally stiffened between the ABR and the bass/mid driver by a
one-piece brace around all four walls. The cabinet walls are covered
in vinyl 'veneer', including their back and front edges, the rear panel
being painted matt brown and the front decorated in brown and tan
with orange and cream lettering, which may encourage users to
dispense with the wood-frame, brown cloth grille. The panel carries
the ABR ( based on the well-known B139, without voice-coil or
magnet) at the bottom, followed by the 200mm Bextrene bass/mid
SO
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driver and topped by the 25mm soft-domed tweeter. The crossover
has 14 components, with spaces where protection components have
been omitted. Input is by terminals, partly recessed on the back
panel, complete with 4mm sockets. Internal damping is by manmade fibre, which loosely fills the enclosure. The construction and
finish are, of course, excellent— KEF are nothing if not consistent!
It was found that 360mm high stands brought the Carltons to the
right height for listening. The makers rightly point out the problems
associated with placement in close proximity to walls, which are
easily heard experimentally, and the usual unequal spacings of not
less than 750mm were adopted. Extended listening to most sources
revealed the Carlton III to have apleasantly flat, uncoloured
response, free from any real vices. Listening critically there was a
marginal shortfall in wideband noise at high frequencies, and avery
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samples of the same make and type!), in this case they would be far
from obvious with any significant delay, such as ahalf- minute ' off'
period at each change-over.
If one looks at the high- mast measurements it may be seen that
there is arise of one or two dB around 200Hz, accompanied by a
general rolloff towards the highest frequencies. These are small
features, and the sinewave response at 1m is just about inside the
specified tolerance at 2m — the greater distance reflecting normal
listening conditions and allowing better integrationof the response.
Barring impulse testing, however, the extra distance makes it
impractical to carry out distortion measurements out-of-doors
without using excessive drive, because of the otherwise inevitable
reduction in signal/noise ratio. Moreover, most relevant test
standards specify 1m, and the use of non-standard distances makes
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comparison difficult.
The impedance modulus does not fall below 7ohms ( except
slightly and unimportantly above 10kHz), and this is avery easy
amplifier load indeed. The sensitivity by our simplified room
measurement was 6.5V input for 93dBA spl of pink noise at 1m, and
an output of approximately 100dBA ( mean) was obtained, using pop
music and a100W amplifier.
The differences between the Carlton Ill and its predecessor are
subtle, and aural memory is always suspect, but my impression is
that afurther improvement has been made, mainly in achieving still
lower levels of coloration. The important question is how this model
rates in its own right, and Ihave no doubts about the answer— that it
is an excellent product which will do justice to best software,
particularly in rooms that are not unduly 'dead'. It should be on the
auditioning list of anyone thinking of buying in this price range, even
at the risk of spoiling them for choice!

Monitor Audio R152
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION: Two-way ABR enclosure. Drivers: 140mm ( nominal)
bass/mid, 25mm soft-domed tweeter, 140mm ( nominal) ABR. Crossover frequency: 3kHz.
Frequency response: 60Hz — 20kHz ± 3dB. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Sensitivity:
87dB/W at 1m (pink noise). Recommended amplifier power: 25W minimum. Dimensions:
512mm high x200mm deep x270mm deep. Weight: 8kg. Finish: Teak or Walnut wood
veneer, black grille cloth, other finishes to order. Price: £199 per pair, inc. VAT. (optional
stands £35 per pair inc VAT). Manufacturer: Monitor Audio Limited, 347 Cherry Hinton
Road, Cambridge CBI 4DJ.

M

onitor Audio's new ' System R' range comprises three
models, of which this one is volumetrically smaller than
the R252, and £30 more expensive than the R352,
making it the smallest and dearest. The answer to the

stands, angled towards the listener, about 11
4 m from the end wall
/
and 3
/ m from side walls — the exact position was not at all critical. I
4
was very favourably impressed by the R152s, which were very
smooth with little coloration of any kind. There was occasionally a
hint of enclosure, and Imissed some of the deeper organ pedal
notes, but there was no problem of any real concern, and the sound
was relaxing over extended periods, invariably agood sign.
On comparison against our ESL standards the following
differences were noted, giving the relative response of the R152 in
each case. Singers were alittle less 'open' and less hard, with atrace
of nasality in sopranos, speaking voices showing similar effects to a
lesser extent. Strings were marginally darker in quality with less
sharpness, and brass instruments atrifle duller, the trumpet and
horn being alittle rounder in tone. The flute was woodier, but the
oboe was very similar. Both tymps and snares were alittle more
enclosed, the latter somewhat duller in edge tones. Among organ
ranks the 2ft. manual stops were weaker than 4ft., and upper 4ft.
were weaker than 8ft., while reeds had abit less ' bite'. Pedal
extension was less, as would be expected from aloudspeaker of this
size. Harpsichords and guitars sounded quite similar, if ashade more
enclosed. None of the differences were at all obtrusive, which is a
compliment to the design. The stereo imaging was excellent, and
there was agood impression of depth, while the maximum sound
output was more than adequate for any reasonable demands.
Measurements were made out of doors at our normal 7m height.
MONITOR AUDIO R152
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so
implied conundrum is that size is only one cost factor— this is
intended to be ahigh-quality product, attractive in appearance and
sounding as neutral and uncoloured as possible.
The cabinet is constructed of 12mm chipboard with an 18mm
panel, veneered in real wood on all surfaces except the back, which is
aTortaflek finish. It is braced internally with 18mm x25mm battens
lengthwise along both sides to shift panel resonances into a
frequency range in which they will make little audible contribution.
The panel carries an ABR at the bottom, with the bass/mid driver
above it and the SEAS ferrofluid-cooled tweeter at the top. The
crossover is hard-wired on awood board inside the back, and has 7
components, providing afirst-order section additional to the bass/
mid driver's own rolloff, and asecond-order section with resistive
attenuation for the tweeter. The connections to the drivers are of very
heavy gauge. Terminals are used for input, with the usual provision
for 4mm plugs. The grille is the normal cloth-on-wood-frame, fitting
with plastic pegs.
The optional wooden stand is made up from three components,
namely, astrong pillar joining abase to aplatform. The
50mm x180mm ( section) pillar is tongued to engage with agroove
in the base, to which it is fixed by four woodscrews, another four
securing the platform to the pillar top. The platform is screwed to the
underside of the speaker by four Allen countersunk screws ( key
provided) into inserts on the underside. The sloping top of the pillar
sets the speaker at the correct angle for seated listening.
The construction, finish and appearance of the speaker are simply
impeccable, making it aworthy piece of furniture. It may not be
generally known that Monitor Audio have their own cabinet works,
which supplies numerous other loudspeaker makers. They are quite
happy to re- polish cabinets for their customers Orto change agrille
cloth for another colour, all at purely nominal cost— the kind of
service that is, sadly, now all too rare.
For the general listening sessions the speakers were used on their
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MONITOR AUDIO 8152

The sinewave response shows that the specification is just met. More
importantly, however, the minimum response is at or near the
'presence' region, and this probably accounts for the slight loss of
brightness on some sources. Maximum distortion is about 5% ( 2nd
harmonic) near 100Hz, which isn't bad— elsewhere it is respectably
low. As normally expected the 1
/2
octave pink noise plot confirms the
sinewave trends. The impedance modulus holds no unpleasant
surprises for amplifiers, the minima at 6and 7ohms being
innocuous. The sensitivity by our usual in-room method was 7V for
93dBA of pink noise at lm, which is average, and amean level of
around 98dB was measured from the pair when driven by a100W
amplifier, using pop music.
Monitor Audio products previously reviewed have offered
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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consistently good value, and the R152 is no exception. Essentially
neutral, it deals capably with all kinds of music, has afair bass
extension for its size, gives stable imaging, and is easy on the ears. It
is particularly well finished, and its appearance when stand- mounted
is tasteful ( and reminiscent of awell-known Meridian model!). It is
undoubtedly very good value, and can happily be placed among the
better contenders for aslice of the family budget.

Mordaunt-Short MS40
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
2-way system with resistive reflex loading. Drivers: 208mm ( DSB 208) bass/mid, 19mm
'supronyl' dome tweeter. Crossover frequency: 3.5kHz. Nominal frequency range: 3020,000Hz. Frequency response: 70-15,000Hz ± 3dB. Nominal Impedance: 8ohms.
Sensitivity: 86.5dBM pink noise at 1m. Amplifier: 15-90W per channel. Maximum spi:
109dB peak, domestic conditions. Finish: Walnut laminate, black front and rear panels,
brown cloth grille. Size: 520mm high X 255mm wide x 240mm deep. Weight: 8.7kg. Price:
£166.75 per pair (Optional stands £34.50 per pair), inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Mordaunt-Short
Ltd., Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hants. Gy31 5AZ.

H

AVING INTRODUCED the MS20 as alower-cost version of
the Carnival 3, Mordaunt-Short's next logical step was to
do the same with the Festival 3, so arriving at the MS40. In
fact the MS40 is more than just amechanical revamp,
involving virtually afresh design and including anew tweeter. The
cabinet is of 15mm chipboard throughout, but is made from
individual panels rather than by the more common cut-and-fold
technique— this makes it easier to apply adhesive evenly, and no
jigging grooves ( which slightly weaken the walls) are needed. M-S
point out that this gives better control over cabinet resonances,
which are further restrained by ashelf around the inside about

gave the following relative differences. Most orchestral instruments
were similar in respect of detail and airiness, with aslight loss of
extreme edge in top violin notes and in side-drums, and alittle
boxiness4and slight boom on certain notes) in ' cellos and the
double-bass. The horn was ashade 'fatter', and the tuba afraction
duller in bottom notes, and the tympani somewhat less robust in
tone. Cymbals acquired abit of upper- mid emphasis, with amarginal
reduction in the highest frequencies. Among singers, middle and
lower male voices were atrifle thinner, sopranos slightly sharper but
with less ultimate 'edge', and losing atouch of breathiness. Large
pipe organs had less true bass extension (to be expected, of course)
and showed slight emphasis of upper 8ft and lower 4ft manual
pitches, with less bite to sharp mixtures. Percussion was almost
equally tight, the bass drum exhibiting very good damping.
Altogether the differences were much smaller than might reasonably
be expected.
Due to unforeseen circumstances beyond our control ( or anyone
else's!) we could not carry out the normal high- mast, outdoor
measurements on this particular loudspeaker. Instead we used an
anechoic chamber to check sinewave response and distortion, but
had to omit the 1/
3octave pink noise test. The latter is arguably
less important in that it serves mainly as aback-up— Ihave yet to see
abad noise measurement alongside agood sinewave one, or vice
versa. Like most anechoic chambers the one used is likely to give rise
to some errors below about 80Hz, and this part of the curve should
be regarded only as aguide. The majority of the response is well
within the specification, showing arising tendency up to midband
and afalling one thereafter. The tweeter response above 10kHz was
checked for both samples, with consistent results. The fall is steeper
than that measured by the maker, and could result from sample
variations. With other people queueing up for the test facility we
couldn't investigate further— some off-axis measurements would
have been interesting, for example, and M- Swill doubtless follow
this up. Despite appearances the tweeter does sound very smooth
and generally agreeable, which is what really matters. Distortion
products in this loudspeaker are well below average, and there is no
doubt that this contributes significantly to the cleanness of its sound.
MORDAUNT-SHORT MS40
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half-way up. The bass/mid driver is about athird of the way up the
front panel, with the tweeter close above it and the port, 38mm
diameter x 168mm long, at the top. This unusual arrangement
allows resistive damping to be introduced by the careful placement
of BAF wadding in the shelf area between port and driver. A
7-element crossover sits behind the 4mm input sockets, below which
a0.6 amp quick-blow fuse protects against abuse or accident. In front
of the tweeter there is abaffle, reminiscent of agun-sight, which is
primarily an acoustic diffraction device and only incidentally for
protection. The usual cloth-covered wood grille is attached by plastic
pegs on the front panel. On the underside are four blind threaded
inserts to which the optional 380mm black stand may be secured.
The latter is a124mm square steel plate welded to a40mm diameter
tube which has four slots at the bottom. Four feet, welded into a
cross, fit in the slots and are retained by along, central bolt engaging
in anut assembly within the tube, giving astrong, neat and stable
arrangement which is also easy to fit. The cabinet construction
permits crisper edges, and the finish is excellent inthis, and all other
respects.
Listening tests were carried out using the M- Sstands, with the
speakers at unequal distances of not less than 750mm from side and
end walls. Exact positioning was not at all critical — agood starting
sign! Ihave yet to review an indifferent loudspeaker from this maker,
and the MS40s proved no exception. On all types of music they were
neutral and transparent, with almost no coloration apart from amere
shade of hollowness on some sources. They sounded larger than
they looked, and individual instruments and voices were very clearly
delineated. Bass extension, though necessarily limited in absolute
terms, was mostly convincing, and the HF response was smooth —
almost 'creamy'. With critical listening, aslight reduction in the
upper bass and at HF, with some gain in upper mid were detected,
but these were far from obvious. A fine stereo image was obtained
with very good depth.
Immediate NB comparisons against our ESL-63 transfer standards
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The exact form of the impedance modulus curve is more interesting
to the designer than to the rest of us, but the minimum value of 7
ohms and the relative overall flatness indicates avery easy amplifier
load. The in-room sensitivity test produced 93dBA of pink noise at
1m for alittle under 10V at the terminals, which is about average,
while 100dBA could be had from apair ( measured using pop music)
when driven by a100W amplifier.
Ever since they started manufacture, Mordaunt-Short's
loudspeakers have been known for their clean sound and good
value, and they have improved steadily over the years. The MS40 is
now almost embarassingly comparable with their more expensive
models, though no doubt we can expect further advances in the
latter before long. It gives very civilised, open and detailed sound
quality at amost reasonable price, and should prove deservedly
popular.
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Model illustrated: Marantz CD 73 Compact Disc Digital Audio player

'A few additional functicins are
provided on the CD 63. Pause offers just
that, and when released the music comes
back right on the nose.
"I have been surprised by the quite
audible difference between different
CD players and have already stated apreference for the sound of the Marantz
machine in terms of its handling of
`ambience' and its sheer unfatiguing listenability':
HI-FI ANSWERS March 1983

"Thus the Marantz players should
offer improved pulse overshoot, but transients will be symmetrically reproduced
in the time axis, apparently ringing in a
fixed time delay between channels, this
noted earlier.

optional remote control unit, soon to be
released.
"Utilising the programmed error test
disc which carries an increasing dropout
up to 2mm wide, the error corrections of
Marantz machines was judged the best.
By the 13th track, the full 2mm gap present, their output was only occasionally
and momentarily muted':
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW March 1983

"The Marantz player was put on the
passenger seat of my Audi 100 SE and
powered from the filtered output of an
inverter, drawing current from the car
battery The player output was then fed
into my normal cassette/amplifier system.
In fact the Marantz worked well with no

A COMPACT
DISCOGRAPHY.

"In size the CD 63/CD 100 design is the
most compact of the group and hints at
even smaller models to come. Being atop
loader, in this case access to the turntable
hub is obtained via asmall transparent
lid. This model is relatively easy to make,
and being simpler than the others
mechanically, it could well prove more
reliable. Many admired its non-technical,
`friendly' looking controls and appearance.
The slimmest looking of the machines is
the Marantz CD 73, which will slot into
many existing rack systems. Visually
impressive, with many LED indicators, the
solid action of its front-loading, motorpowered drawer mechanism will appeal
to the more technically minded buyer,
andit also possesses some embellishments,
these including rear connection for an

shock or vibration problems,in part due to
the fact that the player mechanism floats
on asuspension inside the case.
"By contrast the Marantz player produced asound which was smoother, not
quite so forward or bright, and infinitely
more musically convincing. The sound
stage had depth and the images were precise, stable and easy to place. Many recordings played on the Marantz exhibited that
very important characteristic of agood
reproducing system — the sound didn't
obviously emanate from two loudspeakers.
"Comparison made between the
analogue and CD copies (played on the
Marantz CD 63) showed that, given
adequate software, the CD system was
superior'?
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE March 1983

To Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd,15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 OLW. Tel: 01-897 6633.
Please send me details of Marantz Compact Disc Players CD 73 and CD 63 and other hi-fi equipment and my nearest Marantz Dealer's address.
NAME
ADDRESS
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AFTER
VALHALLA?
Christopher Breunig tries the
'Mainstay' voltage regulator

W

HEN WE BUY anew piece of
equipment, it is always with the
hope that it will improve, not just
alter, the system. That is not always the
case: for instance, the Talisman ' S' images
with aprecision only matched by the Garrott
Deccas, but I
found it too forward in
character. Similarly, aKiseki Blue impresses
with its power, yet is ultimately aless
amicable companion than the Asak-T. It took
me along time to reach any real conclusions
concerning the ' Mainstay' box. This is a
device for filtering and regulating the mains
supply, and although designed for use with
mini-computers, has an application in ahi-fi
system. Ifirst heard aunit at the Barbican
home of audio-journalist JM Hughes.
Jimmy's system, powered by three Krells,
with DNM preamp and power supplies,
fronted by aKoetsu ' Gold'/Zeta/LP12, is
appropriately set in adouble volume living
room, the listening area elevated and well
back from the two lsobarik PMS speakers. He
had quickly decided that aMainstay made
even his system more lucid, yielding greater
consistency— but that was challenged by
two listeners, also present when Ivisited.
Oddly, Iheard the benefits straight away, on
Baroque material, and on the notorious
Karajan/DG Nielsen Fourth, but the view was
expressed that the ' life' was drained away
from the music, when the Mainstay was
incorporated. Finally, with one disc of
aggressive rock, the ability to distinguish the
lyrics (?) more easily was grudgingly
admitted.
Iwas convinced enough to want to try a
unit in my own, more modest set-up: Quad
ESLs on raised stands/Naim 250/'The
Preamp'/Asak-T, Kiseki Blue, Decca Garrott
Blue/LP12. The Mainstay is in agrey
enamelled steel case 19 x12.5 x 9cm high,
with a138cm flying lead and captive plug. It
has aswitch, indicator light, and one outlet
socket; capacity 150 watts. (A 400-watt unit
is at the design stage.) In use it emits some
hum, but this quietens after an hour or so,
and can be minimised by appropriate
loading eg, atable lamp connected. It is not
suitable for alarge power amplifier, as
overload causes asharply reduced voltage.
The Mainstay otherwise provides aconstant,
interference-free supply, even when the
mains quality is poor. ( It is as well to fit a
Mains Clamp to the power amp.) Ihad not
paid much attention to mains connections
until recently, and initially I
thought the unit
very worthwhile. However, on improving the
means of energising my system, doubts
crept in. The Mainstay seemed to alter
perspectives, and whilst there was a
beguiling lucidity, the sound lost openness.
Mozart symphonies were better;
Shostakovich's Tenth, or the dmm
Telefunken pressing of Hamoncourt's
outrageous Water Musick (
6.42368AZ) were
poorer in some respects. Do we listen to
different composers in different ways? Was
it acase of lines becoming more easily
traced, colour losing some of its
transparency? A recent digital reissue of
84

Schubert's Sonata D.959 ( Philips 6514 368)
gave an answer. This is asuperb, if
unusually reverberant piano recording by
Claudio Arrau ( but see the Sept ' 83
Gramophone evaluation!). Arrau's breathing
is caught in the opening pages of the slow
movement, and it was the sudden focusing
of this detail which led to a — somewhat
unexpected — conclusion, borne out by the
revealing HiFi Today/Nimbus recut of
Vaughan Williams' Lark Ascending. This is a
superior remastering of ASD 2329.1found
that with both preamp and turntable running
through the Mainstay the solo violin was
recessed in perspective, the playing sharper
in rhythmical definition, instrumental
locations also sharper in definition, but again
timbres, as it were, filtered over. Of course, if
the ' lucidity' of the material was being
improved, this was really the relative
durations of each note rendered more
exactly. And was not the change in opacity of
timbres analogous to putting aresistor
across the phono inputs of the preamp?
Isolating the LP12 and running that through
the Mainstay, but not the preamp, brought a
considerable change. Now the system was
more delicate, more accurate in tonal
rendering, richer and more solid, more
dynamic too. A disturbing conclusion:
another £60 post-Valhalla step needed? ( It
would be interesting to try the AR turntable
with aMainstay.) There was no doubt that
Arrau's breathing was not just some obscure
background noise, but acomprehensible
sound. And, even if the digital Karajan
Shostakovich excerpt remained devoid of
concert- hall ambience or natural
perspectives, it could sound tolerably clear—
just as the Harnoncourt disc recreated its
very deep hall perspectives with atingling
vitality, and exhilarating inner detail.
It was perhaps significant that Jimmy
Hughes' DNM preamp was not mains
powered. Naim systems might benefit from
energising the SNAPS via aMainstay, where
evidently my Musical Fidelity unit did not. I
should mention that earthing paths might
need re-examination; Iexperienced aslight
increase in hum levels, and isolating or
linking components can bring in unwanted
radio breakthrough. Finally, one
idiosyncracy exhibited by the Mainstay:
sometimes, when switched on, it will start up
the Linn ( regardless of the Linn's own switch
mode). The Mainstay is marketed direct at an
inclusive cost of £62.67 by post, or if
preferred, by overnight road carriage at
£66.07. A new company has been set up to
supply the Mainstay, and in 1984 adealer
network should be established. Iwould have
suggested that meanwhile aconsortium of
hi-fi enthusiasts might jointly buy and
evaluate aunit; happily, Iunderstand that
any customer genuinely disappointed in the
Mainstay can return it within 30 days of
purchase, when afull refund will be made.
For details contact: Advance Electronics,
Rhosymedre, Wrexham, Clwyd LL14 3YR.
Tel: (0979) 821000
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Why does Revox refuse
to compromise?
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Because perfection is away of life at
Revox. An all-pervading philosophy
based on adistinguished pedigree of
Swiss high precision, superior design
expertise, innovative thinking, and the
finest electronic engineering in the
world. Assured quality, in fact. Quality
that will endure. An inherent quality
which has created audio equipment of
outstanding performance, functional
eye-appeal and exclusivity.
Revox units are manufactured
alongside one of the most tried, tested
and trusted ranges of professional audio
equipment available anywhere — Studer.
The two ranges are virtually
synonymous in terms of innovation,
manufacturing expertise and reliability.
All Revox components and assemblies
undergo the most stringent professional
test procedures, and new features are
only adopted after their practical
effectiveness has been thoroughly
proven.
Take the microprocessor-controlled
B261 Frequency Synthesizer FM Pane,
and its matched companion, the B251
Digitally-Controlled Integrated
Amplifier. They are perfect examples of
the Revox philosophy — successfully

combining outstanding technical
performance with maximum operational
convenience. Both totally new
developments, they feature full infra-red
remote control, and embody the very
latest practical Revox technology
The B251 amplifier was designed
with the performance capability of the
cornpact disc in mind and provides
programmable sensitivity, 7inputs with
2x150 watts; and aS/N ratio of 96 dB at
levels of less than 3watts output. The
B261 tuner continues the Revox tradition
of incomparable FM tuner design and
features 20 programmable station
presets, several tuning modes and LCD
station display.
For further details about these two
advanced units, as well as more
information about the Revox range and
philosophy, just send in the coupon.

Dedicated to excellence.

FWO Bauch Limited, 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts., WD6 4RZ

Address

Name

Post Code

Telephone
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The 2001. You've either got it,
What has this JVC stereo system got that
makes the competition seem just alittle obsolete?
For astart, the 2001 is not clumsy and
complicated. In fact, you can slot it together in literally
seconds.
Because the tuner, pre-amp and cassette deck
modules slide in and out of arack which contains the
power supply circuitry and power amplifiers.
Which means no more clumsy connections

between the components. And an end to triffids at the
back of your stereo.
Then the picture is completed by acomputerized
turn- table and apair of stunning speakers.
But the 2001 not only looks beautiful. It does
everything beautifully.
The turn- table has aprogrammable microprocessor that lets you play tunes in any order; a
linear- tracking tone arm to eliminate tracking error

and aquartz- locked coreless DC servo-motor for
accurate speed.
The cassette deck uses JVC's unique auto-reverse
system to flip the heads over in afraction of asecond.
It also has aMulti-Scan System and Dolby
noise
reduction.
The equally sophisticated tuner uses afrequency
synthesizer with aquartz crystal oscillator. This locks
into abroadcast signal with the least possible distortion.
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All these functions in the remarkable 2001 are
controlled by light touch buttons.
And the whole thing is perfectly orchestrated by
an Automatic Source Selector which moves effortlessly
to adifferent source at the touch of asingle button.
With all this perfection at your
finger tips, is it any wonder that
the competition looks somewhat
out of date.
*Do1.4
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accepted it philosophically. Ironically, of the
two it is Ireland who is now most completely
represented on record, thanks to the championship of his followers and the enthusiasm
for British music which has made Mr Itter's
Lyrita company unique.
Arnold Bax

An English Romantic or The Celt revealed
Kenneth Dommett marks the Bax Centenary

I

FTHIS SUB-TITLE smacks alittle of alost
Restoration comedy or aVictorian threedecker novel it is because its subject has
something of the tragi-comic about it, and a
little of the character of a moral fable.
Looking back at English music across the
divide of two world wars, back to the first
decade of the present century, it is possible
to discern the emergence of two distinct
groups from the renaissance inaugurated by
Parry and Stanford, though being English a
few unclassifiable spirits — Elgar, Delius and
Bridge among them — are to be found
circulating between these groups like asteroids.
The first group, historically the more successful since their music has become
synonymous with the long Edwardian afternoon and epitomises the rural England of
that golden time, was basically High Anglican and nurtured by the Norwich and Three
Choirs festivals. Led by Vaughan Williams,
its members espoused the buskined and
be-smocked, and tidily threaded folk ditties
and hymn tunes through their music. Hoist
was their second in command, though his
taste for un English subjects like Sanskrit
literature and mystical Christianity injects an
element of doubt concerning his bona fides.
But Balfour Gardiner, George Butterworth,
Herbert Howells, Gerald Finzi and the sad
wraith of Ivor Gurney were all sound
enough, and true blue.
The second group hearkened not to the
sounds of rustic revelry or to the reassuring
88

harmonies of Hymns A & M. Instead they
heard the far off elfin horns of Faery-land
and listened to the lilt of Celtic poets celebrating the imagined history of a land that
never was. Fate has dealt harshly with them.
From the pinnacles of high regard they have
been utterly cast down; and so great has
been their fail that it seems unlikely they will
ever be resurrected.
The obscurity that engulfs our aspirant
Wagnerians, Josef Holbrooke, Rutland
Boughton, even Granville Bantock, is virtually impenetrable now and is probably
deserved, though -they still have afew champions about, crusaders for lost causes who
from time to time set up private ventures in
an attempt to preserve something by their
chosen fallen Agonistes.
But who nowadays hankers after Holbrooke's trilogy, The Cauldron of Anwyn or
Boughton's sprawling Arthurian romances?
And who pants to hear Bantock's evocations
of the Hebrides or tread again the involved
patterns of his once gaudy but now faded
Persian carpets?
The two standard bearers of this late
flowering of Romanticism were more than a
cut above this. John Ireland and Arnold Bax
had reputations founded on something far
sounder than overblown Wagnerian pastiche. Neither has ever been completely
forgotten, though Ireland felt keenly the
winds of indifference that whistled round his
later years, and was inclined to be petulant
about it. Bax appeared to expect it and

The real hero of this article, though, is not
Ireland, but that unreformed romantic,
Arnold Trevor Bax, the most completely
gifted British musician and composer of his
generation and undoubtedly one of the most
unjustly neglected. This is his centenary year
— he was born of wealthy English stock in
Streatham on the 8th November 1883 — so it
is probably the best if not the only occasion
when the reappraisal of his music on record
can be justified.
Quite early in his career Bax discovered
that literature was to be almost as important
to him as music and, so he said, of greater
interest. Perhaps this was because music
always came easily to him: even as astudent
he possessed a formidable technique — he
could play the most complex full scores at
sight on the piano — and an acute awareness
of the capabilities of instruments, which led
him to explore unusual sonorities but also
laid him open to the charge ( initially justified) that his music was too complicated
and took too little account of the problems it
caused those engaged to perform it. Nowadays, however, few professional musicians
would experience much difficulty in playing
his music.
Bax' involvement with thing a Irish began
with Yeats' The Wanderings of Usheen. After
reading it he declared 'the Celt in me stood
revealed'. Shortly afterwards he assumed
the pen- name Dermot O'Bryne and secretly
began writing stories and poems with an
Irish flavour. At the RAM he became a
composition pupil of Frederick Corder. Holbrooke and Bantock were also pupils of this
easy-going and undisciplined tutor, and it is
perhaps apity that Bax was not enrolled with
that dogmatic but pragmatic Irishman,
Charles Villiers Stanford.
It has become something of a cliché to
damn Bax' work because of its supposed
self-indulgence. Despite his interest in Celtic
lore and the obvious though often unstated
literary background to much of his earliest
music, Bax maintained afirm hold on structure. He is rarely emotive — he was much too
self-contained and diffident for that — and his
command of instrumentation is invariably
instructive. His weaknesses are his tendency
to give way to his gift for thematic fluency —
he uses so many ideas that he frequently
omits to do anything with most of them —
and, in his later years when there are distinct
signs of tiredness, he often resorts to notespinning and technical facility as asubstitute
for true creativity.
Apart from a few exceptions all his best
and most representative work was written by
1930. By then he had assumed the mantle of
Head of the British Musical Establishment, a
role he was temperamentally unfitted for,
though technically it was his by right.
Vaughan Williams was its real spokesman
but was never an Establishment figure, so
when Walford Davies died in 1941 it was
inevitable that Bax should become Master of
the King's Music, a post in which he was
re-confirmed by Queen Elizabeth II on her
accession. For Bax these honorific appointments were truly sinecures: they never
prompted him to write anything of great
value, though they may have helped in his
commission to write his two film scores,
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Malta GC (
1943) and Oliver Twist (
1948),
excerpts from which are to be found on
record.
Bax began composing seriously about
1904 and for five years after that turned out a
large number of works of all kinds ( except
opera which he never touched). His Celtic
affinities are clear from the titles of many of
these compositions — A Connemara Revel,
Cathaleen-ni-Hoolihan, Eire, etc. None of this
has found its way on to record, though In
The Faery Hills, the second of the trilogy of
tone poems that make up Eire, is still occasionally heard. An early song, The White
Peace (
1906), was once popular and was
recorded by McCormack and Gerald Moore
on a 10in. red label HMV ( DA 1791) back in
the 78rpm days. One or two later songs also
appeared on 78s, though today only one —
Far in a Western Brookland — is listed.

Piano Music
Curiously there was little piano music
before 1910 when the first of the four piano
sonatas, in F-sharp minor, appeared. This
rather Lisztian one- movement sonata
declares a more personal, more intense
manner than hitherto, and introduces anew
phase in Bax' development. It was substantially revised in 1920. The origins of this
change may be found in the fact that around
1910 Bax fell in love with a Russian girl. He
followed her back to Russia but was rejected
by her. She died as a result of privations
suffered during the Revolution.
This Russian visit produced several pieces
with Russian or Ukrainian backgrounds
which are clearly influenced by Russian
music. These were recorded by Iris Loveridge for Lyrita on four records ( RCS 10, 11,
12, and 26, nla) together with many other
piano pieces and the four sonatas. This has
been the most comprehensive exploration of
Bax' piano music so far. The playing
throughout is sympathetic and authoritative,
and the recorded sound, though mono and
with restricted tonal range, is still acceptable
to all but the most dedicated hi-fi fanatic. The
first sonata together with the fourth also
appeared on an edgy Revolution issue ( RCF
010, rile) played by Joyce Hatto, another
pianist who espoused Bax' cause.
By common consent Bax' most successful
large-scale piano work is the Second Sonata
in G ( 1921). This, too, is in one movement,
but its construction is tauter and the logic
more compelling than in the first. Apart from
the Loveridge recording it has been recorded
by the New Zeland pianist Peter Cooper,
superbly played but plummily recorded on a
deleted Pye recital ( GSGC 14085, nla). Malcolm Binns has included it in a recent Pearl
recording devoted to piano pieces by Bax
not otherwise available ( SHE 565). The
sonata has a richer sound than earlier versions, as one would expect, and the performance is amore searching one. AK, reviewing
it in January, remarked on 'wow', a testimony to his acute hearing as Ican't say I
noticed it much.
The remaining two sonatas ( in G-sharp
minor ( 1929) and G ( 1934)) are in the conventional three movements and reflect Bax'
continuing concern to lighten the texture and
clarify the argument of his music. There are
no recordings listed at present: perhaps
Binns will undertake them.
There is also asmall and important corpus
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of works for two pianos including aSonata in
E ( 1929). Most of this music, of which
Hardanger (A Tribute to Grieg) and Moy MeII
are probably the most significant, was written for the Bartlett- Robertson duo who
recorded all three for the old National Gramophone Society avery long time ago. Ican
trace no recent recordings, and somebody
might well consider reviving at least the last
two.
Tone Poems
Before 1921 Bax' reputation was founded
largely and quite securely on the series of
tone poems, chiefly on Celtic themes, and it
is on these that his claim to recognition still
primarily rests. The earliest of them is Cathaleen-ni-Hoolihan (
1903), but In the Faery Hills
(1909) is the first to secure any sort of
regularity of performance. The first to win its
way to record and retain its place in the
catalogue, however, is The Garden of Fand
(1913). The title refers to the Celtic name for
the sea. Beecham took this up and recorded
it for HMV in 1948. This was a magical
performance and was reissued ( HQM 1165)
but is no longer listed. Nor is Barbirolli's Pye
recording ( GSGC 14061). This was alush and
eloquent reading with the Halle, but the
sound was muddy and congested. Boult's
LPO version ( Lyrita SRCS 62) also suffers
from constricted acoustic range, but was the
only recording available until the recent one
by the Ulster Orchestra under Bryden Thomson ( Chandos ABRD 1066). Thomson has
done several of Bax' works on the radio, and
while worthy this version does not outshine
Boult's in matters of interpretation, though
the digital sound uncovers more of the detail
of this complex but fascinating score.
Rather better, perhaps because it does not
challenge any alternative version, is Dilkes'
recording with the English Sinfonia ( EMI
ESD 7100) of the slightly earlier Dance in the
Sunlight (
not to be confused with Dance in
the Sun) of 1912. This is the third of three
short orchestral pieces again reflecting
aspects of Ireland.
It is fair to say that all of Bax' orchestral
music would benefit from the best of modern recording techniques, but it is equally
true to say that it reveals itself well to an
inspired and sympathetic interpreter.
November Woods (
1917) is characteristic of
the darker side of Bax' nature. All his photographs show him as a serious inwardlooking individual, and this work seems to
reflect a certain bleakness which almost
persuades one to think of it as the English
Tapiola. Sibelius and Bax were to become
great admirers of one another's music, but at
this stage in Bax' development the Finnish
composer had as yet little direct influence.
Until the appearance of the Bryden Thomson
Chandos disc referred to above, Boult's
Lyrita recording ( SRCS 37) has been the only
one. The Chandos sound is superior to that
of the older Lyrita recording and is helped by
the more luminous scoring, but again Thomson's interpretation does not surpass
Boult's, a conductor who culled the utmost
expression from another piece of English
landscape, HoIst's Egdon Heath.
Bax' next tone poem was to become his
one enduring success. Tintagel was completed in 1919 and, with its quotation from
Tristan, is indissolubly linked with Arthurian
romance, though the composer denied any
such programmatic association. It is asuperbly orchestrated work, full of atmosphere.
Boult recorded it twice. His earliest version
(ECS 647) dates from 1955 and is technically

not competitive. His later recording for Lyrita
(SRCS 62) is better, though it still does not
uncover all the riches of the score. Nor does
Barbirolli's arguably more ardent 1968
recording, reissued in 1980 ( EMI ESD 7092).
Tintagel signalled the end of the series of
Bax' finest tone poems though others followed sporadically, some of them recapturing the earlier fire. The Happy Forest (
191421) is in direct contrast to November Woods,
but its unrestrained surrender to 'atmosphere' makes it less of a success. It is
included on the Chandos record. An earlier
RCA recording by Edward Downes and the
LSO ( SB 6806/GL42247) has been deleted.
Mediterranean, the 1922 arrangement of an
earlier piano piece, is scarcely atone poem,
but it is a little gem, as effortless an evocation of sunlit gaiety as The Happy Forest is
laboured. Boult included it on the record
which contains November Woods. That collection also contains another Sibelian evocation, Northern Ballad No.1 . The arguably
more integrated Northern Ballad No. 2(1934)
has yet to be recorded.
Another , typically gnomic programme
piece is The Tale the Pine Trees Knew (
1931)
in which the cross-currents being worked out
in the symphonies, particularly No. 3, are
sought resolution. It has had only , one
recording so far, by the semi-professional
Guildford Philharmonic under Vernon Handley on a not very well recorded Revolution
issue ( RCF 003). A new recording might do it
more justice. Equally the once popular but
now neglected Overture to a Picaresque
Comedy; one recalls Harty's splendid performance on a 78 Columbia, but Igor Buketoff's performance with the RPO ( RCA SB
6730) lacked the same vitality.

Chamber Music and Songs
The chamber music, an equally important
part of Bax' output as acomposer, has fared
altogether much worse. One or two of the
larger works, the Nonet ( 1930), Oboe Quintet
(1922) and the splendid Quartet No. 1in G,
were all recorded in the days of 78s; who will
forget the Griller Quartet's performance of
the last on red label Deccas? The LP era has
been less generous. Lyrita has recorded all
the music for cello, played by Florence
Hooton and Wilfrid Parry ( RCS 6and 7, nIa).
The three violin sonatas were less successfully recorded some years ago by Henry
Hoist and Frank Merrick. The performances
were sympathetic enough, but the recording
quality was not. No. 1 ( 1910 rev 1915) is a
lush and sprawling work which appeared on
Concert Artist LPA 1099. Its four movements
were reduced to three in the similarly ornate
No. 2 ( 1915). No. 3in Fdates from 1928, and
is much clearer in texture. These two,
together with the Legend (
1915), appeared
on the Frank Merrick label ( FMS 18). In all the
balance is poor and the violin too prominent.
Of historical interest is the performance by
Tertis and the composer of the Viola Sonata,
one of the best of Bax' sonatas. This was
recorded in 1926 and is arare chance to hear
Bax as performer ( Pearl GEMM 201). The
attractive two movement Clarinet Sonata
(1934) was recorded by John Denman and
Hazel Vivienne ( Revolution 009) as part of a
recital of plebes by Stanford, Ireland and
Hughes. Better known because it has
become something of a party piece is the
Elegaic Trio for flute, viola and harp which
has been adopted by the Robles Trio and
recorded by them (ZRG 574). Bax, inciden 89

Two steps closer to
the original sound.
The Quad ESL- 63 sets
new standards in three
important areas of loudspeaker
technology, low distortion, low
colouration and controlled
directivity, resulting in alevel of
performance limited solely by
the quality of programme
source.
With Quad ESL-63's and a
compact disc player less than
0.1% total harmonic distortion*
intrudes between the listener
and the studio master tape,
reproducing exactly what was
recorded, nothing added,
nothing taken away and
bringing the listener that much
closer to the original sound.
For full details of the Quad
range of products and the name
and address of your nearest
dealer contact;
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB.
Telephonc: i,11480) 52561.
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tally, wrote most imaginatively for the harp
in chamber music. There is aHarp Quintet, a
Sonata for viola and harp, and aSonatina for
flute and harp among his work in the
medium.
As well as the chamber music Bax' songs
have been almost completely forgotten.
Some are worth reviving; so are the best of
his choral works, especially Mater ora filium
and The Morning Watch. These were once
available on record, but all that is left now is
Bax' last work, his contribution to the Garland for the queen, the sadly titled What is it
like to be young and fair?, completed afew
months before his death in 1953.

Concertante Works
The concertante works, which include concertos for violin and cello as well as several
works for piano and orchestra written for his
long-time friend Harriet Cohen, have also not
been well served by the gramophone. Joyce
Hatto recorded the ambitious Symphonic
Variations ( 1918) with the Guildford Philharmonic under Handley ( Revolution RCF 001),
but Winter Legends (
1930), and alate flowering for Princess Elizabeth, Morning Song
(1946), once recorded by Harriet Cohen,
could be revived,
Once revealed the Celt never again quite
vanished from sight, but as time went by his
influence waned and was replaced by sterner, less indulgent influences. The process
created asense of conflict within Bax' music
which his reticence prevented him from
openly discussing or even admitting to.
Nowhere can this transition be more clearly
discerned than in the seven symphonies
composed between 1922 and 1939.

Symphonies
It is as asymphonist — and avery considerable one — that Bax is still principally valued,
yet it is interesting to read how, over the
years, adulation turned to condemnation
before, more recently, attempts have been
made to restore some sort of balance to his
reputation. In the 1930s Robin Hull and
Julius Harrison wrote euphorically, and in

Erato at 30
Erato records celebrates 30 years of
existence this year, a
period during which
it has built aunique
and enviable catalogue covering music
of all periods, expanding well beyond the
S
usual confines of a
'classical' catalogue. The company
established its reputation early on with
recordings from ageneration of French
artists, including Alain, André, Paillard,
Rampal and Scimone, but 10 years ago it
expanded to include many fine international
performers, several of them from the UK.
Janet Baker, John Eliot Gardiner, Raymond
Leppard, with The English Bach Festival
Chorus and Orchestra, The Monteverdi Choir
and Orchestra, The English Baroque Soloists
and Scottish Chamber Orchestra, have all
appeared on the label. Erato recordings were
initially imported by RCA, but for the last five
years they have been distributed through the
excellent offices of Conifer Records. In the
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the 1940s Julian Herbage was still enthusiastic. No-one now is likely to endorse Harrison's view that Bax' symphonies were more
subtle in character and technique than Sibelius', though it would be well to remember
how highly Sibelius regarded his British
contemporary. On the other hand, Frank
Howes' dismissal (The English Musical
Renaissance 1966) goes too far in the opposite direction. 'They sound thick when they
are angry, luxuriant when they are content',
he proclaimed, and went on to condemn
their logic.'They seem to have been born of
some inner compulsion, but they do not
convince the listener of their inevitability'.
Anthony Payne and, more whole-heartedly,
Colin Scott-Sutherland have countered these
charges and the encomia which have damaged Bax' reputation unduly.
The First in E-flat is a tense and stormy
work. In common with all Bax' symphonies it
is in three movements with a long first
movement. The second movements tend to
reflect what remained of Bax' Celtic preoccupations, while the last normally combine
the function of scherzo — never very highly
developed — with a searching peroration.
The absence of a genuinely light-hearted
quick movement is, one feels, something of
a disadvantage,
The Second, in E- minor and C, ( 1926)
continues to reflect the composer's continuing emotional struggle. Both were
recorded, for the first and only time so far, by
the LPO under Myer Fredman for Lyrita
(SRCS 53 and 54). Despite a somewhat
cramped acoustic, Fredman caught their
tense atmosphere well. With the Third in C
(1929) Bax moved into the realm of the
'nature' symphony though evidence of some
spiritual tension remains. This is the only
one of Bax' symphonies to have been
recorded during his lifetime. It was selected
by the British Council, who sponsored an
HMV issue by Barbirolli and the Halle. Its
only .modern recording has been Downes'
committed and reasonably well-engineered
RCA issue which also contains The Happy
Forest (
SB 6806/GL 42247). Since this has
been deleted there is no representative performance on record at present.
Missing too is arecording of the Fourth in
E-flat ( 1931), the least satisfactory in terms of
pipeline for release this autumn are more
Rameau operas, Honegger and Magnard
symphonies ( from Dutoit — see ' Interview' in
October), anew period instruments Magic
Flute, aCarmen, Lully's Armide and
Charpentier's Louise. Interesting stuff, all,
an dl
ong may i
tcont i
nue.
Callas TV Tribute

Had she lived, Maria Callas would have been
60 on December 11th this year. To mark this
occasion, the Royal Opera House, London,
La Scala, Milan, the Paris Opéra and the Lyric
Opera of Chicago are to participate in an
International Television Gala on behalf of the
Maria Callas Foundation, celebrating the life
and work of the artist. The two-hour
broadcast will include TV transmission of
'live' performance tributes featuring some of
the world's leading opera singers,
conductors and orchestras, from each of the
above named opera houses, and rare film
excerpts of Callas in performance. The list of
artists boasts, among others, Placido
Domingo, Agnes Baltsa, Jessye Norman,
and Kid Te Kanawa, and excerpts and arias
will be taken from selected operas including
La Traviata, Berlioz' Damnation of Faust, and

logic and structure. Although it is careful ly
constructed it gives the impression of ram bling and self-indulgence. It is reputedly about
the sea, which had a continuin g fa sci na ti on
for Bax. Vernon Handley recorded it with the
Guildford Philharmonic ( Concert Artist LPA
1097), but neither recording — which is edgy
— nor performance made much of acase for
the work.
No. 5 in C-sharp minor ( 1935) ma rks a
return to the sombre mo o d ofth e Fi rs tan d
Second. It is also the first to reflect the
influence of Sibelius, to whom it is dedicated. Raymond Leopard's recording with
the LPO is splendidly atmospheric, though
the recording itself ( Lyrita SRCS 58) fails to
extract all the colour from the score. Equa lly,
Del Mar's recording of the Sixth ( 1934)
captures the dramatic intensity in what is
probably the best of all Bax's symphonies,
though once again the rec or di ng ( Ly rit a
SRCS 35), the oldest of the se ri
es ,
sh
ows it s
age in its congested aural spectr u m.
The last of the series, No. 7 ( 1938-39), was
Bax' contribution to the 1939 W or ld' s Fai
r,
though it was originally dedicated to Basil
Cameron. It was not performed in the UK
until after the war, by which time its idiom
was recognised by ev eryone i
nc l
udi ng Bax
himself as being démodé. It ha s been sev erely mauled by some critics, and unfairly
so. The first movement reflects the res tl ess ness of its time, but the misty secon d, i
n
which Bax pays a last tribute t
o hi s Ce lti c
revelation, is quieter and mo re reconc il ed,
and gives way to along, intensely felt fi na l
e
which has all the characteristics of avaledictory statement. It is in effect the affirmation
of Bax' romantic nature and an acceptan ceo f
the passing of time and fashio n .Leo par d
recorded it, again for Lyrita ( SACS 83),
managing to capture most of it s f
ug iti ve
beauty.
He died as he had lived, quietly and
unostentatiously, in Cork in October 1953,
full of honour and greatly respected but
already half forgotten. Little of what he wrote
after the war came up to his highest standard, but at his best Arnold Bax made areal
contribution to the British music of his time.
That contribution should not be lightly disregarded.+

the whole of Act IV of Verdi's Otello from the
ROFI.

Montreux Record Awards
The 16th Montreux International Record
Awards
were announced last month
(September); this year four prizes of equal
importance
were awarded instead of the
usual three, plus one historical prize. The

,

prizes were as follows: Schubert 's Lazarus
played by the Stuttgart ASO under Gabrieal
Chmura and featuring Edith Mathis, Hanna
Schwarz, and Hermann Prey ( Orfeo
Records); the complete Mendelssohn String
Quartets played by the Melos Quartet ( DG);
the French composer Henri Dutilleux'
Metaboles and Timbres espace mouvement'
with Rostropovich conducting the Orchestre
National de France ( Erato); and Mozart's
Piano Concertos K450 and 467 played by
Alfred Brendel and conducted by Neville
Marriner ( Philips). The historical prize was
awarded to Furtwangler's 1950 live
recording of Wagner's Ring at La Scala,
Milan and the Prix d'honneurwas awarded
to the Beaux Arts Trio for their special
achievement in the field of Chamber music
recording.+
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We offer awide selection of speakers from all the leading manufacturer's
including ROGERS, AR, KEF, OMAR, DEAN, HARBETH, WHARFEDALE,
CELESTION, JBL, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, MORDAUNT SHORT, JPW and NAD.

New Marantz Range
Including Systems, MS300 £ 399, MS350 £499, MX250 £549.

Now On .
Demonstratton

All the items in this advertisement are available by Mail
Order. Phone Jim Langley at Watford Mail Order department
on 0923 26169 or Alan Lovell at Maidenhead Mail Order department on
0628 73420. Same day despatch subject to availability by Roadrunner. Carriage
£5.25 per 25 Kilos.

Mail Order

Watford NAD Centre
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Late night shopping every Wednesday until 8.30pm.

SonyCDP101 £539.00
Includes FREE Sony Walkman DD
worth £90

Turntables

Accessories

On Demonstration
Dual, NAD, Ariston,
AR, Pink Triangle.
Thorens, The Oak
and The Rock.

We stock afull range of
accessories, headphones
and cassette tapes
from Maxell and TDK

Evening tet Weekend Appointments

Evening appointments available in our single speaker demonstration room, please
phone for details. 24hr Answer Phone After hours please use our answer phone for
appointments, enquiries or orders, at your convenience.

Maidenhead NAD Centre
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
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HRISTOPHER HOG WOOD has come a
long way since the days when his
resonant, eloquent tones beamed out
over the airwaves, propagandising music of
all ages and seducing youthful ears in The
Young Idea. Was it really ten years ago?
Since then, of course, he has moved into the
inner sanctum of the early music cult as one
of the high priests of period style and
authenticity, but, characteristic of his butterfly existence, he is now beginning to flirt
with modern instrumental groups and to
spread his wings as a fully-fledged orchestral conductor. Recently he has conducted
opera — Don Giovanni in St. Louis and
Handel's Agrippina in Venice, neither with
'historical' pretensions — and he is now in
demand as a symphonic maestro.
When Imet him recently, during a break
from aspell with the resolutely ' inauthentic'
English Chamber Orchestra at the Barbican, I
suggested that he seemed to be getting very
busy! 'Well, not busier than Ihave been for
the last 15 years, but Iam doing different
things, which Iam quite happy about. Iam
working with modern orchestras,
increasingly, in more modern repertoire —
Verdi, Mendelssohn and Shostakovich — and
my opera work seems a natural sequence
after the Mozart symphonies. It is also very
educational to experience the discipline of a
modern opera house. And it would be a
shame not to develop the chance of trying
my teeth on Stravinsky, Martinu and
Webern, maybe even Brahms and
Tchaikovsky. Ithink everyone is tempted to
sample dishes they haven't already tasted.'
Was he perhaps becoming tired of the
'authentic' label, then? ' No, not really; it's
because Ilike music, Ithink! Iam opposed to
the early music label, however. We are
avoiding it now, perhaps, but we've been on
the verge of aterrible ghetto mentality. You
know: " We are the early musicians and by
picking up authentic instruments we are
speaking God's truth; they are the beknighted symphony orchestra players and all
they do is wrong". This is very unhealthy. All
one is asking is that the players and audiences should have historical awareness and
this is where the recording industry helps
enormously, sometimes in advance of the
concert hall. You are not always given
commercial leeway to muster the exact
forces for a Mozart symphony or a Handel
oratorio for alive performance, so there is a
case for record companies giving the lead
and for concert life to follow. CBS got the
complete Stravinsky onto record and then
people started performing the works in concert.'
Certainly, Hogwood's recording label,
Florilegium — offspring of the early music
pioneer, L'Oiseau Lyre — has blazed the trail
pursued by his orchestra, the Academy of
Ancient Music, in concert. The award-winning series of the Mozart symphonies on
period instruments has made a profound
impression on contemporary tastes in
Mozartian style, to the point where conductors of the old school such as Klemperer and
Böhm ( he who was once revered as an
'authentic' interpreter of the composer) can
be dismissed out of hand in some quarters,
and where a recent record from Colin Davis
and the Dresden Staatskapelle ( Philips)
could be branded in another journal as
'reactionary'! Having listened to Hogwood's
performances of the earliest ( Vol. 1D167D3)
and latest (Vol.6 D172D4) symphonies, Iam
not yet prepared to go all the way along the
'authentic' road. The first box unquestionably routs ' modern' competition with the
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HOGWOOD
TALKS TO HUGH CANNING
sheer exuberance and vitality of the direction
and playing, but the set which includes the
mature masterpieces — irritatingly, the ' Linz'
appears in another volume — leaves me less
than convinced. Was there not adanger that
the late symphonies, particularly the Gminor and the 'Jupiter', would be robbed of
their expressive power by a rigidly period
approach?
'Well, those last three symphonies have a
very special atmosphere but Ido think that a
lot of their message is contained in the
notes. They don't always need to be searched for messages hidden behind the notes.
The deepest music, in the sense of the most
moving, the most spiritually enriching, can
sometimes have its message perfectly clear
on the surface. Given hindsight ( having
worked chronologically through Mozart's
symphonic oeuvre) you can see the shifts in
style, recognise the contrapuntal influences
that suddenly appear in the later symphonies. There is abravura public manner which
Mozart begins to exploit in the ' Paris' symphony — deliberately, since he openly admitted he was doing it to impress the public.
You become conscious of this, Ithink, as you
discover the string quartets and the piano
concertos which reflect the inward side of his
nature. So, Ithink it is fair to say that the
symphonies move increasingly towards
public statements, with the notable exceptions of the last three experiments. This is
one of the reasons why we have tried hard
not to over- inflate the slow movements —
there has been a tendency to seek out the
soul- baring Mozart in anything marked
Andante or slower. Ibelieve that it is possible to milk them for more than they actually
contain, and much of the plainness, the
feeling of moving through the slow movement to arrive at the Minuet, is lost if one
superimposes too much emotion or stress
and strain on an innocent movement. That's

'One feels that Mozart wanted
to sit back from the emotional
turmoil and amuse in the
cleverest, most subtle style.'
a personal view. There are some movements, of course, which are very rich and
fully wrought and one looks for a lot in
them.'
Hogwood clearly believes passionately
that we lost touch with the true Mozartian
spirit by looking at him through ' romantic'
eyes, aconviction he backs up with impressive scholarship. 'There is a romance to
Mozart and they obviously felt so in his time
— people said he knew and could do everything — but I think we have taken this
romanœ and reinterpreted it according to
the 19th century ideals of what a ' romantic'
composer should be doing; astressftd business. But in Mozart, the skill is often to hide
the stress. You see it plainly when you read
the letters and compare music written on the
same day: a stressful period can produce
restrained, distanced music; relatives die
and Eine Kleine Nachtmusik can emerge.
Don Giovanni can sit alongside it — it's this
sort of juxtaposition of contrasts. One feels
that Mozart wanted to sit back from the
93
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If you can't tell whether it's aGibs(
We don't believe that electric guitars
should sound the same on your speakers,
when they don't in real life.
So we have now developed awhole
armoury of techniques to remove every
trace of distortion. Even the tiny traces that
could mask or blur the distinctive sound of
this Gibson Flying V
Such attention to accuracy has made us

the leaders in modern loudspeaker design.
By using laser beams to produce dynamic holograms of aspeaker cone in action.
By using cumulative resonance spectra
which is athree dimensional plotting of
the sounds aspeaker shouldn't be making.
And by evolving these two techniques
into something even more sophisticated,
ascanned laser plot.

or aFender, it isn't aWharfedale.
• Not surprisingly, our research calls for
ew ways of making speaker components.
D we make most of them ourselves.
The result of our efforts is not only
etter sounding speakers, but also better
alue than you'll find elsewhere.
Whether you choose from our six
aser models, our four TSR-2's, or one of our
lach series (like the Mach 5shown here).

Each of our Mach series is ten times
as efficient as ordinary speakers.
So both you and your neighbours will
be able to hear the world's most famous
makes of instruments, when you listen to
Britain's most famous make of speakers.
Wharfedale Loudspeakers. Highfield
Road, Idle, Bradford, Yorkshire. Telephone
(0274) 611131.
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"I can't recommend the Audio
Research SP8 highly enough.
"I wonder how Icould have
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"There are good preamps.
There are very good preamps.
And there is the Audio Research SP8.
Class lb International Audio Review Hotline # 12
August 1981 Peter Moncneff

Practical Hi Fi June 1982— David Wrenn

"If you ever considered spending
over £2000 on asystem you
owe it to yourself to hear this preamp"

"here we have an
extraordinary product "
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emotional turmoil and amuse in the
cleverest, most subtle style.'
The symphonies project will most probably conclude with a supplement disc early
in 1984, containing an A-minor work recently
discovered on the Danish island of Odensee,
a symphony adapted from movements of a
serenade and the correct '
Lambach' symphony (the one already recorded by Hogwood and the AAM turns out to have been
written by Papa Mozart). 'The Lambach
question is a vexed one. The Lambach
monastery in Austria owns two symphonies
both ascribed to Mozart — we know from the
correspondence that both Mozart and his
father went there and each wrote a symphony in G for them. We also know that
Mozart senior did quite a bit of copying for
his son, so we have two symphonies complete in the orchestral parts, mostly in
Leopold's handwriting. Neil Zaslaw explains
in the notes to the existing records how we
arrived at deciding which was the (WA
Mozart) ' Ldmbach' symphony. Now,
however, new material, and new arguments
have reversed the decision and it seems that
Neil now agrees that the other symphony is
actually by Wolfgang. Idon't think it matters
that much because they are both interesting
pieces and neither is totally distinctive — you
can't cross your heart and say "this feels to
me exactly like the young Mozart" but,
anyway, Isee no harm in putting a bit of
Leopold onto record, too.'
Even Michael Haydn gets into the series by
virtue of his symphony's introduction, obligingly supplied by Mozart, whose '37th' it
was long thought to be: ' It's not abad piece
and if Mozart thought it was worth writing
the introduction it's worth recording'. But
perhaps the greatest surprises in this unique
voyage of discovery have come in the early
and middle period works, rarely if ever
delivered from the concert platform. At the
outset of the enterprise Hogwood anticipated that there might well have been
reasons for the neglect of some of the
symphonies, but these fears proved groundless. Having lived with them for acouple of
years now, he can imagine that they might
sound somewhat flat if played in a large
concert hall by a full-bodied symphony
orchestra, but he emphasises the outstanding qualities of some of the less familiar
works, the little G- minor and the A- major —
very special pieces, he calls them — and he
was astonished at the variety of invention in
the Salzburg symphonies, all written for the
same orchestra over a- fairly intense period
of compositional activity. ' Mozart could, for
instance, think of wonderful ideas for minuet
lead themes, of novel dance metres for
finales. It is the variety within the accepted
conventions that stands out, the ability to
write a D- major symphony which doesn't
sound like every other D- major symphony.
Yet, even with the limitations of trumpets
and drums, the need for public bravura,
Mozart hit on anew scheme, new interludes
every time. Some of the nicest things occur
in the bridge passages, the way he returns to
a rondo theme, the way he deceives you by
bothering to write acoda where most composers would have finished at the obvious
point.'
Hogwood acknowledges, too, the influences that played on the maturing composer, the tricks he picked up from his
contemporaries in Mannheim, Paris, Italy —
wherever he stopped on his journeys to
conquer the musical world. For this reason
he would like to record works by some of
these musicians — the Mannheimers Stamitz
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can devote time to learning about Couperin
and Lully. So, now we have this sort of
double-edged sword, so that while the classical orchestra goes on to Haydn, Beethoven,
Schubert, Weber and Mendelssohn, the
baroque orchestra should be concentrating
on some of the areas that we've only really
touched on — Handel oratorios being one.'
Amen to that! Florilegium does not appear
to have built significantly on the enormous
success of the first ' authentic' Messiah on
record ( D189D3), a performance which
grows in my affection every time Ilisten to it;
. . the baroque orchestra
however, we have had some of the smaller
should be concentrating on
choral pieces, the beautiful Queen Anne
Birthday Ode/Foundling Hospital Anthem
some of the areas that
coupling
( DSLO 541) with the Christ Church
we've only really touched
Choir accompanied by the AAM and directed
on.
by Simon Preston, and most recently, in a
and Cannabich, Beck and Vanhal — putting
notable act of restitution, the early Italian
Mozart in context by exposing composers
oratorio, La Resurezzione (
D256D3).
who used similar musical ingredients with
Now Hogwood is keen to resurrect some
different musical results. More immediately,
of the masterpieces in between, many of
though, he plans to move forward into the
them all but unknown to the present genera19th century, via late Haydn, to Schubert
tion of concert-goers. He plans to begin with
and, even more controversially, to Beeththe original ' Cannons' version of Esther,
oven. The Academy included his first symsometimes referred to, incorrectly Hogwood
phony in their much- lauded contributions to
adds, as Haman and Mordecai — at any rate a
the Barbican's ' Mostly Mozart' Festival this
smaller piece than the marginally more
year. 'The danger of going on into Beethfamiliar reworking of 1732.
oven is that you don't have the reassurance
He is also aiming at Athalia, based on
that if it feels right on the instruments, you
Racine and written for aspecific occasion in
are doing the right thing_ You know perfectly
Oxford of which there is much documentawell that Beethoven's own musicians felt he
tion. He casts fond eyes, too, on the distant
was overstretching them and the capacities „prospect of a first recorded Susanna. '
It is
of their instruments. So Ithought the best
very long and this, of course, deters comway of approaching him would be to do a panies because it takes another record to do
certain amount of Haydrr and to start looking
it. On the other hand, it has a light pastoral
at the early symphonies of Schubert in order
touch which you miss in, say, Israel in Egypt,
to establish the state of play, the facts of life
Samson or the very big, late military oratoras it were, prior to and post Beethoven. At
ios. One could do quite aservice in pinpointthe ' Mostly Mozart' Festival, Beethoven's
ing the different styles of the oratorios.
First went very nicely; we all enjoyed it and
Handel obviously felt that some were paswe felt that alot of the problems we thought
toral, some deliberately epic, and as politics
existed didn't seem to be such terrifying
moved him more and more towards what
ogres as we had anticipated. Iwould like to
the public wanted, you get this strong milittackle one Beethoven ayear for the next nine
ary, Duke-of-Cumberland-celebratory thing
years — this gives us time to reassess the
in Judas Maccabeus. There is a lot of
position and also to look at the Haydn
symbolism going on in these pieces: the
'London' symphonies. Decca have agreed,
English did see themselves as the Israelites
too, that it would be interesting to see what
in adversity; triumphant. You get astandard
difference areal orchestra makes to the early
format of oratorio plots: the beleaguered
Schuberts, which get a rather poor showing
army coming home in triumph and celebraon the whole. They are neglected in part, I tion. It is very interesting how Handel
think, because they are treated as postselected his dramas and what he did to
Beethoven rather than as neoHaydn.' His
emphasise dramatic points. Iwish somecollaborators also need time to do the
body would do a study of Handel as a
research but he remains undaunted, even by
psychological worker; there is so much
the great odd- numbered works and we can
evidence on the way he took to work, the
expect surprisingly large forces of period
catalysts he needed, the rethinking and so
instruments in the later symphonies.
on. It has been done for Bach and yet the
The AAM, of course, is a flexible band,
material for Handel's own methods is really
mostly drawn from the growing pool of
under our noses in the English collections.'
'historically aware' players, as Hogwood
The scholar in Hogwood pops out from
prefers to call them, in London. The steady
behind the arras at every opportunity. One
advance of this historical awareness in
begins to wonder how one man finds suffimusical performance has meant, though,
cient hours in the day, days in the year, to
that the orchestra now leads adual existence
study scores, historical documents, organise
as a Baroque and Classical band. Hogwood
his musicians, fulfil his guest engagements
felt that the two had to be separate because a and spend hours talking to journalists about
number of his musicians were primarily
the staging of Handel operas. He even talks
interested in baroque music, instruments
about going back to broadcasting, not on a
and performance practice. ' Mozart was on
regular basis, but in addition to expanding
the fringe of their territory and to go further
his conducting experience and repertoire.
would have led them into styles which were
His relaxation? He travels, he reads early
not so basic to them. You also need a diaries, he collects printed matter and
different violin and a different type of bow
English water colours, he cooks. ' Ihave, after
for classical and later music. On the other
forty years, dctually learnt to swim, gradually
hand there is an increasing number of
adding length to length, which is an amazing
players whose main work has been with
achievement and Ihave enjoyed that. There
conventional orchestras, who now would
are always lots of things waiting round
like to play Schubert, Beethoven and Mozart
corners and they spring on you unawares
on other instruments, but don't feel that they
sometimes.'+
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recommended for their ability to
reproduce music with all the
excitement and realism of the
original performance. Indeed,
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TARTING WITH ORCHESTRAL
recordings in this month's second look
at records recently rated as being
technically outstanding, CB remarked in his
October review of the Philips 'Sequenza'
Tchaikovsky 4 ( Concertgebouw/Haitink, 6527
191, reissued from 1979) that'the Telarc
[Cleveland/Maazel] apart.. . [this] is the best
engineered disc available'. We can only
agree: tremendous dynamics are allied to a
rich tonal balance which matches the
histrionics in the scoring without ever
getting over-aggressive, and which puts
most orchestral CDs to shame. Our only
quibble was shared by CB, who felt that
i
nstrumental separation was alittle
exaggerated, hence his qualified A*/A
rating. Comparison with the digital Telarc,
now available on CD, revealed the latter to
have amore natural balance between strings
and woodwind, so aqualified star it remains
for the Dutch analogue recording. Strongly
recommended, however, at mid- price.
From areissued analogue LP to adigitally
mastered new release, AK gave afull star
rating in September to aChandos Elgar
overtures recording from the Scottish
National Orchestra under Sir Alexander
Gibson ( ABRD 1077). Unlike AK, we found
the perspectives alittle flat on this disc,
although the imagery was delicately precise,
particularly that of percussion instruments.
In common with some other Chandos
orchestral recordings, the tonal balance
sounded alittle uptilted, lacking the bass
warmth to be heard, for example on the
Philips Tchaikovsky disc above, even when a
rather magnificent organ comes in at the end
of Cockaigne. This cannot really be
considered afault, but might make the
recording less satisfactory on systems with a
similarly non-flat subjective balance,
exaggerating the ' rattle' of the brass and
lending strings asteely edge. A qualification
to A*/A, then.
SD found it hard in October to choose on
performance grounds between the
established 'original instruments' recording
of Vivaldi's Op.8 concerti ( including The Four
Seasons) from Harnoncourt on Telefunken
(EK6.36386) and the very different new one,
also of A* quality, from Christopher
Hogwood's Academy of Ancient Music
(Oiseau Lyre D279 02). Produced and
engineered by the established team of
Wadland and Dunkerley, the English
Kingsway Hall recording will be found more
accessible by many people than the German,
which has something of a ' hairshirt' acoustic
to match the authenticity of approach. The
balances between soloist ( Hogwood
unusually uses five different violinists as
well as oboist Miçhel Piguet), continuo and
backings are well- managed, and although
the ambience captured hasn't got that nth
degree of coherence, the sound is
nevertheless well integrated. Star confirmed
and it was interesting to see that one of the
soloists is violinist John Holloway, who had
the privilege of leading JA's school orchestra
when HFN/RR's Editor was skulking
somewhere around the back desks of the
2nd violins.
Among the delights noted in his two block
reviews of the first 30-odd releases on the
new EMI Eminence label (which is
distributed by Music for Pleasure), DH
singled out for special praise both the 1975
Nielsen Fifth Symphony by the
Bournemouth SO/Berglund ( EMX 2033) and
the 1973 Ravel concert from the New
Philharmonic/Maazel ( EMX 2007)— in August
and September, respectively. The former
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QUALITY

MONITOR
The best of recent
recordin • sreassessed

retains its previously highly rated status,
offering anatural-sounding balance, the
strings clear and sweet, the threatening
side-drum properly in perspective (that
splendid Unicorn is alittle OTT!), the wind
geographically correct. One of the best mid'70s EMIs, it holds its place well. Star quality
and marvellous value at £2.99.
The Ravel disc is less persuasive, with the
upper strings alittle steely and with less
body to the overall image. The brass/
percussion in Alborada is amite aggressive
too: an equation which veers towards the
analytical at the expense of acomfortably
natural balance. Good, but somewhat thintoned, and we suggest aBfor this reason.
Also picked out by DH from the first EMI
Eminence releases was their disc of Dvorak's
Op.22 String Serenade and Op.44 Wind
Serenade (
EMX 2013) by the ECO under Sir
Charles Mackerras, which was awarded a
split A rating. Here, recording practice and
musical interpretation appear to be
successfully working hand in hand: in the
String Serenade, the conductor's efforts to
derive as much colour contrast as possible
from this naturally homogeneous ensemble
has been discreetly underlined by rniking
which brings out clear, transparent detail
and reveals the fabric of the work. The
ambience is very generous— the listener
feels midway back in the auditorium — and
although this results in arather boomy bass
line, it does enhance the sound nicely. As
noted by DH, the instruments in the Wind
Serenade are set in anarrower picture, yet
the ensemble appears more amorphous,
with each instrument sitting in its own space,
almost failing to gel together. However, the
tone is still natural, so the split rating is
confirmed.
And now abatch of Deccas. The UK branch
of the giant Polygram conglomerate
certainly seem to have kept their
independence— and their standards! In July
ES congratulated Decca on their recording of
Rachmaninov's Symphony no. 3Nouth
Symphony ( SXDL 7531 digital) by Ashkenazy
and the Concertgebouw for 'triumphantly...
reconciling the ambience of the
Concertgebouw Hall with aclarity and
sharpness of focus that leaves not asemiquaver unturned', and we cannot disagree.
The detail captured is remarkable, especially

for awork employing such large
instrumental forces. Individual instruments
come across very natural-sounding; the
strings are deliciously smooth and even the
subtlest hiss on the cymbal is clear, yet not
outsize. A nicely rounded orchestral
perspective gives astrong, unmistakable
sense of depth and multi-layering, while the
Concertgebouw Hall's obviously generous
acoustic is captured without being allowed
to submerge the texture. Our only
reservation is the slightly bright tonal
balance, but this apart, A* confirmed.
Another Decca, starred by ES in vinyl form,
this time in September, and one of our first
two starred CDs ( IH in November), the
Montreal SO/Dutoit recording of Respighi's
trilogy of tone poems— Pines, Festivals, and
Fountains of Rome— is indeed one of the
finest-sounding modern orchestral
recordings we have heard ( Decca SXDL
7591). Dutoit's persuasive series with this
marvellous group of players has reigned
supreme among the orchestral highlights of
the catalogue this year, standing well clear of
almost all the competition from other labels.
We can offer little in the way of significant
criticism except to point out, like IH, the
creative use of microphone techniques to
enhance detail in lieu of the oftenunderestimated visual element. But that is
more acomment than aqualification for it is
marvellously done: ' playing and recording
are breathtakingly seductive' to quote ES.
This disc will no doubt see much service as a
dem item, although the playing is just too
good simply to dip into in ' Listen to this!'
fashion. An unequivocal star rating.
Yet another recording of Ravel's Piano
Concerto in G and the Concerto for the Left
Hand (with three short fill- ups) by Pascal
Rogé and the Montreal SO under Dutoit,
(Decca SXDL 7592 digital) was reviewed this
September. Spoilt for choice with so many
excellent versions around, AK thought that
perhaps the recording quality on this disc
tipped the balance in its favour... and he
awarded asplit A rating. The width of
dynamic range, especially in the long
crescendos is very impressive— the basses
and drums will knock you out of your seat
with their power, and the most delicate
moments are beautifully captured. Piano
imaging is adequate, and the orchestral
depth convincing; only the Montreal SO
strings sometimes lose out in the overall
sound picture. However, the acoustic is
gratifying and, as AK pointed out, these
distinctions verge on the pedantic, so rating
confirmed.
Charles Dutoit and the Montreal SO again
—their vibrant readings of Falla's Three
cornered hat and El amor brujo was toprated in August and form yet another fine
episode in this marvellous series ( SXDL
7560). ' Decca's sound here is quite brilliant,
vivid as befits the music, yet naturalistically
balanced and spacious' was KD's verdict,
sentiments in effect echoed by AMcK in his
review of the CD in September: 'What a
cracking good studio St. Eustache, Montreal
makes'. Angus' other comment, that
'everything seems open and even more alive
than in real life!' ties in well with IH's
remarks in CD monitor last month regarding
Dutoit's Respighi issue: these are fine
examples of the recording engineer's art—
the subtle highlighting of instrumental detail
within an integrated overall orchestral
canvas. This is afirst-rate recording in afine
tradition, and Decca ought to be justly proud
of John Dunkerley's achievements. Star
confirmed.
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Chamber
For some reason, this month's ' QM' seems
to include more than the usual number of
chamber music recordings. Chamber music
often does seem to fare better when
reproduced in the home than orchestral or
operatic material, but whether this is
because of its limited dynamics, which give
the recording and playback chain less of a
hard time, or because small-scaled music
sounds more believable in domestic
surroundings, it is impossible to say.
The first reason came to mind when we
listened to the boxed set of Beethoven Op.18
quartets by the Gabrieli Quartet ( Decca 0280
D3), given aqualified star by CB in October.
Numbers 1&2 date from 1974 and are
therefore analogue, whereas the other four
quartets were recorded digitally in 1981. The
audible differences between them, however,
cannot be laid at the feet of the recording
technologies used, neither of which would
have been stressed, but rather lie with the
choice of venue and mics. The first and last
two were recorded in the Kingsway Hall, and
although 5/6 have acloser, more precise
imagery, the acoustic of the Hall dominates
the sound quality. Despite 1/2 being
analogue, we find them preferable as the
players are set just that bit further back. 3/4
were recorded in St. Barnabas Church,
London, and have asimilar balance to 1/2,
although there is less of asense of abig
acoustic surrounding the players than in 5/6.
A* for the analogue, therefore, but only
A*/A for the digital; not because of any
'digital' character, but because the acoustic
marries less well to the images of the players
in the later recordings.
Czech company Supraphon have been
collaborating with Nippon Columbia who,
under their Japanese Denon tag, were one of
the first companies involved in digital
recording. A recent fruit of the collaboration
was ahighly regarded recording of two
Mozart string quintets— K614 in eand K406
inc—from the Smetana Quartet with Josef
Suk on viola ( Supraphon 1111 3159) which
was double-starred by KD in October. KD felt
that the sound was ' realistically distanced
and naturally balanced', but overall we felt it
was still alittle too close and flat
perspectived; afront row seat rather than
8th ( which is still very much better than on
the stage with the players, where some
records would have you sit!). Of course this
is amatter of taste, but aqualified A*/A
would be nearer the mark in reflecting this
dichotomy. The surfaces, sadly, were not in
the same class as the recording.
Such considerations were also brought to
mind with the EMI digital recording of the
four Handel Op.1 recorder sonatas from
Hans- Martin Linde, with Christopher
Hogwood and Pere Ros ( ASO 1466831),
which was given arecording star in
September by SD. The Electrola team have
resisted the temptation to exaggerate the
level of the treble recorder as with the
Telefunken Brüggen recordings; instead, the
image places the recorder behindthe
harpsichord and gamba, achieving an
almost perfect balance between the
penetrating tone of the solo instrument and
the relatively soft continuo. Setting the
playback level was abit tricky, however, as if
too loud the recorder acquired a 'chiff'
almost of modulation noise, which could
become alittle oppressive. We have heard a
similar effect on other OMM cuts, but are at a
loss to say what it can be dueto. An A*
sound, nevertheless, but don't play this one
at unrealistic levels.
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Another EMI Electrola recording, with the
same producer but adifferent engineer, of
Vivaldi cello sonatas ( 1C 067-43 219,
imported by Conifer) was also given astar
rating by SD in August. This time, soloist
Wouter Müller is placed in front and to the
left of the continuo, which consists of cello
with either harpsichord or chamber organ,
but the balance is managed as well as on the
Handel disc. The sonatas with organ, in
particular, have adark, velvetty tonal quality
which is most appealing. The musicians are
not too close, despite asomewhat reticent
acoustic, and the star is again confirmed. A
nice one, and it is apuzzle why EMI chose
not to release it themselves in the UK.
Star- rated in October, Chandos' first-rate
recording of Frank Bridge's Second String
Quartet and various smaller pieces ( Delme
Qt on ABRO 1073) was felt by AK to be
'immediate without being overbearing', and
'as clean as awhistle'. It certainly is clean,
but we felt that the proximity of the miking
gives the sound an aggressive edge, indeed
it is almost what Andrew said it wasn't:
overbearing. Close-up miking emphasises
'bow-on-string' edge which alittle distance
rolls off to advantage. In terms of its spatial
prowess, this is avery fine recording indeed
with the four instruments beautifully
integrated into the surrounding acoustic.
Those possessing such facilities will find
considerable benefit from alittle treble cut to
tame the uptilted balance, but the QM policy
must be to score recordings against an
essentially flat replay response, so an overall
A would seem appropriate.
In his July review of Bartok's Violin
Sonatas 1and 2played by Pinchas
Zukerman with Mark Neikrug ( CBS 036697),
KD found the relation between players and
listener very naturalistic, and while he only
used the word 'satisfactory' to describe the
instrumental balance he awarded the record
asplit A*/A rating. The violin is positioned
quite forward of the piano, and though this
allows the former room to breath and
separates the two instrument's timbres, the
piano sometimes sounds slightly veiled in
the background. The imaging is not 100%
precise— the violin sometimes strayed alittle
from its usual point of reference— but the
string tone is extremely lucid, revealing all
the timbral details and nuances intended by
Bartok. The violin's frequently exposed
passages are also aided by the disc's very
silent background. A qualified star would
seem about right.
The Borodin Trio's recording of Brahms'
Piano Trios Nos 1-3 ( Chandos DBRD 2005
digital) was given aqualified star rating from
CB in October. Recorded in the church of St
George the Martyr in Bloomsbury, the
acoustic is resonant and it was probably in
an attempt to counteract this effect that the
piano was set quite far back from the strings.
Brahms' thick, deep textures suit afair
degree of resonance, but we found the piano
sound excessively ' bellowy', washing over
the other players. In contrast the rough
string tone was thin and close and
unrewarding to the ear. If this is naturalsounding, then we felt the acoustic was
unsuitable, and the— probably simple—
miking techniques inadequate to cope with
the demands of this combination of
ensemble and venue. As remarked by our
reviewer, extraneous noises both from a
distance and close to can be heard, which
seems careless, though these were perhaps
an inevitable consequence of long takes. We
felt uncertain about the rating, but settled for
arevised A/B.

Sparse comments regarding the recording
qualities were to be had from ES and PB in
their respective reviews in September of
Claudio Arrau's latest Liszt and Schubert
discs ( Philips 6514 273 and 6514 368).
Listening to both for QM, it was instructive to
hear how different the results can be from
what may well have been the same
sequence of recording sessions. While Ed
felt that Philips have excelled and gave an
unequivocal A*, Peter found the sound
mellow-toned and spacious, awarding only
A/B. Spacious it certainly is on the Schubert,
even cavernous, an effect at first unsettling —
the kind of sound which leaves one wishing
an audience had been on hand to absorb
some of the reflected energy. Very much as
one would expect to hear in an overreverberant hall, this nevertheless presents a
pretty convincing piano sound. The split
rating mirrors both sides of the coin.
The Liszt disc on the other hand, more
obviously replete with Arrau's inhalations, is
much less plummy and altogether amore
effective piano sound. Although it doesn't
carry the piano's 'weight' so effectively, it
profits from amuch less bloated midrange. If
anything the image is set alittle too far back
here, yet the surrounding acoustic also
obtrudes much less. Preferences for piano
timbre are highly personal and as wide
ranging as the differing tonal qualities of the
top-ranking instruments themselves, but we
feel this is ashade less convincing than
Philips have produced for Alfred Brendel of
late, so astraight A is preferred.

Vocal Music
Finally, two records of songs: aselection
of Fauré songs performed by Frederica von
Stade with Jean-Philippe Collard at the piano
left AK almost lost for words in August, so
impressed was he by the beauty of this HMV
recording (ASD 4183 digital). Awarding a
star rating, naturally, he noted the
'crystalline tone quality and flawless
balance', but found further comment
superfluous. The acoustic felt appropriately
intimate for these beautiful melodies— in fact
it is relatively close and dry, though just
enough colour and resonance shine through
to lend warmth to the sound. We felt that the
piano tone was sometimes over bright, but
luckily this complements the slight edge in
von Stade's voice. Sound quality is very
clean and the image stable; the performance
is captivating, too, so its two stars are well
deserved.
In October CB awarded an A* to aDecca
recording of Tchaikovsky Songs Vol. 2sung
by Elisabeth Soderstrom with Ashkenazy at
the piano ( SXDL 7606 digital), praising the
beautifully captured wide dynamic range of
the accompaniment and exemplary imaging.
The disc was recorded in two venues, the
Kingsway Hall and Rosslyn Hill Chapel, and
the difference in acoustic is noticeable: the
Kingsway Hall ( detected by the occasional
background rumble) ambience is more open
and resonant, afeature that is especially
apparent in the speaking dialogue in
'Zemfira's Song' where the hall's true size is
revealed. The other venue is drier, the voice
and piano sounding more separated, and it
was felt that this was the more appropriate
acoustic. However, both voice and piano are
naturally captured and the balance is on the
whole convincing, but we would downgrade
the star rating to astraight A.
Next month Compact Disc Monitor will
review the latest silver discs.-4
4
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QUAD - SUGDEN - QUANTUM - S.M.E.
AUDIO-TECHNICA - HADCOCK - ALPHASON
HR 100S ON DEMONSTRATION. WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA - TANNOY - MORDAUNT-SHORT - NAGAOKA
AUDAN-AUDIO - SHURE - PICKERING - KORD
SENNHEISER - GOLDRING - TENDRELL - VOGELS
C W & JWALKER - THORENS - AKROYD-GLANZ
OSAWA - TDK - S.T.D. - SANSUI - SONY - DIAL
Q.E.D. PRODUCTS - PROTECH - ARISTON - JVC
MYST - CASTLE - ACOUSTICS - DECCA - MERIDIAN
HUNT EDA - ROYCE AUDIO - NAKAMICHI - MARATTZ
We also stock an extensive range of styli and audio connecting leads.

MERIDIAN
We are pleased to be associated
once again with what has to be the
most elegant of hi-fi systems. We
are of course referring to the
diminutive MERIDIAN M2 and M3
interactive speaker systems. How
can such tiny units produce such
breathtakingly beautiful (and where
necessary, powerful) music? Why
not book a demonstration and discover how for yourself.

Our listening room is at your disposal (by appointment please) to
audition the equipment of your choice.
We will be pleased to install and set up the equipment of your choice
in your home free of charge.
Friendly advice —after sa/es service and repairs to all makes.
Your satisfaction is our guarantee.
• CREDIT FACILITIES
(SAME DAY POSSIBLE)
Tricity Finance APR 30.6%
Written details on request.

FINANCE AVAILABLE
do CAL VERTS (WIDNES) LTD.,
39 ALBERT ROAD,
WIDNES, CHESHIRE

Telephone: 051-420 1887
after hours:
051-424 7912

Where the parking is free and easy.

NYTECH
In our continuing policy of trying to
bring you the widest possible choice
of the best in hi-fi, we are happy to
welcome our recent NYTECH franchise. The established CA2 52
integrated amp ( recently given a
"face-lift")., CP112 preamp ( also
given a recent revamp) and CA602
power amp, are now joined by the
exciting new CA202 budget
integrated amplifier.

MUSICIAN LOUDSPEAKERS

ONIX
Remember how, a year or so ago,
we announced that " ONIX WAS
COMING"? It has now well and truly
established itself as one of the
"unsung" stars of our amplifier
range! Built with very little
compromise, bereft of any but the
most essential of controls and
switches, its main appeal is to the
enthusiast who wants a little more
power than the usual 35 to 40 wpc offered on the majority of £200 British
amps. Boasting avery conservative 60 wpc power rating and available in
m/m or m/c forms, all attempts to persuade the manufacturer to submit
this beauty for review has been resisted, consequently, hardly anyone
knows it exists. But it does!! A demonstration is definitely recommended.

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS, RGI.IDN. TELE ( 0734) 585463
Tu es- Sat : 9.30am to 5.30pm. ( LUNCH: 2to 3pm, EXCEPT SAT)
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!
Closed all day Monday
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BAJA

Read the theory of these radically new
loudspeakers in the May issue of HiFi News
and then read Paul Messenger's comments
on them in the November issue. Besides the
Ceramic boxed units we can now supply
unboxed drivers at 8or 16 ohm impedance to
those who may wish to make their own
enclosures and those who may wish to
parallel them in pairs for higher power
handling. Used thus they should satisfy all but
the very deaf.
For information write or phone Merseyside
Acoustic Developments, Merseyside
Innovation Centre 131 Mour tPleasant
Liverpool L3 Phone: 051 7C9 0427.
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J.S. BACH
105 Brandenburg Concertos (Busch)
105 Violin Concertos ( Mutter/Accardo)
105 Well Tempered Clavier (
Koopman)
BARTOK
105 Miraculous Mandarin, etc (
Abbado)
BEETHOVEN
105 Symphony 3 ( Marriner)
105 Symphonies 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, etc ( Kempe)
105 Violin Concerto, etc (Suk/Boult)
106 Misse Solemnis ( Karajan)
BERUOZ
106 Childhood of Christ (Davis)
BIZET
106 Carmen ( Karajan)
BRAHMS
106 Symphonies 1-4, etc ( Bernstein)
106 German Requiem, etc ( Karajan)
106 Violin Sonatas 1-3 ( Mutter/
Weissenberg)
BRITTEN
106 War Requiem (Rattle)
L COUPERIN
107 Harpsichord Suites (Hogwood)
CRUSELL
107 Clarinet Concerto 2 (King/Francis)
DUFAY
107 Secular Music ( Med Ens of London)
DVORAK
107 Symphony 9(Karajan) 8
ELGAR
107 Cello Concerto, etc (Schiff/Marriner)
FAYRFAX
107 Missa Albanus, etc (Christophers)
FRANCK
106 Violin Sonatas ( Mutter/Weissenberg)
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109 Various brass works (Jones)
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HAYDN
109 Cello Concertos (Coin/Hogwood)
109 Piano Sonatas 48, 50, 51 ( Brendel)
HOLST
111 Savitri/Rig Veda ( Hoist)
JANACEK
111 Sinfonietta/Taras Bulbo (
Rattle)
JOSEPHS
111 Symphony 5, etc ( Measham)

(
a)

e

e

CI) ... urliE

RECOMMENDED DISCS
CLASSICAL
Argo
Vivaldi: Glorias, St John's Cambridge Choir
(410018-2)—A
CBS
Bruckner: Symphony 4, BRSO/Kubelik
(38DC6) —A/B
Mozart: Symphonies 38/39, BRSO/Kubelik
(38DC4) — A
Chandos

The Special Sound of Chandos
(000 8301)—A
Decca
Beethoven: Violin Concerto, Kyung Who
Chu ngNPO/Kondrashin (400 048-2)—A
Beethoven: Symphony 5, Philharmonia/
Ashkenazy (400 060-2)—A
Beethoven: Symphony 6, Philharmonie!
Ashkenazy (
410 003-2)—A
Canteloube: Chants d'Auvergne Vol. 1, Kin
Te Ka nawa/ECO/Tate (410 004-2)—A
Dvorak: Symphony 9, VP0 Kondrashin (400
047-2) — A/B
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LEHAR
111 Waltzes ( Boskovsky)
UGETI
111 Quartet 2, etc ( La Salle Qt)
MAHLER
111 Symphony 6 ( Barbirolli)
MARTIN
111 Jederman Monologues, etc ( FischerDieskaWMartin)
MOZART
111 Piano Concerto 22/Symphony 24
(Richter/Muti)
113 Violin Concertos ( Grumiaux/Davis)
MYSUVECEK
113 Violin Concertos (Sebestyen)
PACHELBEL
113 Organ works ( Hurford)
PAGANINI
113 Violin Concertos 1 & 2( Menuhin/
Erede)
PASCHA
113 Christmas Mass, etc (Venhoda)
PROKOREV
113 Lieutenant Kijé/Three Oranges, etc
(Thomas)
PURCELL
113 Ode to St. Cecilia ( Gardiner)
RAMEAU
115 Les Boréades (Gardiner)

(
ID

RODRIGO
115 Concierto Madrigal, etc ( Batiz)
RYBA
115 Czech Christmas Mass, etc (Smetacek)
SAINT-SAMS
115 Cello Concerto 1, etc (Tortelier/
Frémaux)
SCHUBERT
115 Mass 2/German Mass ( Herren
SHOSTAKOVICH
115 Symphony 8 (Haitink)
116 Piano Concertos 1 & 2, etc (A)exeev/
Maksymiuk)
SMETANA
107 The Moldau ( Karajan) 8
STRAUSS
116 Zarathustra/Macbeth ( Maazel)
116 Four Last Songs/6 orchestral songs
(Norman/Masur)
SULLIVAN
117 7Overtures ( Groves)
TCHAIKOVSKY
115 Rococo Variations, etc (Tortelier)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
117 Pilgrim's Progress ( Boult) 8
VIERNE
117 Symphony 6, etc ( Sanger)
WAGNER
117 Orchestral pieces ( Barenboim)
117 Overtures/Preludes (Tennstedt)

BEST

OF THE MONTH
Koopman's ' living performance' approach to Bach
Karajan's ( and Bizet's) Carmen strongly recommended
An alternative Britten War Requiem
Louis Couperin in dignified delivery from Hogwood
Thea King's masterly Crusell/Weber coupling
Josephs of England by Measham of Australia
Richter and Muti in Mozart close to perfection
Pachelbel for anyone with doubts about Pachelbel
Haitink's superbly recorded Shostakovich 8
Jessye Norman's majestic Strauss
A fine last disc in the Vierne series
John Williams' Star Wars Ill' in Kingsway splendour
Splendid organ sounds from Belfast via Weir
Pepe Romero— a ' must' for all guitar lovers
Romantic flute music from Aitken & McCabe

Falla: Three-Cornered Hat, Montreal SO/
Dutoit (410 008-2)— A
Janacek: Sinfonietta/Taras Bulba, VPO/
Mackerras (
410 138-2)— A
Ravel: Bolero, etc, Montreal SO/Dutoit (410
010-2)— A
.
Ravel: Daphnis et Chloe, Montreal SO/Dutoit
(400 055-2)—A
Respighi: Pines of Rome/Fountains of Rome/
Feste Romane, Montreal SO/Dutoit (410 1452)— A*
Shostakovich: Symphony 5,
Concertgebouw/Haitink (410 017-2)—A
R. Strauss: Don Juan, etc, Detroit SO/Dorati
(400 085-2)—A
Denon
Beethoven: Symphony 5, Berlin
Staatskapelle/Suitner (C37-7001) — A
Beethoven: Symphony 7, Dresden
Staatskapelle/Suitner (C37-7032) — A
Dvorak: Symphony 9, Czech PO/Neumann
(C37-7002)— A
CD Demonstration Disc (TD-9001) — A
DG
Berlioz: Reverie/Lalo: Symphonie
Espagnole, Paris 0/Barenboim
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105
105
105
107
107
111
111
113
115
116
116
118
119
119
122

(400 032-2)—A
Placido Domingo Gala (400 030-2)—A
J. Strauss: Radetzky March, etc, BM/
Karajan (410 027-2)—A
EMI/Toshiba
Edita Gruberova: Operatic Ar'i- c,...ia—
30141—A
Nimbus
Nimbus Natural Sound ( NIM 5001-1)— A/C
OiseauLyre
Handel: Messiah highlights, AAM/Hogwood
(400 086-2)—A
Philips
Chopin: Piano Concerto 2/Krakowiak,
Devi dovich/LSO/Marriner (410 042-2)—A
Haydn: String Quartets Op. 76/4 & 2,
Orlando Quartet (410 053-2)—A*
Rodrigo: Guitar Concertos, ASM/Marriner
(400 024-2) — A
A. Scarlatti: Concerti Grossi, IMusic (400
017-2)—A
Schubert: Piano Sonatas in A ( D664) & a
(D537), Alfred Brendel (410 605-2)—A
Stravinsky: Firebird, Concertgebouw/Davis
(400 074-2)—A
RCA
Julian Bream: Granados & Albeniz (RCD

e

117 Excerpts from 'Wagner' film ( Solti)
WALTON
117 Many works (various) 8
WEBER
107 Clarinet Concerto 2 ( King/Francis)
WILLIAMS
118 'Return of the Jedi' music ( Gerhardt)

CLASSICAL

COLLECTIONS
118 AN 'IMUSIC' SELECTION
(6 composers)
118 ART OF PETER DAWSON (
31 items)
118 BAROQUE TRUMPET CONCERTOS
(Vivaldiaelemann/Strizel)
118 CHRISTMAS CAROL CONCERT (
Kings
College)
118 DECCA 'GRAND VOCI' ( 5 singers, 15
composers)
119 1210 PINZA RECITAL ( 8 composers)
119 GILUAN WEIR IN BELFAST
(14 composers)
119 GREAT VIOLIN CONCERTOS
(5 composers) 8
119 GUITAR RECITAL ( Romero)
119 LUCIANO PAVAROTTI ( 11 composers)
121 MUSICA ANTIGUA 105LN
(4 composers)
121 MUSICA DA CAMERA (
5composers)
121 MUSICA ROMANTICA ( 4 composers)
121 MUSIC AT THE COURT OF SPAIN
(6 composers)
121 MUSIQUE POUR LA CHAMBRE DU ROY
(5 composers)
121 NEW COLOPHONIUM BASSQUARTET
(7 composers)
122 NOCTURNES, SERENADES & SUITES
(6 composers) C)
122 POLISHED BRASS ( 4 composers)
122 PUER NATUS EST NOBIS (& English
Choral)
122 RARITIES FOR DEEP STRINGS
(6 composers)
122 ROMANTIC FLUTE (
EX. Mozart/
Reinecke/Schubert)
122 RUFFLES & FLOURISHES
(marching music)
123 SAXOPHONE CONCERTI (
Glazunov/
Larsson/Panula)
123 SOUNDS OF THE MERRY ORGAN
(6 composers)
123 THE PLAY OF DANIEL
123 THE SINGING GRAMM() (
11 items for
double-bass)
123 TWO PETRI COLLECTIONS
(18 composers)
123 WALTZES IN CONCERT (
4 composers)

e

14378) — A
Gershwin: American in Paris, etc, Dallas
SO/Mata (RCD 14551)—A
Telarc
Saint-Seam: Symphony 3 ('Organ'),
Philadelphia/Ormandy (
CD-80051)— A
ROCK
Charisma
Peter Gabriel (800 091-2)
CBS
Friday Night in San Francisco (350P9)
DJM
The Superior Sound of Elton John ( 1970-75)
(810062-2)
Mercury
Dire Straits: Love over gold (800 088-2)
Dire Straits: Making Movies (800 050-2)
Steve Miller Band: Abracadabra (800 090-2)
Poiydor
Abbe: The Visitor (800 011-2)
Virgin
Phil Collins: Face Values (CDV 2185)
Worm Bros
Ry Cooder: Bop till you drop ( 256 691)
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HOW ABOUTA LINN SONDEK
FOR LESS THAN £4AWEEK?
Dra Mission Cambridge system for £5aweek or even aMeridian M2 system for just £ 11 aweek.
That's just some examples of how easy the KJ 3YEAR PURCHASE PLAN makes buying good hi-fi equipment. It brings
within reach the top performance equipment that maybe you thought was beyond your means.

NOTHING TO PAY

NO REPAIR BILLS

—for amonth

SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATIONS

—for 3years!

The KJ 3YEAR PURCHASE PLAN
enables you to buy any combination of
equipment you care to choose from our
extensive range and what's more
there's Nothing to pay for amonth with
our NO DEPOSIT credit terms.

—by appointment!

An additional benefit you receive when
buying equipment on our 3YEAR
PURCHASE PLAN is that whatever the
manufacturer's warranty we guarantee
that you will not have any repair bills for
3years.
(This excludes wear and tear on the stylus.)

Ail stores are now equipped with single
speaker demonstration studios where
you can make your selection without
disturbance. We recommend you book
our studios by appointment and at your
personal convenience.

BRANDS STOCKED: A & R, Acoustic Research, Aiwa, Albarry: Alphason,
Ariston, Audio Note, B & W, Burmester: Celestion, Dean: Denon,
DNM: Dual, E.A.R.: Etude: Fidelity Research, Grace, Harbeth, Helius, Heybrook, Jecklin, KEF, Kiseki, Koetsu: Kord, Krell: Linn, Logic, Marantz,
Meridian, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity: NAD. Nakamichi, Nairn,* Nytech, Oak, Oracle; Quad, Quantum, Questar, Revox, Rogers, Rotel,
Royce, Solstice: Sondex, Spendor, Stad: Stax, Sugden, Sumiko, Supex, Syrinx, Systemdek, Tausman, Tannoy, Teac. Technics, Thorens,
Threshold: Tresham, Walker, Yamaha, Van den Hui,* Zeta, Zenn.
*Wigmore Street Only.

•
•
•
•
•
The Sound Approach to Hi•Fi

CROYDON
HARROW
LONDONW1
UXBRIDGE
WATFORD

89 London Road.
340 Station Road.
48 Wigmore Road.
278 High Street.
101 St. Albans Road.

Tel: 01-686 1343
Tel: 01-863 8690
Tel: 01-486 8263
Tel: Uxbridge 33474
Tel: Watford 45250

Important: the KJ 3YEAR PURCHASE
PLAN is available topersonal
shoppers only and full written
details are available on

OPEN: Mon- Sat. 9.30am-5.30pm

request.

(Wigmore St. 10am-6pm - late nights Thursday Friday until 7pm)

SUBSCRIBE. NOW.
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Please send me HI FI NEWS magazine for 12 issues
I
enclose acheque/postal order/International Money Order payable
to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES for £ 11.30 UK or £ 16.00 Overseas. I
Airmail (Second Class) £ 37.00
rA;
or debit my credit card account
VISA
Doziness
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(PLEASE TICK BOX)
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CREDIT CARD NO

SPECIAL OFFER
Free with every
subscription is a
pack of 5 Post Office
Postnotes worth 99p!
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Credit card holders can order simply by ringing 01 686 2599,
ext 432, quoting your credit card number, or at no extra cost to
yourself use our giro transcash account number Freepay 2143
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(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

Name

Postnotes are high
quality, first class postagepaid stationery to make it easier to write to your
friends— or to express your views on your
favourite mag!

Address _

.Please commence my subscription from the

Just return this form to the address shown in
the coupon and we will be pleased to despatch
your free gift. Offer applies to UK only.
Ian
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J.S. BACH: The Brandenburg Concertos
Busch Cham Players/Busch
EMI 2C 15143067/8E9(2 rocs, Conifer)
Reissues from 1936

much- loved major work, incorporating so
many good qualities that it is difficult to
know where to start. First, the instrument is
excellent and is in prime condition ( nicely
tempered, so that it never sounds quite like a
piano and adds life and sparkle to the work).
Second, it is very well recorded indeed; it
seems as though one is sitting in the presence of the performer in ideal conditions,
an unfortunately rare combination. Third,
Koopman is magnificent. His readings don't
necessarily give you that monumental, herefor-eternity quality that some Bach performers ( even the more restrained and wellmannered Gustav Leonhardt) convey; but in
compensation they overwhelm one with the
spirit of living performance.
Here some details of touch or timing, there
some added ornament, everywhere afeeling
of exploring the musical material — this is the
Koopman manner. It doesn't all make for
'easy' or predictable listening. But it does
make the music live as performing sound,
which was what its composition was all
about. What was it that Schumann said of
Brahms? ' Hats off, gentlemen — a genius!'
[A*:11
Stephen Dew

This famous pre-war set used to be available
on Columbia LPs in the ' Great Recordings of
the Century' series, and I'll wager that there
are still copies of the old blue 78s in regular
use ( Columbia's rival to the quirkish Cortot/
École Normale set on HMV). By comparison
with the 78s and the 1956 LP transfers, the
sound quality here is not all that different —
both LP sets have remarkably little surface
noise yet plenty of presence. Ifelt agreater
bloom from the new French pressings, with
no sense of artificial treble cut. However, the
excellent booklets that accompanied the
'Great Recordings' albums find no replacement in the generalised note and photographs of the new French folder.
But what of the performances? Oldfashioned, yes, yet with aspirit, afreshness,
and a joy in music-making that doubtless
had something to do with the determination
and thankfulness of those refugees from
Hitler who, with many noted British musicians, made up the bulk of the Busch Chamber Players. They are lovely performances,
and the roll-call of soloists is highly impressBARTOK: Miraculous MandariniTwo Portraits,
ive: Adolf Busch (violin), Evelyn Rothwell
Op. 5
(oboe), Marcel and Louis Moyse ( flute),
Schlomo Mintz (vin)/Ambrosian Singers/LSO/
Aubrey Brain and Francis Bradley ( horn),
Abbado
George Eskdale (trumpet), and Rudolf Serkin
DG 419 598-1 digital
(piano). You can't do better than that, and I
can imagine many a listener who prizes a Only two recordings of the complete score of
recent set of the Brandenburgs ( deftly played
Bartok's first ballet are listed at present, both
on period instruments) valuing the Busch set
of them fairly old and neither of them,
equally. [
11:11
technically, amatch for this new version. It is
Peter Branscombe
a complex score which even with digital
sound throws up problems, not all of which
are solved. With the full orchestra at full
J.S. BACH: Violin Concertos in a (BINV 1041) & E galop playing with full power, detail is bound
to suffer. The general effect, though, is
(1042) ID Concerto in dfor two violins and string
exciting, and the quieter sections confirm
orchestra ( 1043)
that Abbado has taken agreat deal of trouble
Anne-Sophie Mutter, Salvatore Accardo (vins)/
to observe Bartok's directions and extract
ECO/Accardo
the essence of this macabre and rather
EMI ASD 1435201 digital
squalid tale. Nothing else in Bartok's output
is quite like it; its moments of tenderness are
My first encounter with the young German
rare but genuine, and its violence menacvirtuoso Anne-Sophie Mutter is an agreeable
one, since she plays Bach with taste and a ingly real.
The Two Portraits antedate The Miracupleasant freshness, and also because in the
famous 'double' she has found for herself a lous Manadarin by a decade and are quite
different in spirit, though obviously by the
very sensitive and convincing partner in
same hand. The first, which features the solo
Salvatore Accardo, who also directs
violin in aconcertante rather than avirtuosic
throughout. However, Iam still so attached
role, owes its origin to Bartok's first, disto the KuijkenNam Dael reading of the same
carded, Violin Concerto; the second is a
works on Harmoni Mundi that Ihesitate to
characteristic Hungarian roustabout presto
recommend any full-price issue to collectors
entitled 'A grotesque' to distinguish it from
who do not already own that version.
the first which is an idealised picture of an
One of the main features there is the ready
early love of Bartok's, Stefi Geyer. Schlomo
sense of dialogue between soloist(s) and
Mintz plays the solo with eloquence and
orchestra: there is areal feeling of chamberrestraint, and it is easier to gauge the high
music intimacy that I'm afraid is completely
quality of the recording in these two items
lacking here. The recording in the older
than in the weightier ballet. [
A:1]
account also strikes me as more directly
Kenneth Dommett
communicative, perhaps simply because the
ensemble there is smaller. The ECO is not
big as 'chamber-orchestras' go, but here it
does sound rather large. This is a pity,
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3 in E ' Eroica'
particularly in the solo concertos' slow
ASM/Marriner
movements, where Miss Mutter chooses to
Philips 6514 314 digital
play unusually quietly — an effect which
would perhaps work better live. Possibly the
Ihave enjoyed Marriner in Symphony 4and
balance and depth of the recording have
the Violin Concerto, but his Symphony 3 is
been mismanaged; but, as so often, it may
more problematic. In the sleeve pose he
really be that the performance itself has not
looks the great rationalist, and with fast
been balanced as scrupulously as are most
speeds and accurate observations his Eroica
recordings by the engineers and editors.
is like apicture restored — certainly if you set
However, this is a worthy account to place
it against the Kempe reissue. But if with his
beside the better ones of its type. (
13:1/21
reduced forces he exposes more of the notes
Stephen Daw
than one has heard before, he has surely left
out too much. The effect is bland: listen
merely as. far as the sforzandos in the
J.S. BACH: Das Wohltemperirte Clavier, Part 1 opening exposition. Unexpectedly, the
Funeral March works best, but even here too
(BWV 946-969)
much is left unsaid. Do we want to be
Ton Koopman (hpd)
reminded just of Haydn and his Clock at the
Erato STU 715212 (
2 recs) ( Conifer)
end of the movement ( Letter H), where say
This is an outstanding new recording of a Kubelik, in his undervalued Berlin reading,
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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has one catching the breath in anticipation?
Regrettably the digital recording, sounding
rather better in CID format, is soft-grained
and not stereophonically or dynamically
explicit. Davis' peculiar reading at least had
better sound; on Philips, Monteux' Eroica is
altogether more satisfying RI:2]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3in E ' Eroica' EJ
Prometheus Overture
Symphony No. 5in c
No.8 in FU No. 6 in F, ' Pastoral' 0 No. 9 in d,
'Choral'
Koszut/Fassbaender/Gedda/Mcintyre/Munich PO &
Ch/Kempe
CFP 4410/4415/4419/4418
Reissues from 1975
In 1960 EMI published Kempe's uniquely
spacious Eroica, with the Berlin Philharmonic, combining lyricism and warmth with
powerfully subjective dramatic commitment.
In his Munich cycle the magic did not work in
quite the same way: the landmarks are still
there, set in a superficially more urgent
context, but like the gestures in the opening
movement of the Fifth, they seem lacking in
spontaneity and fire. The lack of tension in 5
(i) reminded me of a critical comment: 'the
soft underbelly of Kempe's Beethoven'. But
there is much to contradict that suggestion,
notably in the Ninth which — almost a
reviewer's cliché — really does crown the
series. Preferable to Jochum's on ' Eminence', the Pastoral lacks humour in ( iii), but
the first movement has something of the
aura of a Furtwângler Sixth. No. 8 is very
Germanic in its unwaivering seriousness.
The Prometheus filler to No. 3 is impressively structured.
The SO matrices have been retained
except for the Choral and No. 5. These are
compressed onto three sides, and in the
Presto from No. 9one hears original faults of
balance exaggerated in the groove compression ( atendency for the stereo image tç
comprise blocks of orchestral sound separated out). Post-echoes mar 5( i), avery long
side.
As Isaid in Jan '75, Kempe makes you
respect the underlying impulses, even if you
disagree with his decisions ... a musician
who never disappointed the ear, the requirement to be able to follow astrand through to
its ultimate conclusion. Technically, this was
arguably the finest of all Beethoven symphony cycles. Of the reissues Irecommend
3, 4, 7 and 9 — the last not such a fine
recording as Schmidt-lsserstedt's ( still
sounding remarkable) but a visionary and
engulfing reading. (
A/B:1*/2)
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN; Violin Concerto in D 0 Coriolan
Overture
Josef Suk (vIn)/New Phil/Boult
CFP 4409
Reissue from 1971
Anticipated ( but wrongly numbered) in the
1982 Penguin Guide, this CFP reissue is
especially welcome for the very direct reading of the Coriolan overture, as filler. Critics
were divided, though, about the overall
impression made by Suk in the Concerto.
Some felt he lacked the concentration to
span the opening movement, taken at so
serenely spacious atempo as Boult's. But I
have always liked this lofty reading as much
as the springy pointing of the finale. Traditional cadenzas by Vasa Prohoda are heard
on this recording, and that might be disappointing for some purchasers. Somewhere along the journey from 'dash one' the
recutting has changed the perspectives of
the recording: with a closer focus, the reissue has lost some of the weight and hall
ambience of the original. Imust admit that
the overture, which Ihad remembered as
very fine, is not distinguished in either
pressing — passages with tympani rolls, for
105

instance, are both muddied and indeterminate in position. [
BM
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Mass in D, Op.123
Gundala Janowitz (sop)/Agnes Baltsa (con)/Peter
Schreier (ten)/Jose van Dam (bass)Nienna Singverein/BPO/Karajan
CFP 4420 (
2 recs)
Reissue from 1975
Karajan's third recording of the Missa
Solemnis I summarised as a 'significant
rethinking ... since the relatively pallid, if
beautifully finished DG of 1966'. Whereas
Karl Bifihm's later version, also released in
1975, was a fine reading in devout and
traditional style, Karajan's showed a more
daring and personal approach. His set was
remarkable for the blend of voices in the
quartet of soloists ( nicely distanced in the
staging), while Ifound the overall effect of
full choir and orchestra 'thrilling'. Moments
such as the beginning of the Gloria, the
sweeping 'Amens' of the Credo, the affirmative strength of the Agnus Dei, and the great
cry ' Et Resurrexit' made this a fine alternative to Klemperer's craggier reading. CfP
have kept the parent transfers, but as with all
four of their double-albums Ihave received
recently, the bagging process has scragged
the'beginnings of sides. A shame for the end
product to be thus flawed when so much
care is spent at the earlier stages. [
A:1/11
Christopher Breunig

BERLIOZ: L'Enfance du Christ - sacred trilogy
Pears/Morison/Cameron/Rouleau/Frost/Fleet/St.
Antony Singers/Goldsbrough Orch/Davis
Argo D248 D2 (
2 recs)
Reissue from 1961
In many respects -the 1977 Infant Christ
recording in Philips' Berlioz Cycle ( 6700 106)
eclipsed this early Colin Davis version, but
the low reissue price may now give pause for
thought. The recut discs seem just a trifle
cleaner than the Oiseau Lyre originals,
although the orchestral sound has rather
less impact than on Davis's later recording
and the soloists are somewhat inflated by
the 1961 vocal balance. This applies especially to Peter Pears as the Narrator, in a
performance which Ithink is bettered by Eric
Tappy on the Philips. The latter also has the
incomparable Janet Baker as Mary, but Elsie
Morison is still impressively commanding
here and her partners are mostly very pleasing, with John Cameron as a fine Joseph.
Despite reservations, a worthwhile revival
for those who would like to get to know this
most gentle of Berlioz works but cannot
afford a top-price version. [
6:1/2]
John Crabbe

BIZET: Carmen
Ricciarelli (sop)/Baltsa (m-sop)/Carreras (ten)Nan
Dam (bar)/Paris Op Ch/BPO/Karajan
DG 2741 025 digital (3 recs)
There are at least eight versions of Carmen
already available on disc, and the only
justification for another must be that the
newcomer has something very special to
offer. The opera demands a dominating
singing actress in the title role, and Agnes
Baltsa is superb, fully justifying .this new
album. She sings with asensuous beauty of
tone when the occasion demands, but is also
able to suggest the coarser and more passionate side of Carmen; throughout, she
sings with great dramatic conviction, giving
a fully rounded portrayal of the character.
Carreras, her Don Jose, is also in excellent
voice, singing with great involvement and
fine resonant tone. His ' Flower song' is sung
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with commendable restraint, with the
penultimate phrase given piano as marked in
the score. Van Dam repeats his excellent
portrait of the toreador, Escamillo, and all
the minor roles are well taken. The great
disappointment is Ricciarelli, whose performance is marred by a serious unsteadiness in her upper register and atendency to
scoop, particularly in her third act aria.
The recording, which is made at a high
dynamic level, is generally very good, with
clean definition, precise stereo positioning
and a warm overall acoustic, while the
singing of the choruses, the playing of the
Berlin Philharmonic and the conducting of
Von Karajan are all superb. Karajan allows
his singers sufficient license while keeping a
precise overall rhythmic control, and this
new Carmen must surely now become the
recommended version. [
A:11
John Freestone

BRAHMS: Symphonies 1-4 D Haydn Variations D
Academic Festival Overture D Tragic Overture
VPO/Bernstein
DG 2741 023 digital (4 recs)
Live recordings 1981-2
Bernstein sets down some thoughts by way
of a foreword to this cycle, but Iam not
convinced that the recording really conveys
the ' passionate rage ... desperate fury' he
sees in the first eight bars of 4 ( iv). It is
perhaps significant that he gives all the
exposition repeats, yet DG find room for the
extra pieces where Bem's VP0 album was
confined to the four symphonies. And
although culled from live concerts, not only
does the sound lack 'atmosphere', but a
much older Vienna cycle has far more electricity; surprisingly, that is Barbirolli's valedictory set. Contrast, if you can, his Tragic
Overture - so much going on - with Bernstein's, or the way in which, after a very
drawn-out introduction to 1 ( iv) Bernstein
seems heavier still in the march- like Allegro
non troppo. There, Barbirolli wisely provides
a ' lift' to the music.
Too often these very ordinary digital transfers, with their compressed-sounding upper
strings, are unhelpful to this most singular
orchestra. In 2 ( ii) Bernstein ' plays' on the
cellos and they sound like a team of Jacquelines du Pre; but while the indulgence
must have been wonderful in the hall ( Musikvereinssaal), for disc it is less welcome.
Symphony 3 is the most consistent interpretation: preferable to his NYPO version
and reminiscent of the classic Decca mono
conducted by Böhm. Oddly, Bernstein writes
of Brahms having no need for off-stage
bands, but in a reading of the Academic
Festival Overture as full of episodes as a
Strauss tone- poem he makes avery Mahlerian sound of distant trombones. Isuspect
the frequent effect of tension ebbing away
dangerously is exaggerated by the recording, which catches the many 'zheeups' of
vocal accompaniment, at one point singing
out the line of a counter- melody which is
drawn into the spotlight. [
6:2]
Christpher Breunig

rather 'swimmy' setting of choral forces, and
my own preference for the earlier Karajan/
DG. There is also his immediate postwar
Vienna recording with Schwarzkopf to consider ( one disc, mono), and Haitink's excellent digital set. [
A/6:2]
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Violin Sonatas 1-3/FRANCK: Violin
Sonata in A
Anne-Sophie Mutter (vIn)/Alexis Weissenberg
(pno)
HMV SLS 1434433 digital dmm ( 2 recs)
This set provides the sharpest musical
profile yet of the young German violinist:
even more than in her concerto recordings
the self-assuredness is highlighted. Already
this has brought some critical reaction: ' in
danger of becoming just another young
virtuoso' Ihave read, with praise for these
couplings reserved for the pianist. Weissenberg is cool, sensitive, as phenomenal in his
keyboard control as ever (yet he's hardly
appreciated in this country). So it is a
pity that the producer sets the violinist
forward, underlining the 'distanced' manner
of Weissenberg's playing - although there is
enough matching of phrase to determine
that he is not musically distant from his
partner.
Inevitably, though, the attention turns to
Mutter. One is almost bewildered by her
ability to switch from a musing inwardness
to tigerish bowing, a swelling of dynamics
that is always fully controlled. This knowingness in Brahms makes Oistrakh's readings
(formerly similarly coupled on two HMV/
Melodiya discs) seem almost naive in
response. Ultimately Suk and Katchen are
not really 'challenged', and the Franck is very
Germanic, totally unlike the Chung/Lupu; but
there is so much to entrance the listener
here. Unusually, Ihave heard these records
with three makes of cartridge, and was
disconcerted by discrepancies in subjective
feelings they realised. Suffice it to say that
analogue would have been nicer, and that
the digital/dmm combination brings a certain glassy unreality to bowed fortes. [
111/11
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: AGerman Requiem 0Tragic Overture O
Haydn Variations
Anna Tomowa-Sintow (sop)/Jose van Dam (bass)/
Vienna Singverein/BPO/Karajan
CFP 4422 (
2 recs)
Reissue from 1977

BRITTEN: War Requiem, Op.66
Elisabeth StiderstrOm (sop)/Robert Tear (ten)/Thomas Allen (bar)/Boys of Christ Church, Oxford/
CBSO and Ch/Rattle
HMV SLS 1077573 digital dmm ( 2 recs)

In his June '77 assessment, Arthur Jacobs
commented upon the distinctive choral
sound 'veiled rather than sharp-edged', integrated ' almost as additional orchestral
voices'. A worthy rival to the earlier
Klemperer German Requiem, he concluded,
but marred by the choir ('failing to match
Karajan's splendid Berliners'). The command
of the soprano soloist, and van Dam's
intensity of feeling were noted, and an A:2
rating given. Iwould just emphasize the

Details of the background to and technical
aspects behind this recording were given in
an interview with the producer, John Willan,
last month ( Nov p.115). The War Requiem's
novel conception, combining the Latin Mass
for the Dead with nine of Wilfred Owen's
most ardent war poems, poses innumerable
technical problems of balance and level and,
of course, demands great skill and sympathy
in performance if its potent message is to be
fully realised.
Rattle's is a fine performance, clearly
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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benefiting from careful rehearsal and aconcert immediately prior to the sessions. His
tempi are very well chosen in general, my
reservations being confined to the Dies free,
which Ifind alittle measured, somehow less
threatening than Britten's ( on Decca), and
the Lacrimosa, which is also ashade lethargic. The soloists are excellent, the Boys of
Christ Church good and true ( although Ifind
their stressed-syllable presentation a little
mannered, eg the opening of iii), the chorus
generally first-rate, the orchestral playing
keen and polished.
Thomas Allen is especially fine, and if he
doesn't quite achieve Fischer-Dieskau's
intensity of feeling ( Decca) in Voices (' Bugles
sang ...'), he is nevertheless superb in the
anger of Sonnet (' Be slowly lifted ...') and
the wastes of Strange Meeting. Tear is good
throughout in apart he has negotiated many
times, my only qualm being his habit of
sliding on to notes from below (
At aCalvary:
'One ever hangs ...'). Sifederstróm is in good
voice here and well suited to the part,
showing a sympathy with Britten's writing
which Ifound lacking in her recent Our
Hunting Fathers. He offers a viable alternative to Pears, she a much preferable one to
Vishnevskaya.
The recording offers a new perspective.
Where the Decca had the boys distant and
left, the male soloists and chamber orchestra
right, with the soprano left again, this EMI
favours more of an in- line approach with the
chamber group in close focus, chorus and
orchestra behind, with the soprano left of
centre and the boys central and ethereally
distant. In some respects it works better— the
lack of anything left but tape hiss in the
chamber sections on the Decca can be
disconcerting — and it does give an excellent
impression of the spacious overall acoustic. I
find the choir too closely miked, amongst
rather than behind the orchestra, and
although this aids clarity of diction, it gives a
somewhat distorted perspective. Ialso sense
some kind of level incompatibility at the start
of side 2 — the Recordare. Compromises are
inevitable, of course, in such a complex
work, but this new recording certainly provides a most valuable alternative approach.
No-one should be without either. [A/A*:1*/1]
Ivor Humphreys

LOUIS COUPERIN Suites for Harpsichord
Christopher Hogwood (hpd)
OiseauLyre DSDL 712 digital
Unfortunately overshadowed by the fame of
his renowned relation, Couperin Le Grand,
Louis Couperin's keyboard works, of which
he left a prodigious number, have scant
coverage in the catalogue, the only recent
recordings of the Suites being Leonhardt's
1980 issue for HM ( 065-99 871) of those in a,
C and F. Hogwood also plays the F- major,
although in the manner of 17th century
France he includes some additional dances.
The differences are immediately noticeable, Leonhardt approaching the Prélude in a
more improvisatory, experimental ( some
might even say quirky) manner, whilst Hogwood's more considered approach leads to
greater emphasis on the grace and sensuousness of the gestures. The last movement of this suite is Couperin's only tombeau, his Tombeau de Mr. de Blancrocher, a
lutanist who fell downstairs at a party
attended by Couperin and Froberger (who
also wrote a tombeau for the unfortunate
party-goer!) and the long- breathed movement causes both performers some difficulty. Leonhardt's slower tempo has some
gauche moments avoided by Hogwood, who
also uses the different stops of his 1646
two-manual Couchet harpsichord to lift the
music. In this and the other two suites
Hogwood achieves great dignity of expression, even if this detracts a little from the
excitement.
Another splendidly successful Wadland/
Pellow recording combines a rich tonal
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range with a pellucid texture. A solidly
focused image, forward placing and awarm
reverberance set the seal on an issue of
considerable quality. (A*:1*/1)
Roger Bowen
CRUSELL: Grand Concerto No 2in ffor clarinet
and orchestra/WEBER: Clarinet Concerto No. 2
in E
Thea King (c1t)/LSO/Francis
Hyperion A66088 dmm
The Finnish born clarinet virtuoso and composer Bernhard Crusell ( 1775-1838) spent
most of his life in Stockholm. He was widely
travelled, however, and after giving an outstandingly successful concert in Hamburg he
received invitations to play in St. Petersburg
and Paris. After this he began to compose in
earnest, and as his works were published by
Peters of Leipzig during his lifetime his
music, too, soon achieved international
popularity. His 2nd Clarinet Concerto is
dedicated to Tsar Alexander I, probably in
thanks for the hospitality shown him during
his stay in St. Petersburg.
This disc completes Thea King's recordings of all three of Crusell's clarinet concertos, and her performance here is full of all
her customary poise, finesse and exactness.
This never leads to a dull, dry reading, for
there is also great spontaneity in her playing
that is well reflected by the LSO under Alun
Francis. The Weber Concerto, written for the
virtuoso Heinrich Bârmann, is equally well
performed. Its three movements would
readily have displayed the outstanding virtuosity inherent in Bârmann's technique; the
first makes great play of changes in register,
whilst the second contains amost beautifully
meditative melody. But it is the third, a
Polacca, that represents the real showpiece
of the work, for it makes the greatest
demands of all on the soloist. Thea King
meets all these with the ease and confidence
that stems from atruly supreme technique.
The recording, made in St Barnabas' Church,
North Finchley, is excellent in its clean,
unclogged textures, finely judged balance
between soloist and orchestra, and wide
dynamic range. [A:11
Barbara Jahn
DUFAY: Secular Music
Medieval Ens of London
OiseauLyre DSLO 611
Reissue from 1981
The Medieval Ensemble of London's substantial box-set of Dufay's Complete Secular
Music ID 237D 6) was released in late '81 and
the present record takes tracks from that
larger collection. No mere sampler though,
as it is in itself abalanced and very carefully
performed survey of Dufay's huge secular
output, from the early, brief love-song J'ay
mis mon cuer et me pensee to the elaborate
late lament on the overthrow of Constantinople Lamentatio sanctae Matris, through the
glories of the middle period with such works
as the famous Se la face ay pale (
used by
Dufay also as the basis for the Mass of the
same name). The Ensemble support the
all-male vocalists with a relatively restricted
number of plucked and blown instruments,
and their interpretations are also comparatively restrained — certainly when compared
with some by Munrow on EMI. By and large,
the recording too adds little in the wày of
sensuous colouring. Also, quite marked
changes of image and reverberance occur
between tracks. (13:2)
Roger Bowen
DVORAK: Symphony No.9 in e, 'From the New
World' 0 SMETANA: The Moldau (Vltava)
BPO/Karajan
EMI SXLP 1004911
Reissue from 1959
This is the earlier of the two recordings

Karajan made of these two works for EMI. It
first appeared on the old Columbia label and
was reissued in 1973; the later, and generally
more acceptable recording was issued in
1977. As performances they are inclined to
be over-smooth and rather cold, though
technically immaculate. The sound too
struck me originally as being of avery high
order, but QM disagreed with me when the
1973 reissue appeared. Istill think it good for
its time, though not as attractive as the 1977
version which is still available as ASD 3407.
[13:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

ELGAR: Cello Concerto in el] Cockaigne Overture
CI Introduction and Allegro
Heinrich Schiff (vIc)/Dresden State Orch/Marriner
Philips 6514 316 digital
Ienjoyed Heinrich Schiff's Elgar. It is scrupulously faithful to the letter of the score and
bears all the hallmarks of intelligent and
original thought. Schiff's intonation is more
consistently assured than that of his competitors and the Dresden brass sound wonderfully ripe in the tuttis. In particular the
Finale, which goes at a fair rate of knots,
sounds especially resplendent, though it is
Tortelier ( ASD 2906) who invests those
meandering semiquavers from fig. 50 with
greater mischief and imagination. And that's
the kind of thing Imiss from Schiff's Elgar.
He plays the Adagio very beautifully with
true, firm tone, but turn to Jacqueline du Pré
(with Barbirolli) for aconcentration and tonal
raptness that invest even the silences with a
special eloquence. Philips' sound, ample and
reverberant, has only a slight frostiness to
the upper strings, and the closely caught
solo cello makes me think twice about
awarding astar. One oddity: in the last bar of
(ii) the soloist has a forte pizzicato chord
against soft woodwind and orchestral pizzicati. Here, the solo chord is so reticent as to
make me wonder whether Schiff played it at
all.
As one might expect, the Dresden strings
make some fabulous sounds in the Introduction and Allegro, though Iwonder whether
Elgar ever expected the piece to go at quite
such a lick as Marriner clearly feels it ought
to. The players get round it, of course, and
they dig in with awill to the 'devil of afugue'.
But the marvellous partwriting slips by in a
flash, unsavoured and unexplored, while the
reading as awhole possesses speed but no
sweep. Cockaigne Ifound routine and, on
occasion, sloppily played. But Schiff's
account of the Concerto is not to be ignored.
[A:112/31
Andrew Keener

FAYRFAX: Misse Albanus O Aeternae laudis lilium
The Sixteen/Harry Christophers
Hyperion A66073 dmm
Robert Fayrfax ( 1464-1521) had the high
regard of Henry VIII, and was a noted
composer in his day. His work — 29 compositions — exists only in ms, such as the Eton
and Lambeth Choirbooks. It tends to avoid
melismatic elaborations, and to concentrate
on craftsmanship and economy. The Mass
Albanus was written for St. Alban's Priory,
while the Marian antiphon Aeternae laudis
!ilium was written for the Feast of the
Visitation. The Mass contains the usual parts
of the Ordinary, with the exception of a
Kyrie. Fayrfax's music is concentrated, and
calls for attentive listening. It lacks the
ravishing sonorities of the later polyphonic
masters, but it is superb stuff which amply
repays the effort it deserves. One hopes that
more of Fayrfax's work will be disinterred
from its comparative neglect.
The Sixteen are amixed choir: treble and
meane sung by women, atb by men. The
voices are selected for tone and balance, and
there is no feeling of being out of period. The
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singers are admirably trained and surmount
the considerable complexity of the music
with confidence, producing a highly enjoyable result. They are also well recorded,
though not outstandingly so. Thr textures
can be followed without difficulty, but here
and there Iwas not happy with the balance:
the principal treble has a very beautiful
voice, but this is sometimes allowed to
dominate almost to solo proportion where
this does not seem to me to have been the
composer's intention. Small matter: this is
an important issue. [
A/B:11
Peter Turner

FRANCK: Choral No.1 in E 0 Prélude, Fugue and
Variation 0 Fantaisie in C E Cantabile t_J Pièce
Héroique
Jennifer Bate (org)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9013 digital UHJ

Cesar Franck has been popular lately with
recording companies, following a period of
comparative neglect. This selection from his
works is expertly played with considerable
sympathy, but the impact is reduced (as far
as I'm concerned) by the choice of instrument — the Gonzales organ in Beauvais
Cathedral. It is slightly thin and stringy in
tone, becoming almost waspish in tutti, and
to my ears it does not present Franck's music
to best advantage.
The recording is very nicely balanced, and
the cathedral acoustic sounds impressively
believable when ambisonically decoded —
there is no doubt that UHJ works, and works
well. The undecoded stereo is firm, and
Hafler processing is a reasonable secondbest to full decoding. There is little pedal
extension. From the various versions of
these pieces my own first choice is still
Sanger on BIS ( LP214, 5 & 6). [
A/B:11
Trevor Attewell

GABRIEL! IN VENICE
A. GABRIELI: Ricercar del duodecimo tuono à4 0
Aria della Battaglia à 8/G. GABRIELI: Canzon
septimi toni à8 Sonata pian eforte à809 other
pieces
PJBE/John Scott (org)
Decca SXDL 7581 digital

Fans of the Philip Jones Brass Ensemble
should not be disappointed by this disc,
although Gabrieli specialists might well be.
As always, the ensemble plays beautifully in
tune, blends super- smoothly, and is
recorded in a most sympathetic acoustic
which enhances its modern, well-rounded
sound. However, the palate becomes somewhat jaded, for nowhere is there that attractive rawness usually associated with the bite
of ( perhaps more suitable) authentic brass
instruments. Rhythms, too, tend to lack
crispness and become engulfed in the blanketing smoothness, and whilst the antiphonal
interchange of solos is well handled, it
cannot provide enough contrast to compensate for a narrow dynamic range. So, well
recommended if you like your Gabrieli controlled and urbane, but not if you relish a
more spontaneous approach. [
A:1/21

tras ( both of which are in good form) than in
the differences. The Prague players, with
their (to us) highly-characterised woodwinds, their fastidiously neat strings and
their strong sense of pulsating life give a
generous selection from the Water Music,
and Supraphon have produced a direct but
tonally attractive recording which suits the
ensemble very well. The LSO, with strengthened wind and playing the Royal Fireworks
music at the Abbey Road Studios, sounds
very substantial in comparison, even a little
symphonic; yet the ever-lively response of
Sir Charles, coupled with sensible recording
from Michael Gray and Robert Gooch, again
results in an interpretation of positive
interest. Perhaps the sound is just alittle too
restricted, but un all probability simply by the
acoustics of the studio.
This is a good bet for readers who would
like to hear two rather different accounts of
works that have far too often sounded very
similar. And at very nearly an hour's playing
time it's almost a matter of two records for
the price of one— and not ahigh price at that.
[A/B:11

Stephen Daw

HANDEL: Overtures to Lotario, Esther, Admeto,
Alcina, Orlando, Poro, Partenope, Ottone
ECO/Leppard
Philips 9502 079
Reissue from 1972

These overtures are well performed, but in
what seems to be a rather limited and
uniform way. Furthermore, the recording is
not very well-proportioned; the full-strength
English Chamber Orchesra sounds large and
rather muddy, mainly because of a rather
distant placing which lacks precision and
depth beside more recent recordings of
similar ensembles. Raymond Leppard has
obviously taken care in preparing each work
to sound pleasing and expressive, but his
1972 terms of reference sound out-of-date
today, just as the recording does. However,
recordings of some of these overtures are by
no means plentiful, and at least one can gain
some kind of impression of the music and its
style. The musette and minuet from Alcina,
for example, are effective and stylish; but a
comparison between the ECO in the overture
to Partenope and La Petite Bande (
on Harmonia Mundi's complete opera recording)
shows just how much more we know about
Handel performance than even the best
performers did less than a decade ago.
Those who find the sound of early instruments or really lively recording presence and
clarity of polyphonic line unattractive or
distracting in Handel's music— and anumber
of people certainly do — may find the record
under discussion a good buy, at a reasonable price; but those who seek fidelity to the
composer's obvious intentions and a more
up-to-date approach to interpretation and
recording will find it a little disappointing.
For the latter there is as yet no wholesale
recording of Handel overtures that
approaches a respectable standard. A challenge here for somebody, obviously. IC:21

Gardiner enters the lists with aperformance
that is in certain respects less ' authentic'
than Hogwood's, but is equally likely to give
sustained pleasure and satisfaction. Hogwood used boys' voices, and in anumber of
other small but important respects adhered
more closely to the conditions of a precise
contemporary performance. Gardiner is
more flexible in approach, and the beauty
and accuracy of women's voices justify his
pragmatism — as on the whole does his
choice of 'what we considered to be the most
pleasing and satisfactory version of each
number' ( he prefers the original 12/8 version
of ' Rejoice greatly', e.g.). Occasionally one
may feel that he is overbold in dynamic
shadings or instrumental articulation, but
the lucidity of the textures, the finesse of the
orchestral playing (on period instruments)
and the vivid response to Handel's matchless imagination provide great delight.
The Monteverdi Choir sing with superb
clarity and insight, and the solo team is
strong and reliable. Iparticularly admired
Anthony Rolfe Johnson (a performance of
great sensitivity and stylishness), though
Margaret Marshall and Charles Brett run him
close. This is avery lively, vivacious reading,
lacking something in grandeur but nothing
in schooled enthusiasm. Apart from atouch
of stridency in the closing choruses the
digital recording is ample, impeccably
balanced and vivid. Full texts and notes are
included. [
A:1]

Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: Cello Concertos - in C, Hob VIlb:1 Din D,
Hob. Vilb.:2
Christophe Coin (vic)/AAM/Hogwood
Oiseau Lyre DSDL 711 digital

In recent years there has been a series of
couplings of Haydn's two cello concertos — a
fashion which was surprisingly slow to
become established — but there is a special
quality about this new issue: it is the first ( in
my experience at any rate) to use period
instruments. The textures are beautifully
light, open, naturally warm, and Christopher
Hogwood provides amodest yet imaginative
harpsichord continuo. These are spacious,
refreshingly unhurried readings, with detail
clear and unobtrusive, and with the soloist
properly prominent yet not separated from
the orchestra. Christophe Coin is a nimble
and expressive player; Ionly wish he had
restricted his cadenzas to the sort of length
and complexity that Haydn would have
welcomed — for in other respects these seem
to me the most stylish, enjoyable and
perceptive versions to be had. The recording
is winning in its unobtrusiveness; only
fleetingly in the D-major finale did Isense
some gruffness in the tuttis. (
A:1)
Peter Branscombe

Stephen Dew

Barbara Jahn

HANDEL - Music for the Royal Fireworks ( cpte)
Water Music ( excerpts from the Suites in F, D and
G) n Largo & Allegro from Concerto in F
LSO/Prague CO/Mackerras
EMI 1436131 (co-production with Supraphon)
Reissues from 1977, 1978

The linking element between two orchestras
and companies here is, of course, the conductor. Sir Charles Mackerras has worked
quite extensively in Czechoslovakia, so that it
must have seemed natural to record Handel
— for him a continuing interest — in both
Prague and London. The interest here lies
less in the similarities between the orchesHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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HANDEL: Messiah
Marshall/Robbin/Molfe Johnson/Hale/Brett/Ouirke/
Monteverdi Ch/English Bar Soloists/Gardiner
Philips 6769 107 (3 recs) digital

Traditionalists may well look upon one of the
versions conducted by Davis, Leopard,
Mackerras, Marriner or Willcocks as their
recommended Messiah; but the appearance
three-and-a-half years ago of Hogwood's
recording on OiseauLyre introduced a new
dimension, that of the 'authentic' performance. Since then Malgoire has attempted
something similar, though without achieving
similar critical acclaim. And now John Eliot

HAYDN: Piano Sonatas- in C, Hob. XVI:48 L7 in C,
Hob. XVI:50 E in D, Hob. XVI:51
Alfred Brendel (
pno)
Philips 6514 317 digital

Iadmired and continue to enjoy Brendel's
coupling of the 20th and 49th sonatas in
Hoboken's numbering, and Ifind his account
109
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HOW TO ENTER
Shown above is acartoon depicting an incident described in this months' issue (
see page 58). What we would like you to do is provide a
suitable caption in not more than 12 words and complete the sentence 'Iwant to own apair of SL600's because
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of three of the late works here to be equally
fine — less mannered than some of his recent
Schubert, for which perhaps the need for
new and different challenges is partly
responsible. Certainly his keen mind is
devoted to the deceptively simpler demands
of these splendid late Haydn sonatas. Unlike
Badura-Skoda, who two years ago made a
fine recording on acontemporary Schantz of
the group of three written for Therese Janson, Brendel prefaces the first two of that set
from the mid- 1790s with the C- major Sonata
of 1789, providing tonal contrast by coupling
the two short works in two movements on
one side, and keeping the big three-movement C-major work for Side 2.
Nowhere is Brendel's perceptiveness
more in evidence than in the tiny D- major
work, here given real stature and, in its
cantabile theme, more than a foretaste of
Schubert. In No. 50 he gives us delicacy and
refinement in the opening Allegro, but glittering, almost boisterous passage-work too,
with metallic tone in the rising semiquaver
thirds. The last movement struck me as
over-free in tempo ( Haydn marks the graduations he requires) — but undeniably attractive. Apart from one or two brief intrusions
of what sounded like sotto voce mutterings,
the sound quality is impressive, with silent
surfaces and lifelike tone — Iimagine the
hardness is something Brendel himself
intended. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

HOLST: Choral Hymns from the Rig Veda

group) 0 Savitri

(
3rd

Janet Baker (m-sop)/Robert Tear (ten)fThomas
Hemsley (bass)/Osian Ellis (hrp) Purcell Singers/
ECO/Hoist

Argo ZRG 2815/6

Reissue from 1966

The stark chamber opera of 1916, Savitri, is a
must for all addicts of Hoist's work and
Decca have now reissued the standard
recording of it from 1966, coupled with the
complementary Choral Hymns from the Rig
Veda (
Third Group). This re-cut does not
disguise the date of production, but is sufficiently vivid for the impact of this fine
performance to emerge unhindered. Janet
Baker approaching the height of her vocal
control and Robert Tear fresh and unclouded
in tone are attractions enough, but astaunch
Thomas Hemsley as Death and a finely
pointed performance from the ECO under
lmogen Hoist are added bonuses. The Purcell Singers and Osian Ellis make the most of
the delicious Choral Hymns to complete an
extremely worthwhile reissue. [
B:11
Doug Hammond

is really quite staid, as for example in the
boisterous middle section of ( iii). On the fifth
movement, however, he does generate
tremendous electricity when preparing for
the return of the opening fanfares, while the
peroration itself, without quite achieving the
scalp-tingling frisson of Mackerras, is
musical to afault in its lucid terracing of the
amassed brass.
Soundwise Imust come down in favour of
the Decca for its greater openness and
brilliance. EMI's Kingsway production is certainly ample tonally, but there is atendency
to harden under pressure and one or two
instances of close-miking make for afeeling
of congestion where the music cries out for
more air in the texture. [
A/B:11
Edward Seckerson
JOSEPHS: Symphony No.5 ( Pastoral) 0 Variations
on a theme of Beethoven Op.68
Adelaide SO/Measham
Unicorn-lCanchana DKP 9026 digital

Unicorn-Kanchana have already featured the
conductor David Measham in a number of
fine recordings of works by British composers of this century, and they repeat that
successful formula on this disc of highly
attractive works from 1969/71 by Wilfred
Josephs ( b.1927). Although the Fifth Symphony has obvious affinities with that of
Vaughan Williams, and even some thematic
similarities, the implications and direction of
the whole work are very different, suggesting a less idyllic, insular outlook from its
composer. In contrast the earlier Variations
on Beethoven's Minuet in G is a work of
great fun, beginning with abeautiful, sicklysweet orchestration of the theme and then
turning a perceptively distorting mirror on
each of the theme's various facets. The
whole work brings to mind Ives' great organ
variations on America.
The Adelaide SO has gone from strength
to strength and I detected only a few
moments of scrappiness in the faster sections of the variations which lessened the
effectiveness of these otherwise excellent
performances. In both works the players
control and grade the dynamics expertly,
and Measham gets the orchestral balance
just right. The vivid, colourful scoring is
picked up by the recording and reproduced
with fine dynamic range, good transients,
and clear placing of the instruments. The
resonance of the acoustic does not induce
any lack of clarity and the overall production
suggests a balanced approach. Altogether a
welcome issue. [
A*:1*/1]
Doug Hammond
LEHÁR: Waltzes

JANACEK: Sinfonietta 0 Taras Bulba
Philharmonia/Rattle

Johann Strauss Orch of Vienna/Boskovsky
HMV ASD 1435401 digital dmm

Good performances and recording quality
would seem to be unnecessary to sell adisc
on which such popular names as Lehàr and
By virtue of their very different qualities I Boskovsky appear together, but happily this
would not want to be without either these
record combines all these things. Boskovsky
new Rattle performances or Sir Charles
certainly knows how to draw the best out of
Mackerras' Decca accounts, but if pushed I this orchestra: all the numbers bubble and
might express apreference for Mackerras in
sparkle with an unreserved enthusiasm,
the Sinfonietta and Rattle in Taras Bulba.
making the odd moments of raggedness
Surprisingly, it is the younger man who
relatively unimportant. There is great preturns in the mellower readings. Both textursence to the recording too, and the wide
ally and in terms of character and atmosdynamic range employed by the orchestra is
phere, Rattle and the Philharmonia tender no
faithfully reproduced. Textures are a little
end of subtlety and sensitivity. One comes
thick in the middle, but timbres are nicely
away remembering above all the sheer
preserved and the string tone is not
beauty and fantasy of these performances:
unpleasantly edgy. [
A/B:1*/2]
every sonority, every dynamic is weighed
Barbara Jahn
and tested for optimum colour and clarity.
Examples are legion, but to gauge as much
you have only to sample the opening of
UGETI: Lux Aeterna D Volumina O Etude No.1
Taras Bulba or thè maestoso switch to E
'Harmonies' 0 Second String Quartet
minor shortly after the start of the third
North German R Ch/Gerd Zacher (org)/La Salle
movement. How serenely the Philharmonia
Quartet
violins sing their dolcissimo phrases there.
DG 2543 818
Mackerras makes more of Sinfonietta's
Reissues from 1968, 1971
festive brilliance, and by comparison Rattle
HMV ASD 1435221
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In these more cautious days it is as well that
we remember just how innovative the '60s
were. This reissue from two earlier DG
records is from their Collectors Series and
contains some very exciting works by
Gergy Ligeti — one of the most inventive
members of the ' 60s Avant-garde. Lux
Aeterna (
1966) extends choral technique to
new expressive boundaries, while the two
organ pieces are amazing in their range of
sounds and interactions between individual
colours and lines. Stunning as these are, the
finest work here is the Second String Quartet
(1968) which will pass muster in any company and needs no explanation or contextual
vindication. All the performances are excellent and the recordings remain of high
calibre despite the passage of time. [
AM
Benedict Sarnaker
MAHLER: Symphony No.6 in a (Critical Edition)
New Phil/Barbirolli

CEP 4424 (
2 recs)

Reissue from 1968

Ialways think of Sir John's Mahler Sixth as
very Wuchtig: the German word more suggestive than its translation (weighty). The
reading is underpinned by constant growling
from the podium, and perhaps this has lent
the previous Conifer import some status
amongst audiophiles. EMI's Kingsway Hall
sessions caught the massive scale of
Mahler's scoring very well, and remastering
it on four sides CfP have opened up the
second movement in particular. Here Barbirolli avoids heaviness, although in the finale
the slow unfolding only just hangs together;
the expressive style is in marked contrast to
James Levine's intellectually penetrative
realisation. The very slow tempo for the
Andante makes it more sad, less hopeful
than usual, and the climax is delivered with
passion. No repeat in the first movement
Allegro. My 1968 sleeve notes are happily
prefaced with excerpts from an interview
with Sir John — and there is a session
photograph. [
A:1]
Christopher Breunig

MARTIN: Six Monologues from 'Jederman' CI 3
Excerpts from 'The Tempest'
Dietrich FischerDieskau (bar)/BPO/Martin
DG 2543 819
Reissues from 1963

Although dating back 20 years, these reissues yield nothing to their more modern
contemporaries in clarity, balance, depth or
atmosphere. Frank Martin's direction of his
own pieces is very sensitive and supportive
of his soloist, who produces his usual,
polished performance with aconstant attentiveness to the sound and sense of the
words. This trait can become a mannerism
with Fischer-Dieskau, but here it is highly
apposite. The Jederman (
Everyman) monologues are settings of texts by Hugo von
Hofmannsthal which range from tenderness
through anger to supplication. The Tempest
excerpts (from Act III and including Prospero's renunciation speech) work well in the
von Schlegel translation. Frank Martin's
music is consummately crafted and vividly
expressive. A welcome return to availability.
[A:1]
Benedict Sarnaker
MOZART: Piano Concerto No.22 in Eb III Symphony No.24 in B
Richter (pno)/Philharmonia/Muti

HMV ASD 1435281 digital dmm
The unceasing flow of Mozart piano concerto
recordings only rarely throws up one that
bowls over the hardened reviewer. The
Curzon/Britten ( February) was one such: this
is another. In an imperfect world nothing is
quite perfect, but this remarkable combination of talents comes very close. Conductor

For information on legitimate HiFi contact. LINN PRODUCTS LTD. 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow. G459SZ.Tel: 041.634 0371(10 lines).

and soloist display an empathy seldom met
with, and both have unusual sympathy with
the music. Richter's playing combines acute
logic with aprofound lyric intensity, equably
balanced and never exaggerated. Mutis
reactions match those of the pianist to the
proverbial tee, and his acute sense of
balance between winds ( so important here)
and the strings adds immeasurably to the
success of the performance. It is a more
successful compromise than any other Ican
think of on record.
Purists will no doubt cavil a little at
Richter's attachment to the precise letter of
the score — only once does he offer a linking
passage, but the poetry of his reading
absolves him from almost every charge of
solecism. Almost, for he opts for the cadenzas written for him by Britten which are, not
to put too fine a point on it, extraordinary.
Whatever virtues they may have as Lisztian
paraphrases, their presence in the body of
the concerto is totally anachronistic. They
are the only crack in the mirror, and Ifor one
feel the urge to pass over them every time I
play the record. The little symphony is
another delight, full of Italianate exuberance
and charm. Full marks must go too to the
engineers who have provided a recording
full of atmosphere and naturalness. Star
performances all round, but oh! those
cadenzas. [A*1*1
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: The Five Violin Concertos
Arthur Grumiaux (vin)/LSO/Davis
Philips 6768 365 (
3 recs)
Reissues from 1962, 1965
In addition to the five authenticated violin
concertos this album includes aperformance
of the Sinfonia Concertante for violin and
viola, in which Grumiaux is joined by Arrigo
Pelliccia. At this stage in his career Colin
Davis tended to favour abrisk tempo and the
faster movements sound a shade forced,
while the slower ones lack poise and the
feeling for poetry that one feels sure would
not be lacking now. Grumiaux, always a
sensitive player, injects sweetness into the
music and helps adjust the balance. His
performances are, however, acceptably
direct and he keeps the line flowing along
nicely.
The first of the series to be released ( K216
and K219) appeared in 1962, but though
recorded the same year K207 and K218 did
not appear until 1964. The last of the set was
issued the following year. The sound is
rather congested in all of them and the
boomy acoustic of the earlier ones detracts
from full enjoyment of the performances.
[B/C:1/21
Kenneth Dommett

MYSLIVECEK: Violin Concertos in C, D & F
Erni, Sebestyen (yin & dir)/Berlin RSO
Schwann VMS 1610 (£ 5.79, TOL)
The three concertos recorded here appear to
be the only ones Myslivecek composed for
the violin, though since the autographs have
not survived it may be possible that there are
others. In style they are forward- looking for
their time, which was probably the mid-1770s
or perhaps slightly earlier, and the resemblance between Myslivecek's main theme of
the first movement of his D- major concerto
and Mozart's K218 may not be mere coincidence. There is much about these concertos
that could be considered Mozartian, and the
knowledge that Mozart much admired the
music of ' Il divino Boemo' tends to reinforce
the resemblances. Actually none of them has
the scope of the maturer Mozart concertos,
except possibly the F- major which occupies
all of Side 2 though it lasts only some 17
minutes — rather short measure really.
The performances are stylish but make no
attempt to evoke a contemporary manner.
Sebestyen is a capable soloist with a good
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tone, but there is something routine about
the whole thing: it just fails to catch fire. One
is obviously tempted to put the blame for
this on the music, though it is really very
much better than the run-of-the-mill Mannheim type concerto of the time. The recording also cannot really be faulted since it
gives a realistic impression of the music in a
good spectrum of sound. [
A:2]
Kenneth Dommett,

PACHELBEL: Organ works
Peter Hurford (org)
Argo ZRDL 1015 digital
There are 15 works on this record, covering
most of the composer's stylistic range.
Pachelbel's name is not often on the lips of
listeners to organ music, partly through niggling doubts about its pronunciation and
partly because many of them find his output
rather uninteresting but do not wish to be
the first to say so. A good deal of the blame
must lie with recitalists who so often play
Pachelbel's works with unimaginative
heavy-handedness and monotonous registration. True, some pieces are a little
sombre in their structure, but many are
lyrical, with the kind of ' singing' quality that
has an instant human appeal. Hurford is just
the performer to bring out these aspects. His
account is light and airy without a trace of
dismissiveness, and I can only say that
anyone not convinced by this disc really will
have to give up on Pachelbel!
The organ is the very fine Sharp instrument in Knox Grammar School ( Sydney,
Australia), and its specification is given. The
recording quality is fine, albeit in a dry-ish
building, with good extension — great dynamic range is not demanded by this music.
[A:1*i
Trevor Attewell

PAGANINI: Violin Concertos Nos. 1 in D, 2 in b
Yehudi Menuhin (vIn)/RPO/Erede
EMI SXLP 1001941
Reissue from 1961
The good, clean sound quality of this disc
certainly belies the age of the original tapes.
Twenty-two years on, EMI have released
here a recording that sounds surprisingly
modern in its sharp stereo definition and
wide dynamic range. Only pre- echo and
lumpy tape cuts have proved difficult to
eradicate. Menuhin's characteristic fingerprints are all over these vigorous and
masterly performances — they should delight
those of his admirers who missed them the
first time round. Throughout, he is given
unobtrusive but surefooted support by the
RPO and Erede, allowing him the ' star' role
that Paganini would have expected. [
A/C:1*/
2]
Barbara Jahn

PASCHA: Christmas Mass El Carols
Soloists/Prague Madrigal Singers/Venhoda
Opus 9112 0208 (
Bond St Music)

The name of Edmund Pascha ( alias
Claudianus Ostern) ( 1714-72) is unlikely to
trip readily to the forefront of the mind. He is
not it seems known to the New Grove, but
was a Franciscan monk who spent most of
his life teaching in Moravia and Slovakia.
Like Ryba's better known example of the
pastorella mass ( see p.113), Pascha's conforms only loosely to the liturgical text,
though more so than Ryba's. To make his
work accessible to the laity he interlarded the
Latin text with passages in the vernacular,
causing his superiors to declare that 'This
slavonic text is valueless'. That may have
been the official view, but to us it comes as a
refreshingly unconventional though deeply
convincing expression of the Christmas message.
The Mass, and the carols from ' Prasae
Pastorales' mte greater use of foIk melodies than Ryli
in his more consciously
'European' setting, and in this performance
their impact is enhanced by the use of
contemporary instruments drawn from the
National Museum. Unfortunately the sleeve
is not very informative, and precise details of
the instruments are hard to come by; but
apart from strings there is the Tuba pastoris
(alphorn) and the curious 'fujara', a kind of
fipple-flute.
It is a work whose initial strangeness
quickly gives way to genuine enjoyment. The
score is apparently only on organ staves, but
its realisation sounds sensible and scholarly.
The sound is generally quite good and dates
from 1969. It makes one wonder why we
have had to wait so long for it, and hope that
this domestic Slovakian catalogue has more
of equal interest to offer. [
13:11
Kenneth Dommett

PROKOFIEV: Lieutenant Kijé Suite El Love for
Three Oranges Suite I: Overture Op.42
LAPO/Thomas
CBS 76987
Lieutenant Kijé is most subtley drawn here
by Tilson Thomas, its gentle ironies and
earthy charm discreetly conveyed through
myriad refinements in instrumental colour,
rhythm, accent and dynamics. There will
doubtless be some for whom the delicacy of
texture and leanness of line are too much out
of keeping with the broader brush strokes,
the baser folk elements of the piece. No-one,
though, is going to deny the sheer musicality
of the approach — its clarity of vision and,
most of all, its affection.
Love for Three Oranges is similarly blessed
— a real picture- book rendition where the
baddies, as conjoured by the grotesque
extremities of bass trombone, tuba and bass
drum ( all raspingly well caught) are real
baddies and the goodies, as personified by
the prince and princess, can live happily and
tenderly ever after. A lovely sense of contrast, then, and swagger in plenty. Iapprove
most heartily, for instance, of Tilson Thomas's cheeky and highly indicative broadening out for the last statement of the March.
His Los Angeles collaborators play out Prokofiev's fantastic images with enormous
gusto ( astar to the strings for their blistering
contributions to Scène Infernale and La
Fuite), while CBS's somewhat harshly- lit
recording ensures that not one garish sonority goes unturned even if it does mean
thrusting some of the players well down
stage.
Prokofiev's quickly scored Overture Op.42,
composed in 1926 for the inaugural ceremony of the Aeolian Company Building,
New York, makes for a riotous encore [13/A:11
Edward Seckerson

PURCELL: Hail! Bright Cecilia
Monteverdi Ch/English Bar Soloists/Jennifer Smith
(sop)/Ashley Stafford, Brian Gordon (c-tens)/Paul
Elliott (ten)/Stephen Varcoe (bar)/David Thomas
(bass)/Gardiner
Erato NUM 75049 digital ( Conifer)
113
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"EVERYWHERE YOU LOOK, THERE'S SOME DAMN FOOL SETTING
HIMSELF UP AND CALLING HIMSELF A CONSULTANT . . ."
So said asceptical caller at our showrooms recently. We were of
course alittle taken aback — after all, we had been calling ourselves
Subjective Audio, Hi Fi Consultants for a number of years. However,
upon reflection, our caller may well have been right to question our
status. After all, what qualifications does a consultant need to set
himself up, make all manner of claims about his supposed expertise;
and rake in the profits accordingly?
There is of course no simple answer to this — suffice to say that it's all
too easy to bluff your way in any number of fields, not just Hi Fi — and
the customer/client usually doesn't find out until too late. Inevitably, the
bogus consultant gets caught out but this causes him no real problems
as far as he is concerned, there aré plenty more fish in the sea!
With this in mind, it's not our intention to imply that all Hi Fi
Consultants are bogus — far from it. But it could be argued that the
plethora of new retailers claiming consultancy status, yet having only a
few days, weeks or months of experience to draw upon, might lead to
unfortunate situations occurring. After all, if the public allow
themselves to be used as guinea pigs for as yet untested marketing
ploys, they must also expect to foot the. bill. Our industry has of its own
accord recognised the problem and for that reason, we and a number
of other retailers have joined the excellent RA.DA. organisation.

Effort — The Essential Factor
Even small matters cannot be considered trivial — like having clean
showrooms each day, irrespective of how busy we are. Like answering
phones promptly and letters within 24 hours of receiving them.
Investigating why acustomer was pleased he bought from us, and
using our findings to improve an already impressive record, rather
than being complacent.
Of course this takes alot of effort and this is where Subjective Audio
differ hopefully from other retailers and consultant& Much of our effort
is initially unseen by the customer, but he comes to appreciate it in the
fullness of time. As an example — take our point about answering
letters within 24 hours. On average we send out over 150 brochures
and individual reply suggestions to enquirers by post each week. A
grubby sheet or a curt dismissal has no place with us — or you. You
could have one of our information packs sent to you by 1st class post if
you rang or wrote to us today — anywhere in the world. Our efficiency
is going to surprise you and it would be your first opportunity to see
why and how Subjective Audio take apride in being different to any
other specialist in Britain.

But today we'd like you to consider the implications of spending money
on audio equipment without the benefit of expert guidance; and the
fact that expert guidance is hard to come by. In order to explain what
we mean, let's examine how the people at Subjective Audio see
themselves, and how they respond to solving the real needs of their
customers. Firstly, let's define Subjective Audio's view of the term
Consultant.

All of this takes time, and you may wonder just how much time you'd
need before you could in all honesty call yourself aconsultant This is
difficult to define as it depends on many variables — however the 3
principal consultant-salesmen at Subjective Audio have over 19 years
experience of top end audio equipment between them! One thing is
clear though — you can never stop learning because the rate at which
new items are introduced into the market is astounding, and our staff
have to be aware of every new development that could significantly
improve the range of equipment that we sell and recommend.

The Consultant — Our Hero

Time — Our Unique Facility

In order to be effective and honest, the successful consultant must be
like aSolicitor and a Psychiatrist. Both of these highly respected
professions are staffed by good listeners — but like 'common' sense,
that quality is none too common. Listening is an art.

A consultant must be ruthless in selecting the "best" from the also-rans
and this takes time. The consultant/galesmen at Subjective Audio were
all customers of the company prior to being appointed as full time
employees In this way they can fully appreciate the situation of being
in your position and they remember only too well the impression made
on them as customers by our radically different approach, when
compared to the ineptitude and callousness of some other
establishments It's that memory which provides the yardstick by which
they judge their own performance with us. In short, they want to treat
their customers, both old and new, as they were treated themselves, all
those years aga And more importantly, they want their customers to
love the sound of their new systems in the same way that they do when
they return home after along, but happy, day.

Ask any Solicitor how much time and money his average client wastes
by thrashing about emotionally in his office, hour after hour until the
facts of the case present themselves clearly so that the Solicitor can
act effectively Ask any Psychiatrist how often a patient comes to him
with a problem which is not the problem at all — rather a
smokescreen for the real one. Clearly, the consultant must have the gift
of being able to listen intently and deduce the true nature of the
customer's requirements. In short, he must be receptive.
The audio Consultant must be prepared to question everything — from
the over optimistic claims of his suppliers, to evaluating his client's real
needs, as shown above. The more information he, has, the better he
can work. He must be curious by nature because if he is trusting and
complacent, he will fail as an effective guide; unable to discriminate
between the good, and the not so good.
Our hero must be a person with extremely high standards for himself
and his staff and be self motivated enough to constantly push himself
forward to meet these standards. Second best must never be
acceptable — and he must be tough enough to ensure that each and
every member of his staff meet the standards set by the Company.

All of this takes effort and if we had to sum up the requirements that
go to make asuccessful consultant, in one phrase, it would have to be
"prepared to make the greatest effort". We like to feel that Subjective
Audio lead the field in this attitude, and the countless testimonials from
delighted customers and the write-ups in such publications as Hi Fi
lbday and Popular Hi Fi acknowledge this But of course, there really
is only one way to find out if what you've read today is true, or merely
propaganda; just ring for our literature pack, and an appointment for a
no-obligation discussion of your requirements. But be warned, during
the last year 8out of every 10 visitors became our customers . . .
So, are we going to have the pleasure of meeting you soon?

Staff training must be a continuous operation, designed to ensure that
sales personnel are not just order takers, but experienced consultants
in their own right. In short — consultant/salesman.

Our Facilities

Our Suppliers

1.

MR (Cambridge)
ATC
Audio Research
Audio Vois
Beard
RS. Meridian
Burmester
Celestion
Dr Thomas
D.N.M.
EMT/ Van Den Hul
Etude
Gale
Goldring
Grace
Harbeth
Helius

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Three purpose built single speaker demonstration rooms — fully
stocked with the worlds finest equipment.
Close to Euston, Kings Cross and St Pancras BR stations as well as
Momington Crescent Tube.
Delivery and full installation service within 200 miles of central
London.
All major credit cards accepted at no additional charge.
Instant credit up to £1000.00 for suitable applicants:- Please write
for full details.
Interest-Free credit facilities on a small number of different items
each month:- Please write for full details.
Sensible and attractive part exchange quotations.
Full EXPORT facilities to all parts of the world.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD

Audio Consultants
2-4 Camden High Street
London NVV1 OJH, England
Tel (01) 387 8281

Heybrook
Kesiki
Koetsu
Krell
Linn Products
Logic
Michell Engineering
Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi
Oracle
Pink Triangle
QED Cables
Revox
Sony
Spendor
Supex
Syrinx
Talisman

One of Purcell's larger- scale works, this Ode
is a setting of a poem by Nicholas Brady
(1692) to St. Cecilia and her alleged invention
of the organ, here praised as the greatest of
all instruments. It begins with an
instrumental ' symphony' and then proceeds
to the text, which is divided into eleven
sections, each for its own selection of singers and instruments. It is awork of staggering brilliance, showing Purcell in the full flow
of his genius: each section is a new delight,
whether for full chorus or smaller groups.
The performers here are all excellent,
singularly and collectively, with a glorious
sound from the full choir and some lovely
individual work. John Elliott Gardiner is an
ideal director, with his loving attention to
detail which never loses the movement of
the whole work.
The recording, without showing any specifically ' digital' characteristics, is of exceptional clarity, detail and brilliance. Certainly
the fine performance is not let down by the
engineers ( Yolanta Skura - a name new to
me), and the Barbican Concert Hall seems to
have considerable potential as a recording
studio. There is amarked echo audible as the
music ends, but it has not been allowed to
obscure the inner detail of the score. Ifound
this amost enjoyable experience, and one to
which Ishall certainly return. Hail, bright
Cecilia, indeed. [
A/A*:1)
Peter Turner
RAMEAU: Les Boréades
Jennifer Smith/Anne-Marie Rodde/Philip Langridge/John Aler/Jean-Philippe Lafont/Monteverdi
Ch/English Bar Soloists/Gardiner
Erato STU 715343 (
3 recs) ( Conifer)

The Concierto is not aconcerto; it consists of
nine quite short pieces, linked by the ' madrigal' theme. It is typical of Rodrigo: sharp
differences of mood and tempo, dissonant
harmonies, cunning use of brass and woodwind, coupled with an essentially romantic
approach. And all very agreeable it is, too.
The two orchestral pieces are a heroic essay
on a poem, ' for the flower of the blue lily',
and afour-part ' music for agarden' based on
seasonal themes. Icannot say that there are
great musical or emotional depths here:
despite some of his titles, Rodrigo just does
not get there. There is much charm, great
orchestral skill, and an individual ' signature',
but not much more.
Enrique Batiz provides bags of energy, and
marks the changes of mood very nicely, with
the LSO in good responsive form. The two
soloists are fully equal to the considerable
demands of the guitar parts, though they are
rarely heard without the orchestra. Overall,
this issue is enjoyable, easy-going stuff, for
times when one is not feeling up to more
strenuous things.
The recording of the purely orchestral
works seems better than that of the concerto.
Isay ' seems' because my copy came on two
test- pressings, and that of the concerto is
badly warped, which may affect the sound. I
could have done with more of Rodrigo's
meticulous detail, but the sound is certainly
clear, vivid and realistic. The balance in the
concerto is very satisfactory, but the performer who appears on the right of the pair is
usually less distinct than the one on the leftsometimes barely audible. [
A/B:2]
Peter Turner

RYBA: Czech Christmas Mass I: Sweet NightApart from a French Radio version in 1963
ingale
and a concert performance in 1975,
Soloists/Czech Phil Ch/Prague SO/Smetacek
Rameau's last opera Les Boréades remained
Supraphon 50768 (
Bond St Music)
unperformed until John Elliott Gardiner restored it for the 1982 Aix-en-Provence FesLike the Pascha Mass reviewed elsewhere,
tival, where the present recording was made.
this Ryba record appeared last year but the
It is an impressively complex work on an
review was squeezed out by seasonal pressequally complex Greek myth of obstructed
ures.
love ( but with an operatic happy ending).
Jan Jakob Ryba ( 1756-1815) is now
The plot is not made any easier to follow by
remembered largely for this Pastorella or
the absence of a libretto in the box set,
Christmas Mass, made popular far beyond
although the instructive and illustrated bookCzech borders by an earlier best-selling Suplet does have asynopsis. But to the performraphon recording of it made by Jan Kühn.
ance. As is only to be expected with such a
Ryba, a philosophy student, became
respected baroque conductor, chorus,
immured in his home village by personal
orchestra and fine gathering of soloists, the
circumstances where he wrote essays on
opera hangs together very well, and even in
philosophy, compiled a dictionary of music,
some of the less exciting numbers there are
and wrote a large work on music theory. His
always touches to hold the attention. Philip
Mass ' Hej Mistre' ( Hi Master!) dates from
Langridge gives a very convincing and
1797, and like Pascha's is only loosely tied to
finely- voiced interpretation of the lover
the liturgical text, which is interspersed by
Abaris - he has some marvellous music too
commentary in the local language. But the
- and Jennifer Smith as the other half of the
music is much more 'formal' than Pascha's,
pair ( Alphise, Queen of Bactria) is powerful
and Ryba's indebtedness to Haydn and love
when thwarted by circumstance, and both
of Mozart is evident. There is nevertheless
singers turn on the passion for their brief,
much individuality in the writing. This
intense, love duet in Act 5. The other soloists
extends to the pastorella Sweet Nightingale
deserve mention too for the quality of their
which Helena Tattermuschova sings seducsinging.
tively on this new issue.
The recording has a very deep stage, and
New is a relative term though, for Smewhilst the main protagonists are generally to
tacek's recording actually dates from 1966.
the fore ( this is less true though of the
However, it shows little evidence of age
chorus) the whole effect is too often recesapart from a slight constriction of sound,
sed, destroying many of the dramatic
where modern engineering would probably
moments - Alphise being carried off in a have opened out the textures abit. As it is we
whirlwind at the end of Act 3. Solos are
are treated to some fine singing, especially
supported by a more forward continuo
from the veteran Beno Blachut and the bass
group with the harpsichord much in eviZdenek Kroupa. Arguably a case could now
dence, although it too recedes rather disconbe made for a more stylish version with
certingly when the other instruments join
period instruments and appropriate sized
below the voice. The instrumental group as a forces, but there can be no doubt that this
whole, and the strings in particular, has a
newer version will be welcomed
rather veiled outline even in the specifically
wholeheartedly by anyone who wishes to
orchestral numbers, as in the final contre - sample a work of irresistible charm. [
B:11
dance with percussion, where in addition the
Kenneth Dommett
bass has a booming reverberance. [
B/C:1/2]
Roger Bowen
RODRIGO: Concierto Madrigal El Per la Flor del Lliri
Blau CI Musica para un Jardin
LSO/Batiz/Alfonso Moreno, Deborah Morotti (gtrs)
HMV ASD 1651411 digital
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SAINT—SAËNS: Cello Concerto No. 1111 The Swan
12 Allegro Appassionato/TCHAIKOVSKY: Variations on a Rococo Theme CI Pezzo Capriccioso
Paul Tortelier (vIc)/Robert Johnston (hrp)/Northem
Sinfonia/Yan Pascal Tortelier/CBSO/Frémaux

EMI ESD 1077621
Reissues from 1974, 1975
Throughout this disc we are treated to the
kind of warm, committed readings that are
always associated with Tortelier, but to
enjoy them to the full we must also accept
the sprinkling of poorly intoned notes that
can also infiltrate his performances. The
recording quality of the five works here is
less than uniform. The Tchaikovsy pieces are
well balanced, though overall too close, and
are set in awarm and pleasant acoustic. The
Swan on Side 2 also enjoys a pleasing
recorded sound and is given a beautifully
poised performance. The remaining orchestral works on this side, however, are set
further back in a more reverberant acoustic
and textures become rather clogged as a
consequence. [
B/C: 1*/2]
Barbara Jahn
SCHUBERT: Mass No. 2 in G. D 167 El German
Mass, D872
Wiener Sangerknaben/Ch ViennensisNSO/Harrer
Philips 6514 262 digital
Thanks to a series of recordings, Schubert's
masses have become more familiar over the
past few years. This coupling of the early and
popular G- major Mass, which Schubert composed in six days of March 1815, and the
group of short sacred hymn- meditations of
1826 known as the German Mass, suggests
the variety within his sacred music. Although
only the first Sawallisch boxed set of
Schubert's complete church music at present makes the German Mass available,
there have been other versions. The new one
is a shade self-conscious in its sweetness,
but none-the- less very welcome. Only a
small point, but Idid wonder why the order
of the movements had been changed.
The G- major Mass is a wonderfully
assured work for ateenager, with aCredo of
outstanding imaginative insight and technical skill; and the Benedictus with lovely
vocal trio is almost as striking. The Agnus
Dei even looks forward to Lazarus. The
unnamed boy soprano is sweet-toned and
assured, and is finely supported by the other
soloists. Uwe Christian Harrer secures singing from the choir and playing from the
orchestra that is by turns radiant and grandly
solemn. The digital recording has ample
reserves of power, and the quiet passages
have clarity and unblemished naturalness.
[A:1]
Peter Branscombe

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No.8
Concertgeboute/Haitink
Decca SXDL 7621 digital
Where the wide open spaces of the Albert
Hall seemed to dissipate the potency of
Haitink's reading when he and the Concertgebouw visited the Proms this summer,
Decca's superb digital recording has virtually
re- doubled its impact, adding immediacy
and edge to a monumental account of this
115

most harrowing score. For some, Haitink's
intense musicafity, the sheer order and control of his reading, is coing to suffer somewhat by comparison with the almost reckless
Slavonic abandon of, say, Kondrashin or
Mravinsky's celebrated readings. But how
skilfully and effectively he paces and interrelates the various components of Shostakovich's huge five- movement ground- plan: .
from the assertive thrust of the opening
string octaves right through to the wistful
resignation of those hypnotic final bars. In
lesser hands, courage alone would not be
enough to sustain so spacious and atmospheric a realisation of the first movement,
Those protracted woodwind plaints here
take on a timelessness and with it a
hopelessness which seems almost to suggest that the sorrows of which they speak
may never end,
The superior quality of the recording is
vividly revealed at the very outset in doublebass sonorities that are incisive as well as
deeply resonant. Once again Decca have the
measure of Concertgebouw hall, combining
immediacy with open, natural perspectives,
The unnerving presence of those seismic
percussion crescendos in the first movement, the thwack of sforzando basses at the
opening of the third, makes for only one
possible sound rating: [A*11
Edward Seckerson

and Maksymiuk's emphatic approach to the
first movement and indeed was much taken
with its down-to-earth ruggedness, its
eagerly projected orchestral contributions,
Surely, though, a little more pace on the
proceedings would have heightened its
effectiveness, just as a little more repose
might have added lustre to the Andante's
Chopinesque reverie. Alexeev's playing
there struck me as not so much simply
inflected, but really rather plain. Give me the
'fireside' romanticism of Ogdon any day.
Still, ahearty acount of the Finale certainly
blew away any further doubts and Ihad
nothing but praise for the excellent No.1 on
the reverse. No lack of pace or vitality here,
On the contrary, energy there is in plenty,
with gratifying snap to the rhythms (terrific
registration of the bass parts in the first
movement) and in the Finale especially, a
fine sense from both soloist and conductor
of just how far to take the quirkiness and wit
of the music. Again, excellent contributions
from the ECO and a recording of rich
immediacy in which all the balances seemed
to me ideal save perhaps the trumpet solo
near the finishing post. A touch reticent?
Ialmost forgot the fill-up: aptly, if a little
generously, described by Robert MatthewWalker as ' almost a Soviet Warsaw Concerto'. That just about sums it up. (
A:1/2]
Edward Seckerson

SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Concertos Nos.1 & 2 O
The Assault on Beautiful Gorky from 'The
Unforgettable Year 1919'
Dmitri Alexeev (pno)/Philip Jones (tpt)/ECO/Maksymiuk
CFP 4416 digital

STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra D Macbeth
VPO/Maazel
DG 410 597-1 digital

Here are two very individual and often very
compelling performances; but not everything about No.2 quite works for me. For
instance, Ican happily go along with Alexeev

At first glance the main selling- point here
would seem to be Macbeth, Strauss' first
foray into the genre of the tone- poem. But in
fact it is Maazel's exhilarating Zarathustra
which ends up stealing the thunder, and I'm
not altogether sure that Iwouldn't put it
forward right now as my No. 1recommenda-

01 946 1528
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How spoiled we are. In their different ways
Della Casa, Schwarzkopf, Sitederstriim and
Popp all have something very individual,
very special to say about Strauss's manyfaceted Four Last Songs. Now comes Jessye
Norman into this select constellation with a
wonderful performance which Ican best
sum up by reaching for the word ' nobility'.
The scale here is operatic, the delivery
majestic, the antithesis in fact of Popp's

111.111T-VIDEO

Access
Barclaycard

CASSETTE/TAPE RECORDERS ( P&P f4.951

STRAUSS: Four Last Songs 0 Six Orchestral
Songs (Ciicilie, Morgen, Wiegenlied, Ruhe meine
Seele, Meinem Kinde, Zueignung)
Jessye Norman/Leipzig Gewandhaus/Masur
Philips 6514 322 digital
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tion. For one thing Maazel has caught the
VPO at the top of its form. Refulgent stringtone and burnished brass are the order of the
day, with those celebrated horns actually
making light of Strauss's impossible
demands. Stylistically the VP0 is without
peer in this music. Lower your pickup anywhere in the enticing Tanzlied section, for
instance, and you'll encounter the kind of
home-spun Viennese lilt for which there is
no truly convincing substitute.
The recording is ripely impressive. Only
one passage - that for richly divided strings
shortly after the opening - betrays atouch of
shameless level- boosting, otherwise its
warmth and immediacy are winning assets.
The ubiquitous C- major cadence of the opening sounds very well indeed, as does the
mom en t
ous pay- off at
th e cli max ofthe great
fugue.
And Macbeth? Welh, for those who may
never have heard the piece, this youthful
opus is cast very much in the Lisztian mould.
Meaning that it is wont to ramble. Still, an
exciting and persuasive performance, more
convincingly balanced than Also Sprach but
cut at a rather low level. (A:1*/11
Edward Seckerson
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This is the last of the series of the complete
rather more private reading, closer perhaps
Vierne organ symphonies, each with a 'filler'
to the kind of performance Ican imagine
from Opus 31, all played by David Sanger on
Flagstad might have given at the work's
the Walker organ of St. Peter's Italian
premiere. Ican't remember when Ilast heard
Church, London. The performances have
Miss Norman in better voice. One takes for
been superb throughout, and have brought
granted her command of the words, her
Vierne
to life more convincingly than any
intensity and perception therein, but how
others
Ihave heard, live or recorded. The set
gloriously she fills out key phrases here. I
has been aconsiderable achievement by Mr.
thought that Popp and Tennstedt had
Sanger both in interpretative insight and
afforded themselves maximum expansion in
sheer technical virtuosity, and it has been
these songs,but Norman and Masur plainly
well worth waiting patiently for the five years
feel them in even longer-breathed stretches.
of its production span!
Hardly less of atreat are the songs on Side
As in previous issues the Meridian record2, with Masur and his cultured Leipzig
ing does justice to the player. It is pleasantly
orchestra once more tendering luminous
balanced, very clean and precise, with excelsupport. What aglorious flood of sound they
lent ' presence', low noise- levels and very
release at the start of Cácilie and how
good frequency extension. In my view these
generously Norman's voice soars to match
versions face no real competition, and I
them. Morgen is exquisite, as is the serene
strongly recommend them — all are fortuWiegenlied, while the shadowy Wagnerian
nately still available. [
A:11
recesses of Ruhe, Meine Seele are somberly
Trevor Attewell
invoked.
Acoustically and tonally, the spacious,
honestly balanced Philips recording perfectly complements the nature of the perWAGNER: Tristan und lsolde - Prelude and Liebesformances, an unobtrusive halo of revertod, Prelude to Act Ill 0 The Flying Dutchman beration lending added bloom to the lower
Overture 0 Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg strings and accommodating Miss Norman's
Prelude Act ID La Descente de la Courtille
ample tones with ease. [
A:1*1
Orch de Paris/Barenboim
Edward Seckerson
DG 2532 086 digital
SULLIVAN: Overtures - Di Bailo 0The Gondoliers
lolanthe O The Mikado D Patience O Pinafore 0
Yeoman of the Guard
RLPO/Groves
EMI ESD 1077541
Reissues from 1968, 1973
With the exception of the Overture to Di
Bailo, which dates from 1968, all the bands
here were recorded in 1973. The sound is
quite reasonable but lacks the transparency
and immediacy of the best modern recordings. Sir Charles Groves obtains some lovely
playing from the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, with beautiful tone from the string and
woodwind sections. He concentrates on Sullivan's melodic gifts, but fails at times to
bring out the sparkling quality of the music.
The result is always pleasant but not really
exciting. [13:21
John Freestone
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Pilgrim's Progress
Soloists/LPO & Ch/Boult
HMV SLS 1435133 (
2 rem)
Reissue from 1972
First boxed with excerpts from Sir Adrian's
brisk, sharp-tongued rehearsals, Pilgrim's
Progress has been reduced from five LP
sides and reissued to mark the 25th
anniversary of the composer's death.
Vaughan Williams worked at sections of his
Morality over along time span; it was finally
staged in 1951. Bunyan's allegory influenced
much of his thinking: there are specific
musical links with Symphonies 5and 6, Job
and the Tal/is Fantasy, while in Act 2we are
reminded of the hymn 'Who would true
valour see'.
This set must touch the heart, the music
inspiré by its transparent sincerity, and it
was surprising to see Arthur Jacobs taking
quite ahard line in his March '72 review. His
A:2 rating Iwould certainly want to upgrade.
Sir Adrian's direction is masterly, and the
considerable range of the work might be
instanced by the contrast between the
beautiful Nocturne which closes Side 1, with
its soft bassoon part and fine, sensitive
singing from Shirley-Quirk as Watchful, and
the Splendid orchestral sequence ' arming of
the Pilgrim'. [
A:1*/21
Christopher Breunig
VIERNE: Symphony No.6 in b CI Pastorale from
Pièces en Style Libre, Op.31
David Sanger (org)
Meridian E77067
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The Orchestre de Paris is ill-suited to this
programme. The Tristan excerpts are pedestrian and spoiled by some deep vibrato in the
strings and alack of any sense of long-term
thematic development. There is no progression or 'sweep'; the music literally sags apart
at times as the orchestra steps gingerly
through the score. The boxy, sometimes
confused sound is of little help, while tacking
on the Tristan Act Ill Prelude to the end of the
Liebestod makes musical and emotional
nonsense. More disturbing is the slightly flat
and faltering performance in the Liebestod:
Barenboim's slow pace and his apparent
disregard for dynamic markings and note
values. The Act III Prelude is curiously handled and subjected to aheavy vibrato, though
the cor-anglais solo is quite beautifully
played if poorly recorded — close yet reverberant.
The Dutchman presents a similarly confused sound picture and is disjointed and
stretched out, the hints of ' hornpipe' being
flat-footed. Similarly in the Meistersinger
Prelude where the timpanist is very heavyhanded and turns grandeur and nobility into
a plodding tread.
La Descente del'a Courtille comes in complete contrast. This world premiere recording of choral 'carnival' music is played with
all the panache and skill this orchestra could
muster for their native Offenbach. The
vaudeville commission from 1840 is carried
off in splendid style, but the disc can hardly
be recommended on the strengths of this
4-minute piece alone. [
B/C:3/1)
David Prákel

pity in light of the beauty and control in the
string playing. At this slow tempo grandeur
changes to a wistful regret.
Tennstedt's Lohengrin Preludes are in
total contrast; these are the best Wagner he
has recorded. Act Ishimmers with radiant
faith while the Act Ill Prelude bursts into this
recital with astonishing strength and power,
particularly from the brass section. (Could
Tennstedt be tempted to record acomplete
studio Lohengrin to replace the classic
Kernpe recording?) Meistersinger also
receives a lusty performance, in marked
contrast to Barenboim's Paris version.
The recorded sound seems to lack longterm dynamic contrast, though cymbal
crashes and other percussive effects are
vividly captured. A mixed rating to reflect
reservations regarding sound quality and the
narcotic Rienzi. (
A/B:1*/21
David Priikel

MUSIC FROM THE FILM 'WAGNER': excerpts from
Tristan und Isolde*, Das Rheingold, Siegfried,
Parsifal, Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg*, Gütterdtimmerung, Siegfried Idyn
CSOWPO/Solti
Decca SXL 7009
Reissues from 1959-73

Solti's recordings were chosen to provide a
soundtrack for the epic Richard Burton film
Wagner. Short extracts are presented on this
full-price album in a profit- making but ultimately pointless re-packaging exercise by
Decca.
Solti's 1961 VPO Tristan opens with mannered emphasis of the bass figure in the Act
3 Prelude; oddly enough, for the Liebestod
Decca have chosen the 1972 Chicago recording. Both this and the CSO Meistersinger
sound rather woolly, surprisingly less clear
(though obviously more modern) than the
classic 1959 Rhinegold recording. The editWAGNER:Overtures to Tannhauser, Rienzi, Die
ing for this film score package gives you an
Meistersinger von Nürnberg 0 Preludes to Acts I irritating fade in the Tristan Act 3 Prelude, a
and Ill of Lohengrin
swift chop in the Parsifal bells, and a rapid
BPO/Tennstedt
fade-down before Siegfried's entry in the Act
HMV ASD 1435781 digital dmm
1 Prelude from the 1963 Vienna recording.
Never have chunks been more bleeding. An
It is immediately worth pointing out that the
exploitative package ( especially at full price)
sound balance for this, Tennstedt's second
of recordings and performances that have
Wagner overture disc for EMI, is markedly
already made gramophone history. Not even
superior to his first; but - Tannhäuser and
the Siegfried Idyll is played complete. IndiRienzi are not given great performances.
vidually (
A/A*:1*/1/2] but that is no recomTannhauser develops an odd staccato qualmendation for the package.
ity, while the BP0 don't manage to capture
David Priikel
the bittersweet devotion/corruption dichotomy so admirably portrayed by the Vienna
Philharmonic under Solti. In the return of the
WALTON: Variations on atheme by Hindemith 0
Symphony No.2 0 Belshazzar's Feast 0 Partita for
Pilgrim's theme Tennstedt adopts an odd
orchestra 0 Viola Concerto 0 Violin Concerto 0
balance which exposes the strings' leaping
Façade 0 Johannesburg Festival Overture 0 Capand diving theme to the point of distraction.
riccio Burlesco
However, the closing chords are superlatively played by the BPO brass. Rienzi is
Various Artists
taken at asoporifically slow pace, which is a CBS 79411 ( 4 recs) partly M
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WALTON: Viola Concerto* D Scapino
Overture14** El Facade Suite No.1 ***
William Primrose ( v1a)/RPO/Sargent*/CSO/
Stock**/Kostelaneta***
CBS 71115 partly M
Reissues from 1941-1969
•
These five discs represent the most significant retrospective on performances of Walton's music since EMI% set of Walton conducting his own pieces. Many of the recordings date from the 1960s and have that
familiar CBS sound to them — great
immediacy and brilliance, but also a hefty
edge that can be tiring. The Hindemith
Variations and Symphony 2 both receive
vivid, energetic readings from SzeII and the
Cleveland; the former work is not otherwise
available on disc at the moment. Belshazzar's Feastfares poorly under Ormandy, with
the choir sounding stilted and the recording
unable to cope with the forces involved. SzeII
and the Cleveland return at the end of this
second disc to provide another performance
of verve for the Partita, though the recording
is less precise here. Zino Francescatti accompanied by the Philadelphia under Ormandy
make afine job of the Violin Concerto, if you
can accept the dated style — heavy vibrato
throughout and some overlarge gestures.
The last disc of the set has the Johannesburg
FO and Capriccio Burlesco conducted by
André Kostelanetz in scampering performances that could have benefited from more
punch. The recording is spacious and
immediate but becomes too vigorous
towards the end of the Capriccio. The accompanying Façade from 1958 is in mono, with
Edith Sitwell set well to the fore, suitably
monotonel for the most part, and deftly and
neatly accompanied by an ensemble conducted by Frederick Prausnitz.
Ihave left the Viola Concerto to the last to
compare its performance in the set with that
by William Primrose accompanied by the
RPO under Sargent on the single disc. Paul
Doktor is set in sharp focus in the 1969
recording with the LPO under Edward
Downes. His strong, distinctive sound is well
suited to the work, and he is technically more
secure in the most problematic sections of
passagework than is Primrose. The latter,
however, with a more pungent tone quality
and a less intimate setting, captures the
vigour of the work well and carries the line of
argument better, making especially good
sense of the final movement. The good
quality mono is not a match for the albeit
less-than- perfect stereo of the Doktor version, but the performance may tip the
balance between the two. The coupling for
Primrose consists of a smudged performance of the first Façade Suite from Kostelanetz, and a1941 tunnel-vision recording of
the original version of Scapino with
Frederick Stock conducting the Chicago SO —
loads of sizzle and really only for the collectors. [Set — (
B/C/D:1*/1/3); single disc — C/H: 1/2/
3]
Doug Hammond

JOHN WILLIAMS: Music from ' Return of the Jedi'
NatP0/Gerhardt
RCA RL 14748 dmm digital
This re-recording of music from the score of
the film soundtrack for Star Wars Ill — Return
of the Jedi is by Kenneth Wilkinson, Decca's
chief engineer before his retirement, and
again he and Chuck Gerhardt have delivered
the sonic goods as with the original Star
Wars music. Though billed as an RCA digital,
Ibelieve Decca's recorders were used for the
sessions, and Kingsway has never sounded
more expansive. The sound is transparent
yet has focus and a brilliantly lit top end
without atrace of harshness. The track ' Into
the trap' exemplifies the Wilkinson/Gerhardt
approach, with low string power, distant
horns and the cutting edge of brass ripping
through the strings. In the love theme ' Luke
and Leia' Gerhardt and the NPO pull out all
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the cinematic stops for a sumptuous,
enveloping string sound.
William's music has moved on: no more
borrowings from Hoist and Debussy, instead
percussion à la Shostakovich and themes
courtesy of Prokofiev. 'The Ewok Battle', for
instance, is what Charles Ives would have
made of Shostakovich's Symphony No.6 and
Prokofiev's March from The Love of Three
Oranges. There is strong original music: the
unlikely tuba theme for 'Jabba the Hut'
which is curiously beautiful. The Star Wars
theme is recorded here as part of the main
title music.
An American domestic pressing bought
while on holiday in the States, though
noisier, has more impact and seemingly a
better dynamic range. Good though this
British dmm issue is, Ifear that asonic star
rating could only be awarded to the import
quality sound on the dmm surfaces. There is
no doubt however about Gerhardt and the
NPO's musical professionalism or enthusiasm. [
A:11
David Prikel

CLASSICAL

COLLECTIONS

AN IMUSICI SELECTION
ALBINONI/GIAZOTTO: Adagio in g/BEETHOVEN:
Minuet in G/BOCCHERINI: Minuet (String Quintet
in E)/HAYDN: Serenade (String Quartet in F)/
MOZART: Eine kleine Nachtmusik/PACHELBEL:
Canon
Musici
Philips 8514 370 digital
After 30 years of music-making together and
the sale of over ten million discs, IMusici
are still enjoying every note that they play, as
their performances here readily demonstrate. The sympathy and understanding they
feel lend to such well-known works as
Mozart's ale kleine Nachtmusik and Beethoven's Minuet in G a freshness and vigour
often lacking in other performances. Even
the sentiment expressed in Giazotto's working of Albinoni's now over-popularised Adagio is entirely convincing. Only the Pachelbel
Canon disappoints in its rather distractingly
regular and unimaginative harpsichord continuo realisation — but this is a minor point.
Of much greater distraction is the rather
raw treble sound produced as a result of
over-close miking. It does represent an
authentic string-tone, but the uncomfortable
closeness of it would not be to everyone's
taste. Although dynamics are well- reproduced on the whole, the peculiar lurching
crescendo in the last few bars of the Eine
kleine would appear to be a result of poorly
judged technical assistance, rather than a
quirk of performance. (
B/C:1*/2]
Barbara Jahn

ART OF PETER DAWSON
31 items, including operatic and oratorio arias,
German, Russian and English songs
Peter Dawson (bar)Nanous supporting artists,
accompanists, orchestras and conductors
EMI RLS 1077053 (
2 recs) M
Reissues from 1906-1934
What aversatile artist Peter Dawson was! He
recorded an immense amount of material
and EMI have sifted the wheat from the chaff
to produce this two-record album which fully
demonstrates what a truly magnificent singer Dawson was. His technique was staggering and his recordings of oratorio are really
superb. In the Handel arias his management
of the difficult runs and divisions is immaculate and his delivery of the recitative in '0
ruddier than the cherry' is a model of style.
His operatic arias, all sung in English, show

how easily he could cope with the difficult
tessiture of 'Ah could Ibehold the glances'
from II Trovatore, and his diction and rapid
patter at the conclusion of ' Hey for the
town's factotum' from The Barber of Seville
is amazing. The transfers have been expertly
carried out and altogether this is an album
not to be missed. [
H:1/11
John Freestone
BAROQUE TRUMPET CONCERTOS
VIVALDI: RV 537 for two trumpets I: RV 548 for
trumpet and violin/TELEMANN: in c & in Dwith 2
oboes D attrib STÓLZEL: in D
Maurice Andre, Bernard Soustrot (tpts)/lona Brown
(vIn)/ASM/Marriner
HMV 1435301 digital
Maurice André's many admirers will greet
this recording enthusiastically, and no wonder, since he continues to perform with that
strange blend of brilliance of tone - and
apparent ease of communication. He has
recorded the Vivaldi 'double' and the Stólzel
(possibly by Fasch) before, of course, and he
blends easily with his various concertante
partners — the oboists are Celia Nicklin and
Tess Miller, incidentally.
The contribution of the orchestra,
however, Ifound less convincing. First, it
seems to me inappropriate to change continuo instrument from harpsichord to organ
and vice-versa within one work; second, the
orchestra is set too far back and sounds too
narrow in the spatial frame, so that it is not
flattered; and third, it sounds weary and
(especially as the ASM strings can play so
well) unenthusiastic.
Possibly the latest policy of importing very
distinguished continental artists doesn't suit
the orchestra. It's difficult to say. Anyway,
the record will sell well, and the programme
is interesting and partly new to records.
Good, sensible cover- notes by Richard
Dearling form an added bonus. As for
Maurice André, he never needs a bonus!
IC:1•11)
Stephen Daw
CHRISTMAS CAROL CONCERT
Ch of King's College, Cambridge/David Willcocks/
Simon Preston & Andrew Davis (org)
Argo ZK 100
Reissues from 1958-65
This is an anthology of recordings made at
King's over the years. It consists of carols,
partly the well-known ones but rather more
those not in common use: at King's they
have done wonders by enlarging the repertory. Throughout, there is the characteristic
polish and taste which one hopes they will
never lose, together with the interpretative
skill of Dr. Willcocks. In all, it is an anthology
of performance in the field in which the
King's College choir has set aworld standard
and has become known world-wide. It has
always been without equal.
The recordings show some variations over
the years, inevitably; but in fact these are
small, and even the earliest of those given
here retain a high standard, and effectively
refute the idea we tend to cherish: that
current recordings, digital and analogue, are
necessarily better than older ones. In many
cases, the truth is the contrary.
The autumn of 1983 has not provided the
most appropriate atmosphere in which to
listen to Christmas carols; but when the
season comes round, there will be few better
records than this one. [
A/B:1]
Peter Turner

DECCA 'GRAND VOCI' SERIES
Berganza: Arias by Cherubini, Gluck, Handel,
Mozart, Pergolesi, Rossini.
Theresa Berganza (m-sop)Narious supporting
artists and orchestras
Decca GRV 25
Reissues from 1959-1967
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Bergonzi: Arias by Cilea, Giordano, Meyerbeer,
Ponchielli, Verdi
Carlo Bergonzi (ten)Narious supporting artists and
orchestras
Decca GRV 21
Reissues from 1958-1967

sue can be strongly recommended. [
H:11
John Freestone

Corelli: Arias by Cilea, Gounod, Ponchielli, Puccini,
Zandonai
Franco Corelli (ten)Narious supporting artists and
orchestras
Decca GRV 19
Reissues from 1966-1973
Ludwig: Four excerpts from Wagnerian Music
Drama
Christa Ludwig (m-sop)NPO/Solti
Decca GRV 18
Reissues from 1965-1973
Popp: Arias and duets from Mozart operas
Lucia Popp (sop)/Various supporting artists and
orchestras
Decca GRV 23
Reissues from 1972-1979
Berganza is undoubtedly one of the finest
mezzo-sopranos to emerge since World War
II. Her singing is always musical and the
voice is a most beautiful instrument used
with great skill. Her coloratura is excellent,
but the aria from Semiramide sounds better
from a soprano. Good recording for its
period: IBA] Bergonzi was agreat stylist, and
his singing always avoids the excesses only
too common among Italian tenors. Originally
a baritone, he retained a full and resonant
lower register combined with good ringing
upper notes. The later recordings show a
considerable improvement vocally over the
1958 ones. Fair recording: [B/C:1]. Corelli had
aglorious voice and is at his best in the duets
with Tebaldi, who is featured in four of these
bands. Elsewhere he is less restrained and
rather insensitive at times: [8:1/21. Ludwig is
afine and versatile artist and is shown at her
very best in these Wagnerian excerpts in
which Rene Kollo and Hans Hotter also
appear. Excellent recording for its date and
fine accompaniments by the Vienna Philharmonic under Solti: [13:1]. Popp has recently
scored a great success at the Edinburgh
Festival, and these recordings are comparatively recent. Her Mozart singing is a model
of style and the voice sounds very fresh. She
is joined by Tom Krause and Brigitte Fassbender in some concerted numbers. These
are all well recorded and can be highly
recommended: [A/B:1]
John Freestone

EZIO PINZA — RECITAL
Arias by Bellini, Boito, Donizetti, Gounod, Halevy,
Rossini, Thomas, Verdi
Ezio Pinza (bass)! Various supporting artists,
orchestras and conductors
EMI HLM 1435561 M
Reissues from 1923/4
Pinza made an early appearance in 1914, but
his real début was in Rome in 1920, and from
there he went to La Scala, Milan, where he
was greatly helped and encouraged by Toscanini. Shortly after this he made aseries of
records by the old acoustical process, and
these are the ones which have been transferred onto this collection. His voice was exceptional, combining the dark quality of the true
bass with the range of a bass baritone. In
addition to his splendidly virile vocal quality,
he was a good actor with a dominating
personality, and all these attributes are
clearly demonstrated in this fine album.
Fourteen of the 19 titles included here have
already been transferred by Pearl, but the
new album contains all his published acoustical recordings and both sides play for over
half an hour, giving exceptional value for
money. The transfers on the new disc have
greater immediacy than those done by Pearl,
so unless you already have the two- record
set ( Pearl Historical Gemm 162/3) this reisHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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GILLIUI WEIR P._AYS THE 1861 WILLIAM HILL
MULHOLLAND ORGAN IN BELFAST
Music by Bach, Bridge, Couper n, Dupré, Eben,
Franck, Fresdobaldi, Mendelssohn, Messin,
Meyerbeer. Mulet. Stanley, Valente, Zipoli
Gillian Weir (erg)
MW 934 (
2recs.) (£8.50) digital
The Ulster Hall contains arare concert organ
built by William Hill. The Great, Swell and
Pedal pipework escaped unharmed during
two rebuilds in the early nineteen hundreds,
but the Choir and Solo needed remodelling
by Mander during the rebuild of 1982, with
the addition of mixtures, tubas and afanfare
trumpet. The original Hill choruses are of
classical type, a compromise between the
French and German schools, sounding fine
and very bright without the recent additions,
which do go a little over the top ( literally).
This disc contains examples of French, German, Italian and English organ music, and
the instrument is remarkably effective in all
of them.
Much of the credit for the authenticity of
the sound must go to Gillian Weir, who
makes cunning use of registration for tonal
synthesis. Internationally recognised for her
wide-ranging scholarship, she is also a perfectionist, especially in matters of technique,
and this performance is ajoy to hear — areal
tour de force — which demonstrates the
capabilities of the instrument and the pleasures of the music simultaneously.
This is also asplendid recording. It is drier
than most of Michael Woodward's productions, because the location is not very reverberant, and it is necessarily faithful to the
various organ noises too; but it sounds
realistic, having agood dynamic range and a
splendidly wide frequency response. As
usual the background information is very
comprehensive, and the complete package is
really a historic document, which Ithoroughly recommend. [A/A*:1*]
Trevor Attewell

GREAT VIOLIN CONCERTOS
BEETHOVEN: Concerto in D/BRAHMS: Concerto
in D/BRUCH: Concerto No.1 in g/MENDELSSOHN:
Concerto in e/MOZART: Concerto No.3 in G, K. 216
0 Concerto No.5 in A, K.219
Anne-Sophie Mutter (vIn)/BP0/Karajan
DG 2740 282 (4 rocs)
Reissues from 1978, 1980-82
Although seeming for the record- buying
public to have emerged fully-fledged with
her first recording of Mozart concertos in
1978, Anne-Sophie Mutter's subsequent performances on record have shown a refining
of her already prodigious technique and
musical insight. Stylistically, she has grown
more individual and positive, though she
lacked neither quality at the age of 15. This

set charts her development and provides a
good collection of fairly standard performances for the newcomer. The sound she
makes is akin to that of the great virtuosi of
yesteryear: rich and warm, with a fair
amount of vibrato, and deeply sensual. This
is overemphasised in most of the recordings
by providing her with two close a focus,
placing her apart from the BPO, though
detail is not lost. The earlier analogue
recordings can accommodate this better
than the later digital ones, which sometimes
•dazzle in the louder sections, but all are
tolerable. The Beethoven and Brahms concertos are the highlights of the set for me,
showing Miss Mutter at her most consistent
and purposeful, and Karajan at his most
clear-sighted. More refined performances of
the individual works can be found elsewhere
on single discs, but for asolidly acceptable,
well-balanced selection of violin concertos
this set must be a frontrunner. [A/B:1*/1/2]
Doug Hammond
GUITAR RECITAL
Pepe Romero (gtr)
Philips 6514 381 digital
Memory is fickle, but this must certainly rank
among the finest guitar recordings to come
my way, both as regards recorded quality
and performance. Iconfess to agroan when I
first saw that most of the compositions here
are concert-hall war-horses (
Recuerdos de la
Alhambra, Asturias, Serenata Española, etc),
but as soon as Ibegan to listen Irealised that
here we are in the presence of something
different. Romero has always been asuperlative technician, but as the years pass he
seems to develop more and more into a
first- rank musician, and it is safe to say that
none of these well-known pieces emerges
from his gifted fingers without some new
light being shed. He remains an astounding
technician, but the interpretative delicacy
and bold restatements are new. Ido not think
Ihave ever heard him play better, and one
listens breathlessly to the seeming ease with
which he brings off his imaginative and
personal conceptions. This issue is a must
for all who care for the guitar.
Fortunately, Romero is recorded with a
lively clarity, a full range of tones from
highest to lowest, in an acoustic which is
vibrant but not hollow. Inoticed one curious
thing — perhaps aquirk of my room — which
is that the bass notes seem nearer to one
than the upper ones; a thing Ihave never
heard before. If afeature of the recording, 'tis
no matter. Iam not swift to praise a digital
recording, but this one is splendid. IA*11
Peter Turner
LUCIANO PAVAROTTI
14 songs and arias by: Beethoven, Bellini, Caldara,
Ciampi, Donizetti, Durante, Giordani, Gluck, Leoncavallo, Rossini and Tosti
Luciano Pavarotti (ten)/Philharmonia/Nat PO/
Gambafronini
Decca SXL 7013
This recital was recorded in two sessions,
the first with the Philharmonia Orchestra
conducted by Piero Gamba in April 1977 and
the second with the National Philharmonic
Orchestra conducted by Antonio Tonini in
April 1982. Pavarotti was in fine voice on
both occasions and the recording of soloist
and orchestra is excellent throughout. The
stereo image is well projected, with the tenor
firmly focused in the centre and with awell
defined and transparent overall sound
quality.
Pavarotti does not compare stylistically
with some of the great artists of the past in
the arie antique by Caldara, Ciampi and
Durante. On the other hand he sings Giordani's well-known 'Caro mio ben' with some
lovely mezza-voce effects and with commendable restraint. It is when he comes to
the Tosti songs that he is at his superb best,
singing them with obvious affection and
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great conviction. His ' Mattinata' by Leoncavallo is equally fine, but in Beethoven's ' In
questa tomba oscura', while he shows some
attempt to colour his voice, he does not
really sound at ease. The same applies to the
only large-scale aria in the recital: ' Che faro'
from Gluck's Orfeo ed Euridice. While it
presents no technical difficulties it is not
entirely convincing. It is above all in the Tosti
songs, which could hardly be bettered, that
the artist is at his very best. [
A:1/21
John Freestone
MUSICA ANTIGUA KÔLN
PACHELBEL, BACH, HANDEL, VIVALDI
Musica Antigua Köln
DG Archiv 2566 127 digital
Some reissues
This issue has all the hallmarks of an attractive sampler, with little coherent programme
planning outside that dictated by period and
scoring: that Canon and Gigue by Pachelbel,
sonatas for two violins and continuo by
Handel and Vivaldi, the C- major flute and
E- minor violin sonatas by Bach, and not
quite all of the Second Suite in b, BWV 1067,
previously released on DG Archiv 2534 007.
Not a word written about the works or the
specific performances, but a very effusive
eulogy ( very well deserved too!) on Musica
Antigua KOIn, and afull- colour discography.
Is this MAK going commercial? They have
shown us how the Pachelbel ought to sound
on a previous occasion ( Archiv 2723 078),
but whilst this is a new interpretation, does
the music really warrant the further attention
of this phenomenally gifted and inovative
group? All of the performances are con
sumately executed in MAK's usual vein and
recorded match-fresh in airy acoustics, with
lots of detail coming through the texture.
Balance between the tracks is less consistent
than one might have liked — the six works
were recorded over a two-year span and
there is a definite change in image and
impact. Still good enough though for: [
A:1*/
1]
Roger Bowen
MUSICA DA CAMERA FROM PHILIPS
SCHUMANN: String Quartets Op. 41, Nos 1 & 3
Quartetto Italiano
Philips 6503 070
Reissues from 1968, 1971
BEETHOVEN: String Quartets Op. 18, Nos 1 & 2
Quartetto Italiano
Philips 6503 059
Reissues from 1972, 1975
SCHUBERT: Piano Trio No. 1 in B1
,,D. 898
Adagio in E Op. posth, D. 897
Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 6503 069
Reissue from 1966
MOZART: Eine Kleine Nachtmusik El Horn Quintet
in E1
,,KV 407 El A Musical Joke
Berlin Philharmonic Octet
Philips 6503 066
Reissues from 1968, 1970
DEBUSSY: Cello Sonata CI Violin Sonata* E
Sonata for flute, viola and harp 11 Syrinx
Arthur Grumiaux (vIn)/István Hajdu (pno)*/Maurice
Gendron (vIc)/Jean Françaix (pno)/Roger Bourdin
(flt)/Colette Le quien (vIa)/Annie Chelan (hrp)
Philips 6503 062
Reissue from 1967
The earlier of the two Quartetto Italiano discs
here, on Philips' Musica da Camera chamber
music reissue label, offers a gripping performance of Schumann's A- major Quartet,
with a fresh sound quality but some loose
rhythms and tuning. It is coupled with a
performance of the A- minor Quartet that
lacks bite primarily as a result of the slack
recording ambience. [
A/B:1*/2] On the
second disc, the 1st and 2nd of Beethoven's
Op. 18 Quartets receive similar treatment in
that the former is vivaciously performed, and
recorded in a warm acoustic with good
dynamic reproduction, whilst the latter lacks
punch, again partly due to the cavernous
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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acoustic. [
A/B/C:1*/1/2] The recording of the
Beaux Arts' Schubert is more consistently
good despite the passage of 17 years. The
well rounded timbres of the three instruments fill the sound- stage, and benefit from
clear separation. However, both performances are a little lack- lustre and dynamic
range is somewhat limited [
B:2]
The Berlin Philharmonic Octet's 1968 Eine
Kleine is a rounded, solid performance that
just lacks that touch of sparkle necessary to
turn it into something special. A close,
immediate sound and wide dynamic range
complement it. Recorded in the same year,
the Horn Quintet is precisely balanced with
sensitive interplay between the single violin
and the horn. A 1970 performance of A
Musical Joke completes the disc in a witty
reading, but the cavernous acoustic which
affected the Quartetto ltaliano's disc discussed above is also present here. [A/C:11
For me the best of the batch is the disc of
three Debussy Sonatas and Syrinx. Maurice
Gendron and Jean Français express most
sympathetically the profound emotions of
the Cello Sonata, whilst the more impetuous
nature of the Violin Sonata is perfectly
captured by Grumiaux with István Hajdu as a
fine supporting pianist. The performance of
the Sonata for flute, viola and harp is
splendidly atmospheric, as is an exotic
Syrinx, recorded in avery reverberant acoustic which enhances further this fine reading.
The recorded sound for the Sonatas now
seems dated, but the fact that it still conveys
the empathy that these performers had for
the works must earn it agood rating. [ 13:1*/1]
Barbara Jahn
MUSICA ROMANTICA
DVORAK: Cypresses/GODARD: Suite in B1,/
GRIEG: Two Elegaic Melodies Op. 34 E Two
Norwegian Melodies Op. 63 [11 Two Lyric Pieces/
GADE: Novelettes, Op. 53
Karl-Bernhard Sebon (flt)/RIAS Sinfonietta/Starek
Schwann VMS 730 (
2 recs) (£ 11.30, TOL)
This is an apt title for an unusual collection of
pieces for strings, for with the possible
exception of Godard's frothy little Suite for
flute and strings the music is very Romantic
indeed, full of explicit or implied programmes. Cypresses, a very early work of Dvorak's, started life as asong cycle in 1865 but is
better known in its string quartet version
•which calls on twelve of the songs for its
inspiration. The edition for string orchestra
was prepared by Josef Suk. Godard's Suite
is in marked contrast to Dvorak's lovelorn
music. It opens with a very short Allegretto
followed by a much longer Idylle whose
harmonies appear to anticipate Debussy,
and it closes with another extended movement, a Valse.
The three sets of Grieg pieces are all
well-known and have been recorded several
times before, but Gade's four Novelettes,
composed in 1874, are less familiar and are
something of a discovery. They occupy the
entire fourth side and are quite weighty. The
title implies some indebtedness to Schumann, but there is more than a hint of
Mendelssohn too, and Gade was friendly
with both composers in Leipzig. Despite this
there is clear evidence of an individual voice,
Scandinavian yet independent of Grieg's
influence.
The playing has an appropriate richness of
texture where this is called for, and in the
Godard suite, which features some delicate
flute playing by Sebon, it is deft and light as
befits the music. The sound is excellent and
surfaces admirably silent. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MUSIC AT THE COURT OF SPAIN
Works by Anchieta, Escobar, De La Torre, Urrede,
Pisador, Ponçe and others
New London Consort/Pickett
Meridian E 4577065 (
45rpm)
The New London Consort make their choice

of Spanish courtly pieces from music current
at the end of the 15th and the early 16th
centuries — roughly the reign of Ferdinand
and Isabella. The ten pieces selected are set
in a variety of forms: short love songs like
Anchieta's Con Amores, Mi Madre (
incidentally a great favourite of Tereza Berganza,
recorded on DG 2530598) plus harp and
vihuela supporting parts, and longer narrative poems on both religious and secular
themes, such as the Moorish- inspired
romance mentioned by Cervantes in Don
Quixote, the Romance de Abindarráez by
Diego Pisador.
Most of the numbers tend towards the
instrospective and melancholic, and Catherine Bott (the only vocalist on the record) has
atimbre reminiscent of the best male counter-tenors and one well suited to the plangent nature of the music — although the
amount of sliding up to and away from notes
which she uses becomes for me tiresome.
The three instrumental dances — very well
and very rhythmically played, as is the case
in all the numbers — are more lively and
relieve the langour.
The small group is fairly warmly recorded
in an open setting via asingle AKG C24 mike.
The placing is naturally close, although the
vocal line is given more reverberance thanthe instruments and, rather paradoxically, is
made to appear slightly behind them,
although this may well be the acoustics of
Eltham College rather than the fault of
Meridian. [
A/B:1/2]
Roger Bowen

MUSIQUE POUR LA CHAMBRE DU ROY: Chamber
Music at Versailles 1679-1747
Academy of Ancient Music: Judith Nelson (sop)/
Monica Huggett, Roy Goodman (vIns)/Christopher
Coin, Trevor Jones, Sarah Cunningham (bass
viols)/Stephen Preston (flt)/Christopher Hogwood
(hpd)/Hogwood
Oiseau Lyre D282D2 (
2 recs)
Louis XIV was apparently agreat lover of the
viol, an instrument which figures prominently in all the music performed here. The
composers are Couperin, de Montéclair, Forqueray fils, Leclair and Marais, offering a
wide range of styles, even including a blowby-blow account of an operation for the
removal of bladder- stones, with a French
reciter ( the result isn't as horrible as it
sounds). One's respect for the musical culture of the Court of Versailles grows if these
were the composers encouraged by the
Sun- King.
The issue is made more memorable even
than it would otherwise have been by the
singing of Judith Nelson, who is one of the
most accomplished performers of early
music, and is here given some splendid
opportunities to display her art. Using a
discreet amount of decoration in period, her
agility, purity and consistency of tone are a
constant delight. No less can be said of the
other performers: acollege of scholar- musicians with aformidable ability to convey the
atmosphere and grace of a remarkable
period in the history of music. I cannot
imagine anybody's being disappointed by
the contents of these two records.
The recording, too, is at least well up to the
average of the Florilegium series. St. George
the Martyr provides an ideal venue for music
of this type, and seems to be coming into use
quite often: it has a pleasant but not obtrusive reverberance, in which the music can
breath freely. Separation is excellent, and
though one of my test- pressings is badly
warped ( as they too often are) one hopes
that the circulation- copies will be better.
There is much joy on this issue. [
A:1]
Peter Turner

NEW COLOPHONIUM BASSQUARTET
Works by: Bottesini, Brumby, Gounod, Granados,
Guettler, Pena, Runswick
Dwiza, Guettler, Slatford, Stoll (d-bs)/Harden (pno)/
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Loretta Zien (voice)
Musica Viva MV 30-1076 (£5.99, TOL)
This record, made in 1980, was originally
imported in small quantities by Rodney
Slatford's own company, Yorke Edition.
However, the Musica Viva label is now being
distributed by TOL which should give this
enjoyable record a wider currency. The
recital is a showcase for the considerable
talent of the New Collophonium Bassquartet,
both individually and together, as musicians
and in the case of Knut Guettler also as a
composer.
Side 1 is the more successful, containing
two hilarious pastiches by Daryl Runswick,
one of Strauss Polkas and Waltzes called
Strauss in the Doghouse, and American
Basses which irreverantly quotes from
'Dixie', ' Camptown Races', ' Swanee River'
and ' Yankee Doodle Dandy', etc, in true
lvesian fashion. Bottesini provides some
demanding writing, while Granados and
Gounod are called upon for legato relief.
Brumby's Suite is powerful, with writing
which exploits the timbrai and projection
capabilities of four basses; the pizzicato
passages are especially exciting and well
played. Equally strong are the Ballade and
swing Etude for three basses by Angel Pena.
Sad to say that the weakest, indeed almost
embarrassing, work in the recital is by
bassist Gueuler. His Greensleeves variations
are strong genre pieces and agood addition
to the solo bass repertoire, but the multitrack Rendezvous for 13 bassists and voice is
shockingly pretentious.
The recording is better in the solo- bass
and bass- and- piano pieces where the instruments are allowed to breathe; the quartet
works suffer from closer miking, which
makes for a powerful sound but a limited
dynamic range. The sound is generally
strong and clean. [
A/B:1/1*]
David Priikel
NOCTURNES, SERENADES & SUITES
GLAZUNOV: Idyll for horn and strings* III Serenade for horn and string orchestra*/GOUNOD:
Petite Symphony in B4/PARRY: An English
Suite**/SINIGAGLIA: Adagio tragico, Op. 21/
TCHAIKOVSKY: Andante Cantabile for cello and
strings E Nocturne Op. 19 for cello and strings O
'Entracte'/'Elegie' from Hamlet, Op. 67a/WARLOCK: Capriol Suite**
René Forest (WO/Karl-Bernhard Sebon (flt)/Günther
Passin/Jürgen Hollerbuhl (obs)/Jorg Fadle/Hans
Hartmann (cIts)/Hans Lemke/Peter Schmidt (bsns)/
Anton Hammer*/Thomas Bacon/Engelbert Schmid
(hms)/RIAS-Sinfonietta Berlin/Atherton**/Starek
Schwann VMS 731 (
2 recs) (£ 11.30, TOL)
Reissues from 1977-79
This is afine selection of pieces drawn from
a number of different Schwann issues of
recent years. Performances are, on the
whole, extremely good, Tchaikovsky's
Andante and Gounod's Petite Symphonie
being especially noteworthy. Atherton's
handling of the RIAS — Sinfonietta Berlin in
the two English Suites produces an authentic
English sound with sensitive dynamic shading. The orchestra is rather distanced here
and, as elsewhere, is recorded with some
treble bias. As wind timbres are more faithfully reproduced than those of the strings
and brass, the Gounod is further substantiated as one of the most successful recordings on this disc, although it has some
attendant hiss. A mixed bag then. [
B/C:1*/1/
2]
Barbara Jahn

POLISHED BRASS
CLARKE: Trumpet Voluntary D Trumpet Tune and
Air/CLOTHIER: Shakespearian Suite/HANDEL:
Suite/PREMRU: Divertimento/TRADITIONAL:
Summer is acummin in CI Greensleeves D Londonderry Air
Polished Brass/Clothier
EMI HCIS 1077711 digital
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Following a 1979 brass master-class given
for Bromley schools by the sub- principal
trumpeter of the LPO, Michael Clothier, ten
enthusiastic teenagers ( plus one extra here)
formed an ensemble which they named
Polished Brass. So great was their talent and
the dedication of Michael Clothier, who
directs them, that in a little over three years
they have produced this disc, which displays
professional, smooth and well- blended
sound, and their empathy as a group belies
their relatively short relationship.
All but one of the pieces performed here
have been most successfully arranged or
composed by Clothier, but all are lightweight, and to judge by the ability of
Polished Brass these musicians could certainly sink their teeth into much meatier fare.
Hopefully, this disc will inspire the composition of some more substantial pieces especially for them. They have been recorded in a
warm, sympathetic acoustic, and both stereo
spread and dynamic range are wide and
well-balanced. So, altogether a most enjoyable disc from a group that deserves to go
far. [
A: 1*/1 ]
Barbara Jahn

PUER NATUS EST NOBIS: Gregorian Chant for
Christmas
Nuns' Choir of Abbey of Notre Dame D'Argentan
Abbey Alpha ACA 510 (£ 5.50, Lugton's, Taylor,
Gamut)
ENGLISH CHORAL MUSIC
St. Cecilia Singers/Andrew Millington/lan Fox (org)
Abbey Alpha ACA 514 (£ 5.50, Lugton's, Taylor,
Gamut)
The foundation of Notre Dame d'Argentan
goes back to 580, and in our own day the
ancient Benedictine tradition of the opus Dei,
the seven ' hours' of the canonical office, is
still carried out, apparently still in Latin and
still in Gregorian chant. A very fine standard
of chanting they have there, too: it would not
be difficult to niggle away at small points,
but to do so would be churlish, and to ignore
the fact that men and women do not enter
the monastic life to pursue acareer in music,
but to worship God.
The collection is particularly valuable
because it includes not only the Proper of
two Masses, but parts of Vespers ( second)
and Lauds, including one of the finest of all
hymn-tunes: A so/is ortus cardine. Other
recordings from this Abbey are included in
the French Decca series. The recording is a
very nice one: plenty of atmosphere, adequate detail ( there is of course no polyphony)
and full intelligibility. This is amost welcome
addition to the discography of the chant.
Verbal text and translation is included. [
A/
6:1]
In contrast to the above, we have a recital
by the St. Cecilia Singers: a mixed choir
founded in 1948 ( Irecorded it once, long
ago), with close links to Gloucester Cathedral
— these recordings were made partly in the
Chapter House and partly in the Cathedral
itself. Its reputation now extends far beyond
its home, with foreign tours and nationalcontest successes behind ( and doubtless
before) it. There is some bias in the programme towards composers who have contributed to the Three Choirs' Festival or have
other local associations: Elgar, Finzi,
Howells, Parry, etc. The pieces include both
sacred and secular ones, three with organ
accompaniment.
The performances reach a high standard,
with a nice sense of rhythm and good
ensemble. As usual with me, Ifeel that the
bass line lacks depth and strength, but the
overall balance is very good and the programme varied, free from clichés and enjoyable. The recording is in my judgement better
in the Cathedral than in the Chapter- House:
there is far more ambience and space round
the music ( Gloucester Cathedral is a farfrom-easy recording location, let me tell
you!). All who care for music ur this genre

will be wise to hear this one — but no text is
provided. [
A113:1/2]
Peter Turner
RARITIES FOR DEEP STRINGS
Volume 1 — BEETHOVEN: Duet ' mit zwei obligaten
Augengliisern' for viola and cello/ROMBERG: Trio
for cello, viola and bass O Sonata for viola and
bass/ROSSINI: Duet for cello and bass
Volume 2 — M. HAYDN: Divertimento for viola,
cello and bass in E5/ROMBERG: Trio No. 3c in
64/SPERGER: Sonata in D for viola and bass
Hirofumi Fukai (vIa)/Klaus Stoop& (vIc)/Gerhard
Dzvviza (bass)
Musica Viva 30-031 (
Vol. 1) and 30-1057 (
Vol. 2),
each £5.99 •( TOL)
The somewhat limited timbrai colours resulting from this unlikely combination of instruments could suggest a record that might be
rather ' hard going', but this disc proves the
contrary. The high-spirited performance of
Beethoven's Duet leads to some uncomfortable screeches at the top of frenetic racing
scales, but the performers soon settle to give
very fine performances of the Romberg and
Rossini works. In places the bass is so
resonant in its lowest range that actual
pitches become indistinguishable, but this in
no way detracts from one's enjoyment. On
the whole a good, full, rounded sound is
captured in awarm acoustic. Dynamic range
is wide, as is stereo spread. [
A/B:1/2]
The second volume is a little more closely
recorded, offering aless pleasing sound with
the inevitable noise of finger thump and the
drawing of breath. The pieces too are less
outstanding in their originality. The first
movement of Michael Haydn's Divertimento
is perhaps the most interesting in its use of
variation form, but unfortunately the fast
passagework here sounds uneasy, as does
much of the first movement of Romberg's
Trio No. 3. Sadly then, something of a
disappointment after Volume 1. [
B/C:1/3]
Barbara Jahn

ROMANTIC FLUTE
F.X. MOZART: Rondo in e/REINECKE: Sonata
'Undine', Op. 167/SCHUBERT: Introduction and
Variations on 'Trockne Blumen', Op. 160
Robert Aitken (flt)/Robin McCabe (pno)
BIS LP- 183 dmm (£5.99, TOL)
Two works on this disc are already available
in recordings by other artists, a consideration that has not applied to previous issues
by Robert Aitken and Robin McCabe; but the
performances and recording offered here are
of such high quality that this record should
prove a worthy contender. Aitken's clear,
open tone is perfectly balanced with Robin
McCabe's forceful and sensitive accompaniment: these performances, aided by an
uncluttered, intimate acoustic, maintain the
individual character of the performers and
their instruments in a blend that neither
oppresses nor highlights one to the detriment of the other.
Schubert's Trockne Blumen is less cerebral here than in the fine, atmospheric
reading by Kudc and Fujii recently issued on
Erato, but it offers as valid an interpretation
in a much clearer acoustic. Galway and
Bennett are Aitken's competitiors for
Reinecke's Sonata, but for me this performance wins hands down by its straightforward
yet committed presentation that lacks any
unnecessary and showy idiosyncracies. The
delightful little Rondo by W.A. Mozart's 6th
son, Franz Xavier, is a welcome filler. A fine
disc. [
A:11
Barbara Jahn
RUFFLES AND FLOURISHES
Eastman Wind Ens/Fennell
Philips Mercury SRI 75034
TO claim that this is a recording by the
Eastman Wind Ensemble is not strictly accu Fil-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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rate, since everything here is for trumpets
and drums only, apart that is, from the brief
account of The Star Spangled Banner which
closes the record. The rest consists of American Army Bugle calls and other types of
Field Music interspersed by two drum solos.
One cannot really review arecord like this:
it is functional music of the most basic kind,
frequently of no more than afew bars and of
little if any aesthetic interest. So long as it is
played clearly and accurately, as it is here, it
achieves its ends, so the record becomes
one of principally documentary interest. It
does not appear to have been released in
this country before, and one may beg leave
to wonder what kind of an audience it will
have here where we have a rich and even
more varied legacy of such music of our own
to be explored. Frederick Fennell, himself an
authority on American military music, has
prepared the drum parts which are not
apparently supplied in the official manual.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

SAXOPHONE CONCERTI
GLAZUNOV: Concerto in E!, for saxophone and
string orchestra. Op. 109/LARSSON: Concerto for
saxophone and string orchestra ( original version),
Op. 14/PANULA: Adagio & Allegro for saxophone
and string orchestra
Pekka Savijoki (sax)/New CO of Stockholm/Panula
BIS LP-218 digital dmm (£5.99, TOL)
Originally composed in 1956 for viola and
piano, the Adagio and Allegro by Panula ( the
conductor on this disc) was transcribed for
saxophone and string orchestra in 1982. It is
astraightforward little piece that receives an
affecting performance from both soloist and
orchestra. Both the Glazunov and Larsson
Concertos were written in 1934 for the
pioneering saxophone virtuoso Sigurd Rascher, but are very different in style. Glazunov's single- movement work is part of the
Romantic tradition and is truly masterful in
its orchestration. The saxophone then still
sounded a little strange in Western artmusic, but is here blended so well with the
string orchestra that the one complements
the other quite naturally.
Larsson's Concerto shows a composer
who is still striving after apersonal style, and
juxtaposes, rather uneasily, elements of
Romanticism with a more abrasive avant
garde style. However, the main downfall of
this piece is that the composer wrote it partly
as a vehicle for Rascher's virtuosic display,
and despite the fact that Larsson has written
a simplified version of the concerto the
soloist on this disc has unwisely decided to
tackle the ' impossible' himself. Surely it is
unmusical to attempt virtuosic display if it
spoils the entire performance as a result. To
attempt to grade Savijoki's performance on
the basis of this is very difficult, as he is
elsewhere sensitive and musical.
A good, clean orchestral sound accompanies the beautifully preserved tone of the
saxophone ( although Iam not sure that it
was necessary to mike the latter so closely),
in both the Glazunov and Panula works. The
Larsson begins with more treble bias but this
appears to right itself by the end of the work.
[A/B:1*/4]
Barbara Jahn

SOUNDS OF THE MERRY ORGAN
Music by Bairstow, Bate, Bach, Jacob, Handel,
Whitlock
Jennifer Bate (org)
Hyperion A66083 digital dmm
Not Christmas carols, but apopular introduction to the organ as an instrument, with a
description of its basic principles inside the
double- sleeve, accompanied by photographs of typical pipes. A very good idea,
though it is surely just perverse to present
Bach, the lynch- pin of organ music, solely
via transcriptions of works written for other
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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instruments! Most of the pieces played are
intended to demonstrate various tonal features of the instrument — in this case at St.
James, Muswell Hill — and the registration is
outlined in the sleeve notes.
The location appears dry and the recording has some slight background noise, which
continues through scrolling. It is difficult to
be completely sure of the cause, which could
lie in this particular pressing, but it is not
obtrusive. The disc may have only a limited
appeal to the converted, but Ihope it will do
some useful proselytising. [
A/B:11
Trevor Attewell

THE PLAY OF DANIEL
Pro Cantione Ant/qua/Land/ni Consort/ Mark Brown
Oiseau Lyre DSLO 612
Reissue from 1979
The play is derived from a 13th- century
manuscript at Beauvais, but represents a
much older tradition. The ms provides much
detail on presentation, and the cast of characters is wide, indicating an advanced stage
of the development of ecclesiastical drama;
yet the music is given in asingle line, so that
any interpretation has to be largely conjectural, even where that conjecture — as here —
rests upon high scholarship. One cannot
know that this is how the play sounded in
earlier times; but it has to be said that the
effect is extraordinarily fine, and carries
conviction: if this isn't how they did it, they
should have! Whether they could ever have
matched the musicianship of these performers is another matter.
The recording produces no criticism: it is,
in fact, very typical Florilegium: natural,
unexaggerated, clear, unobtrusive. The
instruments, as always in this series, are of
period, and are well-balanced. This is enjoyable musical drama, as well as afascinating
flash-back to a very different world. [
A:11
Peter Turner

THE SINGING GRANCINO
Frantisek Posta (d-bs)/various instrumentalists
Supraphon 1111 3195 (
Bond St)
The singing Grancino of the title of this
record is a superb gamba type double- bass
made in 1695 by Giovanni Grancino. Frantisek Posta is principal bass with the Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra and has already
recorded one recital with his Grancino bass
for Supraphon. This latest recital comprises
eleven pieces of which eight are in arrangements for the bass or ( in the case of Handel's
Largo) the violone, an instrument which
Posta has done much to revive.
Posta's rich tone, flowing playing and
strong vibrato is enough to push some of
these pieces over into the syrup. There are,
however, moments of pure beauty; SaintSâens 'The Swan', played here with harp
accompaniment, would make enemies for
Posta out of many acellist. The Bach, Handel
and Beethoven arrangements are not too
successful, though Chopin's Etude Op10/3
sounds as though it had been written for this
instrument, rare for a piano-to- string transcription. The accompaniment throughout is
first-rate; the recording is good, though the
balance between theorbo and bass in the
Handel Largo is none to realistic.
A somewhat inconsistent recital but
recommendable nevertheless. However, the
first Posta recital ' The Grancino Double Bass
of Frantisek Posta' ( Supraphon 1 11 1949) is
still readily available and strongly recommended. [
A/B:1]
David Prákel
TWO PETRI COLLECTIONS
CORELLI: La Folia/LORENZ: Variations Nos. 1 & 2
in CI VAN EYCK: Prins Robberts Masco/ANON:
Greensleeves II Divisions on An Italian Ground
Michala Petri Trio
Philips 6514 166 digital

INTERMEZZO MUSICALE
Works by Bach, Brüggen, Christiansen, Couperin,
Gossec, Handel, Heberle, Henriques, Leclair, Monti,
Paganini, Rimsky-Korsakov, Schubert, Telemann,
Van Eyck
Michele Petri (rec)/Hanne Petri (hpd)/David Petri
(v/c)
Philips 6514 324 digital
Icame away from listening to both these
records with mixed feelings, for although
Michala Petri plays with the astonishing
technical facility that we have come to
expect, her mother and brother providing an
elegant and musically balanced continuo,
some elements of the recording are less than
well considered and in places are very
distracting — features Iwould not normally
associate with aPhilips production. The solo
items, the more substantial proportion of
which are to be found on the first of these
issues, are characterised by a series of
extraneous noises, some of which suggest
listeners behind the performer. In all the
numbers the naturally hard timbre of the
instruments Miss Petri uses is heavily
emphasised by the close miking, and
although her technique is so brilliant that
clicks of forked fingerings or slight interruptions in the smoothness of melodic lines
cannot be heard even under such close
scrutiny, distance would have lent a more
grateful softness to the performances.
These features are at their worst on the
first disc, but the second redresses the
balance with some rather plump sounds in
pieces by Christiansen and Monti. That
aside, the listener is left with the fact that
Miss Petri, despite some occasional coolness
of expression, takes on some of the most
hideous of technical difficulties as though
they were the most elementary exercises.
Some of the arrangements on the second
disc ( acollection of shorter items suitable for
encores) traverse keys and figurations the
recorder would normally find unsuitable;
yet, as the final tour- de-force of the Czardas
by Monti shows, under the tongue and
fingers of such a virtuoso, anything is suitable. Both discs concentrate on the higher
recorders, and Isuspect that more items for
the tenor or bass might have provided a
better balanced programme. However, both
discs are still highly recommendable for the
work of this remarkable artist. [
C/1* & B/C:1*]
Doug Hammond

WALTZES IN CONCERT
GOUNOD: ' Faust' Waltz/STRAUSS: ' Der Rosenkavalier', 1st and 2nd Waltz Sequence/
TCHAIKOVSKY: 'Sleeping Beauty' Waltz U ' Nutcracker', Waltz of the Flowers/WEBER: Invitation
to the Dance
VSO/Boskovsky
EMI ESO 1431721
Although Willi Boskovsky and the Vienna
Symphony Orchestra present here a selection of popular waltzes in concert format,
some might at first seem strangely unfamiliar, for Boskovsky has approached them
from an original angle. This is certainly
refreshing, but to my mind they do not all gel
successfully. The 1st Rosenkavalier Waltz
sequence is a case in point: a certain
waywardness of tempo and some unusual
highlighting are unsettling, not least when
Boskovsky's obtrusive ' singing' also has to
be contended with; but Gounod's Faust
Waltz should not disappoint — although even
here the VSO is somewhat lack- lustre. There
is atypical Viennese concert hall feel to the
recording, although miking is just a little too
close for my taste. The strings acquire a
steely tone in places, while inner textures
become muddy in others; but on the whole
the sound reproduced is never less than
good, and there is a pleasing impression of
depth to the orchestral body, especially in
the 2nd Rosenkavalier sequence. A difficult
disc to grade, but [ 13:2] probably sums it up.
'Barbara Jahn
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Unit 1 The Mill 41-42 Cottage Grove
Surbilon SIIITe> KT6 4411
Tel 01-399 0778

EXCELLEMCE
DO AS YOU'RE TOLD!
The final comment in any review is invariably
"Go and listen for yourself" but how often is that
really possible? Well, in South Wales you are
fortunate because in our Cardiff and Port Talbot
premises we have single speaker listening
rooms where you can have aproperly conducted
demonstration and be assured of
knowledgeable advice from enthusiasts not
salesmen ( no one works on commission here).
After extensive listening we recommend
products from the following manufacturers:
Audio Research, A&R, Ariston, AR, ARC, Celestion, Creek,
Dual, Heybrook, Kef, Kiseki, Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Meridian,
Monitor Audio, Mission, Mordaunt Short, Marantz, NAD,
Nakamichi, Naim, Nytech, Pink Triangle, Quad, Revox,
Spendor, Systemdek, Syrinx, Supex, Thorens, Walker,
Yamaha, Zeta.

WELL, WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

TUES. SAT. 9.30-5.30

CLOSED MON

134 CRVVYS RD, CARDIFF.

Tel. 28565

NOW ALSO AT:
10

FORGE RD, PORT TALBOT Tel. 882068

This new storage system for the Compact Disc is aunique
method of housing your expanding record collection.
Discbox modules may be arranged in rows or stacks, using
the exclusive interlocking feature.
Each module, which may be shelf
or wall mounted, holds up to ten
Compact Discs complete with their
cases. Quick, easy access to your
Compacts is assured no matter how
large your library grows.
Each module costs £4.80 inclusive
of VAT, postage & packing. If you are
not completely satisfied after trying
the Discbox for 30 days, please return
it for afull refund.

DISCBOX SYSTEM*.
GROWS WITH YOUR COLLECTION.
ORDER BY PHONE

0372 376626.

ORDER BY POST
Deskatlas Ltd, 36 Villiers St. London WC2N 6NJ
Trade enquiries invited.
* Registered Design.
Name
Address

Please send me

Oiscboxies) Ienclose £480 (
Inc post & packing) for each module

Or debit my Access card No

COMPACT
J100(2
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Please send to: Deskatias Ltd, 36 Villiers St., London WC2N 6N3
Registered Office as above. Reg. No. 1740027 England.
Delivery UK mainland only.
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HE SLEEVE OF The Glove's Blue
Sunshine ( Polydor SHELP 2) spells
out Steve Severin and Robert Smith's
intention of connecting with the '60s. Patrick
McGoohan takes his place as college kid
alongside Lady Penelope, Jackie Kennedy,
rubber- lipped Mick, ayellow submarine and
the Man From Uncle, while even the album
mix is credited to one ' Mr Waverly'. All very
nostalgic, all very pre-decimal currency.
Musically, though, the Banshee and Cure
twosome have not ventured backwards
except, perhaps, to revive the spirit, rather
than the sound, of The Beatles' White
Album. So it's LSD time on the synth
sidewalk, the album's very title being drawn
from Jess Lieberman's movie about the
horrors that result from the partaking of
some extremely potent strain of bad acid.
The Glove's trip — given the vocal kiss of life
by one Ms Landry — mainly involves sexual
dreams, resulting in titles such as ' Like An
Animal', 'Orgy', ' Punish Me With Kisses' etc,
though everything comes bathed in the sort
of lyric obscurity ahalf-power word
processor might produce. It's all very
pretentious, of course, yet the codswallop
comes well-wrapped, the songs being
arranged with no little imagination. And, as
in the case of ' Punish Me With Kisses', a
planned single which grew into this very
album, there is sometimes aneed to return.
Then, Iwas the one who, in the late ' 60s and
early '70s, went out and bought records by
Principle Edwards' Magic Theatre and other
Technicolor dreamers. Idoubt that dole-age
fantasisers are on quite the same
wavelength. [A:2]
Maybe I'm just being grouchy this month.
Nevertheless, it does seem that alot of
recent vinyl arrivals have proved
disappointing. Another case in point is Gang
Of Four's Hard ( EMI EMC 16521291), on
which the threesome ( along with other
Sheffield firms, the Gang has suffered
redundancies) make their most thoughtthrough grab for apersonal slice of the white
funk market. Initially all bodes well and the
album's opening track, which boasts afine
David Van De Pitte-styled string
arrangement along with an enthralling
introductory vocal courtesy of Chic's Alfa
Anderson, has its quota of trills that thrill.
But razor-edged funk, however wellperformed, isn't enough — especially when
aligned to largely faceless songs and
emotionless singers. So Hard, which isn't all
that hard to listen to, ultimately becomes
difficult to live with. A couple of years ago I
might have loved it alittle more. But now the
competition in the white boy on funk stakes
is intense and the Gang are finding
themselves both numbered and
outnumbered at the same time. [A:2]
Thankfully, Joe Jackson's Mike's Murder
(A&M AMLX 64931) is better than I'd
imagined it would be. The fact that it's afilm
soundtrack affair didn't exactly thrill me. I
mean, my shelves are filled with themes that
accompanied on-screen snogging, thrashes
that accompanied Richard Roundtree punchups, fast funk flights meant to provide added
impetus to multifarious car chases, and
other bits of purely atmospheric sounds
tagged intriguingly ' Daybreak On The
Dustheap', ' Pancho Makes A Pick-up',
'Washing Day At Aunt Ada's' etc, etc.
Jackson's album actually stands as an
album, however. One side's full of real
songs, most of which would have fitted onto
jivin' Joe's last Night And Day LP, while the
reverse, though instrumental, doesn't
entirely bore, even the lengthy 'Zembo',
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which accounts for two-thirds of that side's
playing time, proving anot uninviting slab of
what was once termed Afro-Cuban jazz. For
once you don't need the visuals. [A:1/2]
There's also much to enjoy in Billy Joel's
An Innocent Man ( CBS 2554). It's not
fashionable to rave about Joel these days
'
and I'll admit to tossing the odd diatribe in
his direction in recent times. He's written
some good pop songs. Still does, as amatter
of fact. Trouble is that, on this occasion,
they're pure Brill Building and, Mari Wilson
apart, Brill Building fodder doesn't count for
much right now. Well, nuts to trends, I'll
always have asoft spot for someone who
can provide contemporary doo-wop ('The
Longest Time') and items that would have
sounded ideal for Gary Puckett and Union
Gap (' Uptown Girl'), The Drifters ('Careless
Talk'), Mitch Ryder (' Easy Money') and
Frankie Avalon (' Leave A Tender Moment
Alone'). Though Joel's name is on the
sleeve, An Innocent Man is really the new
Neil Sedaka album. And Ifor one am not
complaining. Fun, fun, fun. Isn't it nice to
smile once in awhile? [A:1]
I'll admit at this point that I'd readied
myself to write off Gary Numan's Warriors
(Beggar's Banquet 240241-1) as the latest
Bowie offering. A couple of snazzy put-down
lines, I
thought, and then on to the next
review. Then came the nasty shock— I
actually liked what Iwas hearing. Numan is
still vocally aBowie clone. No doubt about
that. But behind the impressions the
keyboard sounds fly better than the Red
Baron himself, Joe Hubbard's bass prods
sumptously and Dick Morrisey utilises his
horn to better purpose than he often does on
Morrisey-Mullen disco dates. In brief then,
Warriors is Numan's hottest shot since he
got demobbed from Tubeway Army. You
just can't trust folk these days, can
you? [A:1]
My earlier mention of The Beatles reminds
me that John Foxx has anew album out on
virgin V2233. All right, Iknow that Foxx has
an Ultravox rather than aFab Four
connection (though he did emanate from

Lancashire) and that his initial solo efforts
were compared to those of Numan. Now,
though, he's turned atrick and on The
Golden Section, the album in question, he
manages frequently to sound like The
Beatles of, say, 'Across The Universe' or
'She's Only Sleeping', though set to a
Human League soundtrack. Do Ilike what I
hear? I'm not really sure. But I'll admit to
being fascinated. As many others will. [
A:2]
Itried loving Canterbury (
MCA DH 1002),
an album by Diamond Head, aband whose
opening gambit, Living On Borrowed Time,
suggested that they might be one of the few
outfits capable of breaking out from the
accepted heavy metal mould. Their followup album gives the impression that vocalist
Dean Harris and his mates don't intend to
venture too far at this point in time. The
result is that we're treated to the usual array
of Gothic themes, titles like 'The Kingmaker'
and ' Knight Of The Swords' and anod in the
direction of the Black Sabbath market with
'To The Devil His Due'. Nothing that you
wouldn't expect, in fact. Istill retain the
feeling that the band have the ability to
achieve far more. Meanwhile, if heavy isn't
where your heart is, Canterbury won't cause
you to change your present allegiance.
[A:2/3]
More likeable is Nils Lofgren's
Wonderland (
MCA-Backstreet MCF3182)
which starts out in bracing fashion with
'Across The Tracks', an invigorating portion
of country-goes-heavy, and maintains a
praiseworthy standard for much of its first
side, even acover of ' It's All Over Now'
sounding healthy if not startlingly fresh.
Thereafter, things get stickier as Lofgren
aims at the soft side, with the result that by
the record's end it's obvious that
Wonderland is not the album likely to get
Lofgren back into the ring as acontender for
Springsteen's title. Which is ashame when
one reflects on the 1976 glory that was Cry
Tough. [
13:2]
Next, abrief mention of Nocturn Gate
(Ooze OZ-02-8A) an own-label offering from
Bedford musician Ben Marcus. A not
untalented singer-songwriter and aguitarist
of some invention, Marcus's forte is the love
song — albeit of the sort that comes dressed
in hard-rock wrappings. The only one of his
back-up squad whose name rings abell is
Nigel Pegrum, the Steeleye Span Drummer,
aman who also engineered and coproduced the album. Unfortunately because
of this lack of punter- pulling names and also
because the record breaks little in the way of
new ground, it's one that's likely to be
ignored. A pity really, because Markus, while
no world-beater, has more talent than many
currently receiving regular royalty cheques
from major record companies. [
6:2]
A brief note or two regarding some of the
desirable'reissues that are available right
now, these including Rock'n'Roll Stage
Show (
Charly CR30221), an original sleeve
revival of Bill Haley's first live ( and best)
album, plus Mann Made/The Five Faces of
Manfred Mann (
EMI EDP1546361), arelease
formed from two mid-'60s albums by the
Manfreds' classic R&B line-up. [
6:1 both]
Then I'll bow out by relaying the information
that Clarence ' Gatemouth' Brown's One
More Mile (
Demon FIEND 6) is the record
that logged most mileage on my turntable
during recent weeks. A completely eclectic
mixture of blues, jazz and country that
features the multi-talented Brown at his
creative peak, it's an album that fulfils all
needs, and satisfies more completely than
most lagers claim to do. Imbibe. [
A:1*]
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VERY NOW AND AGAIN the sounds of
the past come forward again, not to
haunt us, or provoke anostalgic
reaction, but to serve as areminder of
certain standards of performance which are
humanly attainable— but rare. Certain
musicians or groups of musicians have
shown how high alevel of performance can
be, and that's not necessarily to do with
pointing the way to the future. It's possible to
reach these peaks of performance while
working within the tradition and without
focussing on the new. There is atendency in
this country for the jazz public to judge
artists, especially foreign artists, solely on
their records. But performing musicians will
tell you that the strongest music is often
outside the studios, in live performance.
Players approaching newish material in the
studio may find new heights within the
pieces when they have been played in more
fully, later on the road. And there is the
contrast between the empty studio, the
musical laboratory if you like, and playing to
real people sitting there right in front of you.
Even live gigs vary from one night to
another, so that someone's live album
recorded on April 14 and 15 when the
machinery was available might not be a
patch on what actually happened on
February 21 or May 17. That's why, for all
their recording imperfections, previously
unreleased performances by artists are
always worth checking out. John Coltrane
Live 1962 is adouble album on Festival ALB
378 which should have apriority position on
your shopping list. The live versions of
studio recordings by 'Trane's classic quartet
are usually longer and wilder. They are more
inclined to represent the searching, rather
than knowingly attained, aspects of the
band's music. And the live recordings vary
considerably, themselves. For instance the
version of ' Impressions' presented here is
slower than most of the other live versions,
and the mood 'Trane establishes from the
way he plays the theme is more to do with
the cool school than the fiery abandonment
more usually associated with the
saxophonist at this time. Nevertheless
drummer Elvin Jones continues to play with
that wild surging power he used to push out.
But 'Trane holds back, setting up amusical
tension which forces you to keep on listening
to catch the development. If you've heard the
other live versions of the number, you'll
know what the band can do with it, and the
kind of treatment it was usually given. But
here, 'Trane, having selected the
melancholic mood, sticks with it.
One of the albums is made up of European
tour recordings of the quartet of 'Trane,
Jones, pianist McCoy Tyner and bassist,
Jimmy Garrison, while the other sees the
addition of Eriç Dolphy, flute and alto. What
is interesting about the quintet recordings is
the way the horn players mesh and contrast
each other simultaneously. Each has an
unmistakable identity, except that there are
now far more 'Trane imitators than Dolphy
disciples. But listen to Dolphy's short flute
solo on ' My Favourite Things'. It couldn't be
anyone else with that melange of birdsong,
clear articulation and fluidity, and those
marvelous leaps of awe-inspiring intervals.
There's alogic interwoven in his playing
which gives the impression of verbal
language. Some of the pieces have appeared
before— the number entitled ' Improvisation',
is in fact ' Mr PC'. What makes these
recordings stand out is.the constant
creativity of each performer. There are no
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wasted moments, no dead spots, no
coasting passages. There is an urgency
throughout and an intensity which sets this
apart from other music of its time and from a
lot of emulative music being played today. It
all adds up to magnificent music. [H:1*[
Saxophonist Evan Parker became one of
Britain's and Europe's enfants terribles of the
avant garde in the 1960s and 1970s. In those
days the music he played was called free
music, which was never as free as people
made out, and there were Brownie points for
innovation. Innovation could mean alot of
things like funny noises previously unheard
on the instrument, or funny instruments,
newly invented. The process of sorting out
the useful from the useless in apile of
gimmicks and real extensions of musical
expression has been along one. Parker
always looked like one of the musicians who
was going to come out of that process with
integrity and strength, and so he has. But in
doing so he faces aproblem, and that's a
problem of expectation. The development in
Parker's kind of improvisation has been
astonishing in its rapidity. The listening
public has becomed accustomed to a
startling leap forward every five minutes,
and what Parker is doing now is
consolidating. While it's all right for
beboppers to play within the bebop format,
the avant garde is expected to go on
changing the format. On Tracks, lncus 42,
Parker teams up with long-time associates
Barry Guy, bass and Paul Lytton, percussion.
The latter two add electronics to their
acoustic armoury. Each player is individually
accomplished, but familiarity of playing
together has bred understanding. Far from
being free in the sense of random playing,
these musicians perform with an ear for
spontaneous form. That's why they are able
to hit moments or passages which can
sound arranged— which is another way of
saying that they are intelligently improvised.
What is impressive about this album,
therefore, is not an array of new techniques
and new sounds, but aunity of purpose and
an urgency of directed communication
similar to what you'd expect to find on a

John Coltrane album, or aCharles Mingus
session. There is much more interlocking of
phrases and ideas here than you'd often find
in this music, and the trio slips easily from
one area of musical intensity to another. The
creativity is sustained and there is no waste.
In away this may prove to be one of Parker's
best albums to date because of its
consistency and its level of performance. It
would be ashame if it were overlooked for
its lack of gimmickry, but then those who
were only interested in the flavour of the
month never understood the music in the
first place. Rather bravely, and expensively
for asmall label, this recording is adigital
piece of work recorded with just two mikes,
in abright, natural acoustic environment.
The pressing is clean, and that's just as well,
as it needs abit of wick to bring everything
out. The trouble with going for the sound-asit- really- is, is that it is so different from the
sound-we-normally-get and it can make you
feel at some distance from the action. The
advantages are strong, however— natural
separation, and no artificial presence.
Another one for your shopping list. [A:1]
Roswell Rudd has been one of my
favourite trombonists for along time. He's a
passionate, exuberant player with afew
rough edges. Regeneration, however, — on
Soul Note SN 1054— may come as asurprise
to Rudd followers who know him for his
contribution to the 1960s new wave. For on
this album he is making asalute to pianist/
composers Herbie Nichols and Thelonious
Monk. He has picked his group well, with
Steve Lacy, soprano, adecided Monkophile,
Misha Mengelberg, on piano, Kent Carter,
bass and Han Bennink, drums. The band
plays the Nichols and Monk pieces with love
and care but without cloying reverence. They
produce adrive and atmosphere of creative
enjoyment reminiscent of Mingus
combinations. Like Mingus, Rudd seems to
embody the essence of the whole jazz
tradition. This is an exciting album, firmly
rooted in the modern mainstream, straight
ahead and quirky at the same time. [A:11
Of course artists' publicity rarely matches
their creativity and acertain amount of
talking up is to be expected with any kind of
seriously energetic promotion. Behind Keith
Jarrett's new album is aconcept: the
concept is— Keith Jarrett playing standards.
Standards, Vol. 1on ECM 1255 promises to
be the start of something long. Bassist Gary
Peacock and drummer Jack DeJohnette
ensure acrisp, professional approach, but
ultimately Icouldn't get anything of real
depth from this set. ' God Bless The Child' is,
in essence, alovely number. Play it simple,
and play it straight, and it speaks for itself.
But here it is straitjacketted into aboogaloo
and spun out for 15 minutes 30 seconds in
what must be the most tedious recorded
version of the piece. [A;31
But to end on acheerier note, there have
been afew choice albums available this year,
and if you're doing the record token trip, I'd
recommend alisten to the following —
Mujician, Keith Tippett FMP Records SAJ 37
[A:1*]; Live At the The Plugged Nickel,
Miles Davis, CBS 88606 [A:1*]; El Corazón,
Don Cherry/Ed Blackwell, ECM 1230 IA:1];
Elaborations, Arthur Blythe, CBS 85980
[A*:11; Star People, Miles Davis, CBS 25395
[A:1]; The Navigator, Andrew Cyrille, Soul
Note SN 1062 [A:1*]; Life Cycle, Dave
Holland, ECM 1238 [A*:1] ... and this
month's John Coltrane and Evan Parker
albums.
Cool Yule etc, etc. yt127
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OPULARITY CAN BRING counterreactions, especially if amusician has
become aTV personality—
intentionally or not. Why does James
Galway seem to be the victim of asneer
campaign from some of the snootier
members of the music mafia? How dare he
be asoloist with aworld reputation and be
so damnably popular by appearing as ajolly
fellow on chat shows? For myself, trying to
find clues along his path from aBelfast back
street to Karajan's Berlin Phil, and thence to
solo stardom, Igot Galway's autobiography
from the library. The clues are there, and it is
ameasure of his standing as ahousehold
name that the book had been taken out 19
times since January 1982. For comparison,
the autobiography of Richard Rodgers had
not been out at all since May 1981. But what
about Galway's music? Nocturne (
RCA Red
Seal Digital RS 9012) is awelcome return
from the realms of Nashville. Clad in a
sumptuous double sleeve, with two elegant
'nocturnal' photographs of the soloist by
Gered Mankowitz and good notes inside by
Ralph Mace, this is altogether aprestige
marketing job. But, to repeat, what about the
music? It is well chosen, mostly light music
standards (' Berceuse' from the Dolly Suite,
'Morning' from Peer Gynt, '
Clair de Lune'
and ' Meditation' from Thaïs), but for
listeners whose musical appetites are not
satisfied by lollipops there are unfamiliar
pieces by Lili Boulanger ( Nadia's sister) and
Jules Mouquet, aspecialist in compositions
for flute. An unlikely name in such company
is that of Marvin Hamlisch ( another TV
personality!), but his ' Dreamers' comes out
as just another salon piece. And what about
the playing? Isuppose it is Galway's vibrato
that upsets some critics, but presumably he
did not intend, in this lighter vein, to give us
cool classical purity. The record is indeed
superior light music, impeccably played,
with subdued accompaniments by the
National Philharmonic under David
Measham — their full strength was scarcely
needed on most of these relaxing tracks. The
recording is direct metal mastered, and no
doubt everything was done technically to
make this arecord which would help vinyl to
withstand the CD invasion. [A*:1]
Flute playing of adifferent style is part of
the pleasure in ajazz-derived Concord
release from Import Music Service:
Executive Suite (
CJ 215) by the LA Four—
Bud Shank on flute and alto, Laurindo
Almeida on guitar, Ray Brown on bass and
the less- renowned Jeff Hamilton, impressive
on drums; drumming, in the context of this
richly varied selection, covers awide
spectrum of percussion, with plenty of LatinAmerican. Bud Shank, now 57, ranks as a
veteran of West Coast cool but has broken
new ground with this group, which first
recorded (with Shelly Manne on drums) in
1974. Back in the days of the Venuti-Lang
Blue Four we kidded ourselves that that was
jazz chamber music; we could not foresee
the subtleties of music like this fifty years on.
As well as the Latin-American tracks lone by
Jobim, one by Almeida) there is along
version of ' My Funny Valentine', in which
Shank stars on alto, and he cuts loose in the
middle of ' Blues Wellington' and swings
fiercely before the richly varied track ends
with acadenza/coda featuring bowed bass.
There is also aversion of aBach ' Invention',
truly the original simply ' lightened' ( not
jazzed- up), which will be enjoyed by anyone
who likes Loussier. Before leaving this
record Ishould mention Ray Brown's recent
disc under his own name: A Ray Brown
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Three (
Concord CJ 213), aparagraph about
which was cut when this page overran its
length last month. That was good, but his
playing helps to make this LA Four record far
better, rewarding listening for almost any
musical taste. [A:1]
West Coast again, but far from cool:
Listen, by the LA Jazz Choir, ( Mobile Fidelity
Sound Lab. MFSL 1-096) has abig brash
sound, like Manhattan Transfer magnified.
The arrangements are of swing-era
standards; most successful are the slow
ones, notably Jimmy Van Heusen's ' Here's
That Rainy Day', which is mysteriously
credited on the sleeve to ' D. Barduhn'. A scat
version of 'Woodchoppers' Ball' is amess,
not to be compared with the famous
vocalisation of ' Four Brothers'. Part-scatted
is aversion of ' Hurry On Down' which wisely
avoids imitating the inimitable Nellie
Lutcher, but most of this six- minute track
slows the tune down and presents it con
espressione. The record should appeal
equally as party fun music or to serious jazz
addicts. The recording is half- speed
mastered, and with pressing in Japan on
'high definition super vinyl' it should also
satisfy this magazine's sound buffs. [
A*:1/2]
Thumbs Up by Jim Mullen ( Coda 4) bears
asticker proudly stating that the soloist has
been voted 'World's fifth-best instrumental
guitarist'. Robert Robinson and the ' Stop the
Week' panel had fun equating that with
coming second in the America's Cup— but,
to put it mildly, there are so many worldclass guitarists, at least five of whom have
featured in these reviews in the past year or
so, that one feels that young Jim still has a
tough time ahead in holding that ranking.
Young, Isaid, but it's worth remembering
that Charlie Christian was only 20 when he
joined Goodman and we knew afresh style
had arrived. Jim Mullen's eight backing
musicians (who also look incredibly young in
the sleeve photo) are modernists, and I
thought at first that this record belonged
rather on Ken Hyder's page. But there is
plenty of structured and tuneful playing, and
if you can tolerate the mechanical thump of
the electric bass this is arecord which could
help middle-of-the-road listeners to
understand what the modernists are trying
to say. [
A/B:1/2]

Another bridge- builder is The Meeting
between jazz modernist Chick Corea and
classical pianist Friedrich Guide ( Philips 410
397-1). This duet of improvisations, whose
themes range from Brahms to an unlikely
schmaltz song from Disneyland, ' Some Day
My Prince Will Come', is endlessly
fascinating. Who plays what? It doesn't
matter— and in any case it's much harder to
decide than in the Grappelli/Menuhin duets.
There is one waltz section which is pure
Rawicz and Landauer, and there is even a
quote from the other Strauss, aphrase from
Till Eulenspiegel. Miles Davis is there in spirit
too, and this live recording is agood buy
even if the piano tone is often ' bangy'. [ B:1]
Back to the past for abatch of reissues
from EMI which seem more dated than they
are by being clad in their original sleeves.
Not that the Shadows and Cliff Richard look
much older now than they did in 1963/5, but
how fashions in artwork have changed! The
music stands the test of time better. Cliff's
When in Spain and When in Rome, now a
double album ( EMI EDP 1546301/11), are of
course Latin-American and Italian styled.
Dance with the Shadows and The Sound of
the Shadows ( EDP 1546321/31) get rather
monotonous if all 28 tracks are
conscientiously played straight through; but
one side sampled occasionally serves as a
pleasant reminder that awell- rehearsed
quartet, guided in those days by the great
Norrie Paramor, learned their trade early and
skilfully— and the fact that they were such
apparently pleasant people helps to explain
why they are still such abig act today.
Basically, however, these are nostalgia
issues, and arating is difficult.
The third of these EMI double albums is
rather different because the singer has
matured and changed her style: she is Helen
Shapiro. ' Better late than never', commented
our Sunday afternoon sage when welcoming
her to the world of Gershwin and Rodgers
(see also Fred Dellar's review in the October
issue's Rock page— that record should have
come to me!). But Tops with Me and Helen
Hits Out ( EDP 1546341/51) are redolent of
1962/4. Some of the tracks are producers'
bids to recapture the chart-topping sound of
'Walking Back to Happiness', but the hints of
versatility ( Bacharach, Sedaka) were already
there. So, of course, was the talent; there
was never any doubt of that, and it's nice to
know that she survived the industry's hype
in those days and is still astar, in fresh fields.
We don't usually cover 45s on this page,
but as Conifer have sent us Kate Bush's ' Ne
t'enfuis pas'/'Un baiser d'enfant' ( 1651527) it
is worth mentioning that this self-assured
young lady, who sounds in interviews so
mature, should, like Helen Shapiro, be a
stayer despite being so famous so young.
These are French recordings and, for me,
represent the acceptable face of pop.
Just afinal hint, for the Christmas present
buyer: if you want to give the young some
idea of what the excitement of the big band
era was like, Import Music Service have
issued abargain-price French double album
L'age d'or des grands orchestres Americains
(Festival ALB 371). Ellington, Basie,
Goodman, Miller, Kenton and Herman are
there, of course— plus two black bands
which were overshadowed ( and less
recorded) at the time but now sound as
exciting as the others, with fine soloists:
Jimmie Lunceford's and Cab Calloway's.
These are mostly live show recordings, and a
bit rough, but offering unfamiliar versions of
even the familiar themes. Dates range from
1938 to 1948, so inevitably H rating.
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LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at alower price
elsewhere- let us know and ... WE

WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...

on all brand new current merchandise in stock

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AMUI 2x25
AMU2 2x35
AMU3 2x45

Comet Price
inc. VAT
67.90
87.90
124.90

MARANTZ
PM310 2x25
PM 330 2x37

69.90
104.90

PIONEER
SA 540 2x 30
SA 740 2x40
SA 940 2x 70
SG 530 graphic equaliser
DT 530 digital timer

62.90
97.90
134.90
97.90
48.90

ROTEL
RA 820 2x25
RA840 2x 40
RA 860 2x 60

77.90
109.90
174.90

SANSUI
AU-D101 2x30 super feed
forward amplifier
AU-D22 2x35 super feed forward amp
AU-D33 2x50 super feed forward amp
AU-D11 II 2x130
AT-202S 24 hour digital timer
SONY
TAAX2 2x25
SEH 22 9band graphic equaliser

97.90
117.90
134.90
399.90
39.90
48.89
49.89

Extend your Guarantee to 5years
for £8.95.

AKAI
ATK I
L LW/MW/FM
ATS3L LW/MW/FM quartz
synthesised, 16 pre set stations
ATS6I L AM/FM quartz synthesised
MARANTZ
ST320L LW/MW/FM
ST430L LW/MW/FM quartz
synthesised 16 station pre-sets
8AM/8 FM
PIONEER
TX 540L LW/MW/FM
TX 720L MW/LW/FM
TX 940L LW/MW/FM quartz
synthesised 16 pre-set stations
8FM/8 AM
ROTEL
RT 820L LW/MW/FM
SANSUI
TU-S33L LW/MW/FM. To match
AU-D22/AU-D33
TUS77 XW MW/FM quartz
synthesised 16 pte-set
stations 8FM/8 AM

Comet Price
inc. VAT

PIONEER
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc 5
pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc 7
pre-sets
ROTEL
RX820L 2x22 LW/MW/FM
SANSUI
R303L 2x20 LW/MW/FM

89.89
109.89

74.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years
for £. 95.

DIGITAL AUDIO
DISC PLAYERS
MARANTZ
CD73 includes 2Compact Discs
(while stocks last)
SANSUI
PC-V1000 inc. infra red remote
control
SONY
CDP-I01 inc. remote control
and free Sony Walkman
DD personal stereo

399.00

499.90

549.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years
for £29.95.

68.90
97.90
99.90
79.90
104.90
63.90
79.90
107.90
62.90

94.90
189.90

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
87.90
154.90

AKAI
APB IC belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge . ..
APD2C direct drive, auto return inc.
mag. cartridge
GARRARD
B200 belt-drive, semi-auto inc.
mag. cartridge
D200 direct drive, semi-auto inc.
mag. cartridge

Comet Price
inc. VAT

Turntables - continued

SONY
PSLX5 quartz locked, direct drive, fully
automatic, inc. mag. cartridge

69.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years
for £8.95.
(Excluding cartridge and stylus).

114.90

TURNTABLES

Extend your Guarantee to 5years
for £.95.

AKAI
AARI 2x25 LW/MW/FM
R22L 2x30 LW/MW/FM
12 random pre-set stations

Tuner/Amplifiers - continued

CARTRIDGES
CORAL
MC88E high output moving coil
GOLDRING
G800
G950
G950E. Elliptical Stylus
ORTOFON
VMS 3in fitted headshell
VMS 5E
VMS IOE
Concorde SID
VMS 20E Mk II
SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED
SONY
XL15B
XLMM1
XLMCI moving coil
HATIO mini step up transformers
(Pair)

28.90
7.75
8.75
9.75
7.50
11.50
18.75
19.50
27.90
14.75
16.75
19.75
6.90
11.90
19.90
9.90

HEADPHONES
58.90
77.90

49.90
69.90

MARANTZ
IT120 CT belt-drive, semi-auto inc. mag
cartridge
57.90
TT221 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge 74.90
IT520CT belt-drive, linear tracking, fully
auto, inc. mag. cartridge
117.90
PIONEER
PL7 direct drive, fully automatic,
PC3MC moving coil cartridge
99.90
PL340 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge
62.90
PL640 direct-drive, quartz locked,
auto arm return, inc. PC5MC moving
coil cartridge
97.90
PL740 direct-drive, quartz-locked,
fully auto, inc. PC5MC moving
coil cartridge
117.90
ROTEL
RP830 belt-drive. Cartridge extra
99.90
Recommended cartridge for above:
Ortofon VMS5E
11.50
RP850 belt-drive. Cartridge extra
149.90
Recommended cartridge for above:
Ortofon VMS 20E Mk II
27.90
SANSUI
PD IOS direct drive, auto return, inc.
52.90
mag. cartridge
SR222 Mk. IV belt-drive manual.
84.90
Cartridge extra
Recommended cartridge for above:
Coral MC 88E high output moving
coil
28.90

AKG
KI
K130
KOSS
K20
K6X
HV2A
HVX
PRO4X
MARANTZ
HP 15
HP 25
PIONEER
SEL 4
SOLA VOX
SH 100
SONY
MDR IT
MDR CD7

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
GOODMANS
Quartet Q30 2way
Quartet Q40 2way
Quartet Q70 3way
Melody 2way
Mezzo 3way
Magnum 3way
LS35/A 2way BBC
Monitor
MARANTZ
LD20 2way
LD30 Mit II 2way
LD50 2way

8.90
19.90
12.90
17.90
19.90
14.90
44.90
10.90
23.90
15.90
6.89
9.90
67.90

Suitable
amplifier
wattage
( 7 - 30)
( 7 - 40)
( 10 - 120)
( 10 - 45)
( 10 - 75)
( 10 - 90)

32.90
39.90
67.90
77.90
129.90
149.90

( 15 - 50)

194.90

( 10 - 60)
( 10 - 100)
( 10 - 120)

87.90
97.90
137.90
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"I promise you 12 months guarantee including parts and labour on all goods. All work is carried
out by Comet's own engineers ormanufacturers. After the initial guarantee period you
can still rely on us to see that your purchases are kept in working order"
- Chairman
Comet Price
inc. VAT

Speakers - continued

ROTEL
RL850 2way
( 10 - 50)
RL870 2way
(20 - 100)
SOLA VOX
HP 140 2way
( 15 - 40)
HP 170 2way
( 15 - 70)
HP 180 3way
(20 - 80)
WHARFEDALE
Denton GX 2way
( 10 - 30)
Linton GX 2way
( 15 - 60)
Laser 50 2way
( 10 - 60)
Laser 90 2way
( 15 - 75)
Laser 110 2way
( 15 - 100)
Mach 3 2way
( 15 - 100)
SPEAKER STAND
SABRE SB- Istand for above speakers ..

79.90
139.90
39.90
54.90
69.90
39.90
59.90
68.90
87.90
107.90
157.90
17.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years
for £ 10.95. (Per Pair).

AIWA
AD3500 with 3heads and Dolby B & C
ADF220 Dolby B & C
ADF330 Dolby B & C, Auto tape
selection, adjustable bias
ADF660 featuring the " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
ADF770 featuring the " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
plus digital automatic tape
adaptation ( DATA)
ADF990 featuring the " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
plus digital automatic tape
adaptation ( DATA). Amorphous
Combination head and auto
recording level control
AKAI
HX1 Dolby B, 12 segment FL D
HX3 Dolby B & C
HXR5 auto reverse, Dolby B & C,
auto tape selector
GXR6 3head twin capstan,
Dolby B & C, auto reverse
GX7 3head twin capstan, Dolby
B & C, auto tape selector
GXF51 computer controlled,
Dolby B & C, auto tape tuning,
auto fader
GXF91 computer controlled,
Dolby B & C, 3head, motorised
tape loading, auto tape bias,
electronic tape counter, auto
fader, memory play
MARANTZ
SD 220 Dolby B
SD 320 Dolby B & C
SD 420 Dolby B & C, two motor logic
control, microprocessor compuskip
and auto repeat
SD 630 Dolby B & C, IC full logic
transport, quick auto reverse,
record and playback, auto record
mute
PIONEER
CT340 Dolby B
CT540 Dolby B, 2motor, timer
start, logic controls
CT740 Dolby B, 2motor, timer
start, music search, logic
controls
CT940 Dolby B & C, 2motor,
timer start, music search,
logic controls
CT5 Dolby B & C, one-touch record,
music search
ROTEL
RD840 Dolby B and C
SANSUI
D55MS soft touch, Dolby B
D77 DRS auto reverse, Dolby B
D99 DS double cassette deck for dubbing,
Dolby B and amps.

147.90
87.90
117.90
224.90

274.90

339.90
82.90
97.90
137.90
164.90
224.90
139.99

359.89
78.90
97.90

HiFi Cassette Tape Recorders continued

Comet Price
inc. VAT

SONY
TCFX3 Dolby B, 2motor, full logic
control
TCFX5OOR auto reverse, Dolby B & C,
logic controls, music sensor

84.89
157.90

BLANK TAPES
SCOTCH CASSETTE TAPE
SUPERFERRIC HIGH ENERGY
C90
C90 5pack
C90 10 pack
BASF CHROMD1OXID II
C90 2pack
C90 5pack
C120
BASF LH EXTRA I
C60 3pack
C90 3pack
MAXELL CASSETTE TAPE
UL C60
UL C90
UL C90 3pack
UD C60
UD C90
UD C90 2pack
UD C120
XLI C60
XLI C90
XL IC90 2pack
XL2 C60
XL2 C90
XL2 C90 2pack
MAXELL SPOOL TAPE
UD 35 90 ( 7" 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10%" 3600')
SONY CASSETTE TAPE
CHF 603 pack
CHF 90 3pack
BHF C60 3pack
BHF C90 5pack
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60 3pack
D C90 3pack
D C90 5pack
D CI20
TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60 2pack
All C90 2pack
AD C90 3pack
AD C120
TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90 2pack

0.69
2.95
4.95
3.00
5.90
2.80
2.25
2.75
0.75
0.99
2.75
0.99
1.30
2.50
1.99
1.40
1.70
3.15
1.50
1.85
3.50
3.99
11.90
1.95
2.70
2.50
4.90
2.25
2.95
4.25
1.35
2.00
2.75
3.40
1.99

1.35
3.30

TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90

1.99
2.99

TDK OPEN REEL
rx 35-90
LX 35-180

3.75
9.90

137.90

194.90
82.90
97.90
124.90
154.90
89.90
92.90
64.90
127.90
149.90

COMPACT SYSTEMS
AIWA
V-300 2x25 watts, RX-30 LW/MW/FM
receiver, 12 pre-sets (6AM/6 FM),
FX-30 cassette deck, Dolby B & C, soft
touch, svnchro-record system, auto
replay facility, PX-30 fully automatic
belt-drive turntable with auto-:iepeat
facility, SX-6 2way loudspeakers and
RK-X30 rack
V-700 2x30 watts, MX- 70 amplifier,
TX- 70 LW/MW/FM tuner, 12 presets (6AM/6 FM), LX- 70 linear
tracking programmable direct-drive
turntable with intro and auto play,
FX-70 cassette deck, Dolby B iir C,
SX-7 .2way loudspeakers and RK-X7
rack with automatic component
connection

394.90

HiFi Systems - continued .

Cornet Price
inc. VAT

AKAI
SYSTEM 3 2x 25watts, AA-M3/L tuner
amplifier, quartz synthesised tuner
with 10 pre-set stations ( 5AM/5 FM),
memory back-up, HXM5cassette deck,
Dolby B & C, pre-set repeat/memory
repeat/auto repeat, auto tape selector,
APM3 fully automatic belt-drive
turntable with repeat playback facility,
SW-TM3 loudspeakers and RVM1
rack

374.90

SYSTEM 5L 2x30 watts. AM-M5
amplifier with auto fader,
AT-M5/L LW/MW/FM quartz
synthesised tuner, 10 station memory,
auto tuning, HX-M5 Dolby B & C
cassette deck, pre-set repeat/auto
repeat/memory repeat, digital tape
counter, APM7 linear tracking, fully
automatic turntable, repeat function,
DTM7 24 hour timer, SWTM3 2way
loudspeakers plus RVM Irack

524.90

SANSUI
SYSTEM M77 2x25 watts, A-M77
integrated amplifier, T-M77L Quartz
PLL synthesiser tuner LW/MW/FM
inc. 12 pre-set stations
(6 FM/6AM), D-M7'7W double
cassette deck, Dolby B, metal tape
facility, compu-edit facility and
intro-skip facility, D- M77 linear
tracking turntable inc. S- M77
2-way loudspeakers

599.90

SONY
COMPACT 33 2x25 watts TA-V3amp.
with function display, ST-V3L
LW/MW/FM tuner, 15 station presets (5per band), TC-V3 cassette deck,
Dolby B & C, auto tape select, PS LX20
direct-drive fully auto turntable,
SS X 180 loudspeakers (SUV 2or
SUV 7L Rack extra)

394.90

COMPACT 77 2x80 watts full remote
control, TA- V7 amp. STV7L
LW/MW/FM tuner:8 pre-sets, TC-V7
cassette deck drawer load, Dolby B&C,
auto music search, real time
counter, PSFL 77 direct-drive, fully
auto, front load, linear track turntable,
APM700 flat diaphragm, 2-way loudspeakers, RMV70 remote control
(SUV 2or SUV 7L Rack extra)

989.90

Alternative racks for above Sony systems:
SUV2 - adjustable to fit any system
combination
SU V7L vertical or horizontal assembly
- designed to also accommodate
Compact Disc Player (optional extra) .

19.90
69.90

HI-FI RACK SYSTEMS
MARANTZ
MS 300 2x30 watts PM230 amp.,
LW/MW/FM ST320L tuner,
TT13ODL belt-drive semi-auto
turntable, SD230 Dolby cassette
deck, HD300 3- way speakers
and MR920 rack

399.90

PIONEER
XG1 2x20 watts SA- 130 amp., TX- 130L
tuner ( LW/MW/FM stereo), PL- 130
belt-drive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 363
speakers and CBG5 rack

309.90

XG5 2x38 watts SA- 530 amp., TX530L
tuner ( LW/MW/FM stereo), PL-430
direct-drive turntable inc. mag. cart ,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 565
speakers and CBG5 rack

434.90

XG7TL 2x70 watts SA-930 amp.,
TX930L tuner ( LW/MW/FM),
PL930 direct-drive turntable inc.
moving coil cart., CT-730 Dolby
cassette deck, CS 767 speakers and
CBG7 tall rack

619.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years
for £25 95.
489.90

All offers subject to availability.
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COMPNCT DISC PLAYER
OffEltS
... incredible sound
incredible value for money!
Here's your opportunity to enjoy the superb sound of the compact digital disc
system . . . and to take advantage of these fantastic offers at Comet.
Having brought you the greatest advance in HiFi sound reproduction yet, two of
the top names, Sony and Marantz, now bring you two super value-for-money
packages you simply can't afford to miss!
From Sony, you get afree Walkman DD Personal HiFi worth over £90 when you
buy the CDP-101 compact disc player — plus membership of the exclusive Sony
CD Owners Club which entitles you to ahost of benefits, including unique offers
and promotions.
From Marantz you now get the CD- 73 compact disc player for the ridiculously-low
price of £399.00 plus two free digital discs to start off your collection!
Call in at Comet now. And take advantage of these incredible offers while stocks last!

.1ite. malt ®
MARANTZ CD 73
". . . Not only was the CD clearer
with inau,dible tape modulation
.............
noise, and also quieter, but the
...
bass register was obviously
cleaner, clearer, deeper and more
articulate.
Digital bass is something special
compared with tape and from my
experience also when compared
with vinyl disc. The treble register is finely
detailed with abelievable string tone, and great
delicacy where appropriate; altogether superior to analogue disc.
Stereo imaging was extraordinarily sharply focused
with no blurring or wandering. Depth effects appeared to be
limited only by the recording technique, and on two tracks
considerable low level ambience was convincingly portrayed."
'HiFi for Pleasure' October, 1982 (Reuiewing the forerunner
of the Marantz CD- 73 Compact Disc Player).

. . ....

.

....

. .

.
..

Complete w i
th2 DigitalDiscs!
I. POLYGRAM DEMONSTRATION ALB UM featu ri
ng 12
classic track s including: Avaio n — ROXY MUSIC :Romeo
8c Juliet — DIRE STRAITS :Stay in '
Alive — BEE GEES and
Chariots ofFi re — VANGELIS.
2.

SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQU E — THE NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA Co nd
ucted by Zubin
Mehta.
"In some cases
the quality of sound captured is

sensational, for exampl e i
n the Symphonic. fantastique .
"Tak e my word for it,' the Co mpact Disc bri
ngs a new
to listening." Gramophone, March 1983

exci tement

COMET PRICE £399.00 ii
nc. VAT

.
"Free disc offer
only available while stocks last".

e
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SONY®

SONY CDP-101

inc. remote control

Here's what atop reviewer
had to say about the Sony
CDP-101 in the 'HiFi Choice'
buying guide, 'Turntables
and Tonearms':
"... aluxury design with
advanced features .
In addition to its advanced ' sound-on' rapid access cueing, multiple programming functions and timer- actuated start,
it offers numeric keypad entry for fast selection of any desired track. Access time is around one second."
"Extended listening tests indicated that the signal output was of excellent quality, justifying its higher price.
We think Sony have awinner with this advanced CD player. We could not think of anything we would like to change
or add, acompliment indeed".

COMET PRICE £549.90 inc. VAT

PLUS FREE
Walkman DID Personal HiFi worth over £90!
Your free Walkman DD Personal HiFi features the
unique Sony disc drive to reduce wow and flutter to an
astonishing 0.08%, and comes complete with new advanced
lightweight headphones to give you the true sound of stereo.
All the touch-sensitive controls are neatly laid out, with
automatic shut-off to conserve batteries, and the sleek
metal case comes to you in achoice of red, silver or black.
A carrying pouch and strap are also provided.

FREE
Sony CD Club Membership too!
Also free membership of the exclusive Sony CD Owners Club. A quarterly
magazine gives you news and features on all aspects of Compact Disc,
including reviews on new discs as they become available.

Compact Digital Disc Players at Comet-Remember...
THE ONLY SOUND YOU HEAR IS THE MUSIC
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Sans-u_

COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

SANSUI PC-V1000 COMPACT DISC PLAYER
The arrival of the Compact Disc is revolutionising the audio scene, and this new
generation PC-V1000 from Sansui is at the forefront of developments with refinements such as an accurate 3-beam semiconductor laser pickup, alow phase
distortion digital filter, and ahost of operating conveniences.
The laser pickup system features three spot laser beams focused on the disc surface
— aprimary beam for reading out playback signals, and two adjacent ones to keep
the tracking exactly on target. The additional beams generate the signals that are
fed to the tracking servo systems, so that tracking errors are instantly corrected —
even in the case of damaged track or imperfection in the pits.
In a CD player, supersonic frequencies beyond 20kHZ must be eliminated to
prevent their interfering with audible frequencies. Conventional designs do this
with afilter placed at the output of the Digital to Analogue converter. In the Sansui
digital filter supersonic signals are eliminated while the signals are still in digital
form. The output signal, having been converted to analogue form, requires only
mild filtering at the output of the Digital to Analogue converter to eliminate the few
remaining supersonics. Coupled with an analogue filter in the final chain — the
result is purer and more accurate sound.
The PC-V1000 is a front loader, so it can easily be stacked or placed between
other components, and includes a host of other features such as full-feature
wireless remote control, Compu Edit. for synchronised operation with connected
cassette deck, Introskip to sample the first 10 seconds of each track one by one,
and random access of up to 99 tracks on adisc, 16 of which may be programmed for
automatic sequential play. The PC-V1000 — the finest of Sansui analogue and
digital technology.

COMET PRICE £499.90 inc. VAT
4 22
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AMPLIFIER AND TUNER

SANSUI AU-D11 Mk II SUPER GF INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
In Japan, Sansui sell more amplifiers in the top quality range, than any other HiFi manufacturer*. The Superb
AU-D11 Mk II will quickly demonstrate why!
In terms of amplifier evolution this Super GF amplifier stands at the pinnacle, encompassing three revolutionary
Sansui technologies: Diamond Differential DC circuitry, the Super Feedforward System and the new Ground
Free Circuit.
Exclusive to Sansui, Diamond Differential DC circuitry is essentially adual-complementary, differentially
connected circuit with ateam of two differentials arranged in asymmetrical design. Transient response and
tonal quality is improved by the circuit, and Transient Modulation Distortion effectively reduced. The Super
Feedforward System combines negative feedback with feedforward to completely eliminate all types of
distortion, both transient and steady-state, while the new Sansui Ground Free Circuit resolves all problems
associated with the generation of Interface Hum Modulation, aform of distortion created by counterelectromotive currents and power supply ripple currents.
Together these technologies result in amazingly natural life- like sound reproduction, making the AU-Dll Mk II
perfect for new digital sound sources. Power output is 130 watts per channel RMS, and incorporated into the
unit are amoving coil transformer featuring ahigh signal-to-noise ratio, record selector, bi-directional tape
dubbing facilities for two tape decks, selectable turnover frequencies for bass and treble, and pushbutton input
selectors with LED indicators.
Beautifully finished in black with wood end panels, the AU-D11 Mk II is a perfect match for the
TU 577 XW Tuner.

COMET PRICE £399.90 inc. VAT
*Sansui have amarket share of over 40% in the Japanese over £286 market.

SANSUI TU-S77XW QUARTZ-PLL, DIGITAL SYNTHESISER TUNER
With wood side panels, to match the AU- D11 Mk II, this superb tuner is exceptionally easy to use and
extremely precise thanks to its digital quartz-PLL synthesiser system. Three tuning modes — auto, manual
and scan — make tuning extra easy, and colourful tuning indicator and direct frequency readout ensure that
you're listening to the station you want. Additionally the unit incorporates Sansui's newly-developed Super
Linear Digital Decorder, adigitally operated system which gives superior channel separation — typically about
60 dB. Noise is banished during AM reception by aFloating Circuit System, and other features include presets
for 8 FM and 8 AM stations, tricolour LED signal strength indicator, LOCKED STEREO and AUTO
indicators, IF narrow and wide band width selection, and recording calibration signal generator to enable
accurate pre-setting of recording levels prior to making off-air recordings.
In both looks and performance the TU-S77XW is afine match for the AU-Dui Mk II amplifier.

COMET PRICE £189.90 inc. VAT
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SANSUI AU-D101 AMPLIFIER
A compact, easy to use and economical amplifier that gives top-flight audio performance —
that's the AU- D101. An array of outstanding features is headed by Sansui's Super Feedforward System, which limits total harmonic distortion to only 0.009% at the AU-D101's
rated output of 30 watts RMS per channel. All major signal routes from input to output are
etched patterns on asingle circuit board, and connecting wires are kept to aminimum to
reduce hum and noise and to ensure pure, uncoloured sound. This high level of accuracy is
matched by superb ease of operation. Inputs are selected directly by pushbuttons, and
the centre position of the tone controls is tone defeat for flat response. A loudness control
and high filter are also included.

COMET PRICE £ 97.90 inc. VAT

SANSUI AUD-22 AMPLIFIER

SANSUI AUD-33 AMPLIFIER

"The new Sansui AUD-22 is now going to take alot
of beating as it offers 35 w.p c. and comprehensive
facilities".
HI-FI ANSWERS MAGAZINE, 1982
With their unique Super Feedforward System, Sansui have
reduced distortion levels to the point where they're barely
measurable. As aresult, the total harmonic distortion of the
35 watts RMS per channel AUD-22 is down to an incredible
0.006%. Combining common negative feedback circuitry with
the feedforward technique in the power amplifier section, this
new system reduces or entirely eliminates every conceivable
type of distortion that apower output stage generates. The
accent is on high technology throughout . . . Darlingtonequipped final output stage, dual-bridge rectifier circuit for
producing more than the rated power, ultra-wide range phono
equaliser and newly-developed speaker protection circuits.
Other features include: direct access inputs with LED's MM/MC
phono switches, speaker switches, record selector with bidirectional tape dubbing, muting and high filter and separate
bass and treble tone controls.

"The '
Super-feedforward' AUD-22 and 33 bring
Sansui back to the forefront of £ 100+ Japanese
amplifiers".
WHAT HI-Fl MAGAZINE, 1982
Sharing the same basic specification as the AUD-22, the more
powerful AU D-33 delivers 50 watts RMS per channel — yet the
total harmonic distortion is reduced to an unbelievable 0.004%!
Again, this is achieved by the Sansui Super Feedforward
System combined with the other state-of-the-art developments
incorporated in this amplifier. In common with the AUD-22, it
also sounds much more powerful than its power rating suggests,
thanks to a newly-designed dual- bridge rectifier circuit that
reduces power consumption loss by 30% with aconsequent
improvement in efficiency. Direct access inputs include:
PHONO, TUNER, AUX, TAPE 1and TAPE 2, and additional
facilities include MM/MC phono switches, bass and treble tone
controls, 20dB muting, high filter and speaker selector switches.
A record selector enables one programme source to be fed to a
connected recorder whilst listening to another, and also offers
bi-directional tape dubbing.

COMET PRICE £ 117.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 134.90 inc. VAT
372
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TUNER AND TURNTABLE
SANSUI TUS-33L FM/MW/LW TUNER
"After sifting through many tuners Ifound that the Sansui TUS 33 is certainly one of the best at the
cheap end".
HI-FI ANSWERS MAGAZINE, 1982
Here's the perfect complement to either the AU- D22 or AU- D33 amplifiers — aunit incorporating ahighly accurate servo- lock
tuning system which automatically detects and compensates for drift and tuning error. There's also a "just tuned" pointer/
indicator featuring two arrow- shaped indicator LED's which light in unison when the station becomes optimally tuned.
The FET-equipped FM front end includes a double- tuned quadrature detector and a PLL ( phase- locked-loop) multiplex
decoder that combine to give high signal-to-noise ratio and wide stereo separation. AM reception is superb — thanks to
a floating circuit system that improves performance, and a loop antenna that shuts out unwanted noise. Other features
include: FM noise canceller, muting/mode switch, 5-LED signal strength meter and LED stereo beacon.

COMET PRICE £94.90 inc. VAT

SANSUI SR-222 Mk IV TURNTABLE
"Considering its excellent technical performance, and suitability for a wide range of cartridge
types, this larger- than-usual turntable unit definitely represents splendid value for its low
price tags..."
JOHN BORWICK, GRAMOPHONE, JULY 1983
If ever aturntable could be said to have achieved bestseller status in its time, it was Sansui's SR-V2 Mk II. Its performance was
outstanding, its finish superb, and its price unbelieably low. Yet with the new Mk IV Sansui have gone several stages better ...
while keeping the price well inside the budget bracket.
For example, there's anew straight ` Dynaoptimurn Balanced' ( D.O.B.) tonearm which eliminates arm jitters and improves
tracking, an achievement made possible by placing the dynamic fulcrum precisely on the node of vibration — the point where
no vibration can be measured. As aresult, tonearm dynamic performance has been dramatically improved, mutual vibration
prevented and frequency modulation reduced. And because the tonearm is designed for the lowest possible mass, definition
and transparency are improved. This 2-speed belt- driven manual turntable boasts other important features too . . . features
like acabinet massively constructed of heavy wood to prevent acoustic feedback, and aheavier than usual diecast platter
(including mat) that helps to reduce wow and flutter to avirtually inaudible level of 0.03%. Good to look at and easy to operate,
the SR-222 Mk IV also gives you viscous- damped cueing, and an inside- force canceller to ensure optimum channel balance and
even stylus and record wear. See it at Comet. Any turntable that cari improve on the famous Mk II is well worth considering.

COMET PRICE £84.90 inc. VAT
Recommended Cartridge for above: CORAL MC88E high output moving coil

COMET PRICE £28.90 inc. VAT
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HEADPHONES
Headphones by Koss . . . a distinctive and practical gift that will
continue to give listening pleasure long after Christmas has become
just a memory. As the inventor and the world's leading designer of
stereo headphones, Koss offer arange of outstanding units that offer
impressive performance and attractive appearance. Designed for
ultimate sound quality and listener comfort, the Koss range brings a
new dimension to acoustic performance, with style and elegance.

KOSS HV/X
The HV/X demonstrates aspecial approach to earcushion design —
Koss' patented variable density earcushions, designed to fit around the ear.
These contoured earcushions are engineered with an acoustic resistance
to retain bass frequencies at the centre while allowing high and midrange frequencies to escape at the outer perimeters. This unique
development in element technology brings to you an entirely
unique Sound of Koss unavailable in any other lightweight
stereophone, and for added comfort the unit features adual
suspension headband with self-adjusting slide bars.

COMET PRICE £34.90 inc. VAT

,,

KOSS PRO/4X
With the superb PRO/4X, Koss have set anew standard for stereo headphones — achieving
an incredible frequency response of from 10 to 40,000 Hz. The upper-end power brings out
subtle highs you've never heard before, while the bass can literally be felt as well as heard!
This is amajor technological breakthrough — yet the headphones are light and comfortable
to wear. The secret is apatented piezoelectric bimorph disc which combines with aspecial
cone to create atweeter with afrequency range of 3,500 to 40,000 Hz. This is combined with
arare earth dynamic coil element, and the two mounted in aslim wafer and enclosed in a
lightweight earcup with aPneumalite ear cushion. Extra comfort is assured by apivoting
ear plate that adjusts the earcup to the shape of each individual ear. The PRO/4X goes
beyond the state-of-the-art. .. atremendous step forward in headphone
technology, and tremendous value for the price.

COMET PRICE £44.90 inc. VAT
£41•1111111111
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HEADPHONES
KOSS K/20
The lightest Koss high velocity stereophone ever, at avery lightweight price — this
is the versatile K/20! Weighing only 2.5 ounces and incorporating arevolutionary
new PVC integral element in each earcup, it's perfect for listening to everything from
portables and TV programmes to music centres and HiFi systems. Complete
with its 8-foot Ytype cord, and offering the maximum wearer comfort, the
comfortably-low Comet price of the K/20 makes this one of today's best buys
in the stereophone field.

COMET PRICE
£12.90 inc. VAT

KOSS K/6XLC
Light, small, stylish and comfortable, K/6XLC earphones are in a
class by themselves. Weighing only 200 grams and featuring
exclusive Koss Pneumalite earctishions, K/6XLC earphones deliver
unparalleled acoustic performance, their high energy element
delivering the Koss sound sensation over afrequency
range of 10 to 20,000 Hz. Ahigh quality closed stereophone
with integral volume control, the K/6XLC caters
perfectly for your taste and needs.

COMET PRICE
£17.90 inc. VAT

KOSS HV/2A
It's light and it's lively — the High Velocity HV/2A. By improving
the HV/2 driver assembly, Koss have created anew definition
of clarity and presence that really bring recorded music back
to life, and have blended lightweight comfort and styling with
wide ranging response and sparkling fidelity. Vented earcups
allow rear sound waves to re-enter the front tor improved
transient response, and anodised aluminium slide bars allow
critical adjustment for perfect comfort — so you can enjoy the
Sound of Koss even over long periods of extended listening.

COMET PRICE £ 19.90 inc. VAT
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CASSETTE DECKS
INTRODUCING THE DOLBY HX PROFESSIONAL
A revolutionary new approach to the problems of recording bias

Here are three new cassette decks from Aiwa, each one designed to meet the demands of all types of
programme material, whether digital or analogue. This is achieved through the use of ` Dolby HX
Professional', anewly-developed system which ensures that signals at all volume and frequency levels
receive the ideal amount of bias during recording.
Dolby HX ( the FIX stands for 'Headroom Extension') is not anoise reduction system, but acompletely
new type of circuit that prevents high frequency loss and greatly improves the dynamic range at the top
end of the frequency response curve. It needs no decoder processing, which means that all recordings
sound better — even when played back on non-Dolby decks or portables. And high performance is
combined with economy . . . because Dolby HX improves the sound of ordinary low noise tapes close to
the standards of more expensive metal and Cr02 tapes.
For those who plan to make tapes from digital programme sources, each of these Aiwa decks is designed
to take optimum advantage of the increased recording headroom offered by Dolby 'C' noise reduction.
The results are truly superb. With metal tape the signal-to-noise ratio is an outstanding 80dB (above 5kHz).

AD-F660 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
With its Dolby HX Professional circuitry, this superbly- designed deck has the capability
to handle even the most demanding digital programme material with flawless fidelity.
Three heads offer off- tape monitoring, and the automatic de- magnetising system
(ADMS) keeps the heads in acontinually degaussed condition for optimum performance.
Other features include: Dolby ` 13/C' noise reduction, metal tape capability, all- mode tape
remaining time display, intro- play search facility, memory rewind and repeat, bias fine
adjuster, auto rec-mute, auto tape selector, LED peak meter display and switchable MPX
filter. The AD- F660 is also equipped with atimer stand-by recording/playback facility and
acordless remote control connection for use with optionally-available units.

COMET PRICE £224.90 inc. VAT

AD- F770

AD- F990

AD-F770 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

AD-F990 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Incorporating all the features of the AD-F660, including Dolby HX
and Dolby`B/C' noise reduction, this sophisticated 3-headdeck also
possesses Aiwa's unique digital automatic tape adaptation facility
(DATA), to ensure ideal matching with every tape brand and
formulation. A built-in microcomputerised circuit "tests" each tape
prior to recording and adjusts the deck's bias, equalisation and
sensitivity to optimum levels. Performed automatically within 16
seconds, DATA ensures that virtually any brand of tape selected can
deliver its best performance.

Thoughtfully engineered to give superlative performance and
unprecedented ease of operation, the top-of- the- line AD-F990 is the
most advanced Aiwa deck ever produced. Amongst its state-of-theart features are: anewly- developed amorphous combination head,
auto noise reduction detector which selects the correct NR setting,
and auto recording level control to eliminate time-consuming
manual adjustment of recording input levels. With the specification
including Dolby HX and Dolby ' 13/C' — plus all the other facilities of
the other two Aiwa decks — the magnificent AD- F990 stands very
firmly in ahigh fidelity class of its own.

COMET PRICE £274.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £339.90 inc. VAT
384
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AIWA

CASSETTE DECKS

AD-F220 CASSETTE DECK (WITH DOLBY WC' NOISE REDUCTION)
With the exciting AD-F220, Aiwa have succeeded in producing a `basic' and budget-priced cassette deck that not only offers Dolby'13'
noise reduction — but Dolby `C' which almost entirely eliminates audible tape hiss. This outstanding value-for-money buy also
features ahigh performance DX head which offers years of durable performance, and which brings out the full potential of metal, Cr02
and normal tapes. Abias-fine adjuster is also incorporated for fine tuning to suit most brands of LH cassette. The AD-F220's 'mechalogic' soft- touch controls are arranged on an angled panel for easy user access, and abuilt-in cue/review capability enables quick
changes in direction to be made to locate adesired tape segment without having to leave the PLAY mode. Other features include: auto
tape selector, auto replay facility, 'peak-step' LED display, rec/mute control, and atimer standby mechanism for use with optionallyavailable timer which enables you to make unattended recordings. Asuperb machine ... bringingall the advantages of Dolby'C' within
the reach of most pockets.
COMET PRICE £87.90 inc. VAT

AD- F330 CASSETTE DECK (WITH DOLBY 'WC' NOISE REDUCTION)
The computer-age styling of the impressive AD-F330, with its Dolby 'B' and Dolby 'C' noise reduction facilities, reflects Aiwa's
attention to the importance of better human engineering. An all-new, flat ' keyboard' panel — angled for easy access and more positive
operation — incorporating feather-touch IC logic controls which enable switching even from fast forward to rewind without damage to
tape or mechanism. A cue and review capability permits speedy programme location without switching from the PLAY mode. Tape
selection is automatic, and the high performance DX head ensures peak performance from metal, Cr02 and normal tapes ... while a
bias-fine control makes it easy to `tune in' optimum bias for most LH cassettes. An auto rec/mute switch is incorporated as an aid
to editing recordings. By pressing this, auniform 4-second blank segment is created on the tape. Slide-type record level control, a
functional panel display, and atimer standby facility for use with optional timer for unattended recording are other features of this
superbly engineered deck.
COMET PRICE £ 117.90 inc. VAT
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CASSETTE DECKS
- EACH ONE A TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH IN ITS OWN RIGHT
Cassette deck technology takes astep into the future with these four new models from Akai.
Each incorporates Dolby ' WC' noise reduction, and the HX-R5 and GX-R6 decks feature a
revolutionary quick-reverse mechanism that reduces the interruption of playback and
recording whilst reversing, to practically nothing.
All four machines feature an Auto Tape Selector which automatically detects and sets
the bias and tape type as soon as the cassette is inserted ... while the top-of- the- line GX-7
three- head deck includes enriched computerised functions to attain apreviously
unknown level of tonal quality.
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HX-3 CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY ' 13/C'
NOISE REDUCTION
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HX-R5 QUICK-REVERSE CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY WC' NOISE REDUCTION

"An interesting, good performance and nice looking deck with a The quick reverse system of this advanced deck ensures the closest thing
goodly bundle of advanced electronics".
HiFi for Pleasure yet to continuous music, and automatic tape selection brings the best out
of metal, Cr02 and Normal tapes. Push buttons direct all operations,
Incorporating Dolby 13/C' noise reduction — with the Dolby `C' facility including the electronic recording level control, and the large centralised
giving an additional 10dB of noise reduction above the level provided by display gives visual verification of every operational mode. Other features
Dolby 'B' — the elegant, front-loading HX-3 offers excellent value for include Dolby `B/C' noise reduction, Akai's 'Quick & Quiet' mechanism,
money. Other features for ensuring superb sound recording and HD head, auto-mute, output control and MPX filter. A remote control
playback include an electronically speed controlled DC motor for stable function and a timer start mechanism are incorporated for use with
capstan drive, and an HD record/playback head which brings out the full optionally-available units.
potential of metal, Cr02 and Normal tapes.

COMET PRICE £ 97.90 inc. VAT
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COMET PRICE £ 137.90 inc. VAT
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GX-R6 QUICK-REVERSE CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY : B/C' NOISE REDUCTION

GX-7 THREE-HEAD CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY '13/C' NOISE REDUCTION

This impressively-designed deck possesses all the advanced features
of the HX-R5 . . . from quick-reverse and automatic tape selection to
Dolby `B/C' noise reduction and IPLS (Instant Programme Locating
System). It also offers several advantages of its own, including aTwin
Field Super GX Head (guaranteed by Akai for 10 years and producing
greatly improved performance) and Intro-Scan — a function which
previews the first 10 seconds of each programme then proceeds to the
next in order to find acertain recorded selection. Other features of the
GX-R6 include Blank Search for quickly locating unrecorded portions of
the tape, and Auto Rec Cancel which not only permits rewinding to the
beginning of arecording, but automatically creates a4-second No Signal
gap on the tape and activates the pause control as well.

Fitted with Super GX Heads for crystal-clear recording and playback,
this superb Akai deck ensures maximum performance from metal,
Cr02 and Normal tapes — whilst the 3-head configuration permits
off-the-tape monitoring for instant confirmation while recording. The
Closed Loop Double Capstan Direct drive guarantees reliability and
stability, and the DC recording and playback amplifier allows afully
dynamic range over awide frequency. Each mode of operation is
controlled by amicrocomputer, and the large centralised display gives
instant verification. Other features include: Dolby 'WC' noise reduction,
computer search system, Intro-Scan, MPX filter, power eject, Auto
Monitor Selector, memory play and dual-purpose electronic counter.
Absentee recordings can be pre-set using an optionally available unit.
Also available as an optional extra, remote control unit.

COMET PRICE £ 164.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £224.90 inc. VAT
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TURNTABLES

AP-B1C Turntable
A belt-driven auto-return turntable that
combines easy operation with excellent
musical quality. The aluminium die-cast
platter is driven by a quiet, electronically
controlled DC servo motor, resulting in stable
performance. Wow and flutter are a mere
0.05% WRMS. The light, highly sensitive static
balance type straight tone arm is accompanied
by oil-damped arm lifter and an anti-skating

adjuster to eliminate this form of distortion,
and is fitted with a high quality magnetic
cartridge that ensures awide range of sound
reproduction. The low resonance cabinet
damps harmful vibrations, offers convenient
operation through front-mounted controls,
and features an attractive silver finished
front panel.

Comet Price £58.90 inc. VAT

AP-D2C Turntable

The super low profile and handsome silver
front panel give the direct drive AP-D2C an
appearance to match its impressive performance. The brushless, slotless, coreless type
Akai Discolith Coil DC servo motor has a
built-in generator for strict control of motor
rotation speed, and aservo lock indicator to
show when the appropriate speed has been
reached. Good trackability and excellent

playback are ensured by astraight, low-mass
tone arm with dual magnet cartridge, antiskating adjuster, electronically activated
Quick Tone Arm Return mechanism and
oil-damped arm lifter. Designed with the user
in mind, the AP-D2C offers reliable operation
and superior sound quality through simple
yet sophisticated design.

Comet Price £77.90 inc. VAT
410
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AM-U3 AMPLIFIER
Incorporating micro-computerised controls and producing 45 watts RMS per channel with atotal harmonic
distortion of only 0.02%, the superb AM- U3 represents
Akai amplifier technology at its best. Amajor feature of the
handsome silver front panel is Akai's exclusive electronic
Direct Access Volume Control, which enables the user to
jump immediately to any volume level without passing
through intermediate stages. The lightest touch on the
'pressure sensitive' volume scale selector in the area of the
scale corresponding to the volume required is instantly
verified on the large FL display, with a built-in fader
preventing atoo-abrupt volume increase. Volume level is

automatically returned to the last level set when the
amplifier was switched on, except in the case of very high
set levels when amore normal level is chosen by the microcomputer. ADual Pole DC Servo circuit greatly improves
the characteristics of the DC amplifier, and combines with
aZero Drive circuit that has theoretically zero distortion
and zero output impedance to give more clearly realised
music signals. Soft-touch controls are provided for
balance, subsonic filter, phono, tuner, aux, tape 1and tape
2 . . . and other features include Aand Bspeaker switching.

COMET PRICE £ 124.90 inc. VAT

AM-U2 AMPLIFIER
The elegant silver front panel of Akai's AM-U2 adds a
distinctive touch to an amplifier with many advantages.
Clear and dynamic sound reproduction is ensured by a
DC Servo Amplifier in the power amplifier section, and the
output of 30 watts RMS per channel is achieved with atotal
harmonic distortion of only 0.05%. Both phase
characteristics and distortion, which are detrimental to
sound quaky, have been reduced by installing an Akai
original DC Servo circuit in anegative feedback loop. In
addition to the DC power amplifier section, the AM-U2

employs an equaliser amplifier with an exclusive, lownoise IC that uses apositive/negative power supply. This
simple, straightforward design ensures quality sound
reproduction since signals travel the shortest distance,
minimising distortion. With features including separate
tone controls with defeat position, loudness, bright FL
display and aconvenient tape monitoring mechanism, the
AM- U2 is outstanding in both performance and value for
money.

COMET PRICE £87.90 inc. VAT

AM -111 AMPLIFIER
Complete with asilver-coloured front panel, the AM-U1 is
abasic amplifier offering superb music quality. Producing
22 watts RMS of power per channel with atotal harmonic
distortion of 0.3%, it incorporates an all-stage directcoupled IC and is backed by a potent, well-regulated
power supply to ensure high performance over awide
dynamic range. A low-noise, monolithic IC is used in the
phono equaliser amplifier for high durability and reliability.

Bass and treble are controlled by sensitive slide adjusters
which can be overridden by atone defeat switch, and a
loudness control button is another feature. LED
indicators on the tape monitor switch and the input
selectors show the operational mode at aglance. This is a
fine amplifier, engineered throughout to the highest Akai
standards.

COMET PRICE £67.90 inc. VAT
407
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AT-10 FM/MW/LW TUNER
Incorporating manual tuning and an easy-to-read tuning scale
for simple, yet spot-on station selection, the AT-K1represents
outstanding value for money. Behind its handsome silver-finish
front panel is advanced internal circuitry incorporating all the
latest Akai 1
IiFi technology. The superbly-engineered front
end employs ajunction FET in the RF amplifier stage, and uses a
highly-precise 3-gang variable capacitor which serves to
remove unwanted frequencies and suppresses IF interference

from adjacent stations. Reception is stable and highly sensitive,
cross-modulation distortion in the input section kept to an
absolute minimum — and signal-to-noise characteristics
greatly improved. The AT-K1also includes an FM multiplex
filter to remove unwanted FM stereo pilot tone signals, and a
removable AM loop antenna.

COMET PRICE £68.90 inc. VAT

MW;71'
AT-S3L FM/MW/LW DIGITAL QUARTZ SYNTHESISER TUNER
Offering precise tuning from its micro-computerised controls,
this slimline tuner combines sophisticated design with high
quality engineering to give ease of operation and superb
performance. A random access 16 station preset facility is
included which automatically selects the waveband and mode
for the station chosen. Auto scan facility is also provided

together with manual tuning facility.
The all-electronic front end suppresses interference from
neighbouring stations and a versatile, detachable AM loop
antenna ensures excellent MW/LW reception. A large FL
digital frequency display provides instant station reference.

COMETPRICE £97.90 inc. VAT

t

ASAI

AA-R22L FM/MW/LW TUNER/AMPLIFIER
With arated power output of 30 watts RMS per channel with
no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion, this microcomputer-controlled tuner/amplifier is an outstanding example
of Akai's dedication to quality sound reproduction.
The amplifier section incorporates the manufacturer's original
Auto-Fade mute system, which automatically fades out volume
at the touch of abutton and can `fade' back to the originally
selected volume when desired. Other advanced features

include the use of Dual Pole DC Servo with the DC amplifier for
clear, crisp tone quality; microcomputer-directed function,
volume and tone controls — and graphic indication of every
operation on alarge FL display. Stable and accurate tuning is
assured by a Quartz Synthesiser circuit which eliminates
station drift. Tuning is automatic, manual, or by preset buttons
covering 12 pre-selected stations — 6FM and 6AM.

COMET PRICE £.54.90 inc. VAT
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PIONEER®

CASSETTE DECKS

CT-340 CASSETTE DECK
This Pioneer cassette deck has an impressive specification
belying its attractive budget price. Dolby ' B' noise reduction
is incorporated, and full logic control of the cassette deck
functions ensures maximum operational convenience.
Metal tape capability is another feature, and there are
settings for Cr02 and Normal EH tapes. Other facilities
include: a Hard permalloy record/playback head, onetouch recording, 6-segment LED recording level indicators
and a3-digit tape counter.

COMET PRICE £82.90 inc. VAT

CT-540 CASSETTE DECK

CT-740 CASSETTE DECK

With its 2- motor drive and featuring aHard Permalloy
record/playback head, this stylish front-loader combines
superb performance with ease of operation. All modes of
tape transport are logic controlled, and there are settings
for metal, Cr02 and Normal EH tapes. Dolby 'B' noise
reduction is incorporated. Accurate and easy-to- read
LED level meters ensure high quality recordings every
time.

Offering metal tape capability and settings for Cr02 and
Normal EH tapes, this 2- motor Dolby <13' cassette deck is
equipped with full logic control of all tape transport. This
enables direct mode change even when moving from
reverse to fast forward. Elegantly designed and
incorporating the matchless HiFi technology of Pioneer,
the CT-740 possesses many other fine features including:
Hard Permalloy record/playback head, Skip Search, Programmable Music Selector and LED level indicators.

COMET PRICE £97.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 124.90 inc. VAT
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TURNTABLES

PL-340 TURNTABLE
Outstanding in both looks and performance, and quartz
regulated for accurate record reproduction, the elegant
PL-340 is belt driven by a DC servo motor to give an
excellent wow-and-flutter rating. Another feature is
Pioneer's exclusive Polymer Graphite (PG) tonearm, which
is fitted with aDynamic Resonance Absorber and which
comes complete with aPC-230 magnetic cartridge.

COMET PRICE £62.90 inc. VAT

PL-640 TURNTABLE

PL- 740 TURNTABLE

Engineered by Pioneer to give peak HiFi performance, the
impressive PL-640 is direct driven by aQuartz-PLL (phaselocked loop) coreless DC Servo Stable motor, with stable
hanging rotor for smooth rotation and perfect stability.
Other features include: static balanced straight Polymer
Graphite tonearm, Dynamic Resonance Absorber, PC5MC moving coil cartridge and automatic tonearm return.

This fully-automatic quartz regulated turntable reflects
Pioneer design and engineering at its very best — with a
wow-and-flutter rating of only 0.025% and asignal-to-noise
ratio of 78dB. With direct drive provided by aQuartz-PLL
(phase-locked-loop) coreless, DC Servo Stable motor,
incorporating astable hanging rotor, and aspecification
including static balanced straight Polymer Graphite
tonearm, Dynamic Resonance Absorber and aPC-5MC
moving coil cartridge. .. the PL-740 reaches new heights of
record reproduction.

COMET PRICE £97.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 117.90 inc. VAT
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PIONEER®

AMPLIFIERS AND TUNERS

SA-540 AMPLIFIER
True value for money, together with Pioneer's high
standards in design and manufacturing are demonstrated to
good advantage in the SA-540, an amplifier producing 30
watts RMS (40 watts DIN) per channel — yet with atotal
harmonic distortion of 0.03%. An impressive specification
includes: bass and treble tone controls, and afull range of
inputs and outputs including Compact Disc input.

SA-740 AMPLIFIER
Despite its even greater power output of 40 watts RMS (54
watts DIN) per channel, the total harmonic distortion of the
SA-740 is still an impressive 0.03%. Complete with Compact
Disc input this attractively styled and superbly engineered
amplifier is another example of Pioneer value for money.

COMET PRICE £97.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £62.90 inc. VAT

SA-940 AMPLIFIER
Incorporating Pioneer's non- switching circuitry, which enables the amplifier to
respond with true fidelity and superb transient response even to dramatic input
changes, the SA-940 delivers 70 watts RMS (87 watts DIN) per channel. Because
these circuits substantially reduce internal noise and other types of distortion, the
total harmonic distortion is only 0.009%. Afull complement of inputs, outputs and
controls, including Compact Disc input, completes the specification of this
superb amplifier.

COMET PRICE £ 134.90 inc. VAT

TX-540L FM/MW/LW TUNER
This 3- band tuner is not only sensitive, but also simple to
use. The clear, green- lit readout scale makes station
selection easy, and its illuminated dial pointer has asecond
role as atuning accuracy indicator. An FM muting switch
cuts out interstation noise.

I COMET PRICE £63.90 inc. VAT

TX-940L FM/MW/LW TUNER
The quartz frequency synthesised tuning of this superbly
designed unit is one of the most accurate and stable systems
available today. Instant station recall is another major
feature of the TX-940L . with 8memory presets available
for each of FM and MW/LW.

COMET PRICE £ 107.90 inc. VAT
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TURNTABLES
Each Garrard turntable is the end-product of fifty years'
experience in the audio field . . . acreation combining the
expertise of the craftsman and the finest in modern high
technology materials and components. It is this combination
that has gained for Garrard its outstanding reputation, and
which has brought the company honours ranging from the
Queen's Award for continual outstanding exports to the
Emile Berliner Award for outstanding contribution to the
world of sound.
Garrard is the name for turntables, just as Comet is the name
for value. Put the two together and you have offers unmatched for quality and economy.

GARRARD B-200 TURNTABLE
Belt- driven by an A.C. synchronous 4- pole
motor, this handsome semi- automatic turntable features adie-cast aluminium platter and a
straight, low- mass tonearm. The tonearm
incorporates an interchangeable headshell,
complete with magnetic cartridge, and resonance is eliminated by a special rigid
mounting. For maximum convenience, all the
controls on this value- for- money Garrard
product remain accessible — even when the
dust cover is closed.

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc. VAT

GARRARD D-200 TURNTABLE
This stylish semi- automatic turntable is directdriven by acoreless D.C. motor with velocity
servo control, and the die-cast aluminium
platter is stroboscope- synchronised to mains
frequency. Mounted in a cabinet of lowresonant mineral- filled resin, this superblyengineered unit also features: straight low- mass
tonearm,
interchangeable
pick-up head
complete with magnetic cartridge, viscousdamped cueing, and front- mounted controls
for operational convenience.

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT
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RA820

AMPLIFIERS
RA840

RA 820 STEREO AMPLIFIER
"It sounds very fine indeed, with much of the
easy low frequency ability of the . . . ( other
amp. reviewed), but without the latter's slightly thick, heavy feel in this region ..."
HI-Fl NEWS - November 1982
"The Rotel RA820 is a real winner. It has
unbelievable punch and sharpness for such
a cheap amplifier and can really drive a pair
of speakers with asense of control".
PRACTICAL HI-Fl — April 1983
The RA 820 is adramatic new concept in amplifier
design, incorporating clean and detailed circuitry
capable of delivering volume levels far in excess of
what would be normally expected from its 25 watts
RMS per channel output. The subject of enthusiastic
reviews in leading Hi-Pi magazines, its impulse
current drive ensures stable power supply at all
speaker impedance loads - and 'Straight Path'
speaker drive in the system 'A' mode bypasses
switch circuitry to give the cleanest sound signal
possible. Because of its high output current capability
it needs no conventional protection circuit, afeature
that can induce distortion. Another advantage is its
limited bandwidth which tailors the response so that
only signals that can be handled in a linear fashion
are fed to the power amp. The RA 820 ... abudgetpriced amplifier in aclass of its own.

COMET PRICE £77.90 inc. VAT

RA 840 STEREO AMPLIFIER
"the RA 820 was the first one Iheard . . . The
RA 840 arrived later and was ( as they say) a
revelation. ( It) has more facilities . . . and,
most importantly, a better power supply. As
a result this model goes down further in the
bass and sounds much clearer and more
dynamic in this region too.
Ilike both these Rotel amplifiers agreat deal"
ALVIN GOLD HI-FI ANSWERS - January 1983
Like the smaller RA 820 this superb amplifier
achieves performance levels of a standard only
previously reached by expensive esoteric HiFi
equipment. It will deliver very high current bursts well
above its 40 watts RMS per channel rating, which
means that sudden transient peaks are reproduced as
clearly and as distortion-free as the quieter passages.
There is minimal 'clipping', even with bursts of
extreme current demand, and the RA 840 reproduces
the full dynamic range of the recording. With an
ability to cope with the most demanding loudspeakers
under a wide range of impedance variations, plus
'Straight Path' speaker drive, tailored response, and
the elimination of conventional protection circuitry
and consequent distortion, the RA 840 is packed with
other features too. These include: input terminals for
phono, tuner, aux, tape 1 and tape 2, loudness,
built-in subsonic filter, high filter, 'B' speaker switching
and 10-LED peak power level indicators...

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT
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RA 860 STEREO AMPLIFIER
"On audition, the 860 produced avery
nice sound. There was asensation of
space and clarity enhanced by excellent
control throughout the frequency range,
with plucked strings in particular
sounding tight and realistic.
The 860 is also very powerful as might be
anticipated by its heavy weight, a
consequence of the twin power transformers which gives this amphfier a
dual- monophonic form of construction.
Highly recommended."
HiFi for Pleasure, June, '83

RA 860 SPECIFICATIONS
Continuous Power Output

60 watts* per channel. min. RMS
both channels driven into 8ohms
from 20 to 211:000Hz with no more
than 0.03% total harmonic distortion.

Total Harmonic Distortion
(20 to 20,000Hz. from AUX)
*RA4360, 840
(30 to 20,000 Hz. from AUX)
*RA 820

No more than 0.03%.
(continuous rated power output)

lntermodulation Distortion
(60Hz : 7kHz = 4 : 1)

No more than 0.03%
(continuous rated power output)
No more than 0.03%
(continuous 1/2 rated power output)
No more than 0.03% (1watt per
channel power output, 8ohms).

Output: Speaker
Headphone

8.16 ohms.
4.16 ohms

Damping Factor

120 ( 1kHz, 8ohms)

No more than 0.02%
(continuous 1/2 rated power output)
No more than 0.03% ( 1watt per
channel power output, 8ohms).

Incorporating all the state-of-the-art
technology of this new Rotel class of
amplifier, the RA 860 delivers aminimum
of 60 watts RMS power per channel, and
in common with the other amps in the
range will produce sound levels far above
its rated output with aminimum of
'clipping'. Further improved sound
performance is ensured by Rotel's dual
monophonic construction, which
separates right and left channel power
stages to eliminate distortion caused by
channel interference. Five input sources
can be accepted including phono, tuner,
aux, and tape 1and tape 2. Speaker
selection allows operation of speaker
systems A or Ad- B, with direct power
output in the system A mode which
bypasses the speaker switch to give highly
accurate 'Straight Path' signal
transmission. Phono inputs are designed
to give full compatibility with both moving
magnet and moving coil cartridges, and
easy-to- read right and left fluorescent
peak power level indicators allow precise
and immediate confirmation of power
output to the speakers.

COMET PRICE £174.90 inc. VAT

Input Sensitivity/Impedance
PHONO
PHONO (MC)
TUNER,AUX
TAPE MONITOR

2.5mV/47 kohms
100uV/27 ohms
150mV/33 kohms
150mV/33 kohms

Overload Level (T.H.D. 0.5%, lkHz)
PHONO
TUNER, AUX, TAPE

140mV
5V

Frequency Response
PHONO
TUNER, AUX, TAPE

20 to 20,000Hz, ±0.2dB ( RIAA STD)
10 to 45,000Hz. + 1.0dB, — 3.0dB

Tone Control
BASS
TREBLE

± 10dB, 100 Hz
±10dB, 10kHz)

Loudness Contour
(volume control set at —40dB position) +7dB ( 100Hz), +4(113 ( 10kHz)
Signal- to-Noise Ratio ( Ii-IF, A network)
PHONO
80dB
TUNER, AUX
95dB
TAPE MONITOR
95dB
Power Consumption

480 watts

Dimensions (overall)

430(W) x94(H) x299(D) mm
16 5
/
16"x3IVu:X 11 %2

Weight (net)

9.0kg/19.8Ibs.

2

"

375c
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TURNTABLES

ROTEL RP830 TURNTABLE
The ' no gimmicks' approach typified by Rote's amplifier design
has been applied to the RP830, aturntable offering unbeatable
sound quality for the price, and one which perfectly matches
all top quality amplifiers, particularly Rotel's own RA820.
A smart and compact belt-drive turntable, the RP830 is
powered by asynchronous motor and incorporates amedium
mass tonearm and (3.5 lbs.) high quality platter. The tonearm
is created from lightweight, wide section tube and features
precision bearings to accommodate awide range of cartridges,
and a rigid cast headshell with large mounting area for good

cartridge registration. The platter is supported on aprecision
centre bearing assembly and the AC motor provides good
torque and a rapid start-up time. This combination of platter
mass, bearing quality and synchronous motor gives the
RP830 excellent speed stability, low wow and flutter measurements and extremely low rumble content.
The appearance is simple yet distinctive, the performance as
near perfect as possible.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

Recommended cartridge for above: ORTOFON VMS 5E COMET PRICE £ 11.50 inc. VAT

ROTEL RP850 TURNTABLE
Designed to offer the ultimate in accuracy and sound quality,
the RP850 is an outstanding example of Rotel craftsmanship
and the ideal comptement to the outstanding Ro t
elamp lifi er
and speaker ranges.' The superb performance of this new belt
drive turntable is due to a number of unique constructional
features; particularly the incorporation of a three-part plinth.
The special 'steel sandwich' construction of the plinth gives
superior rigidity, which combines with the properties of the
die-cast, solid mount to give adramatic improvement in sound
quality. The platter has been optimised at (3.5 lbs.), providing
adequate mass to ensure a good platform for the disc and

freedom from dynamic wow. The platter spindle bearing
assembly is a high quality substantial unit designed for
precision performance and long service, and the turntable mat
is specially designed to absorb vibrations for optimum
efficiency in conjunction with awide range of moving magnet
and moving coil cartridges. A rigid cast headshell provides afirm
location for the cartridge chosen, and is coupled to alow-mass
rigid tonearm which features aprecision cueing device.

COMET PRICE £ 149.90 inc. VAT

Recommended cartridge for above: ORTOFON VMS 20E MK II COMET PRICE £27.90 inc. VAT
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SPEAKERS
ROTEL RL850
LOUDSPEAKER
Rotel's attention to quality and detail is reflected in the high
performance of this 2-way speaker system, which handles the
output of amplifiers ranging from 10 to 70 watts RMS per channel
with ease. The ideal loudspeaker for use with the Rotel range of
amplifiers, it incorporates many of the state-of-the-art features of
;the RA870 monitor .. . including amechanically inert enclosure
and 'Supra' multi- strand internal wiring throughout. With its
25mm dome tweeter and 200mm long- throw bass/mid-range
driver combining to ensure superb sound reproduction, the
RL850 delivers optimum performance either stand-mounted or
as abookshelf speaker. And in common with the RL870, its wide
dynamic range is demonstrated to good effect on both loud and
quiet music passages. For sheer value for money it stands high at
the top of its class.

COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT

ROTEL RL870
MONITOR LOUDSPEAKER
"... Iwas immediately impressed by the openness of the sound
(a characteristic of the tweeter) and the relatively low levels of
colourat ion. The imaging was excellent while the bass was tight
and accurately resolved...
".. . The RL870 is definitely worth an early demonstration."
HiFi for Pleasure, October 1983.
With the RL870, Rotel have produced amonitor loudspeaker that
matches the most elaborate and expensive systems in both quality and
performance. Suitable for amplifiers producing from 20 to 100 watts
RMS of power per channel, this outstanding speaker system is the
ideal complement for Rotel's superb RA840, RA860 and other top
amplifiers. Designed for stand mounting or positioning on abookshelf ,
the RL870's mechanically inert enclosure provides the perfect acoustical
environment for the drive units. Incorporated in this 2way system is a
'Scanspeak' tweeter, a19mm unit used by specialist speaker manufacturers in
high quality designs. This gives an exceptionally clean, smooth and open sound to
the upper mid-range and treble — and combines with a200mm long-throw bass/midrange driver which gives good power handling, fast response, and superb clarity and
detail. To ensure pure, undistorted sound throughout, all the internal wiring (including
the crossover network and connections) consists of 21
/mm square section 'Supra' multi2
strand cable, and the binding posts incorporate 4mm plug sockets for connecting the
speakers to the HiFi system. Monitor quality is the standard throughout, with the accent on frequency response
balance, unrestricted range, pin-point stereo imaging and exceptional detail. Finished in handsome walnut effect,
the fantastic quality of the RL870 brings out the best from even the most demanding HiFi system.

COMET PRICE £ 139.90 inc. VAT
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
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Goodmans

SPEAKERS

MELODY
Goodmans' loudspeaker designers have excelled themselves with this
compact, 2- way system which handles up to 40 watts RMS of power with
ease. Inside the handsome cabinet is a200mm bass driver, edge.
dampened to smooth out frequency response irregularities — and a
speech coil resin bonded at atemperature of 200°C to give additional
strength and adequate power handling reserve. Performance of the
20mm dome tweeter is enhanced by ferrofluid in the magnet, adesign
feature which improves transient handling capability and gives
smoother treble response. This is afine system ... and the Comet price
puts it well within reach of most pockets.

COMET PRICE £77.90 inc. VAT
(per pair)

MEZZO
The Mezzo's elegant cabinet houses speaker engineering at its best — a
3-way reflexed system that combines low distortion with maximum
sensitivity to give optimum performance throughout the frequency
band. Handling up to 75 watts RMS of power, the Mezzo is made in
carefully matched pairs to give acrisp, clear stereo image that will
add anew dimension to your listening pleasure. At the heart of the
system are a280mm bass driver, a114mm mid- range unit and a25mm
dome tweeter — and an added refinement in the form of variable
contour controls enables you to modify the output of both mid- range
and high frequency drivers to tune thé speakers to your own particular
environment. An eye-catching 5- LED display gives you an at- a- glance
peak power reading. Exceptional value for money at Comet NOW.

COMET PRICE £ 129.90 inc. VAT (per pair)

MAGNUM
Handling up to 90 watts RMS of power, and designed to the same superb
specification as the Mezzo, the Magnum literally brings the concert hall
into your listening room. Nearly sixty years of Goodmans' loudspeaker
technology has resulted in aspeaker that will enhance the sound of any
worthwhile HiFi system — and add an elegance that will please the
eye too. Even the drive units are manufactured by Goodmans . .
330mm bass driver, 114mm mid- range unit and 25mm dome tweeter
. . . and careful ' mirror imaging' of each pair of models gives astereo
balance that clearly locates instruments and voices. Overall efficiency
is as high as the price is low, and when you add for good measure
contour controls and LED power indicators — you have aloudspeaker
system that's definitely worth listening to.

COMET PRICE £ 149.90 inc. VAT (per pair)
339A
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LS3/5A 2.-WAY
MONITOR SPEAKERS
Designed by the BBC's research department
"Orchestral sounds were 'open'
in texture, with excellent breadth
and depth, and plenty of fullness in
the lower registers... Transients
were handled cleanly, with no
sign of hangover...
"There is no doubt that these
loudspeakers do ajob that is quite
astonishing considering that they
occupy less than ten litres of space
each. Both aurally and physically
they are very easy to live with, and
with their natural, uncoloured
response they must represent a
great attraction to those who are
unable - or unwilling - to find
space for alarge installation ...
"...they remain splendid value for
money..."
HiFi News & Record Review

COMET PRICE £194.90

Inc. VAT

To earn areview of this quality aloudspeaker system has to meet the very
highest standards. The LS3/5A does ... because it was designed by the BBC's
research department and represents the very best in compact monitor loudspeakers.
Although primarily intended for professional monitoring situations, the
all-round excellence of this compact, 2-way unit has led to its adoption as ahigh
quality bookshelf speaker for home use, where space is at apremium.
Strongly constructed from laminated birch and finished in real walnut
veneer, the cabinet houses two drive units in an infinite baffle enclosure — a5"
bass driver with damped Bextrene cone and a3/
4'' dome tweeter. Both units are
carefully selected to meet arigid tolerance unit matching specification, while
the sophisticated crossover uses 5% tolerance inductors and stable low-loss
capacitors.
With apower handling of 50 watts, the LS3/5A is produced by Goodmans
under aspecial licence agreement with the BBC. The result is an outstanding
product at avery competitive price ... backed by the Goodman's reputation for
quality and care, and a5- year guarantee.
*(for use with amplifiers rated at 50 watts into 8ohms).
389
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WHARFEDALE

SPEAKERS
41

LASER 91)

"I wasn't aware of the market price of the Laser 90 when Ilistened to it for this review and the £89.90 price tag
came as apleasant surprise indeed..."
'PRACTICAL HI-FI' March 1983.
This excellent review on the new Wharfedale Laser 90 loudspeaker enhances this old-established company's reputation
for producing high quality units at acompetitive price. See this outstanding HiFi speaker at Comet . . . together with the
more compact 50 and the larger 110.
LASER 90 2- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
The 20- litre enclosure houses a200mm version of the Laser 50
bass unit to give increased power handling to 75 watts, with a
sophisticated crossover network dividing the spectrum
between this driver and the 19mm soft dome tweeter. This is the
speaker reviewed by '
PRACTICAL HI- F1' . . . an ideal unit for
use with amplifiers from 15-75 watts RMS per channel.

COMET PRICE £87.90 inc. VAT

LASER 50

LASER 50 2- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
Using an 11.5- litre enclosure and finished in attractive woodgrain vinyl, this compact loudspeaker is suitable for amplifiers
ranging from 15-60 watts RMS per channel. Its 170mm bass unit
has a cone of doped fibrous construction terminated in aPVC
suspension to eliminate unwanted resonance and to minimise
colouration. The treble unit is a high quality 19mm soft dome
which produces asmooth, sweet sound.

COMET PRICE £68.90 inc. VAT

LASER HO

LASER 1102- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
With apower handling of 100 watts, the top- of- the range laser 110
can be used with amplifiers producing from 15-100 watts RMS
per channel, and its advanced reflex design provides an extended
bass performance while improving all-round efficiency. The
32- litre enclosure houses a 200mm bass unit employing a
diaphragm of Wharfedale's unique mineral- filled homopolymer
of propylene ( MFHP) for enhanced performance — while the
19mm treble unit has a polyamide dome that extends the
performance of the system well beyond the limits of audibility.

COMET PRICE £ 107.90 inc. VAT
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
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SPEAKERS

LD-50 SPEAKER SYSTEM

ID-20 SPEAKER SYSTEM

LD-30 SPEAKER SYSTEM

"The Marantz LD-30 shows just how successful no-frills, solid engineering can be.
The reflex design gives good efficiency yet
there is no bass colouration. The LD-30
must represent the last word in sound
performance for a £99 pair of boxes."
'WHAT HI-F1' April 1983.
". . . the design would be equally at home
with Compact Disc players and £300 amps
as with a £299 rack."
'PRACTICAL HI-FI' March 1983.

LD -30 Mk II SPEAKER SYSTEM
These Marantz mini monitors have been
designed specifically for true HiFi sound
reproduction, and the performance et the
LD-30 clearly demonstrates how welíthis
aim has been achieved. With cotton fibre
dome 25mm tweeter and 200mm bass unit
in Duo-Polymer Impregnated Cone
(DPIC) material — which combines light
weight, high rigidity and high internal loss
— the compact LD-30 handles 50 watts of
power with ease, while preserving the full
bass response characteristics.
Suitable for amplifiers delivering 10 to 100
watts power.

COMET PRICE 97.90 inc. VAT

"From the outset the LD-50s showed acrisp clean top end performance without undue
harshness ...
"Despite miking anomalies the LD-50 produced atruly beáutiful guitar sound with astrong
sense of location and the resolution of small detail into avivid impression of the player and the
studio acoustic. The low frequency power of the bass was well conveyed by the 50s as was the
true-to-form rough edge of aclose-miked bowed instrument . . .
This performance package is unusual in £200 speakers and almost unheard of at the asking
price of the LD-50s." `HI-FI ANSWERS' April 1983.
An impressive review . . and certainly an excellent reason for taking advantage of the
incredible value for money offered by this Marantz range of linear dynamic loudspeakers.

LD 50 SPEAKER SYSTEM
The subject of the enthusiastic review
reproduced above, the LD-50 incorporates a25mm tweeter and 200mm bass
unit, both in Marantz DPIC material to
ensure absolutely neutral sound. Enclosed
in an elegantly- finished cabinet, strongly
constructed to eliminate resonance, the
units are linked by asophisticated crossover design for optimum performance.
Power handling is 60 watts.
Suitable for amplifiers delivering 10 to 120
watts power.

LD-20 SPEAKER SYSTEM

COMET PRICE 137.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE 87.90 inc. VAT

The most compact model in the LD range,
the LD-20 gives great performance and
big value, handling up t060 watts of power
and employing a 25mm tweeter and
160mm DPIC woofer for dynamic
bass reproduction. In common with the
other speakers in this range, the voice
coils and other transducer elements are
built to withstand the higher dynamic
peaks of digital sound effortlessly.
Suitable for amplifiers delivering 10 to
60 watts power.

ALL SPEAKERS A
RE PRICED AS PAIRS
383A
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SPEAKERS

Fantastic quality, fantastic performance, fantastic value for money .... this is the only way to describe
the new range of Solavox HP speakers from Comet! They're manufactured exclusively for Comet by
acompany world famous for its high standards — yet their price brings them well into the budget class.
They look good, they sound even better. See them today at Comet.The only thing you won't believe
is the price!
"These speakers were given an initial appraisal using aRotel RA- 840 amplifier and they proved to
be an interesting change from the usual class of £60 loudspeaker. Tonally the emphasis is on the midband, but the response does not seem particularly peaky, rather that there is agradual but definite
roll- off at low and high frequencies. As aresult this speaker is
surprisingly smooth and as aresult will be very pleasant in
the average budget system".
HiFi for Pleasure October 1983
Reviewing HP170 loudspeakers

SOLA VOX HP140
LOUDSPEAKERS
With apower handling of 40 watts,
the Solavox HP140 is a12- litre 2- way
acoustic suspension design with
higher- than- average sensitivity. The
160mm bass midrange driver ernploys a light, rigid paper cone
bonded to an outer roll suspension
manufactured from a carefully
matched damped PVC compound
. . . while the voice coil is bonded
with high temperature polyamide,
and the aluminium coil former is
vented for increased power handling.
Ultra- light components are used in
the construction of the 50mm paper
cone treble unit. Together with its
small .diameter voice coil and carefully designed dust dome, these
provide high sensitivity coupled with
excellent treble extension. Ideal as
a bookshelf speaker, the HP140 is
enclosed in a vinyl walnut finish
cabinet with an attractive high
impact polystyrene grille using low
loss, opaque cloth.
COMET PRICE £39.90 inc. VAT
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SOLA VOX HP170
LOUDSPEAKERS
Designed to serve as astand- positioned or
a bookshelf speake,r, the 17- litre 2- way
HP170 sets anew standard in its class. With
apower handling of 70 watts, it will enhance
programmes from inexpensive systems —
yet also provide the high standard of musical
accuracy demanded by compact disc digital
sound sources. The 200mm bass/midrange
driver incorporates atop quality rigid flared
pulp cone, carefully matched to an outer
suspension manufactured from a unique
rubber/PVC compound. A higher than
average power handling performance is
achieved by use of avoice coil incorporating
a vented aluminium former and high temperature adhesives. The linen dust dome is
coated with a PVA damping material to
reduce, distortion and maintain a smooth
frequency response beyond the crbssover
frequency without introducing any discontinuity. In the 19mm plastic dome treble unit,
ahigh temperature voice coil and ferrofluid
magnetic damping ensure excellent power
handling. The 4- element crossover provides
superb integration and stereo imaging.
COMET PRICE £54.90 inc. VAT

SOLAVOX HP180
LOUDSPEAKERS
The 20- litre 3- way HP180, with its acoustic
suspension design and in- line drive unit
mounting, has a power handling of 80
watts and provides excellent stereo
imaging. It incorporates the same high
quality 200mm bass/midrange driver as
the HP170 system to maintain smooth
frequency response and to achieve
above average power , handling. The
50mm midrange unit is constructed of a
patented minerefilled homopolymer of
polypropylene, with an integral dust
dome for improved high frequency
response. The voice coil is constructed
of high temperature materials, and ferrofluid is used in the magnetic gap for
increased power handling as well as
providing magnetic resonance damping.
Completing asuperb speaker system is
a 19mm plastic dome treble unit using
ahigh quality lightweight assembly to give
asmooth response beyond 20 kHz. The
Solavox HP speaker range, exclusive
to Comet. Setting new standards in valuefor- money sound!
COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT
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OPEN DAILY TO THE PUBLIC
Monday to Friday 9am until 8pm
(Saturday until 5.30 pm)

SCOTTISH BRANCHES ARE ALSO OPEN SUNDAY 10 am until 5pm
(except Ayr, Dumfries, Greenock & Kirkcaldy)

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

You have tne option to extend your guarantee,
to 5years

including parts& labour for one single payment
HI- Fl
Complete Hi Fi Systems . . f25.95
Music Centres .
£ 20.95
Digital Audio Disc Players
£29.95
Casseivers
£ 16.95
Amplifiers
£ 8.95
Tuners
£8.95
Turntables ( excl. cartridge
& stylus)
£ 8.95
Tuner/Amplifiers
f9.95
Tape Decks ( cassette & reel) £ 10.95
Pair of Speakers
£ 10.95
AUDIO
•Citizens Band Radio
•Car Radio & In- Car Hi Fi
•excludes aerials

Just one single payment
brings you
peace of mind for five years
- and protection against
rising costs!

CAMERAS inc. lenses

£ 12.95
£ 12.95

£9.95

TELEVISIONS
Black and White
£ 12.95
Colour up to, and
including, 16"
£24.95
Colour, over 16"
£29.95
Teletext Sets/Sony Profeel £ 34.95
VIDEO
Video Disc Players ( 5years) £ 79.95
Video Recorders ( 2nd & 3rd
year only)
£44.95
Video Recorders ( 5years)
£79.95
Video Colour Cameras
(5 years)
£20.95
REFRIGERATION
'Refrigerators
•F ridge Freezers
•Deep Freezers

£ 16.95
£19.95
£ 19.95

All Refrigeration includes £200 food
insurance cover.

IT'S WORTH TAKING THE OPTION

For the address of your nearest COMET Branch
See your local Telephone Directory
or Ring Teledata 24- hour service on 01-200 0200

COMET'S LOW INTEREST TERMS
-HIRE PURCHASE
£70 to £ 1,000 10% DEPOSIT
with up to 3YEARS TO PAY
by equal monthly instalments.

FLAT RATE 14%

A.P.R. 27.3%

example, Racked Hi Fi system. Comet Price £ 279.50 or Deposit £ 29.50 Repayable by
36 monthly instalments 01E9.87. TOTAL COMET CREDIT PRICE £ 384.82.

WAS
DISH WASHERS
Auto Washers
£34.95
Auto Washers with built-in
Tumble Dryer
£39.95
Twin Tub Washers
£24.95
Tumble Dryers
£ 16.95
Spin Dryers
£12.95
Dishwashers
£32.95
COOKERS ( gas/electric)
Free Standing
£ 19.95
Built-in Ovens
£16.95
Built-in Hobs
£ 12.95
Microwave Ovens
£ 18.95
VACUUM CLEANERS ' £ 10.95
GAS FIRES

£10.95

The FIVE STAR OPTION is also available

on most other items stocked at Comet.

This Insured Scheme is underwr itte n

by
The Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd.

MAIL ORDER

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD include
your card number and mark your order " ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/COMET
CARD".
Goods purchased by mail order are origin marked in accordance with the Trade
Descriptions ( Origin Markings) Miscellaneous Goods Order, 1981, and are
returnable within 14 days in accordance with the above Order.

Securicor Delivery. All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K. only). Please add £ 5.25 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 70p, Styli 55p, Headphones £ 1.60,
Microphones £ 1.30.
Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity, Spool tapes 80p, Cassettes
55p, Video tapes 80p.

MAIL ORDER FORM: To Comet Discount Warehouses,
78, Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF
Comet

Manufacturer

Qty.

£1,000 and Overl 0% DEPOSIT
with up to 5YEARS TO PAY

Discount Price

Description

Model

by equal monthly instalments.

FLAT RATE 12 1/
2%

A.P.R. 23.2%

example: An assortment of items. Cash price£1099.00. Deposit£109.00 Repayable by
60 monthly instalments of £ 26.82. TOTAL COMET CREDIT PRICE £ 1718.20.

INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £360 WITH NO DEPOSIT

Securicor Delivery
P+ P5
I
........ i.,.....m, nharenainnortsal nrriar for TOTAL f

You may apply at any Comet branch to open aBudget Account. Ask far written details.
Interest of 1.75% of the balance outstanding vvill be chargedtoyour account each month.

A.P.R. 23.1%

(
Bankers Order repayment)

Come sa Credo, archer tor ln:s sevee
Comet Radiovision Services Ltd.

George House George Street Nall

made payable to Comet or debit my
ACCESS*D / BARCLAYCARD * D / COMET CREDIT CARD* D
nick appropriate box) CARD No.

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532

At\

440551, using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay

Name
Address
Signature

the driver on delivery.

All prices quoted in Comets Advertisements are correct at time of going to press.

L

HFN

HFP

PH

WH

HA

PRH

SM

G
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Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 25p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50 Box Nos. £ 2.25 extra.
Trade rates 30p per word, minimum £7.50. Copy and remittance for advertisements in February issue must reach these offices
by 9th December addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be
accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) It is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to
apply.

FOR SALE - Private
RADFORD STA-25 stereo valve power amp,
£100; 2x STD D2000 60wpc stereo valve
power amps, £300 each; Pair QUAD 22 mono
valve amps, £80; HAFLER DH- 101 preamp
with onboard headamp, £ 150 Frodsham
(0928) 33326.
NAIM 42/110 amplifier, moving coil input,
immaculate 2 years old. Reluctant sale £375
to a good home. Gloucester 721941 evenings. ( M)
LINN LP12 Nirvana'ed with SME series Ill
and Garrott/Decca gold cartridge £275. Quad
Electrostatics in good working order £200
o.n.o. Tel: 030581 2929 ( Weymouth) ( M).
LEAK ST70 amplifier Leak stereofetic tuner
Technics SL1800 manual turntable Goldring
800E cartridge Videotone minimax speakers
£200 o.n.o. Tel: St Austell 64305 evenings.

(m)

TANDBERG TAPE RECORDER model 9000X
with remote control, little used, reasonable
offer, 01-886 2824 evenings. ( M)
HI FI NEWS 1977-1982; 54 Wireless Worlds
1972-1981; Thorens TD115 with TP30 arm
mint, offers invited Buyer(s) collect. 01-527
8977 Walthamstow E17. ( M)
PAIR QUAD ELECTROSTATICS, Black, grilles
£275. Rogers super woofer and low pass
amp., model L.P.A. £60. SME series Ill arm
with signet Mk IIIE cartridge £85. Lentek head
amp for moving coil cartridge £20. Kettering
760339 evenings and weekends. ( M)
QUAD 33 (
Gold plated contacts) Quad 405.
Both very little used. £250 or will separate.
Buyer collects. Telephone Stafford 661857.
(M)
LINNS SARAS, as new, latest spec, £395. Tel:
South Benfleet 53974 ( after 6pm). ( M)
MONITOR MA3 Mk11 excellent condition.
£120.00 o.n.o. Burgh Heath 57097. ( XS)
YAMAHA CT 1010 FM Tuner, £ 100, Sony
US-3000 Electronic drive turntable, £35.
Immaculate condition/performance. Origional packing manuals. Box no. 0711 ( M)
JBL 4315 Professional Series Monitors in
very good condition, less than half price
£850. Tannoy Golds in Lancaster cabinets,
good condition, £400. 031 229 1116 or 9038
(M)
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QUAD 33 Control Unit £60, Quad FM Tuner
£60. Quad 405 amplifier £ 120. 2coles 4001G
£5 each. 2 Kef B110 £ 12 each. 2Kef B200 £ 15
each. 2 Chartwell 8" Bass £22 each. 1 Kef
B139 £30. Pair Shackman ESL £90. Pair
Satellite Loudspeakers HFN Nov ' 81 £ 120.
Tel. Bingham Notts 38799. ( M)
BEARD P505/P100 Valve amps, World's
Best? ( HFN Nov), £ 1400 - Now £975. Michell
Gyro Dec (£600) £395. A.T./SME arms? Nakamichi 680 ( 1/
2 speed) + Dolby C (£875) £ 550.
Matching Yamaha 170 tuner (£230) £ 150.
Wanted - Reliable Van / Motorhome.
Warninglid ( 0444 85) 444. ( M)
KEF CANTATAS 150wpc (£450) £ 195. Time
Window mini monitors (£250) £95. Beyer/
Sennheiser headphones? Quad 22? Clerion
PE 754B car cassette/radio (£ 150) £90.
Wanted Keesonic Kubs. Warninglid ( 044485)
444. ( M)
WHITE LADIES - pair B&W DM70 electrostatic speakers - £350. Tel: 01-778 6382 evenings. ( M)
NAKAMICHI LX5 £475; Pair Mission 727
speakers, cables, stands £ 125; Technics
STS6 tuner, SUV7 amplifier, SL7 turntable
with P205C Mk3 VHF aerial, Beyer earphones
£525. Telephone Southampton 813144. ( M)
HEYBROOK HB3 speakers £250, teak finish
perfect condition. Tel: 051-334 1964 ( Wirral).
(M)

FOR A CLOSER APPROACH... Two pairs
Quad E.L.S. ( Black). New 1979. £280/pr. Two
405 amplifiers. No. 26127-£125, No. 50182£165. F.M.3 tuner-£70 all above factory
checked/original packing. Also: Uher 4000
report- Lwith mains unit - working/as seen £65. Mission 774 arm with low use B&O
MMC2OCL cartridge-£ 120. Call early evenings for demonstrations/deals: Harlow,
Essex 0279 33263. ( M)
LOVVTHER ACOUSTA. PM6. Teak. One only.
£50. Croydon 01-657 1222. ( M)
QUAD ESL-63. Few months old, manufacturers boxes, virtually unused. Genuine reason
for sale. £700. Telephone day: 381 0868
evening: 542 2742. ( M)
PAIR LOWTHER DOUBLE ACOUSTAS (
4
units). Teak finish. Sale due only to move
from large house to flat. £225. Hove. Tel:
0273 779511. ( M)
STOLLE AUTOMATIC aerial rotator, extra
mast bearing and control cable. Loft
mounted, little used. Absolute mint. £65 +
post. 31, St Helens Drive, Leicester. ( M)
GOOD HOME WANTED for pair R.T.M. horn
loaded speakers in teak finish. Geoffrey Horn
(Gramophone) reviewed. Superb sound.
Weight 74Ibs. Buyer collects. £225 o.n.o. Tel:
0277 362533. ( M)

QUAD ELECTROSTATIC, bronze, excellent
condition, little used. Bronze finish £ 180.
Vortexion WVB Mk3 tape recorder £30. Charing ( Kent) 2254. ( M)

SUGDEN, A48 Mk2. Brought as spare, never
used. Dem £ 120. Wilson. 106 Briar Hill Court,
Shop Centre, Salford, M65LL. ( M)

"THE HEAD" transformer for moving coil
cartridges £ 150, monster cable 13yds and
10yds lengths £23. Box no 0710. ( M)

REVOX A77 2track Dolby 33/
4/and 1
2 speeds.
/
Dust cover. Demonstration. + 30, 7 and 10
inch tapes. £350. G. Rowe, 889 6457. ( M)

KEF 105/2 mark two speakers, £495. Era
mark 6 turntable, SME 3009 arm, Ortofon
VMS/20E/II, £ 85. WANTED: Yamaha
NS1000M or JBL 150A's. Southport ( 0704)
211320. ( M)
PAIR LOVVTHER CLASSIC 400 loudspeakers,
pristine condition, 12 months old, insufficient space in new home. £300 o.n.o. Tel:
01-890 1844 or 0803 526327. ( M)
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO T55 tuner, silver finish,
excellent condition £60 o.n.o., AR6 loudspeakers with stands £60, Koss PRO4AA headphones £ 15. Tel: 01-582 7057, evenings. ( M)
REVOX B77 Tape deck 4 track 33/4 71/
2
domestic use £395, o.n.o. ( Merseyside). ( M)

FOR SALE Trade

ROOS
COMPACT DISCS
LARGE

RANGE

POST FREE

FROM STOCK.

BY 1st CLASS MAIL

SELECTIONS MAY BE EXCHANGED.
Write for detail and current lists to
RO DIGITAL SUPPLIES
15 Mill Lane, A lvva iton, Peterborough. Cambs.
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HEAR HOW TO AVOID wasting £646 lttok/
Koetsu versus Mayware MKIV + MC- 2V only
£115 complete. Demonstrations 01-958 9421
Mayware P.O. Box 58 Edgware, Middx. ( M)

FOR SALE - Trade
CARTRIDGES, ARMS, STYLI, accessories.
Consult the experts. Competitive prices,
excellent service ... and we only carry the
best value. UK importers of the incomparable Walco induced- magnet cartridges and
parabolic-styli. Christchurch Cartridges, " The
Old Forge", Tedburn St. Mary, Exeter,
Devon, EX6 6EH. Tel 06476-302 ( evenings).
(M)

HOME CONSTRUCTORS, highest quality
63V 22000g electrolytics, £8 inc. postage. T.
Reeve, 4 High Park, Dixter Road, Northiam
Rye, East Sussex. Also 100,000e 10V at £6.
(M)
KITDECK THREE TURNTABLES. New version
of classic design available plus optional
speed control. Write to: Manticore Systems
(Turntable Sales), Victoria House, Shortmead Street, Biggleswade, Beds. ( M)

HIGH END EQUIPMENT, all kinds of American, Japanese and German Audiophile products like: Audio- Research, Audiostatic,
Acoustat, Conrad- Johnson, Dennesen,
Esoteric A.R. EMT, Infinity, Kiseki, Krell,
Koetsu, Linn, Magneplanar, Oracle, Plasmattronics, Quad, Revox, Stax, Snell, Threshold,
Thorens, Vernissage, Zen and many others
at lowest export prices. Ask for the latest
price list and details. We ship worldwide! Hi
Fi Systems. Lengsdorfer Haupstrasse 75, 53
Bonn 1, West Germany. Tel. 0228 253314 253111 Tlx. 886646 hfss d. ( E)

COMPACT

WANTED
QUAD VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Garrard 301
please ask for " Wants List". The Vintage
Wireless Company, 64, Broad Street, Staple
Hill, Bristol, BS16 5NL. ( 0272) 565472. ( M)

COMPACT
DISC
CATALOGUE

U
DIGITAL AUDIO

offfj
DIGITAL AUDIO

Write to us now for aFREE copy of acomplete, classical
compact disc catalogue.
We can supply compact discs by mail order, POST FREE in
the UK and overseas orders also welcome. Customers are
kept up to date with catalogue supplements.

BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides a meeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor
Flat, 115 Harley Street, London W1. ( X)

SERVICES
Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35
years' experience. Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD, RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and
elsewhere. QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT
restored close to design wherever possible.
7days personal service. Location: Woodford
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

spendor

***

***

BARNARD ELECTRONICS, LONDON SERVICE AGENT
FOR ALL SPENDOR PRODUCTS.
Specially calibrated and selected drive units stocked to
overhaul Spendor loudspeakers to the original
manufacturers specification.

RECORD CORNER, POUND LANE,
GODALMING, SURREY.

BARNARD ELECTRONICS, 82 PENTIRE ROAD,
LONDON E17
TEL: 01-531 8705

We also supply all L.P.s and cassettes by mail order and
offer afriendly and helpful service with regular lists of new
releases and information.

ADVERTISER'S INDEX
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DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346003. ( X)

***

A & R Cambridge
About Sound Hi Fi
Absolute Sounds
Alternative Audio Ltd
Alternative Audio Systems
Ariston Acoustic Limited
Aston Audio Ltd
Audio Excellence
Audio Projects
Audio Tel
Audition Hi Fi Studio
Avalon Hi Fi Studio
B & B.Hi Fi
B & W Loudspeakers
Bang & Olufsen Ltd
Barnard Electronics
Basically Sound
Bath Classical Records
Bauch Ltd, FWO
Beckenham Record Centre
Boothroyd Stuart
Bose
Bowers & Wilkins
Brady & Son, W. A.
Cam Audio
Castle Acoustics
Celestion International
Chew & Osborne Ltd
Chichester Hi Fi

TANNOY AUTOGRAPH, GRF, 3LZ, Chatsworth speakers and Monitor series drive
units. Quad 22/11, Radford STA25, Lowther
(especially LL26's), anybody out there with
Kerr McCosh CWA 40 valve amps for sale?
'Garrard 301, Decca FFSS arm and cartridges, Tannoy Varitwin carts, Ortophon
arms and SPU carts. Also require pair Quad
Electrostatics and Decca London ribbons.
Tel: ( Luton) 0582 412168. ( M)

18
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96
34
36
22
42,126
124
128
52
126
36
126
56,57
26
161
44
126
84,85
126
32
62
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54
126
66
40,110
15
128
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Comet Hi Fi
Concordant Audio
Deskatlas
Esoteric Marketing
Five Ways High Fidelity
Goldring Products
H. W. International
Hagley,Audio
Hafler
Hampshire Audio Ltd
harman kardon
Harmonia Mundi
Hembrook Recordings Ltd
Hi Fi Markets
Howard's of Exeter Ltd
J.V.C. ( UK) Ltd
K.J. Leisure Sound
KEF Electronics Ltd
Kernow Audio
Laskeys
Linn Products
Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd
Mecom Acoustics
Merrow Sound
Merseyside Acoustic Dey.
J.A. Michell Engineering
Mission Electronics
Mordaunt Short Ltd
NAD
Nick Dakin

130-159
52
124
30
126
5
IFC, 46, 47
128
14
126
42,43
120
128
6-13, 92
126
28, 86, 87
104
24
126
65, 67
112
80, 81
98
126
102
74
OBC
15
61
126

Northern Home Show
O'Brien M.
Phase 3Hi Fi
QED Audio Products
Quad Electroacoustics
R.O. Digital Supplies
Radlett Audio
Rayleigh Hi Fi
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Record Corner Ltd
REW Audio Visual
Ron Smith Aerials
Russ Andrews
Rutter, L. J.
S.M.E. Ltd
Sansui
SD Acoustics
Subjective Audio
Swisstone Electronics Ltd
Tannoy Products
Technics ( National Panasonic)
Thomas Heinitz
Tonbridge Hi Fi
Top Tape
Unilet
Watts C.E. Ltd
Wharfedale
Wiley, Eric
Wilmex ( Stax)
3M UK PLC

108
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128
44
90
160
126
48
102
161
34
34
126
126
57
IBC
124
114
5
16
38,39
52
44
100
4
17
94,95
128
36
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AST MONTH, IDISCUSSED Carly
Simon's No secrets, arock album that
was also an artistic statement on
woman and her role. The same can be said,
but for different reasons, of Jimmy Webb's
far more ambitious album The Yard Went On
Forever. Webb, as anyone who has heard
'MacArthur Park' with half an ear can testify,
is atrue poet, and on this apocalyptic album
his burning vision of man wronged by
women is given true rein. But he is not
unsympathetic to the feminine cause: in the
first song ( amajor cantata for soloists, boys
choir, mixed choir, and large orchestra with
much pitched percussion), the title track, he
identifies so closely with the plight of
women within the family that the experience
is transmitted into true poetry. 'All the
women of Bombay, standing with the
Kansas City housewives ... on
Doomsday ....' Apocalypse now, indeed,
and we are plunged into aholocaust so
searing in its intensity that one wonders how
on earth it could have been put down on tape
in 1968 — its only classical counterparts being
Berio's Sinfonia, Tippett's Vision of St
Augustine or Maxwell Davies' Eight Songs
for aMad King.
•The images fade: 'There were blouses/
with print roses/checkered shirts and white
Levis/There was afrying-pan/and she would
cook their dreams while they were
dreaming/and later she would send them out
to play'. The imagery of childhood at home,
with mother in the kitchen ( an earlier verse
says ' she would ask them what they'd done
at school that day') is superbly, and
sympathetically caught, as though Webb
says: this is what women do, they work, and
they suffer ( for the song develops into quite
wider areas), and that's it. They bear
children, and see them die, and men don't
come into this expression. Curiously
enough, it is Richard Harris ( who would not
claim to have avoice worth recording)
whose ability as an actor makes the most of
these words. It is significant that when Art
Garfunkel lit upon the Webb oeuvre after he
went solo, he was unable to make as much
of the lyrics as Harris, even though he was
no stranger to acting himself. Another
curious connection between these singers is
the keyboard player, Larry Knetchel, who is
known to millions as the pianist on Simon
and Garfunkel's Bridge Over Troubled
Waters, and is the leading keyboard player
on this album.
Webb's orchestral sense is masterly: the
piano is used as atrue virtuoso instrument,
not as some kind of session colouring, and
the detachment of asolo violin to delineate
the delicate tracery of the girl's face in the
s'econd song 'Watermark', recalls Bartok's
Two Portraits for violin and Orchestra in its
expressive contours. Although tenuously put
together, the whole album is, in fact, asuite
of songs of almost Mahlerian scope and
orchestration which, as the orchestrations
exist (this album was recorded before
synthesized orchestras), ahard-pressed
orchestra might like to put on in one of our
concert-halls, especially as Richard Harris
could do the songs especially written for
him.
'Interim', the next song is somewhat
distasteful, with its concentration on mental
illness and feigned madness, although the
music is immensely powerful, with
astonishing use of timpani and Milhaud- like
orchestral string writing which would tax the
violins of the Berlin Philharmonic or the
Philadelphia Orchestra. In one way or
another the remaining songs concentrate on
162

the relationship between the man and a
variety of younger girls, and one gets the
impression — not for the first time in Webb's
work — that he must have had abad
experience at some time which has seared
his imagination. The opening thread of the
first song returns as aritornello in and out of
the remaining songs, but mention should be
made of the violent anti- marriage, or rather
anti- hypocritical song 'The Hive' — shot
through with the most telling observation
('She's dreamed of it since she was only
nine') but which, for all its burning power
and sincerity, leaves anasty taste in the
mouth 15 years after it was written. Ihave no
doubt that this album is amasterpiece — a
flawed one, certainly, but amasterpiece
nonetheless— and it would be marvellous to
hear these songs again in new recordings,
perhaps now with the advantage of video
imagery, and performed, as Ibelieve they
should be performed, in concert halls by our
major symphony orchestras.
Robert Matthew- Walker

BACK
HOOCE
Robert Matthew-Walker
on Jimm Webb, dus
John Atkinson's 1983
To • Ten Albums

O

NE OF THE PROBLEMS with writing
about rock music is that the
divergence in people's taste is
extreme: one man's B B King is another's
Barry Manilow— or vice versa. As this is the
last issue of 1983, I
thought it would be
appropriate to include alist of the year's ten
best rock albums in ' Back Door' —
unfortunately, no-one in the office could
agree what those albums should be! One
way out of the predicament would be to
invoke Editor's Privilege ie, let me choose
them, but it was pointed out that my taste is
no more representative than anyone else's.
Ken Kessler has musical interests about as
far removed from mine as possible— apart
from alove of Rodgers & Hart, Ella Fitzgerald
and Buffalo Springfield — so Iasked him to
join me in listing the ten records that have
spent most time on our turntables in 1983;
his favourite, however, was the Yardbirds'
Roger the Engineercompilation ( Edsel
ED116), so Iruled him out. Ialso asked
HFN/RR's Felicity Mulgan for her list but she
couldn't think of more than two 1983 albums
that had risen above the level of
computerised dross: David Bowie's Let's
Dance and Punch the Clock from Elvis
Costello. It looks as if you're stuck with my
taste!
John Atkinson

JA'S PERSONAL, SUBJECTIVE,
INDIVIDUAL 1983 TOP TEN (in no
particular order — they all sound good!)

Duck Rock, Malcolm McLaren (
Charisma
MMLP1). Listeners love it or despise it,
there's no middle course. This compilation
of vaguely Third World ethno-rock, overlaid
with demented stylus scratching from New
York's Supreme Team' DJs, was one of the
few LPs in 1983 to offer that rare commodity,
'enthusiasm.
Lawyers in Love, Jackson Browne (
Asylum
96-0268-1). Who'd have thought it? The
originator of wimp- rock ( or should it be
Valium- rock?) comes out with ahigh-energy
album of well- crafted songs, immaculately
performed with an almost three-dimensional
production job.
West Side Story, Andre Previn, Shelly
Manne, Red Mitchell (
Mobile Fidelity MFSL
1-095). If they were making recordings of
this technical quality back in 1960, have we
really progressed since then?
Wild Things Run Fast, Joni Mitchell (
Geffen
GEE 25102). Backed up by ared-hot UK tour,
Joni's album of ' I'm middle-aged, middleclass, and in love' songs gained the services
of her husband but lost those of Jaco
Pastorius. Despite that, it's one of her best!
Even the CD sounds good.
Big Science, Laurie Anderson (
Warner Bros
K.57002). Some dismissed performance
artists like Anderson as ' art school
intellectuals'. This album, however, is a
shattering montage of disconnected sounds
and images, where harmonies and rhythms
become irretrievably confused. WHERE IS
THE FOLLOW-UP?
Behind the gardens — Behind the wall —
Under the tree... , Andreas Vollenweider
(CBS 85 545). Terry Riley's In Cwith cojones,
or should it be hoden? German harpist mikes
up his instrument, discards all but two
chords and ahandful of bird noises, and
amazingly produces one of the most riff-mic
albums of the year.
Best of Dobie Gray ( MCA MCL 1642). Superb
voice, superb songs, superb band including
Troy Seals on guitars, superb production,
superb sound, but above all, ' Drift Away'!
The Final Cut, Pink Floyd (
EMI SHPF 1983).
Initially sounding like out- takes from The
Wall, this has grown with repeated listening
to become, in Phil Spector's immortal words,
'A movie for the ears'. True hi-fi stereo sound
—for once.
Peter Gabriel 4 ( Charisma PG4). Digital
recording doesn't detract from the fact that
this multi- layered, multi- dimensional album
is actually about something. Precisely what,
I'm still trying to figure out.
Texas Flood, Stevie Ray Vaughan (
Epic
EPC25534) It has to be admitted that 1983
was not the year the world was expecting a
new superstar blues guitarist to appear. Yet
Columbia's father figure, John Hammond,
found aStratocaster-wielding cowboy from
Texas who can make the instrument sing in
the way Hendrix used to before he took to
clowning. It can't just be nostalgia that
makes my feet itch. But, if you like the sound
of shuffling feet . . .
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COMØACT

I1M

To hear the new digital audio discs at their best, specify the
Sansui PC- V1000 CD Player plus a Sansui Super Feedforward Amplifier.
They make a perfect match both in performance and styling.
he PC-V1000 is a slim- line front- loading player with optional remote control,
and features Sansui's newly- designed digital filter which will not cause
any degradation of sound quality, phasè inversion or time delay.
Prove to yourself how good digital audio really is
— visit your nearest Sansui CD stockist and hear the PC-V1000 for yourself.

fi

ISSI

CAMBRIDGE

because people like music

Mission Cambridge, Huntingdon PE18 6ED, England.

Phone: ( 0480) 57477

